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ACTION:

Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission has found no
violation of Section 337 in the above-referenced investigation. The investigation is terminated.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Megan M. Valentine, Office of the General
Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436,
telephone (202) 708-2301. Copies of non-confidential documents filed in connection with this
investigation are or will be available for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to
5:15 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street,
S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436, telephone (202) 205-2000. General information concerning the
Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server at http://www.usitc.gov. The
public record for this investigation may be viewed on the Commission's electronic docket (EDIS)
at http://edis.usitc.gov. Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter can
be obtained by contacting the Commission's TDD terminal on (202) 205-1810.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Commission instituted this investigation on
August 24, 2012, based on a complaint filed by Technology Properties Limited LLC and
Phoenix Digital Solutions LLC, both of Cupertino, California; and Patriot Scientific Corporation
of Carlsbad, California (collectively "Complainants"). 77 Fed. Reg. 51572-573 (August 24,
2012). The complaint alleges violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19
U.S.C. § 1337 ("section 337"), in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation,
and the sale within the United States after importation of certain wireless consumer electronics
devices and components thereof by reason of infringement of certain claims of U.S. Patent No.
5,809,336 ("the ' 336 patent"). The Commission' s notice of investigation named the following as
respondents: Acer, Inc. of Taipei, Taiwan and Acer America Corporation of San Jose, California
(collectively "Acer"); Amazon.com, Inc. of Seattle, Washington ("Amazon"); Barnes and Noble,
Inc. ofNew York, New York ("B&N"); Garmin Ltd ofSchaffhausen, Switzerland, Garmin
International, Inc. of Olathe, Kansas, and Garmin USA, Inc. of Olathe, Kansas (collectively

"Garmin"); HTC Corporation ofTaoyuan, Taiwan and HTC America of Bellevue, Washington
(collectively "HTC"); Huawei Technologies Co, Ltd. of Shenzhen, China ("Huawei Tech.");
Huawei North America of Plano, Texas ("Huawei NA"); Kyocera Corporation of Kyoto, Japan
and Kyocera Communications, Inc. of San Diego, California (collectively "Kyocera"); LG .
Electronics, Inc. of Seoul, Republic of Korea and LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. of Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey (collectively "LG"); Nintendo Co. Ltd. of Kyoto, Japan and Nintendo of
America, Inc. of Redmond, Washington (collectively "Nintendo"); Novatel Wireless, Inc. of San
Diego, California (''Novatel"); Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., of Seoul, Republic of Korea and
Samsung Electronics America, Inc. of Ridgefield Park, New Jersey (collectively "Samsung");
Sierra Wireless, Inc. of British Columbia, Canada and Sierra W.ireless America, Inc. of Carlsbad,
California (collectively "Sierra"); and ZTE Corporation of Shenzhen, China and ZTE (USA) Inc.
of Richardson, Texas (collectively "ZTE"). The Office of Unfair Import Investigations was
named as a participating party.
The Commission later amended the Notice of Investigation to remove Huawei NA as a
respondent and to add Huawei Device Co., Ltd. of Shenzhen, China; Huawei Device USA Inc. of
Plano, Texas; and Futurewei Technologies, Inc. d/b/a Huawei Technologies (USA) of Plano,
Texas ("new Huawei respondents") as respondents. 78 Fed Reg. 12354 (Feb. 22, 2013). The
Commission later terminated respondents Sierra and Kyocera from the investigation. Notice
(Feb. 4, 2013); Notice (Sept. 20, 2013). The Commission also terminated respondents Acer and
Amazon from the investigation. 78 Fed Reg. 71643 , 71644 (Nov. 29, 2013).
The active respondents in the investigation include: B&N, Garmin, HTC, Huawei Tech.,
the new Huawei respondents, LG, Nintendo, Novatel, Samsung, and ZTE. Nintendo was
accused of infringing only claims 1 and 11, for which the Commission determined not to review
the ALJ's findings of no infringement. Id.
On September 6, 2013, the ALJ issued his final initial determination ("ID"), finding no
violation of Section 337 with respect to all of the named respondents. Specifically, the ALJ
found that the importation requirement of Section 337 is satisfied. The ALJ also found that none
of the accused products directly or indirectly infringe the asserted claims of the ' 336 patent. The
ALJ further found that the asserted claims of the ' 336 patent have not been found to be invalid.
The ALJ also found that respondents have not shown that the accused LG product is covered by
a license to the ' 336 patent. The ALJ further found that Complainants have satisfied the
domestic industry requirement pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C) for the '336 patent because
Complainants' licensing activities have a nexus to the ' 336 patent and because Complainants'
licensing investments with respect to the '336 patent are substantial. The ALJ also found that
there are no public interest issues that would preclude issuance of a remedy were the
Commission to find a violation of section 337. The ALJ also issued a recommended
determination, recommending that the appropriate remedy is a limited exclusion order barring
entry of infringing wireles.s consumer electronics devices and components thereof against the
active respondents. The ALJ did not recommend issuance of a cease and desist order against any
respondent. The ALJ also did not recommend the imposition of a bond during the period of
Presidential review. On September 12, 2013, the ALJ issued a Notice of Clarification
supplementing the Final ID. Notice of Clarification Regarding Final Initial Determination (Sept.
2

12, 2013).
On September 23, 2013, Complainants filed a petition for review of certain aspects of the
final ID concerning asserted claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent. In particular, Complainants
requested that the Commission review the ID's construction ofthe "entire oscillator" terms
recited in claims 6 and 13 and the ID's infringement findings based on those limitations.
Complainants also requested that the Commission review the ID's infringement findings
concerning the limitations "varying," "independent," and "asynchronous" recited in claims 6 and
13. Also on September 23 , 2013, the respondents who had not settled with Complainants filed a
contingent petition for review ofcertain aspects of the final ID. In particular, the respondents
requested review of the ID's finding that Complainants have satisfied the domestic industry
requirement based on licensing activities. On October 17, 2013, the respondents filed a response
to Complainants' petition for review. Also on October 17, 2013, Complainants filed a response
to the respondents' contingent petition for review. Further on October 17, 2013, the IA filed a
joint response to the private parties' petitions.
On October 17, 2013, Complainants filed a post-RD statement on the public interest
pursuant to Commission Rule 210.50(a)(4). On October 23, 2013, the respondents also filed a
submission pursuant to the rule. No responses from the public were received in response to the
post.:.RD Commission Notice issued on September 9, 2013. See Notice of Request for
Statements on the Public Interest (Sept. 9, 2013).
On November 25, 2013, the Commission determined to review the fmal ID in part with
respect to the ID's findings concerning claim construction and infringement of claims 6 and 13
of the '336 patent and domestic industry. 78 Fed Reg. at 71644-45. The Notice of Review
included briefing questions regarding the certain issues under review. Id. The Commission
determined not to review the remaining issues decided in the fmal ID. Id. at 71644. The
Commission also extended the target date for completion of the investigation to January 29, 2014.
Id. at 71645.
·on December 19, 2013, in reponse to a request from the parties, the Commission granted
the parties an extension to file their reply submissions in response to the Commission's request
for briefing to January 6, 2014, and further extended the target date for completion of the
investigation to February 19, 2014. Notice (Dec. 19, 2013).
On December 23, 2013, the parties filed initial submissions responding to the
Commission's request for briefing on review and concerning remedy, the public interest, and
bonding. On January 6, 2014, the parties filed reply submissions. Several third parties filed
submissions concerning the public interest, including: Sprint Spectrum, L.P.; CTIA-The
Wireless Association®; and United States Cellular Corporation.
Having examined the record of this investigation, including the ALJ's final ID, the
petitions for review and the responses thereto, and the parties' submissions on review, the
Commission has determined to find no violation of section 337 with respect to the '336 patent.
Specifically, the Commission affirms the ID's claim constructions as to claims 6 and 13
3

of the '336 patent.
Regarding infringement, the Commission affirms with modification the ALJ's finding
that the accused products do not satisfy the "entire oscillator," "varying," and "external clock"
limitations of claims 6 and 13. Moreover, the Commission affirms the ALJ's finding that
Complainants failed to prove indirect infringement because they failed to prove direct
infringement.
With respect to the domestic industry requirement, the Commission finds that
Complainants have satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement based on
modified reasoning.
The investigation is terminated.
The Commission will issue an opinion reflecting its decision within seven days of this
notice.
The authority for the Commission's determination is contained in section 337 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S .C. § 1337), and in Part 210 of the Commission ' s Rules
of Practice and Procedure (19 C.F.R. Part 210).
By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Acting Secretary to the Commission
Issued: February 19, 2014
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COMMISSION OPINION
On September 6, 2013, the presiding administrative law judge ("ALJ") issued his final
initial determination ("ID"), finding no violation of section 337, and his recommended
determination on remedy and bonding.
Having examined the record of this investigation, including the ALJ's final ID, the
petitions for review and the responses thereto, and the parties' submissions on review, the
Commission has determined to find no violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337 ("section 337") with respect to U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336 ("the ' 336
patent"). Specifically, the Commission affirms the ID ' s claim constructions as to claims 6 and
13 of the ' 336 patent. Regarding infringement, the Commission affirms with modification the
ALJ's finding that the accused products do not satisfy the "entire oscillator," "varying," and
"external clock" limitations of claims 6 and 13. Moreover, the Commission affirms the ALJ' s
finding that Complainants failed to prove indirect infringement. With respect to the domestic
industry requirement, the Commission finds that Complainants have satisfied the economic
prong of the domestic industry requirement based on modified reasoning. The Commission has
determined to adopt the ALJ's findings that are consistent with the Commission's opinion as set
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forth below.

I.
A.

BACKGROUND

Procedural History
The Commission instituted this investigation on August 24, 2012, based on a complaint

filed by Technology Properties Limited LLC ("TPL") and Phoenix Digital Solutions LLC
("PDS"), both of Cupertino, California; and Patriot Scientific Corporation of Carlsbad,
California (collectively "Complainants"). 77 Fed. Reg. 51572-573 (August 24, 2012). The
complaint alleges violations of section 337 in the importation into the United States, the sale for
importation, and the sale within the United States after importation of certain wireless consumer
electronics devices and components thereof by reason of infringement of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 ,
and 13-16 of the ' 336 patent. The Commission' s notice of investigation named the following
respondents: Acer, Inc. of Taipei, Taiwan and Acer America Corporation of San Jose, California
(collectively "Acer"); Amazon.com, Inc. of Seattle, Washington ("Amazon"); Barnes and Noble,
Inc. of New York, New York ("B&N"); Garmin Ltd of Schaffhausen, Switzerland, Garmin
International, Inc. of Olathe, Kansas, and Garmin USA, Inc. of Olathe, Kansas (collectively
"Garmin"); HTC Corporation ofTaoyuan, Taiwan and HTC America of Bellevue, Washington
(collectively "HTC"); Huawei Technologies Co, Ltd. of Shenzhen, China ("Huawei Tech.");
Huawei North America of Plano, Texas ("Huawei NA"); Kyocera Corporation of Kyoto, Japan
and Kyocera Communications, Inc. of San Diego, California (collectively "Kyocera"); LG
Electronics, Inc. of Seoul, Republic of Korea and LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. of Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey (collectively "LG"); Nintendo Co. Ltd. of Kyoto, Japan and Nintendo of
America, Inc. of Redmond, Washington (collectively "Nintendo"); N ovatel Wireless, Inc. of San
2
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Diego, California ("Novatel"); Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., of Seoul, Korea and Samsung
Electronics America, Inc. of Ridgefield Park, New Jersey (collectively "Samsung"); Sierra
Wireless, Inc. of British Columbia, Canada and Sierra Wireless America, Inc. of Carlsbad,
California (collectively "Sierra"); and ZTE Corporation of Shenzhen, China and ZTE (USA) Inc.
of Richardson, Texas (collectively "ZTE"). The Office of Unfair Import Investigations was
named as a participating party. The issue of public interest was delegated to the ALJ. 77 Fed.
Reg. at 51572.

The Commission later amended the Notice of Investigation to remove Huawei NA as a
respondent and to add Huawei Device Co., Ltd. of Shenzhen, China; Huawei Device USA Inc. of
Plano, Texas; and Futurewei Technologies, Inc. d/b/a Huawei Technologies (USA) of Plano,
Texas ("new Huawei respondents") as respondents. 78 Fed. Reg. 12354 (Feb. 22, 2013). The
Commission later terminated respondents Sierra, Kyocera, Amazon, and Acer from the
investigation. Notice (Feb. 4, 2013); Notice (Sept. 20, 2013); 78 Fed. Reg. 71643-45 (Nov. 29,
2013) ("Notice of Review"). 1
On March 5, 2013, the ALJ held a Markman hearing with respect to the disputed claim
language in the asserted patent. On April 18, 2013, the ALJ issued Order No. 31 ("the Markman
Order") construing the disputed claim terms of the '336 patent.
On September 6, 2013, the ALJ issued his final ID, finding no violation of section 337,

1

The remaining respondents in this investigation are as follows: B&N, Garmin, HTC, Huawei
Tech. and the new Huawei respondents, LG, Novatel, Samsung, and ZTE (hereinafter
"Respondents"). Respondent Nintendo was accused of infringing only claims 1 and 11, for
which the Commission determined not to review the ALJ's findings of no infringement. 78 Fed.
Reg. at 3-4.

3
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and his recommended determination on remedy and bonding. In particular, the ALJ found that
the importation requirement of section 337 is satisfied. The ALJ also found that none of the
accused products directly or indirectly infringe the asserted claims of the ' 336 patent. In addition,
the ALJ found that the asserted claims of the ' 336 patent have not been proven to be invalid.2
Further, the ALJ found that respondents have not shown that the accused LG product is covered
by a license to the '336 patent. With respect to the issue of domestic industry, the ALJ found
that Complainants have satisfied the domestic industry requirement for the ' 336 patent pursuant
to 19 U.S.C. D1337(a)(3)(C) for the '336 patent. The ALJ also found that no public interest
issues are raised by enforcement of a remedy with respect to any of the respondents that would
preclude issuance of a remedy if the Commission were to find a violation of section 337. 3
On September 12, 2013, the ALJ issued a Notice of Clarification supplementing the final
ID, explaining that the list of chips referenced on page 119 of the ID is located on page 88 of the
ID. Notice of Clarification Regarding Final Initial Determination (Sept. 12, 2013) ("Notice of
Clarification").
On September 23 , 2013, Complainants filed a petition for review of certain aspects of the
final ID, concerning only asserted claims 6 and 13 of the ' 336 patent. In particular,
Complainants requested review of the ID's construction of the "entire oscillator" limitations
recited in claims 6 and 13 and the ID ' s infringement findings based on those limitations.
2

Respondents withdrew their invalidity defenses against the '336 patent during the evidentiary
hearing on June 10, 2013. Final ID at 288 (citing Tr. at 1523-1525). Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §
282, the ALJ found that the ' 336 patent is, therefore, presumed to be valid. Id.
3

As noted above, the Commission ordered the ALJ to take evidence and to render findings of
fact concerning the public interest in the Notice of Institution. 77 Fed. Reg. 51572 (Aug. 24,
2012).
4
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Complainants also requested review of the ID's infringement findings concerning the limitations
"varying," "independent," and "asynchronous" recited in claims 6 and 13. Also on September
23, 2013 , Respondents filed a contingent petition requesting review of the ID's finding that
Complainants have satisfied the domestic industry requirement based on their licensing activities.
On November 25, 2013, the Commission determined to review the final ID in part with
respect to the ID 's findings concerning claim construction and infringement of claims 6 and 13
of the ' 336 patent. 78 Fed. Reg. · at 71644. The Commission also determined to review the ID ' s
finding of domestic industry to consider the question of whether the alleged industry still exists
given TPL' s relinquishment of its right to license the '336 patent prior to the complaint being
filed and to consider whether Complainants have satisfied the economic prong of the domestic
industry requirement. Id. at 71644-45. The Commission further determined to review the ID ' s
statement that Complainants need not show that at least one of their licensees practices the
patent-in-suit to demonstrate a license-based domestic industry. Id. at 71644; see ID at 296
(Public Ver.) (Oct. 24, 2013). The Notice of Review included briefing questions regarding the
certain issues under review. Id. at 71644-45.
The Commission determined not to review the remaining issues decided in the final ID,
including the ID' s finding of no violation with respect to asserted claims 1, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 16
of the ' 336 patent. Id. at 71644. The Commission also determined not to review the ID's
finding that Complainants failed to satisfy their burden of proof with respect to infringement of
claims 6 and 13 as to the accused chips listed at page 88 of the ID and the products containing

5
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these chips. Id. 4
On December 23, 2013, Complainants, Respondents, and the Commission investigative
attorney ("IA") filed initial submissions responding to the Commission's request for briefing.
On January 6, 2014, the parties filed reply submissions.
B.

Patent at Issue

The '336 patent is entitled "High Performance Microprocessor Having Variable Speed
System Clock," and is directed to a microprocessor system having a central processing unit
("CPU") and an oscillator, both formed on the same semiconductor die, where the CPU operates
at a variable processing frequency dependent upon the clock speed of the oscillator. The patent
is further directed to a microprocessor system which includes an input/output ("I/O") interface,
which is independently clocked by a second clock. The '336 patent has 16 claims (following
reexamination), of which claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 were asserted against the respondents.
Presently only claims 6 and 13 are still asserted against the active respondents.
Microprocessors must operate over: (1) variable temperature ranges, (2) voltage
variations, and (3) variations in semiconductor manufacturing processing ("PVT parameters" for
"process," "voltage" and "temperature"), each of which affects operating speed and transistor
propagation delays. ID at 7 (citing Technology Stipulation at 2.); '336 patent at 16:44-48.
Traditionally, CPUs were designed so that the circuit would function at a rated clock speed that
would operate properly in the worst case conditions with respect to the PVT parameters. '336

4

The Commission also extended the target date for completion of the investigation to January 29,
2014. Id. at 71645. On December 19, 2013, the Commission further extended the target date for
completion of the investigation to February 19, 2014. Notice (Dec. 19, 2013).
6
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patent at 16:48-53. As a result, prior art circuit designs were clocked a factor of two slower than ·
their maximum theoretical performance. Id.
The '336 patent discloses a microprocessor system having: (1) an on-chip variable speed
clock and (2) a second independent clock connected to an I/O interface. ID at 7 (citing
Technology Stipulation at 2.) The '336 patent discloses a microprocessor having a clock circuit
and a CPU fabricated on the same substrate. Id.; see '336 at 16:57-58. The clock circuit, thus,
"tracks the parameters which similarly affect all other transistors on the same silicon die" and
allows the CPU to "execute[] at the fastest speed possible[.]" '336 at 16:63-17:10, 17:19-22.
The '336 patent specification discloses the following embodiment:

RINGOSOlllATOR
VARIABLE SPEED
CLOCK

CRYSTAL CLOCK

,-436
i

0434
u

482

,...._ _ _.....,__......,_...

1/0
INTERFACf

CPO

••••••
EXTI::f\NAL MS ORY SUS

FIG._17
Id. at Fig. 17. In the illustrated embodiment, CPU 70 operates asynchronously with I/O interface
432. ID at 7 (citing Technology Stipulation at 2.) I/O interface 432 is controlled independently

by crystal clock 434. Id. The on-chip ring oscillator variable speed clock 430 clocks the CPU 70.
7
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Id. Decoupling the variable speed of the CPU 70 from the fixed speed of the VO interface 432

optimizes the performance of each by allowing the CPU 70 to operate at the maximum frequency
dictated by the speed of the on-chip ring oscillator variable speed clock 430. ' 336 patent at
17:11-37.
The asserted claims of the ' 336 patent recite the inventive concept of a CPU and a
variable speed clock on the same chip and which vary together due to manufacturing (fabrication)
and/or operational (temperature and/or voltage) parameters, where the CPU communicates with
an I/O interface, which is clocked using a second clock that is independent of the variable speed
clock. The claims variously recite that the first clock comprises a ring oscillator, that the
operational parameters include operating temperature or operating voltage of the substrate, and
that the second clock is off-chip.

C.

Products at Issue
The accused products are, in general, wireless consumer electronics devices.

Complainants accuse products identified in Appendix A to the final ID, including desktop
personal computers, notebook personal computers, tablet computers, e-readers, navigation
devices, smartphones, mobile phones, portable handheld gaming devices, mobile hotspots, USB
modems, and wireless home phones (collectively, "Accused Products"). 5 ID at 11. The Accused
Products included microprocessor chips that are manufactured by Qualcomm, Texas Instruments

5

The phrase "Accused Products" as used herein does not include the products listed on page 88
of the final ID. The Commission previously determined not to review the ALJ's finding that
Complainants have not met their burden of proof concerning infringement for those products. 78
Fed Reg. at 71644; see ID at 118-119;
8
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("TI"), Samsung, and LSI. Comp. Pet. at 6. LSI's products are no longer in the investigation.6
The Accused Products generally use phase lock loop ("PLL") technology. 7 A PLL, using
a phase checker, generally compares a signal from a reference oscillator and a signal from a
second oscillator, e.g., a voltage controlled oscillator ("VCO") or current controlled oscillator
("ICO"), and determines whether the two signals are in phase or out of phase. If the second
signal is not in phase with the reference signal, the phase checker, using a charge pump, causes
the second oscillator to speed up or slow down until the two signals are in phase. The frequency
of the VCO/ICO is, therefore, set by the instruction that comes from the phase match element.
The output of the VCO/ICO may be used as a clock. The output of the VCO/ICO is also fed
back into the phase checker of the PLL as the second signal, thus allowing the PLL to actively
adjust the frequency of the VCO/ICO based on the reference signal. Because the frequency of
the VCO/ICO may be an order of magnitude higher than the frequency of the reference oscillator,
the signal from the VCO/ICO is typically sent through a frequency divider, which divides the
frequency such that it is in the same magnitude as the frequency of the reference signal (e.g.,
gigahertz divided down to megahertz).
II.

STAND ARD ON REVIEW

Once the Commission determines to review an initial determination, its review is
conducted de nova. Certain Polyethylene Terephthalate Yarn and Prods. Containing Same, Inv.

6

Only the Accused Products containing chips manufactured by Qualcomm, TI, and Samsung
remain in the investigation. See Comp. Review Br. at 4 n. 2.
7

The summary provided here of this technology is drawn from the technical tutorial given by
Respondents' expert, Dr. Subramanian. Tr. at 44-53. We have avoided any discussion in his
testimony that is argumentative on behalf of Respondents.
9
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No. 337-TA-457, Comm'n Op. at 9 (June 18, 2002). Upon review, the "Commission has 'all the
powers which it would have in making the initial determination,' except where the issues are
limited on notice or by rule." Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Prods. Containing Same, Inv.
No. 337-TA-382, USITC Pub. 3046, Comm'n Op. at 9-10 (July 1997) (quoting CertainAcidWashed Denim Garments and Accessories, Inv. No. 337-TA-324, Comm'n Op. at 5 (Nov. 1992)).

Commission practice in this regard is consistent with the Administrative Procedure Act. Certain
EPROM, EEPROM, Flash Memory, and Flash Microcontroller Semiconductor Devices and
Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-395, Comm'n Op. at 6 (Dec. 11, 2000) ("EPROM');
see also 5 U.S.C. § 557(b).

Upon review, "the Commission may affirm, reverse, modify, set aside or remand for
further proceedings, in whole or in part, the initial determination of the administrative law judge.
'

The Commission may also make any findings or conclusions that in its judgment are proper
based on the record in the proceeding." 19 C.F.R. § 210.45. This rule reflects the fact that the
Commission is not an appellate court, but is the body responsible for making the final agency
decision. On appeal, only the Commission's final decision is at issue. See EPROM, Comm'n Op.
at 6, citing Fischer & Porter Co. v. Int 'l Trade Comm 'n, 831 F.2d 1574, 1576-77 (Fed. Cir.
1987).

III.
A.

ANALYSIS CONCERNING ISSUES THE COMMISSION HAS DETERMINED
TO REVIEW

Claim Construction
Claim construction "begin[ s] with and remain[ s] centered on the language of the claims

themselves." Storage Tech. Corp. v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 329 F.3d 823, 830 (Fed. Cir. 2003);
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Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en bane). The language used in a
claim bears a "heavy presumption" that it has the ordinary and customary meaning that would be
attributed to the words used by persons skilled in the relevant art. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1312-13.
To help inform the court of the ordinary meaning of the words, a court may consult the intrinsic
evidence, including the claims themselves, the specification, and the prosecution history, as well
as extrinsic evidence, such as dictionaries and treatises and inventor and expert testimony. Id. at
1314. In particular "the specification ' is always highly relevant to the claims construction
analysis. Usually, it is dispositive; it is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed term."'

Id. at 1315 (citations omitted).
A court must "take care not to import limitations into the claims from the specification."

Abbott Labs. v. Sandoz, Inc. , 566 F.3d 1282, 1288 (Fed. Cir. 2009). "When the specification
describes a single embodiment to enable the invention, this court will not limit broader claim
language to that single application 'unless the patentee has demonstrated a clear intention to limit
the claim scope using "words or expressions of manifest exclusion or restriction.""' Id.
(citations omitted). "By the same token, the claims cannot enlarge what is patented beyond what
the inventor has described as.the invention. Thus this court may reach a narrower construction,
limited to the embodiment(s) disclosed in the specification, when the claims themselves, the
specification, or the prosecution history clearly indicate that the invention encompasses no more
than that confined structure or method." Id. (citations omitted).
"[T]he distinction between using the specification to interpret the meaning of a claim and
importing limitations from the specification into the claim can be a difficult one to apply in
practice ... [h]owever, the line between construing terms and importing limitations can be
11
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discerned with reasonable certainty and predictability if the court' s focus remains on
understanding how a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand the claim terms."

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1323 (citations omitted). In attempting to discern whether a "patentee is
setting out specific examples of the invention ... or whether the patentee instead intends for the
claims and the embodiments in the specification to be strictly coextensive ... [t]he manner in
which the patentee uses a term within the specification and claims usually will make the
distinction apparent." Id.
" [W]here the patentee has unequivocally disavowed a certain meaning to obtain his
patent, the doctrine of prosecution disclaimer attaches and narrows the ordinary meaning of the
claim congruent with the scope of the surrender." Omega Eng 'g. , Inc. v. Raytek Corp., 334 F.3d
1314, 1324 (Fed.Cir.2003). "Such a use of the prosecution history ensures that claims are not
construed one way in order to obtain their allowance and in a different way against accused
infringers." Chimie v. PPG Indus., Inc., 402 F.3d 1371, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Disavowal of
claim scope made "in the course of prosecuting [a] patent, through arguments made [by the
applicant] to distinguish prior art references ... [must] constitute clear and unmistakable
surrenders of subject matter." Cordis Corp. v. Medtronic Ave,, Inc., 511 F.3d 1157, 1177 (Fed.
Cir. 2008).

a. Proceedings Before the ALJ
The ALJ construed the disputed claim limitation "an entire oscillator disposed upon said
integrated circuit substrate" recited in claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent to mean "an oscillator
that is located entirely on the same substrate as the central processing unit and does not rely on a
control signal or an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal." Markman Order
12
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at 40-41; ID at 15. 8 Asserted claims 6 and 13 recite the following, with the disputed limitation
highlighted:
Claim 6 of the '336 patent provides:
6. A microprocessor system comprising:
a central processing unit disposed upon an integrated circuit
substrate, said central processing unit operating at a processing
frequency and being constructed of a first plurality of electronic
devices;
an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, said
oscillator clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate and
being constructed of a second plurality of electronic devices, thus
varying the processing frequency of said first plurality of
electronic devices and the clock rate of said second plurality of
electronic devices in the same way as a function of parameter
variation in one or more fabrication or operational parameters
associated with said integrated circuit substrate, thereby enabling
said processing frequency to track said clock rate in response to
said parameter variation; an on-chip input/output interface,
connected between said central processing unit and an off-chip
external memory bus, for facilitating exchanging coupling control
signals, addresses and data with said central processing unit; and
an off-chip external clock, independent of said oscillator,
connected to said input/output interface wherein said off-chip
external clock is operative at a frequency independent of a clock
frequency of said oscillator and wherein a clock signal from said
off-chip external clock originates from a source other than said
oscillator.
Claim 13 of the '336 patent provides:
13. A microprocessor system comprising: a central processing
unit disposed upon an integrated circuit substrate, said central
8

The ALJ based his construction of the limitation "an entire oscillator disposed upon said
integrated circuit substrate" of claims 6 and 13 on his reasoning concerning the construction of
the similar limitation "an entire ring oscillator variable speed system clock in said single integrated
circuit" of claims 1 and 11. See Markman Order at 41. Our analysis of the ID' s claim construction
will, therefore, also reference his findings for the limitation in claims 1 and 11 . See id. at 20-40.
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processing unit operating at a processing frequency and being
constructed of a first plurality of electronic devices;
an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, said
oscillator clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate and
being constructed of a second plurality of electronic devices, thus
varying the processing frequency of said first plurality of
electronic devices and the clock rate of said second plurality of
electronic devices in the same way as a function of parameter
variation in one or more fabrication or operational parameters
associated with said integrated circuit substrate, thereby enabling
said processing frequency to track said clock rate in response to
said parameter variation;
an on-chip input/output interface, connected between said
central processing unit and an off-chip external memory bus, for
facilitating exchanging coupling control signals, addresses and data
with said central processing unit; and
an off-chip external clock, independent of said oscillator,
connected to said input/output interface wherein said off-chip
external clock is operative at a frequency independent of a clock
frequency of said oscillator and further wherein said central
processing unit operates asynchronously to said input/output
interface.
'336 patent Cl at 2:13-41, 3:29-4:9.
The parties' proposed constructions of the disputed limitation in claims 6 and 13 were as
follows:
Claim Term
"an entire oscillator
disposed upon said
integrated circuit
substrate"

Complainants
Respondents
An oscillator that is
An oscillator that is
located entirely on the located entirely on the
same semiconductor
same semiconductor
substrate as the central substrate as the central
processing unit and
processing unit
does not rely on a
control signal or an
external crystal/clock
generator to generate
a clock signal

14
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An oscillator that
includes all
components that
determine oscillator
frequency located on
the same
semiconductor
substrate as the CPU
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Markman Order at 40.
Complainants argued during the Markman proceedings that the "entire oscillator"
limitation merely requires "a[n] ... oscillator with circuitry that is entirely integrated in the same
semiconductor as the ... CPU." Id. at 20. Complainants asserted that the claim language does
not suggest that the claimed "oscillator cannot use a 'control signal' or reference an 'external
crystal.'" Id. Respondents argued that the patent applicants clearly disavowed reliance on "any
off-chip crystals, off-chip clock generators, or control signals" during the initial prosecution of
the '336 patent. Id. at 21-22. The IA argued that, during prosecution, the patent applicants
explicitly amended the claims and presented arguments distinguishing the claims from prior art
systems that relied on off-chip components, e.g. , an external crystal, or control signals to
determine clock frequency. Id. at 29-30.
The ALJ rejected Complainants' proposed construction because it did not account for the
prosecution history. Id. at 38. The ALJ noted that, in distinguishing over U.S. Patent No.
4,503,500 to Magar ("Magar"), the patent applicant specifically argued that "Magar's clock
generator 'is not an entire oscillator in itself because it 'relies on an external crystal connected to
terminals Xl and X2 to oscillate. "' Id. (citing JXM-16 at TPL853_02954559). 9 The ALJ further
noted the patent applicants' assertion that the clock of Magar "is specifically distinguished from
the instant case in that it is both fixed-frequency (being crystal based) and requires an external
crystal or external frequency generator."' Id. (emphasis in original) (citing JXM-16 at
TPL853_02954561). The ALJ found that Respondents ' proposed construction properly
9

The citations to the prosecution history in this Opinion refer to the final admitted exhibits,
updating the preliminary exhibits citations in the Markman Order.
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"expresses the fact that the [oscillator] is a self-contained oscillator and clock which does not
utilize external components (as is disclosed in Fig. 18 of the '336 patent)." Id. at 39.
The ALJ further found that Respondents' proposed construction captures the patent
applicants' distinction over U.S. Patent No. 4,670,837 to Sheets ("Sheets"), where the applicants
argued that"' [t]he present invention does not similarly rely upon provision of frequency control
information to an external clock[;] ... Sheets' system for providing clock control signals to an
external clock is thus seen to be unrelated to the integral microprocessor/clock system of the
present invention."' Id. (citing JXM-17 at TPL853_02954574). The ALJ rejected the IA's
proposed construction as being overly broad in requiring that "all components that determine
clock frequency" be included in the construction of the limitation "entire oscillator" because
"[h]ow literally the word 'determine' is to be applied in the context of the claim is a subject that
invites further debate." Id.

b. Analysis
The Commission affirms the ALJ' s claim construction of the claim limitation "an entire
oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit substrate," and provides additional reasoning in
support of this construction. Specifically, while the ALJ's discussion relies exclusively on the
prosecution history (see Markman Order at 38-41), both the language of claims 6 and 13, as well
as the patent specification, further bolster his construction.
With respect to the claim language, the limitation in question cannot be fully understood
by reading it in a vacuum without reference to the claim as a whole. Claims 6 and 13 both recite
the following:
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an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, said
oscillator clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate and
being constructed of a second plurality of electronic devices, thus
varying the processing.frequency of said fust plurality of
electronic devices [i.e. , the CPU] and the clock rate of said second
plurality of electronic devices in the same way as a function of
parameter variation in one or more fabrication or operational
parameters associated with said integrated circuit substrate,
thereby enabling said processing frequency to track said clock rate
in response to said parameter variation

'336 patent Cl , 2:18-30, 3:34-46 (emphasis added). By the plain language of the claims, the
"clock rate" of the oscillator and the CPU must "vary in the same way 10

•••

as a function of' the

PVT parameters of the chip on which both the oscillator and CPU are situated such that the
processing frequency of the CPU tracks the clock rate of the oscillator. Notably, the claim does
not recite that the processing frequency and clock rate vary "as a function of ... at least one or
more fabrication or operation parameters associated with said integrated circuit substrate[.]" The
addition of "at least" in the claim would indicate that the processing frequency and clock rate
may vary due to other factors in addition to the fabrication and/or operation parameters. Far
from simply requiring that the "entire oscillator" be disposed upon the same chip as the CPU, the
plain language of the claim requires that the operating rates of the oscillator and the CPU be
allowed to change in response to the chip's PVT parameters as opposed to as the result of some
other influence.
The specification of the '336 patent is consistent with this interpretation. The
specification explains in detail that the failure of prior art " [t]raditional CPU designs" is that the

°

1

Complainants do not challenge the ALJ's construction of the limitation "varying ... in the
same way" as having its plain and ordinary meaning. See Markman Order No. 31 at 68.
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chips were deliberately clocked at the slowest speed necessary to accommodate "the worst case
of the [PVT] parameters." ' 336 patent at 16:44-54. By contrast, the microprocessor of the
disclosed invention operates such that "[t]he ring oscillator frequency is determined by the [PVT]
parameters[.]" Id. at 16:59-60. Similarly, all other components on the chip, including the CPU,
are affected by the same PVT factors as the oscillator. Id. at 16:65-67. The specification teaches
using this fact to solve the problem of prior art microprocessors by fabricating the oscillator
clock "on the same silicon chip as the rest of the microprocessor 50" so that all components,
including the oscillator and the CPU, are affected by identical PVT factors. 16:57-58. The
specification further explains that
By deriving system timing from the ring oscillator 430, CPU 70
will always execute at the max imum frequency possible, but never
too fast. For example, if the processing of a particular die is not
good resulting in slow transistors, the latches and gates on the
microprocessor 50 will operate slower than normal. Since the
microprocessor 50 ring oscillator clock 430 is made from the same
transistors on the same die as the latches and gates, it too will
operate slower (oscillating at a lower frequency), providing
compensation which allows the rest of the chip' s logic to operate
properly.
Id. at 16:67-17:10 (emphasis added). As with the claim language, the teaching of the

specification is antithetical to allowing outside influences to affect the clock rate of the on-chip
oscillator, which is how prior art microprocessors operated. Rather, the specification explicitly
teaches precisely the opposite, that the use of external sources for timing was inefficient and that
the solution is to allow the clock rate of the oscillator to vary solely due to the same parameters
that are affecting the operational efficiency of the remainder of the on-chip components, e.g. , the
CPU. As such, the specification of the '336 patent does not allow for the on-chip oscillator to be
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influenced by some outside source, e.g. an external crystal such as is used in a PLL, which, by
definition, isolates the clock rate of the on-chip oscillator from the effects of the chip's PVT
parameters.
With respect to the prosecution history, Complainants argue that the prior art references
cited by the USPTO examiner-Magar and Sheets-lacked any on-chip oscillator, and that the
patent applicants did not disclaim[] any use of a control signal or an external crystal/clock
generator to generate a clock signal. A close reading of the prosecution history, however, shows
that Complainants are mistaken.
The examiner initially rejected certain claims of the patent application as obvious over
Sheets. JXM-17 ('336 prosecution history, Apr. 11, 1996 amendment). Specifically, the
examiner noted that "Sheets teaches a microprocessor system having a microprocessor and a
variable speed clock generator[,]" contending that, although Sheets does not teach that the "clock
is implemented using_a ring oscillator ... 'a counter is a basis component of [a] clock
generator."' Id. at TPL853 02954573. In response, the applicants contended that Sheets teaches
"the use of discrete, commercially available microprocessor chips ... driven by a separate clock
(VCO 12 of FIG. 1)" and further teaches "a technique for adjusting the frequency ofVCO 12 in
accordance with a desired operating frequency of the microprocessor 101." Id. at TPL853
02954574. The applicants noted that "[s]pecifically, a digital word indicative of this desired
\

operating frequency is written by microprocessor 101 to VCO 12 by way of data bus 104 as a
means of adjusting the clock frequency." Id. The applicants contrasted the microprocessor
disclosed in Sheets with the microprocessor taught by the patent application, arguing that:
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The present invention does not similarly rely upon provision of
frequency control information to an external clock, but instead
contemplates providing a ring oscillator clock and the
microprocessor within the same integrated circuit. The placement
of these elements within the same integrated circuit obviates the
need for provision of the type of frequency control information
described by Sheets, since the microprocessor and clock will
naturally tend to vary commensurately in speed as a function of
various parameters (e.g., temperature) affecting circuit
performance. Sheets' system for providing clock control signals to
an external clock is thus seen to be unrelated to the integral
microprocessor/clock system of the present invention.
Id. (emphasis added). The applicants further noted the rejected claims were amended to
explicitly recite that the "ring oscillator and microprocessor are provided within the same
integrated circuit" and that the transistors that comprise the ring oscillator clock "have operating
characteristic_s which vary similarly to operating characteristics of transistors included within the
microprocessor, thereby enabling the processing frequency of the microprocessor to track the
speed of the ring oscillator clock[.]" Id. (emphasis added). The applicants argued that, in
contrast, the "VCO 12 [of Sheets] ... clearly is not adapted to mimic variation in the speed of
transistors within the microprocessor 101." Id. at TPL853 029545745.
Although Sheets does teach "provid[ing] ' control information' - in the form of a 'digital
word' - to an external clock," in traversing the rejection over Sheets, the applicants clearly
argued that, unlike the invention claimed in the patent application, Sheets not only fails to
disclose an on-chip clock, but also fails to disclose a clock that "is [] adapted to mimic variation
in the speed of' the CPU "as a function of various parameters (e.g., temperature) affecting
circuit performance. " Based on this amendment, the patent applicants indicated that the
invention recited in the claims of the patent application requires that the CPU "track the speed"
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of the on-chip clock due to the operating parameters of the chip, not merely that the clock must
be on the same chip as the CPU.
The patent applicants subsequently clarified the novel aspect of the invention in an
amendment submitted in response to a telephone interview between the patent exan1iner and the
applicants' counsel, during which counsel further discussed the distinction of the invention over
Sheets. JXM-21 ('336 prosecution history, Jan. 13, 1997 amendment). In the amendment, the
applicants noted that:
In the interview, the fact that operating characteristics of
electronic devices in an integrated circuit will track one another
depending on variations in the manufacturing process used to
make the integrated circuit was discussed .. .. This fact is utilized
in the present invention to provide a variable speed clock for the
microprocessor, with the clock speed varying in the same way as
variations in the operating characteristics of the electronic devices
making up the microprocessor. This allows the microprocessor to
operate at its fastest safe operating speed, given its manufacturing
process or changes in its operating temperature or voltage. In
contrast, prior art microprocessor systems are given a rated speed
based on possible worst case operating conditions and an external
clock is used to drive them no faster than the rated speed. Under
other than worst case operating conditions, the prior art
microprocessors are actually capable of operating at a faster clock
speed than their rated speed.
Even if the Examiner is correct that the variable clock in Sheets
is in the same integrated circuit as the microprocessor of system
100, that still does not give the claimed subject matter. In Sheets, a
command input is required to change the clock speed. In the
present invention, the clock speed varies correspondingly to
variations in operating parameters of the electronic devices of the
microprocessor because both the variable speed clock and the
microprocessor are fabricated together in the same integrated
circuit. No command input is necessary to change the clock
frequency.
Id. at TPL853 _ 00002448-49 (emphasis added). Based on this later filing, it is clear that the
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patent applicants explicitly disclaimed the use of command signals to adjust the clock rate of the
on-chip oscillator.
The patent examiner next rejected certain claims of the patent application as obvious over
Magar in view of Pelgrom. JXM-19 ('336 prosecution history, Apr. 3, 1997 office action). The
examiner relied on Figure 1 of Magar as disclosing "a data processing system having a single
chip microcomputer 10 and an I/O interface 12[,]" and the examiner relied on Figure 2a of
Magar to show "that the microprocessor includes [a] clock generator and a CPU[.]" Id. at
TPL853_00002434. The examiner further relied on Pelgrom' s teaching that "electronic
components would exhibit [the] same characteristics if they are manufactured by the same
process technology" to conclude that "it would have been obvious, from the teaching of Pelgrom,
to a person of ordinary skill in the art to have the components of Magar' [s] microprocessor and
clock (oscillator) [made] of the same process for ensuring processing frequency of the CPU to
track [sic] the clock rate in response to the parameter variations." Id.
In overcoming the rejection, the patent applicants distinguished between the
"conventional crystal clock" disclosed in Magar and the "variable speed clock" of the invention,
describing the difference as "a primary point of departure from the prior art[.] " JXM-18 ('336
prosecution history, July 7, 1997 amendment) at TPL853_00002427. The applicants went on to
explain that:
Contrary to the Examiner' s assertion in the rejection that "one
of ordinary skill in the art should readily recognize that the speed
of the CPU and the clock vary together due to manufacturing
variation, operating voltage and temperature of the IC", [sic] one of
ordinary skill in the art should readily recognize that the speed of
the CPU and the clock do not vary together due to manufacturing
variation, operating voltage and temperature of the IC in the
22
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Magar microprocessor, as taught in the above quotation from the
reference. This is simply because the Magar microprocessor clock
is frequency controlled by a crystal which is also external to the
microprocessor. Crystals are by design fixed-frequency devices
whose oscillation speed is designed to be tightly controlled and to
vary minimally due to variations in manufacturing, operating
voltage and temperature. The Magar microprocessor in no way
contemplates a variable speed clock as claimed.

The present invention is unique in that it applies, and can only
apply, in the circumstance where the oscillator or variable speed
clock is fabricated on the same substrate as the driven device. The
example given is a non-crystal controlled circuit, a ring oscillator.
A ring oscillator will oscillate at a frequency determined by its
fabrication and design and the operating environment. Thus in
this example, the user designs the ring oscillator (clock) to oscillate
at a frequency appropriate for the driven device when both the
oscillator and the device are under specified fabrication and
environmental parameters. Crucial to the present invention is that
since both the oscillator or variable speed clock and [theJ driven
device are on the same substrate, when the fabrication and
environmental parameters vary, the oscillation or clock.frequency
and the frequency capability of the driven device will
automatically vary together. This differs from all cited references
in that the oscillator or variable speed clock and the driven device
are on the same substrate, and that the oscillator or variable speed
clock varies in frequency but does not require manual or
programmed inputs or external or extra components to do so.

Id. at TPL853 _ 00002427-28 (emphasis added). The patent applicants specifically distinguished
the present invention from Magar and other similar prior art microprocessors which "operate at a
frequency determined by [an] external crystal." Id. at TPL853_00002428.
Finally, in responding to yet another rejection over Magar and Pelgrom, the patent
applicants submitted an additional response, in which the claims were amended to clarify that the
claimed oscillator is on-chip. JXM-16 ('336 prosecution history, Feb. 10, 1998 amendment) at
TPL853 02954559. In further distinguishing the invention over Magar, the patent applicants
23
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stated that:
Magar' s clock generator relies on an external crystal connected
to terminals Xl and X2 to oscillate, as is conventional in
microprocessor designs. It is not an entire oscillator in itself. And
with the crystal, the clock rate generated is also conventional in
that it is at a fixed, not a variable, frequency. The Magar clock is
comparable in operation to the conventional crystal clock 434
depicted in Fig. 17 of the present application/or controlling the
110 interface at a fixed rate frequency, and not at all like the clock
on which the claims are based, as has been previously stated .

.

The signals PHASE 0, PHASE 1, PHASE 2, and PHASE 3 in
Applicant' s Fig 18 are synonymous with Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4
depicted in Magar Fig. 2a. The essential difference is that the
frequency or rate of the PHASE 0, PHASE 1, PHASE 2, and
PHASE 3 signals is determined by the processing and/or operating
parameters of the integrated circuit containing the Fig. 18 circuit,
while the frequency or rate of the Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4 signals
depicted in Magar Fig. 2a are determined by the fixed frequency of
the external crystal connected to the circuit portion outputting the
Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4 signals shown in Magar Fig. 2a.
The Magar teaching is well known in the art as a conventional
crystal controlled oscillator. It is specifically distinguished.from
the instant case in that it .is both fixed-frequency (being crystal
based) and requires an external crystal or external frequency
generator.
Id. at TPL853 02954559-61 (emphasis added). The patent applicants' statement in the final

sentence quoted above, in particular, shows that the applicants intended to disclaim, not only an
external crystal/frequency generator, but also a fixed-frequency, crystal controlled oscillator.
Thus, the "entire oscillator" limitation requires both that the circuitry required to generate and/or
determine (or adjust) the frequency of the oscillator's clock rate must be entirely on-chip.
The Commission, therefore, affirms the ALJ' s construction of the limitation "entire
oscillator" in claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent to mean: "an oscillator that is located entirely on
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the same substrate as the central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal or an
external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal" with the elaboration discussed above.
B.

Direct Infringement

The unfair acts covered under section 337 include "all forms of infringement, including
direct, contributory, and induced infringement." Certain Home Vacuum Packaging Machines,
Inv. No. 337-TA-496, Order No. 44, 2004 ITC LEXIS 202 * 2, n.2 (Mar. 3, 2004); see Spansion,
Inc. v. Int'7 Trade Comm 'n, 629 F.3d 1331, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (affirming Commission's
finding of a violation of section 337 based on contributory infringement); see also Kyocera
Wireless Corp. v. Int'/ Trade Comm 'n, 545 F.3d 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (ruling on the merits of
the Commission's finding that respondent had violated section 337 based on induced
infringement). 11 To establish infringement, there must be a preponderance of evidence. See Kao
Corp. v. Unilever United States, Inc., 441 F.3d 963 (Fed. Cir. 2006). A determination of patent
infringement encompasses a two-step analysis. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., Inc. v. Scimed
Life Sys. , Inc., 261 F.3d 1329, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2001) ("Scimed"). First, the court determines the
scope and meaning of the patent claims asserted, and then the properly construed claims are
compared to the allegedly infringing device. Id. "Literal infringement of a claim exists when
each of the claim limitations reads on, or in other words is found in, the accused device." Allen
Eng. Corp. v. Bartell Indus., 299 F.3d 1336, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Under the doctrine of
equivalents, "a product or process that does not literally infringe upon the express terms of a

11

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit recently addressed under what
circumstances a section 337 violation may be based on induced infringement. Suprema v. Int'/
Trade Comm 'n, No. 12-1170, 2013 WL 6510929, at *5-12 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
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patent claim may nonetheless be found to infringe if there is equivalence between the elements
of the accused product or process and the claimed elements of the patented invention." WarnerJenkinson Co. v. Hilton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997).
Direct infringement includes the making, using, selling, offering for sale and importing
into the United States an infringing product, without authority. 35 U.S.C. § 271(a). To prove
direct infringement, the plaintiff must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that one or
more claims of the patent read on the accused device either literally or under the doctrine of
equivalents. Scimed, 261 F.3d at 1336.
The ID finds that the Accused Products do not directly infringe the asserted claims of
the '336 patent. ID at 17-275. In particular, the ALJ found that Complainants failed to provide
any evidence concerning infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. ID at 275.
Complainants did not challenge this finding. In addition, the ALJ found that Complainants failed
to present sufficient evidence to show that the TI audio codecs found in the accused Nintendo
products include a CPU, as required by asserted claims 6 and 13. Id. at 270-275. Complainants
did not contest this finding.
Furthermore, the ID finds that Complainants failed to present sufficient evidence to show
that any of the products listed in Attachments Band C of Respondents' post-hearing brief
infringes any asserted claim of the' 336 patent. Id. at 284-287. Specifically, the ALJ found that
" [t]o the extent those [listed] products overlap with the Accused Products as defined above, the
[ALJ] finds that those products do not infringe the asserted claims of the '336 patent[.]" Id. at
287. Complainants did not contest this finding. The ID also finds that that there is insufficient
support in the record to determine whether the accused [
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ID contain an oscillator as required by claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent. ID at 118-119. The
Commission determined not to review this finding. 78 Fed. Reg. at 71644.
This Opinion, therefore, address only the following issues regarding direct infringement:
(1) the ID's finding that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "entire oscillator" limitation of
claims 6 and 13, focusing in particular on the use of "current-starved" technology [
]; (2) the ID's finding that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "varying" limitations of
claims 6 and 13; and (3) the ID's findings concerning the "external clock" limitations.
1. "Entire Oscillator"

a. Proceedings Before the ALJ
Based on his construction the limitation "an entire oscillator disposed upon said
integrated circuit substrate" recited in claims 6 and 13 to mean "an oscillator that is located
entirely on the same substrate as the central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal
or an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal" (Markman Order at 40-41 ), the
ALJ found that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "entire oscillator" limitations of the
asserted claims. ID at 118-132.
Specifically, the ALJ found that Respondents' expert, Dr. Subramanian, and Tl's
corporate witnesses, Mr. Haroun and Mr. Kekre, "all testified that the PLLs in the Accused
Products require, and thus rely on, a control signal to determine the generated clock frequency
signal." Id. at 119. The ALJ further noted that Complainants' expert, Dr. Oklobdzija, "affirm[ed]
that a PLL has circuitry that is used to set the frequency of a VCO to a multiple of another
oscillator frequency functioning as a reference clock." Id.
The ALJ also noted that, in the textbook co-authored by Dr. Oklobdzija, a section of the
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book concerning clock generation states that "the VCO generates the internal clock by virtue of a
control voltage created in response to the external reference." Id. at 120 (citing RX-2283 at
GARMIN 92907). The ALJ found that "this process includes more than simply delivering
sufficient power to enable the oscillator to oscillate." Id. at 121. Rather, " [t]he clock signal that
is generated is a product of a control signal provided by the PLL and the reference frequency of
the external crystal/clock." Id. The ALJ concluded that "the processes of setting the frequency
of a clock signal and generating a clock signal are inseparable, because a clock signal must have
a frequency, since its sole purpose is to provide a frequency for timing the operations of
devices." Id. The ALJ further found that " [t]he external reference signal is integral to the
generation of a clock signal, and by acknowledging that the PLL sets the frequency of the VCO
in reaction to a reference clock signal from an external crystal or clock generator, Dr. Oklobdzija
concedes that the PLL and its components rely on an external crystal/clock to generate a clock
signal." Id. at 121 -122. The ALJ, therefore, found that none of the Accused Products satisfy the
"entire oscillator" limitations of the asserted claims. Id. at 122.
The ALJ rejected Complainants' argument that the Accused Products infringe even
though they use an external crystal/clock generator to set or adjust the frequency of a clock
signal. Id. at 122-124. Accordingly, the ALJ found that the oscillators in the Accused Products
rely on control signals from within the PLL and on an external crystal/clock generator to
generate a clock signal. Id. at 124. In particular, Respondents argued that "for the PLLs whose
structures are known, the ring oscillators used in the VCO or ICO, as the case may be, cannot
operate without a control signal from other PLL circuitry" and that "all of the ring oscillators use

[

] and therefore require and rely on control signals from other PLL
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circuitry to operate." ID at 69 (emphasis added); see also id. at 69-73 (Respondents discussion
of the so-called [

] in the accused [

The ALJ found that the so-called [

].

] in the Accused Products operate
] and that "[w]ithout those control

only [
signals [

] , 'oscillation unequivocally stops."' Id. at 125 (citing

Subramanian Tr., 1502-03).
The ALJ, however, addressed only the "current-starved" technology used in the accused
] chips and did not analyze the accused [

] chips. See ID at 125-

132. The Commission, therefore, determined to review the ID's findings concerning the "entire
oscillator" limitation and posed the following question in the Notice of Review:
With respect to the Accused Products using so-called "currentstarved technology," specifically identify which accused chips are
implicated, cite to the relevant evidence in the record, and discuss
whether those products satisfy the "entire oscillator" limitation of
claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent.
78 Fed. Reg. at 71644.

b. Analysis
The parties agree that all of the [

] chips in the

Accused Products use "current-starved" technology. The parties also clarified in their
submissions on review that the accused LSI chips only concerned terminated respondent Acer
and are, therefore, no longer a part of the investigation. See 78 Fed. Reg. at 4 (terminating Acer).
The primary dispute concerning the "entire oscillator" limitation comes down to how broadly the
ALJ's construction of that limitation can be fairly read. Specifically, in responding to the
Commission's request for briefing concerning the "entire oscillator" limitation, Complainants
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again argue (as they did before the ALJ) that the ring oscillators [
] as long as they have a power supply, emphasizing the
alleged difference between the PLLs in the Accused Products using an external crystal to set the
frequency of the controlled oscillators and using an external crystal to generate the clock signal
of the controlled oscillators.
We find that the ALJ's application of his construction of the "entire oscillator" limitation
to the Accused Products was correct, including in particular his discussion of the intricate
relationship between the generation and frequency of a clock signal. ID at 119-122. Specifically,
the basis of the ALJ' s finding concerning the reliance of the oscillators in the Accused Products
on an "external crystal/clock generator" is that a "PLL controls the frequency of [a] VCO or ICO
and adjusts it to match the reference frequency" and that "a PLL has circuitry that is used to set
the frequency of a VCO to a multiple of another oscillator frequency functioning as a reference
clock." ID at 119 (citing Oklobdzija Tr., 831, 824). The ALJ noted that Dr. Oklobdzija and his
fellow authors concluded in a graduate-level textbook that, in a PLL, "the VCO generates the
internal clock by virtue of a control voltage created in response to the external reference." Id. at
120. The ALJ found that "this process includes more than simply delivering sufficient power to
enable the oscillator to oscillate[.]" Id. at 121. Furthermore, the ALJ found that "the process of
setting the frequency of a clock signal and generating a clock signal are inseparable, because a
clock signal must have a frequency, since it sole purpose is to provide a frequency for timing the
operations of devices." Id. We affirm the ALJ's finding and analysis.
With respect to the use of "control signals," the ALJ found that "there are control signals
within the PLLs themselves that are used to control the oscillation of the oscillators." Id. at 122
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(citing Subramanian, Tr., 1316-32), 124. 12 The ALJ found that, in the [

]

shown in RX-621C, [

].

Id. at 125. 13 In particular, he found that, even when [

]. Id. at 125-127 (citing Subramanian Tr., 1502-05).
He also found that, contrary to Complainants' assertions, the [

] shown in RX-621 C

[
]. ID at 128-129.
In finding that the [

] , the ALJ credited Dr.

Subramanian' s testimony that, according to the graph illustrated in Figure 2-11 (RX-621C at

[
]. Id. at 130-131 (citing Subramanian Tr., 1454-1455). The ALJ
disagreed with Complainants' argument that the graph at Figure 2-11 shows that the [

]. Id. Complainants' arguments
provide no reasoned basis to disturb the ALJ's reliance on Dr. Subramanian' s testimony.
Although the ALJ doesn't explicitly address the issue, we note that his analysis regarding
the [

12

] shown in RX-621C applies equally to the configuration of the same

The ID mistakenly cites Subramanian' s testimony at beginning at 1306 instead of 1316.

13

Respondents assert that [
] and exhibit the same behavior as the [
assertion in their reply submission that the [
least the [
].
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] is not representative of at
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[

] shown in Figures RDX-4.118C and 4.129C. See ID at 31-35. As with

[

] shown in RX-621C, the chip in RDX-4.129C provides [

] See Subramanian Tr., 1448:25-1449:10
(discussing [

]) . As such, [

](e.g. , [

]inRX-621Cor[

]in

RDX-4.129C) cannot satisfy the requirements of claims 6 and 13 that the "entire oscillator" be
"clocking said [CPU] at a clock rate." 336 patent at 2:18-21, 3:35-4-37. The ALJ correctly
found that the Accused Products containing Qualcomm chips use a control signal to generate a
clock signal and adopt the ALJ' s finding of no infringement on this point.
With respect to the accused TI OMAP chips, we note that Complainants make no specific
allegations regarding these chips in their review submissions, instead focusing their discussion
entirely on the accused Qualcomm chips. The ALJ found that the accused TI OMAP chips also
require a control signal. ID at 131. Specifically, the ALJ relied on the testimony of Tl's
corporate witness, Mr. Haroun, that the [

]. Furthermore, Mr. Haroun stated that

[

].
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The ALJ also relied on Mr. Haroun's testimony that [

]. The ALJ noted that Dr. Subramanian testified consistently. Id. at 131-132 (citing
Subramanian Tr., 1186-89, 1319-20). Based on the ALJ's analysis, we agree that the ALJ
correctly found that the Accused Products containing TI OMAP chips use a control signal to
generate a clock signal and adopt the ALJ's finding of no infringement on this point.
With respect to the accused Samsung chips, the ID offers no analysis to support the
ALJ's blanket finding that none of the oscillators in the Accused Products satisfy the "entire
oscillator" limitation. See ID at 132. This is, however, not surprising considering Complainants
made no specific arguments before the ALJ concerning the Samsung chips except to assert that
'

they all use PLLs having VCOs that are ring oscillators. ID at 22. In their review submission,
Complainants note only that the oscillators in the accused Samsung chips [
] . The applied current,

such that [

however, is the precise "control signal" that takes the Accused Products out of the scope of the
"entire oscillator" limitation. We, therefore, affirm the ALJ' s finding of no infringement with
respect to the Samsung chips.
Respondents also provide specific evidence concerning the Samsung chips, which
Complainants do not rebut. Specifically, Dr. Subramanian describes the accused Samsung PLLs
as [

] See Subramanian Tr., 1198:14-1199:5, 1200:15-23; JX37C
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at 853Samsung 170096-97 [

]; see also

Oklobdzija Tr. , 988:18-989:15 [
]. Respondents further note that exhibit JX-37C shows that [

] Id. (citing Subramanian Tr., 1199:6-13; JX37C at
853Samsung 170096-97). Based on this evidence, we find that the Accused Products containing
Samsung chips use control signals to generate a clock signal and, therefore, do not infringe the
"entire oscillator" limitation.
Based on the preceding discussion, the Commission affirms the ALJ' s finding that the
Qualcomm, TI OMAP, and Samsung chips in the Accused Products do not satisfy the "entire
oscillator" limitation due to the fact that all of the accused chips use PLLs having [
].

2. "Varying ... in the Same Way"
a. Proceedings Before the ALJ
The ALJ found that the limitation "varying the processing frequency of said first plurality
of electronic devices and the clock rate of said second plurality of electronic devices in the same
way" of claims 6 and 13 requires no construction and would have been understood by a person
of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention according to its plain and ordinary
meaning." Markman Order No. 31 at 68; see ID at 16. Based on this claim construction, the ID
I

finds that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "varying ... in the same way" limitations of
the asserted claims. ID at 189-213. No party petitioned for review of this construction.
With respect to infringement, the ALJ found, as an initial matter, that Complainants
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failed to "perform any testing and did not produce any empirical evidence of their own, despite
the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija ... thought it appropriate and desirable to do so." Id. at 190. While
the ALJ did not find that Complainants' failure was fatal to its infringement case, he noted that
"under the particular facts and circumstances of this case, the weight of the evidence is affected
by the presence or absence, as the case may be, of evidence of that caliber." Id. at 192, n. 19.
-

The ALJ concluded that the Accused Products, which use PLLs, do not infringe because "a PLL
outputs a very stable and fixed frequency," as shown by the results of Dr. Subramanian's tests.

Id. at 182-193.
The ALJ took particular note of Complainants' argument that the processing frequency of
the CPU will always track the "entire" oscillator' s clock rate because the oscillator's clock rate is
what clocks the CPU. Id. at 193-194. The ALJ found that Complainants reasoning is flawed
because "it avoids the fact that the 'entire' oscillator terms are inextricably tied to the 'varying'
term of the claims." Id. at 194 (citing Markman Order No. 31 at 42). The ALJ found that "the
evidence shows that none of the Accused Products meet any of the ' entire' limitations of the
asserted claims[] because the frequencies of the oscillators in the Accused Products are fixed by
external crystals/clock generators as well as internally by the PLLs." Id. at 194. The ALJ
rejected Dr. Oklobdzija' s testimony about infringement of the "varying" terms as improperly
divorced from the effects of external crystals and their associated PLLs. Id. at 194-195. By
contrast, the ALJ found that Dr. Subramanian properly "took into account the 'entire' terms, as
construed, in addressing the 'varying' limitations and that the testing he described and the data
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obtained therefrom are reliable and support his opinion" of non-infringement. Id. at 196. 14
Complainants did not challenge the ALJ's findings concerning the results of Dr. Subramanian's
testing in their petition for review.
Complainants further asserted that the chip manufacturing industry "engages in a
common practice called 'binning"' to account for the varying performance levels of chips due to
the manufacturing process, and that this procedure satisfies the "varying" limitations of claims 6
and 13. Id. at 143-144 .. Id. at 143-144. The ALJ found that "while binning is a reflection that
variations exist in the performance capabilities of microprocessors ... this does not constitute
evidence that any of the Accused Products meet the 'varying' limitations of the asserted claims."

Id. at 209. Specifically, the ALJ concluded that "Dr. Subramanian's testimony and the testing it
was based on empirically demonstrate that the operation frequencies of the chips, no matter their
individual differences[,] are fixed." Id. (citing Subramanian Tr., 1265-66).
Complainants argued in their petition for review that the ALJ failed to take into account
the specific language of asserted claims 6 and 13 and consider whether the CPU and clock rate of
the oscillator vary in the same way due strictly to their fabrication process, as opposed to
operational parameters. Complainants contended that the fact that the chips in the Accused
Products are subjected to "binning" proves that processing frequency of the CPU in the Accused
Products will always vary with the clock rate of the on-chip oscillator as a function of the
fabrication parameters that were fixed in the chip at the factory.

14

The ALJ made detailed findings concerning Dr. Subramanian's testing at pages 196-204 of the
final ID.
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b. Analysis
Claims 6 and 13 recite two different "varying" limitations: "varying ... as a function of'
and "varying ... in the same way." 15 Complainants' arguments concern only the former phrase.
We, therefore, focus our analysis on the question of whether the Accused Products satisfy the
requirement of claims 6 and 13 that the "processing frequency" of the CPU and the "clock rate"
of the on-chip oscillator must "vary . .. as a function of parameter variation in one or more
fabrication or operational parameters associated with [the] integrated circuit substrate[.]"
See ' 366 patent at 2:22-28, 3:38-45. We also note that Complainants did not argue in their

petition for review that the Accused Products infringe claims 6 and 13 due to the effects of any
operational parameters, i. e. operating temperature and operative voltage, instead focusing solely
on whether the Accuse Products infringe due to the effects of fabrication parameter variations
and, as a result, the concept of "binning." We find, therefore, that Complainants have abandoned
any argument concerning operational parameters. See 19 C.F.R. § 210.43(b)(2) ("Any issue not
raised in a petition for review will be deemed to have been abandoned by the petitioning party
and may be disregarded by the Commission in reviewing the initial determination (unless the
Commission chooses to review the issue on its own initiative under§ 210.44)).
Furthermore, we disagree with Complainants regarding the significance of the binning
process. The binning process merely sorts individual chips based on the maximum processing
frequency at which a chip is capable of operating and has nothing to do with the actual frequency
and clock rate at which a chip operates. See Subramanian Tr., 1264:5-1265:10, 1264:19-1265:18;
15

The parties requested construction only of the limitation "varying ... in the same way."
Markman Order at 57-68.
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1271 :21-25). Complainants' expert confirmed our understanding on this point. See Oklobdzija
Tr., 1030:18-21; see also id. 300:20-21 (emphasis in original) ("So we'll sell [the chips] out
according to their ability to run."). Claims 6 and 13, on the other hand, require variation in the
chip' s "processing frequency," or the frequency at which the chip operates, not variation in the
chip's maximum processing frequency capability. This distinction is made evident by
comparing the phrase "processing frequency" in claims 6 and 13 with the phrase "processing
frequency capability" in claims 1 and 11 of the ' 3 36 patent.
The ID properly recognizes this distinction, finding that " [b]y conflating these two
distinctly-claimed elements, Dr. Oklobdzija disregards an important fact about the accused chips
and products: by design, a PLL compensates for any PVT-related effects in order to maintain a
stable and fixed frequency. " Id. at 210 (citing Subramanian Tr., 1273; RDX-4C.l 11)). The ALJ
noted in particular the testimony of Respondents' expert, Dr. Subramanian, that "while PVT
affects the maximum operating capability of a transistor, the PLL and its components are not
running at this maximum capability, and this allows them to provide a fixed output frequency[.]"
Id. at 210-11 (citing Subramanian Tr., 1295). The ALJ concluded that "a part' s processing
frequency capability may change with PVT, but its actual speed, or processing frequency,
remains constant. ... While oscillators in the PLLs of the Accused Products are capable of
variable frequencies in response to PVT factors, nevertheless, they are constrained to provide
fixed clocking signals to the CPU[.]" Id. at 211. We agree with the ALJ's conclusion that the
"maximum achievable performance" (see Subi;amanian Tr., 1122:1-1123:7) which is affected by
the fabrication process is different from the actual "processing frequency" at which a chip
operates at a given time. The "processing frequency" of the Accused Products during operation
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is precisely what must "vary[] . .. as a function of parameter variation" in order to satisfy claims
6 and 13.
Dr. Subramanian' s empirical tests do not directly address the issue of whether accused
chips that were sorted differently according to the "binning" process do, in fact, operate
differently in terms of frequency. Nevertheless, the fact that his tests showed how the PLL
maintains a fixed frequency of operation regardless of variations in temperature and voltage is
easily extrapolated to conclude that the PLL similarly affects chips that may be assigned
different operating capabilities during "binning," i.e., maintains them at a fixed operating
frequency. See ID at 193. We further note that Complainants did not present any empirical
evidence to support their position or to rebut Dr. Subramanian' s test results.
We also reject Complainants' argument that the ALJ ignored the disjunctive nature of the
claim limitation, which recites that the oscillator clock signal and the CPU processing frequency
vary "as a function of parameter variation in one or more fabrication or operational
parameters." '336 patent at 2:22-28, 3:38-44 (emphasis added). Rather, the ALJ correctly noted
that, because the Accused Products use PLLs, there is no variation in their processing frequency
due to any parameter, be it fabrication or operational-based. See ID at 210-211 (discussing the
effect of a PLL on the processing frequency of a transistor). 16
In addressing the Commission' s question concerning "current-starved" oscillators,

Complainants present an entirely new argument regarding why the [

16

The specification of the '336 patent describes how the fabrication ("processing") of a chip can
affect the operating speed of the chip if allowed and not merely affect the maximum speed
capability of the chip. See '336 patent at 17:2-10.
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] satisfy the "entire oscillator" limitation of claims 6 and 13 . Specifically, Complainants
now argue that the [

] is an

"operational parameter." In making this argument, Complainants necessarily implicate the
"varying" limitation. We again note that Complainants did not challenge the 1D' s findings that
the Accused Products do not satisfy the "varying" limitations with respect to "operational
parameters" in their petition for review, instead focusing solely on the "fabrication parameters."
As stated above, we find that Complainants have, thus, abandoned any argument that the
Accused Products infringe claims 6 and 13 due to the effects of "operational parameters."
Nevertheless, Complainants' arguments are also incorrect on the merits.
In arguing that the [
] is, in fact, one of the "operational parameters" recited in the asserted claims and
not a forbidden "control signal," Complainants attempt to draw a distinction based on the
doctrine of claim differentiation between the term "operational parameters" in claims 6 and 13
and the specific recitation of the terms "temperature" and "voltage" as a type of operational
parameter in dependent claims 7 and 14. Specifically, Complainants argue that the term
"operational parameters" as used in claims 6 and 13 must be broader and encompass other
operational parameters beyond temperature and voltage. In particular, Complainants advocate
for extending "operational parameters" to include current as well as voltage. Complainants
assert that, because the oscillator clocks the CPU, the "clock rate" of the "entire oscillator" will
always "vary ... in the same way" as the "processing frequency" of the CPU in the accused
chips by definition. Complainants contend that, as a result, the clock rate of the oscillator and,
consequently, the processing frequency of the CPU vary "as a function of parameter variation" in
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]. Complainants

the [
conclude that, because the [

] is an "operational.parameter," it cannot have been

disclaimed despite the limitation in the claim construction of "entire oscillator" of not relying on
"control signals" to "generate a clock signal." ·
Respondents argue that Complainants waived this novel argument by never before
presenting the concept of a bias current being an "operational parameter." We agree. See Hazani
v. Int '/ Trade Comm 'n, 126 F.3d 1473, 1479 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (finding argument not raised before
the ALJ waived); Broadcom Corp. v. Int 'l Trade Comm 'n, 542 F.3d 894, 900-1 (Fed. Cir. 2008)
(declining to address arguments not raised before the ALJ or the Commission).
Moreover, the ALJ explicitly found that the frequency of the oscillators in the Accused
Products do not vary as a function of PVT parameters. Id. at 3 (citing ID at 192-204 (discussing
Dr. Subramanian's empirical testing of the accused chips)). Rather, the ALJ found that the very
function of the PLLs in the accused chips is to maintain the oscillators in those chips at a
constant, un-varying frequency as a function of the frequency of an external <;:rystal oscillator.
ID at 119 (noting Dr. Oklobdzija testimony that '"the PLL controls the frequency of that VCO or
ICO and adjusts it to match the reference frequency."'); id. at 121-122 ("[B]y acknowledging
that the PLL sets the frequency of the yco in reaction to a reference clock signal from an
external crystal or clock generator, Dr. Oklobdzija concedes that the PLL and its components
rely on an external crystal/clock to generate a clock signal."). The ALJ specifically noted that
"the 'entire' oscillator terms are inextricably tied to the 'varying' term of the claims." Id. at 194.
The ALJ, thus, concluded that "[t]he relevant oscillators in the Accused Products" clock their
associated [CPUs] by providing a fixed frequency, instead of varying the frequency, through the
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involvement of their external crystals/clock generators and the PLL circuitry in which the
oscillators reside." Id. at 195. This finding by the ALJ is independent of his finding that the
accused chips also rely on control signals, which is the only factor implicated by Complainants'
new"[

] as operational paran1eter" argument. Complainants' new assertion cannot,

therefore, overcome the conclusion that the oscillators in the Accused Products do not satisfy the
"entire oscillator" limitation or the "varying" limitation.
Complainants also fail in the context of the requirement that the claimed "varying" be
independent of control signals. In particular, Complainants' current argument is at odds with the
very point they made before the ALJ concerning the source of the claimed "operational
parameters." Complainants' expert, Dr. Oklobdzija relied on a specific passage from a textbook
concerning microprocessors in arguing that "transistors on the same chip are similarly affect by
variations in process, voltage and temperature." ID at 134. The textbook states the following :
Variation is the deviation from intended or designed values for a
structure or circuit parameter of concern. The electrical
performance of microprocessors or other integrated circuits are
impacted by two sources of variation. Environmental factors arise
during the operation of a circuit, and include variations in power
supply, switching activity and temperature of the chip or across
the chip. Physical factors during manufacture result in structural
device and interconnect variations that are essentially permanent.
These variations arise due to processing and masking limitations,
and result in random or spatially varying deviations from designed
parameters.

Id. (emphasis added) (citing CX-154 at TPL853_0297444; Oklobdzija Tr., 416-418).
Complainants emphasized that "the environmental factors that cause variations in performance
include changes in 'power supply' (voltage) and 'temperature[.]"' Id. at 134-135 (emphasis
added). Complainants further asserted that "no one disputes that all of the transistors on the
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same chip, including ring oscillators and CPUs, will be affected by changes in PVT." Id.
(emphasis added). As such, based on Complainants' own explanation, the voltage or current that
may be considered an "operational parameter" as recited in claims 6 and 13 must result from an
"environmental factor" that affects "all of the transistors on the same chip, including the ring
oscillators and CPUs," such as the chip's "power supply."
] used to

Complainants provide no evidence or argument regarding how the [

control the frequency of the oscillators in the Accused Products can be considered the "power
supply" that is available to "all of the transistors on the same chip, including the ring oscillators
and CPUs." Moreover, the evidence shows that the [

]. See ID at 127-128.

], for example, [
Dr. Oklobdzija confirmed that the same is true for the [

]. Oklobdzija Tr.,

968-989, 1058-1059 (explaining that the [

].
We find that the evidence does not support extending the ALJ' s finding concerning the
] to all of the accused chips. In particular,

power supply [

with respect to the accused TI OMAP chips, Tl's corporate witness, Mr. Haroun, testified that

[
]. However, Complainants do not present any evidence, nor could
we find any from Mr. Haroun's testimony, that the CPU in the TI OMAP chips is not
independently powered. It is Complainants' burden to do so given that they must show the
Accused Products do not rely on control signals to generate the clock signal in the on-chip
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oscillators.
Based on the preceding discussion, the Commission rejects Complainants' new argument
that the [

] is an operational parameter and not a control signal as waived and, moreover,

unsupported by the record. We also note that Complainants' argument has no bearing on the
ALJ' s finding that the oscillators in the Accused Products do not "vary ... as a function of' PVT
parameters because the PLLs in those chips control the oscillators to match their output
frequency to the reference frequency of an "external crystal/clock generator." The Commission,
therefore, affirms the ID' s finding that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "varying"
limitations of claims 6 and 13.

3. "External Clock [] Operative At A Frequency Independent" and
"Asynchronously"
a. Proceedings Before the ALJ
The ALJ construed the limitation "[an] external clock is operative at a frequency
independent of a clock frequency of said oscillator" in claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent to
mean "an external clock wherein a change in the frequency of either the external clock or
oscillator does not affect the frequency of the other." Markman Order No. 31 at 11 (emphasis
added); see ID at 14. This construction was uncontested. Id. The ALJ also construed the
limitation "wherein said central processing unit operates asynchronously to said input/output
interface" of claim 13 to mean "the timing control of the central processing unit operates
independently of and is not derived from the timing control of the input/output interface such
that there is no readily predictable phase relationship between them." Id. at 74 (emphasis added);
see ID at 16. Complainants did not petition for review of the ALJ's construction of the
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"asynchronously" limitation. Based on these claim constructions, the ID finds that the Accused
Products do not satisfy the "external clock" limitations of claims 6 and 13. ID at 245-259.
The ALJ summarized Dr. Oklobdzija' s infringement testimony regarding the "external
clock" limitations as follows: "'We have identified or established [the] independence [of the
"first" and "second" clocks], basically, by coming from two independent PLLs or ring oscillators
within those PLLs. "' Id. at 245 (citing Oklobdzija Tr., 702). The ALJ found "that is not
sufficient proof that the frequency of either the external clock or oscillator does not affect the
frequency of the other" as required by his construction of the claim limitation "independent." Id.
The ALJ found that " [g]iven the lack of particulars and specificity in Dr. Oklobdzija' s summary
conclusions, Respondents' expert witness, Dr. Subramanian, responded accordingly by pointing
out that the I/O interface signals that Complainants rely on are neither independent nor
asynchronous, illustrating this by focusing on the two most common I/O interfaces - the USB
and camera interfaces - as well as the LSI Logic B5503A chip." Id. at 249-50 (citing
Subramanian Tr., 1351-67). In particular, the ALJ noted that:
Dr. Subramanian testified that the clock signals for the USB
interfaces in the accused [
] are neither
independent nor asynchronous. Furthermore, Dr. Subramanian
went to the extent of reviewing source code to confirm some of the
findings he testified about. (id. at 1357). Dr. Subramanian' s
testimony includes sufficient details showing not only that he
examined relevant technical documents, as Dr. Oklobdzija testified
he had, but also his reasoning for arriving at his non-infringement
conclusions, which is lacking in Dr. Oklobdzija's infringement
testimony.

Id. at 250. The ALJ specifically noted Dr. Subramanian' s testimony with respect to the accused ·

[

] chips that all of the PLLs used to clock the internal oscillator and the
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I/O interface "use the same [external] crystal reference signal." Id.
The ALJ also rejected Complainants' argument that Respondents improperly ignored
"both the claim language and the adopted construction [of the 'independent' limitation, which]
require[s] a comparison of the frequency of the external (second) clock to the frequency of the
oscillator (first clock)" and how a change in the frequencies of those two clocks affect each other.

Id. at 252-253. Specifically, the ALJ noted that Complainants' argument "raises the specter of
Dr. Oklobdzija's and Complainants' own failure, since they did not provide evidence sufficient
to demonstrate that a change in the frequency of the second (external) clock or the first clock
does not affect the frequency of the other[.]" Id. at 253.
With respect to the "asynchronous" limitation of claim 13, Respondents argued that
Complainants failed to address the requirement that the CPU clock not be "derived from the
timing control of the [I/OJ interface." Id. at 255. Respondents asserted that, in discussing the
"asynchronous" limitation, Dr. Oklobdzija incorrectly "addresse[ d] the phase relationship
between the phase of the received external reference clock signal and the phase of the PLL's
] by the PLL's feedback loop[.]" Id.

output signal[,] which is provided back to the [

(citing Oklobdzija Tr., 1026-27) (opining that the unpredictability of the phase relationship of the
external reference signal and the output of the PLL's output signal is the entire reason the PLL is
required in the first place). Respondents argued that the correct comparison is the "phase
relationship[] between the CPU's timing interface and the I/O interface's timing interface].]" Id.
(citing Markman Order No. 31 at 74). Complainants responded that "the chip documentation"
clearly states that the clock relationships in the accused chips are "asynchronous." Id. at 257
] chips).

(discussing the accused [
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The ALJ agreed with Respondents' argument that Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony regarding
"the phase relationship between the PLL and the external clock" was inapposite. Id. at 258. The
ALJ also found that "[t]he fact that the technical documents that Complainants cite in their reply
brief mention the word 'asynchronous' does not means that those documents are applying the
term in the same way as expressed in the adopted construction" of that claim limitation. Id.
Rather, the ALJ found, "Complainants [improperly] rely on a conclusory statement of Dr.
Oklobdzija in which he read the word 'asynchronous' in the user manual for an accused

[

] and made the conclusory assertion that this is enough to meet the claim language."

Id. (citing Oklobdzija Tr., 1061-62). The ALJ noted that Dr. Oklobdzija also failed to discuss
how the use of the word "asynchronous" in the technical documents relates to "the other
requirements in the construction of the 'asynchronous' limitations, including (1) timing controls,
(2) independence, (3) no derivation, and (4) no readily predictable phase relationship." Id. at 259.
In their petition for review, Complainants limited their arguments concerning the
"external clock" limitation to only "external second clocks[,]" where the source of the external
clock signal derives from peripheral devices that can be connected to the Accused Products
using, for example, HDMI or USB cables. Respondents argued before the ALJ that
Complainants may not rely on external USB connections for direct infringement because the .
Accused Products are not connected to USB peripherals as imported, relying on Certain Elec.
Devices with Image Processing Sys. , Components Thereof, & Associated Software ("Image
Processing Sys."), Inv. No. 337-TA-724, (U.S.I.T.C. Dec. 21, 2011). Id. at 236. Complainants
countered that the Commission' s holding in Image Processing Systems was limited to method
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claims and does not apply to apparatus claims like claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent. 17 Id.
(citing Certain Video Game Systems & Wireless Controllers & Components Thereof, Inv. No.
337-TA-770, 2012 WL [4480570], at *10 (U.S.I.T.C. Aug. 31, 2012)). 18 The ALJ did not
address this issue because he found that other limitations of claims 6 and 13 are not satisfied by
the Accused Products. Id.

b. Analysis
Complainants have not proven direct infringement with regard to the external clock
limitation of claims 6 and 13 (see ID at 252-53 (discussing the "independent" limitation), 257259 (discussing the "asynchronous" limitation of claim 13)), nor have Complainants proven
infringement of the "entire oscillator" limitation, as discussed above. We, therefore, affirm the
ID and further find that Complainants, in addition to not showing that the Accused Products

practice the "external clock" limitation for the reasons discussed in the final ID, have also failed
to prove that all of the required elements of the asserted claims were met. See 19 U.S.C. §
1337(a)(l )(B).

C.

Indirect Infringement
"Whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as an infringer." 35

U.S.C. § 271(b). 19 A patentee asserting a claim of inducement must show (i) that there has been

17

Although Complainants cite the ID as referring to claims 6 and 13 as apparatus claims, the ID,
in fact, mistakenly refers to claims 6 and 13 as method claims. See ID at 253 . We believe this
error may have led to some confusion on the ALJ' s part.
18

The citation in the ID for this case is incorrect. We have made the necessary edits.

19

The Federal Circuit recently addressed under what circumstances a section 337 violation may
be based on induced infringement. Suprema, 2013 WL 6510929, at *5-12.
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direct infringement and (ii) that the alleged infringer "knowingly induced infringement and
possessed specific intent to encourage another's infringement." Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. v.
Chemque, Inc., 303 F.3d 1294, 1304-05 (Fed. Cir. 2002). With respect to the direct infringement

requirement, the patentee "must either point to specific instances of direct infringement or show
that the, accused device necessarily infringes the patent in suit." ACCO Brands, Inc. v. ABA
Locks Mfrs. Co., Ltd., 501 F.3d 1307, 1313 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (citation omitted). This requirement

may be shown by circumstantial evidence. Vita-Mix Corp. v. Basic Holding, Inc., 581 F.3d 1317,
1326 (Fed. Cir. 2009). " [A] finding of infringement can rest on as little as one instance of the
claimed method being performed during the pertinent time period." Lucent Techs., Inc. v.
Gateway, Inc. , 580 F.3d 1301 , 1317 (Fed. Cir. 2009).

The specific intent requirement for inducement necessitates a showing that the alleged
infringer was aware of the patent, induced direct infringement, and that he knew or should have
known that his actions would induce actual direct infringement. DSU Medical Corp. v. JMS Co.,
Ltd. , 471 F.3d 1293, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en bane in relevant part); Global-Tech Appliances,
Inc. v. SEB SA., 131 S. Ct. 2060, 2068-70 (2011) (holding that willful blindness may be

sufficient to meet specific intent requirement). The intent to induce infringement may be proven
with circumstantial or direct evidence and may be inferred from all the circumstances. DSU, 4 71
F.3d at 1306; Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc. , 543 F.3d 683 , 699 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
The ALJ found that there is insufficient evidence to support a finding of indirect
infringement by Respondents because "there is not a preponderance of evidence showing that
any of the Accused Products directly infringes any of the asserted claims of the '336 patent[.]"
Id. at 280. In particular, the ALJ found no direct infringement because he concluded the
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Accused Products do not satisfy the "entire oscillator," "varying," and "external clock"
limitations of claims 6 and 13. See ID at 118-132, 189-213, 245-259. As discussed above, the
ALJ correctly found that the Accused Products do not satisfy any of these limitations. It is
undisputed that " [i]nduced infringement requires proof of direct infringement." ID at 276 (citing

Akamai Techs. , Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc., 692 F.3d 1301 , 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (en bane)).
The ALJ's conclusion on the law is, therefore, undoubtedly correct. We, therefore, affirm the
ID ' s finding that Complainants failed to prove indirect infringement because they failed to prove
direct infringement. ID at 80.

D.

Domestic Industry
In order to establish a violation of Section 337 in a patent-based action, a complainant

must demonstrate that a domestic industry either exists in the United States or is in the process of
being established. See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2). Sections 337(a)(2) and (3) set forth the domestic
industry requirement in its entirety:
(2) Subparagraphs (B), (C), (D), and (E) of paragraph (1) apply only if an
industry in the United States, relating to the articles protected by the
patent, copyright, trademark, mask work, or design concerned, exists or is
in the process of being established.
(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States shall be
considered to exist ifthere is in the United States, with respect to the
articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, mask work, or
design concerned(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;
(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering,
research and development, or licensing.
19 U.S.C. §§ 1337(a)(2) and (3).
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"To be considered 'exploitation' though licensing within the meaning of the statute, the
complainant must demonstrate that a particular activity: (1) relates to the asserted patent; (2)
relates to licensing; and (3) occurred in the United States." Certain Liquid Crystal Display

Devices, Including Monitors, Televisions, and Modules, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337TA-741/749 ("Liquid Crystal Display Devices"), Comm' n Op. at 109 (June 14, 2012); see also

Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and Systems, Components Thereof, and
Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Commission. Op. at 7-8 (August 8, 2011)
("Navigation Devices"). Activities meeting these requirements may be considered in an
evaluation of whether the domestic industry requirement has been satisfied. Liquid Crystal

Display Devices, Comm' n Op. at 109. However, a complainant must also show that the
qualifying investments are substantial. Id.
1. Economic Prong

a. Proceedings Before the ALJ
Complainants argued that they have a domestic industry under section 337(a)(3)(C) based
on their "substantial domestic investments relating to the exploitation of the '336 patent through
their [Moore Microprocessor Patent] MMP Portfolio licensing program." Id. at 296.
Complainants relied on the activities of Alliacense, a California-based vendor of Complainants
TPL and PDS, which carries out Complainants' licensing program. Id.
Concerning the amount of the Complainants' investment in licensing the MMP Portfolio,
the ALJ took into account TPL's investment in Alliacense. Id. at 308-9. The ALJ noted that
"Alliacense' s employees are required to account for all of their activities and provide monthly
reports allocating time based on project codes ... [and] from these reports, the percentage of
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time that each employee spends on the MMP Portfolio can be calculated." Id. at 309 (citing
Leckrone Tr., 1566-67, 1605; Hannah Tr., 1745): The ALJ also took into account "summary
documents showing the percentages of each employee's time spent on projects within the MMP
Portfolio." Id. at 309-10 (citing RX-1794C; RX-1795C; RX-1796C). The ALJ noted that
" [b]ased on these summaries, TPL's [Chief Financial Officer] CFO, Mr. Hannah, calculated .. .
the total burden costs for these employees based on the hours worked on the MMP Portfolio,
salary, benefits, and taxes paid," and concluded that "Alliacense' s labor costs related to licensing
the MMP Portfolio totaled over [

]." Id. at 310 (citing Hannah Tr. , 1742-51; CX-705C;

RX-1773C). The ALJ further noted that "Mr. Hannah testified that approximately [

] was

spent on product purchases related to the MMP licensing program" and that the monthly leasing
and facility costs for the shared TPL and Alliacense facility are [

], "allocated to all of

TPL's patent portfolios." Id. (citing Hannah Tr. , 1738, 1756-57; JX-253C). The ALJ also found
that " [o]verall, Alliacense' s MMP Portfolio licensing activities have resulted in executed licenses
with approximately 100 companies resulting in approximately [

] in revenue." Id.

(citing Leckrone Tr., 1538-39; Hannah Tr., 1740-41; CX-708C). The ALJ also noted that
"[a]dditionally, Complainants rely on TPL's alleged investment of [

] in PDS. Id. at

311.
The ALJ found that Complainants "waived their right to rely on TPL' s alleged
investment in PDS because Complainants failed to raise [the issue] in their pre-hearing brief."

Id. (citing Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 216-19; Ground Rule 7.2). The ALJ also found
that "Complainants have not shown that PDS does not engage in ineligible activities, such as
patent prosecution, or that this investment does not relate to activities that Complainants are
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precluded from relying on this in this Investigation, e.g., attorney fees." Id. (citing Tr. at 1630;
see also Order Nos. 38, 61). The ALJ, therefore, "decline[d] to consider TPL's alleged

investment of [

] in PDS[.]" Id.

The ALJ, however, "reject[ed] Respondents' argument that Complainants cannot
establish a domestic industry because TPL rescinded its ability to license the asserted patent
before the Complaint was filed. " Id. The ALJ found "it immaterial whether it was TPL or
another Complainant that had the ability to license the asserted patent at the time the Complaint
was filed[,]" and that "there is no dispute that PDS [has] had the right to license the asserted
patent ... throughout this Investigation." Id. at 311-12. The ALJ noted that his finding was not
affected by Order Nos. 28 and 61 , which forbid Complainants from relying on TPL's
investments in PDS. Id. at 312. The ALJ also disagreed with Respondents regarding the
reliability of the testimony of Complainants' witness, Mr. Leckrone. Id. The ALJ also
disregarded Respondents' argument concerning the reimbursements PDS paid to TPL. Id. at
312-13 . Specifically, the ALJ found that "[r]egardless of whether the relied upon investments
were actually reimbursed, a point that Complainants dispute at least in part ... there is no dispute
that such domestic investments were ultimately paid by a Complainant in this Investigation." Id.
at 313. With respect to the specific investments, the ALJ found that the [

] per month

investment in the facilities shared by TPL and Alliacense "should be given little weight" because
"Complainants acknowledge that that amount should be allocated to each of TPL's patent
portfolios ... [and] neither attempt to determine how much of this investment should be
allocated to the MMP Portfolio ... [or] even argue that a significant or substantial portion should
be allocated to the MMP Portfolio." Id.
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Regarding a nexus between the licensing of the MMP Portfolio and the ' 336 patent, the
ALJ noted the testimony of Alliacense' s president, Mr. Leckrone, that there are "approximately
15 patents in the portfolio, including five patents of interest and that the ' 336 patent is the 'lead
patent' in the portfolio." Id. at 308 (citing Leckrone Tr., 1534-35). Mr. Leckrone also testified
that a claim chart for the ' 336 patent is always included in product reports presented to potential
licensees. Id. (citing Leckrone Tr., 1558-59; CX-81 C; RX-1762C; CX-22; CX-731 C; CX-719C;
RX-1759C; CX-1126C). The ALJ found that "based on the small number of patents in the MMP
and the testimony and evidence provided," Complainants showed that their activities are
"sufficiently related to the asserted patent that they may fully be relied upon in the domestic
industry analysis, with the exception of Complainants' alleged facilities costs[.]" Id. at 314.
The ALJ further found that "a substantial portion of the expenses relied upon by Complainants
have the necessary relationship to licensing[,]" noting the testimony of Mr. Hannah that "all of
the activities under the one project code" used by Alliacense employees "were considered to be
licensing related." Id. at 315 (citing Hannah Tr., 1770-71 ). The ALJ also found that "a
substantial majority of the alleged MMP licensing investment" occurred in the United States,
though acknowledging that some of the expenses incurred by Alliacense employees involved
foreign travel, and costs relating to three employees working overseas. Id. (citing Hannah Tr.,
1783-95; RX-1784C).
The ALJ also found that Complainants' licensing investments are substantial. The ALJ
stated that "[m]ost significantly ... the amount invested in the MMP Portfolio as a whole
(approximately [

] including labor and product acquisition costs), the small number of

patents in that portfolio, and the relative importance of the '336 patent in licensing negotiations,
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weighs heavily in favor of finding that Complainants' investments are substantial." Id. at 316
(citing Liquid Crystal Display Devices, Comm' n Op. at 123). The ALJ also stated that his
finding is supported "[t]o a lesser extent ... [by] the fact that Complainants engaged in ancillary
activities after licenses were executed including monitoring licensees' compliance, M&A
activities, and transfers of relevant business divisions (see Tr. at 1565-66); the fact that
Complainants' licensing activities are ongoing (see Tr. at 1565-66, 1568,69); and the fact that
Complainants' licensing efforts related to the MMP Portfolio have generated over [

]

in revenue (see CX-708C; Tr. at 1538-39)." Id. at 316-17 (citing Liquid Crystal Display

Devices, Comm'n Op. at 123-24).
The ALJ weighed these findings against the fact that "Complainants made no attempt to
determine the actual value of their investments in the asserted patent, instead relying on the
alleged total investment in the MMP Portfolio." Id. at 317. The ALJ noted in particular that
" [w ]hile the Commission does not require an exact allocation of investments to the asserted
patents ... Complainants' failure to set forth any allocation somewhat undermines the weight of
the evidence they did provide, particularly because ... the investments relied upon include
portions unrelated to the asserted patent, licensing, or the United States." Id. The ALJ also
found that "Complainant' licensing activities are revenue-driven and target existing
production[,]" as opposed to supporting the production of products covered by the patent. Id.
Lastly, the ALJ noted that "Complainants do not invest in other activities to exploit the '336
patent[.]" Id. (citing LiquidCrystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at 124).20

20

The ALJ also rejected respondent Garmin' s argument that TPL's investments should be
rejected because they have a potential nexus only to the version of the '336 patent that was
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Respondents argued in their petition for review that TPL' s revenue-driven licensing
activities, which seek licenses from entities that already produce and sell products that allegedly
infringe the patents in the MMP Portfolio, are not the type of licensing program that Congress
sought to protect when it amended section 337 to include license-based domestic industries.
Respondents noted that the ALJ identified TPL' s revenue-driven licensing model as a factor
weighing against a finding of substantiality (ID at 317), but argue that, as a policy matter, the
Commission should give this factor greater weight in the context of the substantiality analysis particularly given the paucity of documentary evidence produced by TPL to support its claimed
investments. Respondents further argued that Complainants' lack of direct investment in
activities to exploit the ' 336 patent should also receive greater weight in the overall analysis.
Respondents also asserted that Complainants' failure to allocate the actual value of their
investments in the asserted patent, as opposed to relying on the alleged total investment in the
MMP Portfolio, should strongly weigh against a finding of domestic industry.
Respondents also questioned the factors which the ALJ found weigh in favor of a
conclusion that Complainants' investments in the MMP Portfolio are substantial. Specifically,
Respondents argued that some of Complainants' license agreements include licenses to other
patent portfolios, in addition to the MMP Portfolio, and that Complainants' failure to offer its
licenses into evidence means that there is no record from which to determine the percentage of
the approximately 100 licenses that also include other patent portfolios. Respondents also
asserted that none of the ancillary activities the ALJ credited is the type of ancillary activity that

surrendered during reexamination. Id. at 31 7-19. Respondents did not raise this argument in
their contingent petition for review.
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the Commission has held supports a finding of substantiality, noting that all of Complainants'
ancillary, post-license activities are directed to obtaining additional revenue. Id. (citing
Leckrone Tr., 1565 :23-1566:22).
We note that Respondents do not challenge the ALJ' s determination of whether each
factor the ALJ weighed favored Complainants or Respondents. In particular, the ALJ
specifically considered Complainants' failure to otherwise invest in exploiting the '336 patent as
weighing against a finding of substantiality. ID at 317. Respondents failed to point to any
particular Commission or Federal Circuit precedent which would require the Commission to
afford even greater negative weight to these facts than the ALJ already applied.
Respondents also asked the Commission to give greater negative weight to
Complainants' failure to allocate its investments in the asserted patent. However, we find that
]" investment the ALJ credits is exclusively directed toward the

the " [

MMP Portfolio and that the ' 336 patent is the lead patent in this portfolio. See ID at 31 O; CX705C, Hannah Tr., 1751-52 (testifying that the expenses listed in CX-705C are only for the
MMP Portfolio); Leckrone, Tr. at 1534-35. Similarly, concerning Respondents' arguments that
Complainants did not specify what portion of its expenses were accrued overseas, TPL's CFO,
Mr. Hannah, testified that "for overseas patents, [licenses] are handled for the most part by

outside counsel. .. we haven't included any outside counsel costs here." Hannah Tr., 1758:191759:25.
Respondents raised two additional issues in their contingent petition for review with
respect to the economic prong that do, however, warrant further consideration. First,
Respondents argued that complainant TPL cannot establish a licensed-based domestic industry
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because it "did not have the right to license the MMP Portfolio at the time the complaint was
filed, or anytime thereafter[.]" Respondents noted that "Complainants' domestic industry
assertions are properly limited only to TPL's licensing investments, and not those of[] [Patriot]
or PDS[.]" In particular, Respondents noted that Order Nos. 28 and 61 preclude Complainants
from relying on investments by Patriot or PDS, and argue that "the record is therefore limited to
TPL's investment."
We agree with the ALJ that "it is immaterial whether it was TPL or another Complainant
that had the ability to license the asserted patent at the time the Complaint was filed." ID at 311.
The statute requires that "an industry in the United States, relating to the articles protected by the
patent ... concerned, exists or is in the process of being established" without reference to the
necessity of segregating the investments specifically to each intellectual property right owner.
19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2). Only three weeks passed between the recission of TPL's right to license
the '336 patent and the filing of the complaint, distinguishing this case from Motiva, LLC. v. Int '!
Trade Comm 'n, where the complainant had abandoned its industry three-and-a-half years prior to
filing its section 337 complaint. 716 F.3d 596, 601 , n.6 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (affirming the
"Commission's use of the date of the filing of the complaint as the relevant date at which to
determine if the domestic industry requirement ... was satisfied")).
We acknowledge, however, that PDS's investments were not the basis ofth~ ID's finding
that the economic prong has been satisfied. The Commission, therefore, addresses whether the
alleged industry still exists even though TPL is no longer actively involved in licensing the '336
patent. See Certain Electronic Devices, Including Mobile Phones, Portable Music Players, and
Computers, Inv. No. 337-TA-701, Order No. 58, at 6 (Nov. 18, 2010) (unreviewed) (finding that
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the Commission should consider whether post-complaint activity indicates that an alleged
industry is "dwindling.").
Second, Respondents argued that Complainants failed to demonstrate how their
investments in litigation and in prosecution are related to licensing." TPL' s CFO, Mr. Hannah
testified that the project code TPL used to account for activities concerning the MMP Portfolio
included "litigation, prosecution activities, reexamination activities, and other licensing
activities." Hannah Tr. , 1765:16-1766:18. The ALJ addressed TPL' s possible investments in
"litigation and prosecution" in the context of nexus. Specifically, he noted Mr. Hannah's
testimony that "in his view, 'management decided to have [litigation and prosecution] categories
when the activity was significant enough to include those categories[.]'" ID at 314-15 (citing
Hannah Tr., 1783). The ALJ did not address, however, what Mr. Hannah meant by this.
Furthermore, with respect to substantiality, the ALJ did not specifically address how
Complainants' failure to account for the proportion of its asserted investments that concerned the
problematic categories of "litigation and prosecution." The Commission determined to review
this issue. In connection with its review, the Commission posed the following questions to the
parties:
1. With respect to Complainants' alleged licensed-based domestic industry, is there
a continuing revenue stream from the existing licenses and is the licensing
program ongoing? If the licensing program is ongoing, which complainant(s)
is/are investing in the program and what is the nature (not amounts) of those
investments?
2. Please describe the claimed expenditures for patent prosecution and litigation and
explain how they relate to Complainants' domestic industry in licensing the '336
patent. Please provide an estimate of the proportion of the total claimed
investments in licensing the '336 patent accounted for by the claimed patent
prosecution and litigation expenditures.
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78 Fed Reg. at 71645.
b. Analysis
i.

On-Going Licensing Program

The question of whether Complainants had satisfied the economic prong of the domestic
industry requirement through licensing at the time they filed the complaint is distinct from the
question of whether the domestic industry licensing program has ceased to exist. We address the
latter question raised by the respondents here.
Complainants argue that their licensing program is ongoing, noting that as of the date the
Complaint was filed, there were roughly 100 licensees to the MMP patent portfolio, which
includes the '336 patent and that they executed several licenses subsequent to the filing of the

]. See

Complaint, including licenses to [

CX-708C; CX-1332C at 19; Leckrone Tr., 120:21-121:15. Complainants further note that
] . Complainants admit, however, that

revenue from these licenses have totaled over [
most of the license agreements include a [

], although they

]. See CX-1332C at 5, 10, 14 ([

assert that certain licensees ... [

]). Complainants further assert that they have an agreement
with [

] that provides for multiple payments continuing through [

].

Respondents note that Complainants identify only three licensees that allegedly made

[

] in connection with their licenses, and that each of those licensees made a total
] prior to the filing of the complaint.

of [

Respondents further note that Complainants failed to provide evidentiary support with respect to
the alleged [

] license, which was neither admitted nor introduced as evidence, and failed state
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how much is due from [

], the number of expected payments, when those payments are due, or

whether any allegedly future payment is contingent and thus may not actually be made. The IA
likewise contends that the evidence does not show that there is a continuing revenue stream from
Complainants existing licenses, asserting that the evidence shows that each licensee made a
single lump-sum payment, with the exception of [

]. See CX-708C; JX-177C; Leckrone Tr.,

1538:14-25. The IA further notes, however, that Complainants do not receive any continuing
revenue stream from [

]. See CX-1124C at§§ 3.1 and 3.2. 21

Complainants filed their complaint in this investigation on July 24, 2012. Complainants
received payments from [
]. CX-1332C at
19. There is no evidence concerning Complainants' licensing revenue beyond December 2012.
The evidence shows that, at the time the complaint was filed, Complainants were not receiving
revenue from licenses entered into before they filed the complaint. However, Complainants are
clearly still involved in licensing the MMP Portfolio and have received payments for licenses
entered into sub13equent to the complaint being filed . This fact supports finding that
Complainants domestic licensing industry was ongoing at the time of the complaint. 22

21

From our review, the evidence shows that Complainants also received multiple payments from
the three licensees Complainants mention - [
] . CX1332C at 5, 10, 14. We find no evidence that Complainants received multiple payments from

[

].

22

Complainants offered to produce the [ ] license upon Commission request. However, the
Commission declines to consider the alleged [ ] license. Complainants do not state when the
license was executed, but considering that it was a proposed, yet ultimately rejected, exhibit
(RX-1561 C), we assume it existed prior to the evidentiary hearing. The Commission declines to
second-guess the ALJ's rationale for excluding the exhibit or to give Complainants another
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Complainants assert that they made significant investments in their licensing program
prior to the initiation of the instant investigation, and continue to do so. Complainants rely
primarily on the [

] that TPL invested in labor costs for TPL and Alliacense personnel

involved with the MMP licensing program and [

] in product purchases made prior to the

complaint being filed. See ID at 311 , 316. 23 Complainants admit that these investments were
made from June 2005 through May 2012. Without further support or explanation, Complainants
have not shown this evidence of its investments prior to the complaint to be indicative as to the
question raised by respondents of whether Complainants' licensing program is ongoing.
Complainants also assert that Alliacense currently provides its licensing services relating
to the MMP Portfolio to PDS. See Leckrone Tr., 1568:25-1569:4, 1576:7-20, 1577:22-25.
Complainants further contend that TPL still participates in the licensing program. See id. at
93:6-9, 144:16-145:1. Complainants do not, however, point to any evidence concerning PDS ' s
payments to Alliacense subsequent to when the complaint was filed, not even in the July to
December, 2012 time frame through which Complainants' licensing evidence extends. 24 Instead,
Complainants note only their pre- and post-complaint expenditures related to the purchase of
products for tear-down analysis. Id. (citing JX-253C). 25 While the IA asserts that Complainants'
licensing program is ongoing, he merely points to conclusory statements by Complainant' s
opportunity to present the license as evidence.
23

Complainants also mention expenses that the ALJ rejected. See ID at 311 (declining to
consider "TPL's alleged investment of [
] in PDS[.]").

24

We note that CX-1332C shows various expenses for this time frame; however, Complainants
do not rely on this evidence and do not explain how it should be interpreted.

25

We calculate that Complainants, presumably PDS, spent [
July 25, 2012, through January 22, 2013.
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witness, Mr. Leckrone, without specifying the amount of PDS's continuing investment.
The evidence does support the conclusion that Complainants' licensing program appears
to be ongoing under PDS ' s control, with TPL' s participation, although the record does not
identify a way to definitively determine the amount of PDS ' s pre- or post-complaint investment.
The Commission determines, however, that the filing ofTPL' s complaint in this matter is
sufficiently contemporaneous with its activities with respect to the licensing of the '336 patent
and that those activities should be examined for purposes of the economic prong domestic
industry analysis.
Such action is supported by Commission precedent. Indeed, in Certain Semiconductor
Integrated Circuits and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-665, ID at 233 (Oct. 19,
2009) (unreviewed in relevant part) ("Integrated Circuits"), the ALJ found that a complainant
satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement where it had "been less than
one year since [the complainant's] activities [had] diminished" and "prior to entering
bankruptcy, [the complainant's] activities in the United States clearly met the standard required
to establish the economic prong[.]"26 In particular, the presiding ALJ in Integrated Circuits
noted several cases where the Commission found the economic prong satisfied based on "both
the complainant's past investment and current domestic activities when the complainant has
stopped manufacturing the patented product." Id. at 232 (citing Certain Variable Speed Wind
Turbines and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-376, USITC Pub. No. 3003, Comm'n Op.
at 25-26 (Nov. 1996); Certain Battery-Powered Ride-On Toy Vehicles and Components Thereof,
26

It is unclear whether TPL lost its rights to license the ' 336 patent as the result of its Chapter 11
bankruptcy filing. See Comp. Review Br. at 34; Leckrone Tr., 140:3-141:17.
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Inv. No. 337-TA-314, Order No. 6 at 19-20 (Dec. 5, 1990) (unreviewed); Certain Video
Graphics Display Controllers and Prods. Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-412, USITC
Pub. 3224, ID at 13 (Aug. 1999) (unreviewed in relevant part)). Although this investigation
involves licensing rather than manufacturing, we believe considering TPL's prior licensing
investments and Complainants' post-complaint licensing activities is analogous. We, therefore,
only need be concerned with the amount TPL invested prior to the complaint filing and which
the ALJ found sufficiently tied to Complainants' licensing program. ID at 316.
For purposes of determining whether the economic prong of the domestic industry
requirement is met, the ALJ properly limited Complainants to TPL's pre-complaint expenditures
through his evidentiary findings. Specifically, in Orders 28 and 61, the ALJ rejected
Complainants' belated attempt to rely on the investments of either PDS or Patriot, instead
limiting Complainants to TPL's investments. See Order No. 28 at 3-4; Order No. 61 at 4-5. We
note that PDS, not TPL, is responsible for all post-complaint investment. By considering the
transfer of licensing activity from TPL to PDS as an unbroken chain of events concerning the
MMP licensing program, we also rely only on TPL's pre-complaint expenditures and avoid and
have not considered evidence concerning PDS's post-complaint investments in connection with
that activity. See Motiva, 716 F.3d at 601, n.6 (affirming the "Commission's use of the date of
the filing of the complaint as the relevant date at which to determine if the domestic industry
requirement ... was satisfied").
Based on the precedent discussed above, we find that the evidence concerning
Complainants' licensing activity that occurred following the complaint supports finding that
Complainants' licensing activities are ongoing, even though the investment in that activity was
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made by a different complainant than TPL. The appropriate investments to be examined for the
economic prong analysis are the pre-complaint investments ofTPL.

ii.

Propriety and Significance of Complainants' lnvestments

Complainants assert that their [

] in licensing-related expenses do not include

significant costs related to patent prosecution or litigation. Specifically, Complainants note the
testimony ofTPL's CFO, Mr. Hannah, that the expenses listed in CX-705C do not include
litigation and lawyers' costs. See Hannah Tr., 1759:23-25 (discussing costs for outside
counsel). 27 Mr. Hannah further testified that the expenses submitted into evidence relate to
licensing and that the term "litigation" in those documents "was broadly defined[.]" See id. at
1749:1-12 ("It's licensing, but there may be some involvement as a result [of] questions
answered or dealt with as a result oflitigation."). Complainants assert that none of the TPL or
Alliacense employees acted as legal counsel in patent litigation on behalf of TPL or Alliacense.

See id. at 1816:8-1817:13.
Complainants note in particular that, starting in 2008, true litigation-related expenses
were specifically broken out in a separate product code [

]. Id. at 1765:21-1766:14. Prior to

that time, however, TPL and Alliacense employees recorded their times in a single project code
[ ], which included everything involved in the process oflicensing, e.g. expenditures for
litigation and reexam proceeding. See Leckrone Tr., 1548:3-1550:23, 1552:7-1553:13 (testifying
that "as part of the licensing process, Alliacense routinely reverse-engineered products organized
the data into claim charts, and presented the information to potential 'licensees along with data
27

Mr. Hannah testified that CX-705C's header entitled "Monthly Litigation Hours By
Employee" is merely a mislabel. Hannah Tr.,1753:8-13, 177:19-1800:9.
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compiled by the IP R&D group and other Alliacense employees"). Complainants argue that,
prior to 2008, litigation expenses were not significant enough to warrant a separate category. See
Hannah Tr., 1783:2-6. Complainants assert that Respondents failed to present any evidence that
Complainants' patent prosecution or litigation-related expenses included under project code [ ]
prior to 2008 were anything but de minimis. Rather, Complainants contend that Respondents, at
most, established that Complainants' pre-2008 expenses relating to litigation or patent
prosecution was uncertain. See Hannah Tr., 1770: 12-1773: 11. Complainants further note that
even with respect to the few potential licensees with which TPL was in litigation, Complainants
typically produced product reports well in advance of any litigation, and licensing discussions
began prior to litigation and continued after litigation commenced. See Hannah Tr. 1776: 10-13,
1787:13-1788:7.
Respondents argue that Complainants provided no evidence with which the Commission
can determine which of TPL' s employee expenses related to licensing as opposed to irrelevant
litigation, patent prosecution, and patent re-examination activities for the first three years of
expenses relied upon by TPL. Respondents allege that even after TPL ostensibly started to
implement sub-codes for litigation and prosecution/re-examination costs at the end of 2008,
expenses related to patent prosecution and litigation nevertheless infect the overall total claimed.
See JX-354 (claiming expenses from 2006 to June 2012)). Respondents call out, in particular,

Mr. Hannah's testimony regarding the [

] TPL spent on personnel conducting IP

research and development and IP legal work, arguing that these individuals were largely
involved in ineligible patent prosecution and patent work unrelated to licensing. See Hannah Tr.,
1771:24-1774: 1. Respondents further note the [
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of whom Respondents claim were communicating with companies involved in litigation with
TPL (id. at 1774:10-1775:7), the [

] expenditure for reverse-engineering specialists, who

Respondents allege may have been partially involved in litigation-related activities (id. at
1781:17-1782:9), and the [

] cost for operations analysts, who Respondents assert may

have been involved in making claim charts for products for purposes of litigation (id. at 1782: 101783: 11 ). Respondents argue that there is no way to determine what portion of the licensing
executives' employee costs related to license negotiations with companies with which TPL was
in litigation. Id. at 1787:23-1 788:14). Respondents also challenged Complainants' [

] in

expenditures relating to the acquisition of products for tear down, asserting that some of those
acquired products were purchased in anticipation of litigation against various Respondents in
connection with the present investigation. Id. at 1775:20-1776:1, 1776:24-1778:18.
The IA argues that Complainants' expenditures are significant and that any prosecution
and litigation expenditures represent a relatively small portion of Complainants' total claimed
investment. In particular, the IA notes that Complainants' [

] investment in employee

expenditures does not include fees paid to outside litigation counsel. See Leckrone Tr., 132:5-16.
The IA also notes Mr. Hannah's testimony that litigation and patent prosecution expenses were
not separately tracked prior to late-2008 because management did not consider those expenses
sufficiently significant before that time. See Hannah Tr., 1783 :4-6. The IA also relied on Mr.
Hannah's testimony that the activities of the IP R&D /IP Legal group include preparing claim
charts and product reports for potential licensees, and answering questions about noninfringement and prior art related to those claim charts and product reports. Id. at Hannah Tr.,
1816:25-1817:13. Lastly, the IA notes that, in 2006 and 2007, Complainants were involved in
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litigation with only five companies, in comparison with the over [

]

Complainants have contacted and the over 100 license agreements Complainants have entered
into.
The Commission' s primary consideration is whether the there is sufficient evidence in the
record that TPL' s [
Alliacense and [

] investment ([

] in employee expenditures for TPL and

] for product acquisitions, see ID at 311 , 316) that the ALJ credited as

applying to Complainants' licensed-based domestic industry does not include irrelevant
expenditures. In John Mezzalingua Associates, Inc. v. International Trade Commission, the
Federal Circuit held that litigation expenses do not automatically constitute evidence of the
existence of a domestic industry. 660 F.3d 1322, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2011) ("We agree with the
Commission that expenditures on patent litigation do not automatically constitute evidence of the
existence of an industry in the United States established by substantial investment in the
exploitation of a patent. "). In Coaxial Cable Connectors Components Thereof and Products
Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-650, Comm'n Op. at 50-51 (Apr. 14, 2010), the Commission
further held that litigation costs may be considered in determining whether a domestic industry
exists, but only if they are directly related to licensing. Furthermore, the Commission has never
considered expenditures relating to patent prosecution to be relevant to a licensing-based
domestic industry.
We cannot dismiss Respondents' concerns regarding Complainants' failure to support is
contention that its claimed investments that are attributable to ineligible patent prosecution and
litigation activity are de minimis. Complainants presented insufficient evidence that the lack of
breakout was because TPL' s management did not consider its litigation expenses to be
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sufficiently significant to warrant accounting for them separately. Complainants offer no
indication of what TPL' s management considered to be "significant" litigation expenses that
suddenly required separate tracking beginning at the end of 2008. Exhibit RX-1795C shows the
expense breakout by project code. The product code [

], which TPL allegedly used to breakout

"true litigation-related expenses," first shows an entry on January 31 , 2009, where two
]. See

employees recorded that they reportedly spent [

RX-1795C at 31. The percentages in this project category range from [ ] (RX-1795C at 36) to
[

] (RX-1795C at 39). From this, we might conclude that TPL's management didn't consider

anything under [ ] of litigation-related time to be worth identifying, and such a decision may be
reasonable. However, the complaint states that TPL initiated litigation with various companies
in the 2005 to mid-2008 time frame. See Compl. at ,r,r 149, 151 , 152, 153. Complainants fail to
offer any explanation as to why TPL's expenses with respect to these litigations were considered

de minimis in comparison to later matters.
The evidence supports considering the entire time period of 2006-2012 encompassed by
Complainants' exhibits, but excluding the [

] the ALJ attributed to Complainants' "IP

Legal and IP R&D" expenditures. ID at 310. Of all the categories the ALJ considered, this is
the most troublesome. Mr. Hannah testified that the IP R&D and IP Legal team evaluates the
patents in the MMP portfolio and analyzes the disclosed technology, as well as "continually
work[ing] toward strengthening the portfolio by filing additional patent applications." JX-354C,

,r 13.

We find that Mr. Hannah' s description of this activity comes uncomfortably close to the

improper territory of patent prosecution, rather than licensing.
By contrast, all of the other categories of work Mr. Hannah discusses are arguably
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genuinely related to licensing activity. Id. , ,r,r 14-22. We note in particular Respondents'
argument that the Commission cannot determine what portion ofTPL' s licensing executives'
employee costs related to license negotiations with companies with which TPL was in litigation.
As the Federal Circuit held in Mezzalingua, "expenses associated with ordinary patent litigation
should not automatically be considered a ' substantial investment in .. . licensing,' even if the
lawsuit happens to culminate in a license." 660 F.3d at 1328. Unlike the facts in Mezzalingua,
however, there is no indication that Complainants merely received a license as the result of
litigation and otherwise has no licensing program. Id. at 1329. To the contrary, there is no
question that Complainants have a robust licensing program. Moreover, as Mr. Hannah testified,
TPL's licensing executives engaged in negotiations prior to, as well as on the point of, litigation.
Hannah Tr., 1787:23-1788:14. The Commission, therefore, rejects Respondents ' argument that
TPL' s licensing executive employee costs should not be considered.
Excluding Complainants' expenditures for IP Legal and IP R&D, Complainants are left
with an investment of [

] in employee costs and [

expenses, for a total investment of [

] in product acquisition

] from 2006 through 2012. While we note that the

pre-2008 expenditures were not tracked using the litigation project code, given Mr. Hannah' s
description of the remaining employee categories, we find that this analysis sufficiently excludes
any improper non-licensing activity.
In finding that TPL's [

] investment was substantial, the ALJ gave particular

weight to certain facts beyond the monetary amount, including "the small number of patents in
[the MMP Portfolio] and the relative importance of the ' 336 patent in licensing negotiations[.]"
ID at 316 (citing Liquid Crystal Display Devices at 122). The ALJ also found that
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Complainants' "investments are substantial in relation to certain industries in light of the large
number of executed licenses covering a large percentage of the market (e.g., the mobile phone
market (see Tr. at 1860-1861) and the number of companies that Complainants have engaged in
licensing negotiations." Id. (citing Liquid Crystal Display Devices at 123). For the fust scenario,
taking a look at a smaller window of time -2009 through 2012 instead of 2006 through 2012 doesn't change the fact that, during that time, TPL's investment was largely focused on the
MMP Portfolio and Complainants had a large number of executed licenses during that time
period. See CX-708C (indicating 41 executed licenses between February, 2009 and June, 2012).
Similarly, for the second scenario, excluding all potential expenses related to patent prosecution
only bolsters the already strong nexus between TPL's expenditures and the MMP Portfolio. Nor
does a more limited view of TPL's investment change the fact that Complainants' licensing
program was clearly ongoing through three weeks before the complaint was filed and, as
discussed above, was ongoing at the time the complaint was filed through the present.
Based on the preceding discussion, we affirm the ALJ' s finding that Complainants have
satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. Specifically, we find that
Complainants' licensing program was ongoing at the time the complaint was filed and that TPL' s
investment of either $5.5 million from 2009 through 2012 or of [

] from 2006 through

2012 was substantial.

2. Technical Prong
In his summary of the law concerning the domestic industry requirement, the ALJ stated
that "where a complainant is relying on licensing activities, the domestic industry determination
does not require a separate technical prong analysis and the complainant need not show that it or
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one of its licensees practices the patents-in-suit." ID at 296 (citing Certain Semiconductor Chips
with Minimized Chip Package Size and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-605, Initial

Determination at 112 (February 9, 2009) (unreviewed in relevant part)). The Commission
determined to review and requested that the parties brief the issue in light the statutory language,
legislative history, the Commission' s prior decisions, and relevant court decisions, including
InterDigital Communications, LLC v. ITC, 690 F.3d 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2012), 707 F.3d 1295 (Fed.

Cir. 2013) and Microsoft Corp. v. ITC, 731 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2013). 78 Fed Reg. at 71645.
· Subsequent to the issuance of the Notice of Review in this case, the Commission issued
its decision in Computer Peripheral Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-841, definitively holding that
there is a technical prong requirement with respect to "articles protected by the patent" for a
domestic industry asserted under section 337(a)(3)(C). Comm'n Op. at 24-40, 44 (Dec. 20,
2013).
After issuance of the ID in this case, the Commission noted that, under its prior
precedent, a complainant was not historically required "to demonstrate for purposes of a
licensing-based domestic industry the existence of protected articles practicing the asserted
patents." Comm'n Op. at 27-28. However, the Commission decided in Computer Peripheral
Devices that a complainant must show that there are "articles protected by the patent" when

asserting a licensed-based domestic industry under section 337(a)(3)(C). Due to the posture of
this case, the Commission takes no position on whether the requirement is met here in light of its
findings of non-infringement. See Beloit Corp. v. Valmet Oy, TVW, 742 F.2d 1421 (Fed. Cir.
1984).

IV.

CONCLUSION
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For the reasons discussed above, the Commission finds no violation of section 337 with
respect to the '3 36 patent.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Acting Secretary to the Commission
Issued: March 21 , 2014
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Pursuant to the Notice of Investigation, 77 Fed. Reg. 51572-73 (August 24, 2012), this is
the Initial Determination of the Investigation in the Matter of Certain Wireless Consumer
Electronics Devices and Components Thereof, United States International Trade Commission
Investigation No. 337-TA-853. See 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(a).
With respect to Respondents Acer, Inc. and Acer America Corporation, it is held that no
violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United
States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components
thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United
States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondent Amazon.com, Inc., it is held that no violation of Section 337
of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred in the importation into
the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation,
of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof, by reason of
infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United States Patent No.
5,809,336.
With respect to Respondent Barnes & Noble, Inc., it is held that no violation of Section
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S .C. § 13-37), has occurred in the importation
into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after
importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof, by reason
of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United States Patent No.
5,809,336.
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With respect to Respondents Garmin Ltd.; Garmin International, Inc.; and Garmin USA,
Inc., it is held that no violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. §
1337), has occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale
within the United States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and
components thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 , and 13-16
of United States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents HTC Corporation and HTC America, Inc., it is held that no
violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United
States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components
thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 , and 13-16 of United
States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd; Huawei Device Co., Ltd;
Huawei Device USA Inc.; and Futurewei Technologies, Inc., it is held that no violation of
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred in the
importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States
after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof, by
reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 , and 13-16 of United States Patent
No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents Kyocera Corporation and Kyocera Communications, Inc., it
is held that no violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337),
has occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within
the United States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and
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components thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 , and 13-16
of United States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents LG Electronics, Inc. and LG Electronics USA, Inc., it is
held that no violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337),
has occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within
the United States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and
components thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 , and 13-16
of United States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents Nintendo Co., Ltd. and Nintendo of America Inc., it is held
that no violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has
occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the
United States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components
thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United
States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondent Novatel Wireless, Inc., it is held that no violation of Section
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred in the importation
into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after
importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof, by reason
of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United States Patent No.
5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung Electronics
America, Inc., it is held that no violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
(19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for
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importation, or the sale within the United States after importation, of certain wireless consumer
electronics devices and components thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims
1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United States Patent No. 5,809,336.
With respect to Respondents ZTE Corporation and ZTE (USA), Inc., it is held that no
violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337), has occurred
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United
States after importation, of certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components
thereof, by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United
States Patent No. 5,809,336.
It is further held that a domestic industry exists that practices U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336.
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I.

BACKGROUND
A. Institution and Procedural History of this Investigation.

By publication of a Notice of Investigation in the Federal Register on August 24, 2012,
pursuant to subsection (b) of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the Commission
instituted Investigation No. 337-TA-853 with respect to U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336 (''the '336
patent") to determine:
whether there is a violation of subsection (a)(l)(B) of section 337 in the
importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the
United States after importation of certain wireless consumer electronic devices
and components thereof that infringe one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 1316 of the '336 patent and whether an industry in the United States exists as
required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337[.]

77 Fed. Reg. 51572 (August 24, 2012). In addition, the Commission has asked the
Administrative Law Judge to:
take evidence or other information and hear arguments from the parties and other
interested persons with respect to the public interest in this Investigation, as
appropriate, and provide the Commission with findings of fact and a
recommended determination on this issue, which shall be limited to the statutory
public interest factors, 19 U.S.C. 1337(d)(l), (f)(l), (g)(l)[.]

(Id.) The Notice of Investigation names Technology Properties Limited LLC and Phoenix

Digital Solutions LLC of Cupertino, California and Patriot Scientific Corporation of Carlsbad,
California as complainants and Acer, Inc. of Taipei, Taiwan; Acer America Corporation of San
Jose, California; Amazon.com, Inc. of Seattle, Washington; Barnes and Noble, Inc. of New
York, New York; Garmin Ltd of Schaffhausen, Switzerland; Garmin International, Inc. of
Olathe, Kansas; Garmin USA, Inc. of Olathe, Kansas; HTC Corporation of Tao yuan, Taiwan;
HTC America of Bellevue, Washington; Huawei Technologies Co, Ltd. of Shenzhen, China;
Huawei North America of Plano, Texas; Kyocera Corporation of Kyoto, Japan; Kyocera
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Communications, Inc. of San Diego, California; LG Electronics, Inc. of Seoul, Korea; LG
Electronics U.S.A., Inc. of Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Nintendo Co. Ltd. of Kyoto, Japan;
Nintendo of America, Inc. of Redmond, Washington; Novatel Wireless, Inc. of San Diego,
California; Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., of Seoul, Korea; Samsung Electronics America, Inc.
of Ridgefield Park, New Jersey; Sierra Wireless, Inc. of British Columbia, Canada; Sierra
Wireless America, Inc. of Carlsbad, California; ZTE Corporation of Shenzhen, China; and ZTE
(USA) Inc. of Richardson, Texas as respondents. (Id.) The Commission Investigative Staff
("Staff') of the Office of Unfair Import Investigations is also a party in this Investigation. (Id.)
On January 8, 2013, the Administrative Law Judge issued an initial determination
granting Complainants' motion to amend the Complaint and Notice of Investigation to remove
Respondent Huawei North America and add Huawei Device Co., Ltd., Huawei Device USA Inc.,
and Futurewei Technologies, Inc. as additional Respondents in this Investigation. (See Order
No. 14.) The Commission did not review this initial determination. (See Notice of Commission
Determination Concerning an Initial Determination Granting a Motion to Amend Complaint and
Notice of Investigation (U.S.I.T.C., February 15, 2013).)
On January 15, 2013, the Administrative Law Judge issued an initial determination
granting a motion to terminate this Investigation with respect to Respondents Sierra Wireless,
Inc. and Sierra Wireless America, Inc. (See Order No. 17.) The Commission did not review this
initial determination. (See Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial
Determination Granting a Joint Motion to Terminate Respondents Sierra Wireless, Inc. and
Sierra Wireless America, Inc. Based upon a Settlement Agreement (U.S.I.T.C., February 4,
2013).)
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On March 5, 2013, the Administrative Law Judge held a Markman hearing in order to
permit the parties to present their positions with respect to the interpretation of certain disputed
claim language in the asserted patent. Complainants, Respondents, and Staff attended the
Markman hearing.
On April 18, 2013, the Administrative Law Judge issued Order No. 31 (the "Markman
Order") construing the patent claim terms at issue in this Investigation.
The evidentiary hearing on the question of violation of Section 337 began on June 3,
2013 and ended on June 12, 2013. Complainants and Respondents were represented by counsel
at the hearing. Staff also attended the hearing.

B. The Parties.
1. Complainants

Technology Properties Limited LLC ("TPL") is a California limited liability company
with its principal place of business in Cupertino, California. (Second Amended Complaint at ,r
5.) Patriot Scientific Corporation ("Patriot") is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business in Carlsbad, California. (Id.) Phoenix Digital Solutions LLC ("PDS") is a Delaware
limited liability company with its principal place of business in Cupertino, California. (Id.)
TPL, Patriot, and PDS (collectively, "Complainants") "each hold rights to the Moore
Microprocessor Patent ("MMP") Portfolio, which includes the '336 Patent, through respective
assignments and/or licenses from each of the co-inventors of the MPP Portfolio, Charles H.
Moore and Russell H. Fish, III." (Id.) "Through a series of transactions, TPL and PTSC each
licensed to Phoenix Digital Solutions, LLC ("PDS"), a company they jointly own, the exclusive
right to assert and/or grant licenses under the MMP Portfolio ... PDS then granted to TPL all the
rights licensed to it by both TPL and PTSC, including the exclusive right to assert and/or grant
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licenses under the MMP Portfolio." (Id.) However, TPL rescinded the right to license the
asserted patent, and that right reverted back to PDS prior to the filing of the Complaint. (See
CRBr. at 76, n. 45.)
2. Respondents
Respondent Acer Inc. is a Taiwanese corporation with a principal place of business in
New Taipei City, Taiwan. (RBr. at 5.) Respondent Acer America Corporation is a California
corporation with a principal place of business in San Jose, California. (Id.) Respondents Acer
Inc. and Acer America Corporation may be collectively referred to herein as "Acer."
Respondent Amazon.com, Inc. ("Amazon") is a Delaware corporation with a principal
place of business in Seattle, Washington. (Id.)
Respondent Barnes & Noble, Inc. ("Barnes & Noble") is a Delaware corporation with a
principal place of business in New York City, New York. (Id.)
Respondent Garmin Ltd. is a Swiss corporation with a principal place of business in
Schafthausen, Switzerland. (Id.) Respondent Garmin International, Inc. is a Kansas corporation
with a principal place of business in Olathe, Kansas. (Id.) Respondent Garmin USA, Inc. is a
Kansas corporation with a principal place of business in Olathe, Kansas. (Id.) Respondents
Garmin Ltd., Garmin International, Inc., and Garmin USA, Inc. may be collectively referred to
herein as "Garmin."
Respondent HTC Corporation is a Taiwanese corporation with a principal place of
business in New Taipei City, Taiwan. (Id.) Respondent HTC America is a Washington
corporation with a principal place of business in Bellevue, Washington. (Id.) Respondents HTC
Corporation and HTC America may be collectively referred to herein as "HTC."
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Respondent Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. is a Chinese corporation with a principal
place of business in Shenzhen, China. (Id.) Respondent Huawei Device Co., Ltd. is a Chinese
corporation with a principal place of business in Shenzhen, China. (Id. at 5-6.) Respondent
Huawei Device USA Inc. is a Texas corporation with a principal place of business in Plano,
Texas. (Id. at 6.) Respondent Futurewei Technologies, Inc. d/b/a Huawei Technologies (USA)
is a Texas corporation with a principal place of business in Plano, Texas. (Id.) Respondents
Huawei Technologies Co., Huawei Device Co., Ltd., Huawei Device USA Inc., and Futurewei
Technologies, Inc. may be collectively referred to herein as "Huawei."
Respondent Kyocera Corporation is a Japanese corporation with a principal place of
business in Kyoto, Japan. (Id.) Respondent Kyocera Communications, Inc. is a Delaware
corporation with a principal place of business in San Diego, California. (Id.) Respondents
Kyocera Corporation and Kyocera Communications, Inc. may be collectively referred to herein
as "Kyocera."
Respondent LG Electronics, Inc. is a Korean corporation with a principal place of
business in Seoul, Republic of Korea. (Id.) Respondent LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. is a
Delaware corporation with a principal place of business in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. (Id.)
Respondents LG Electronics, Inc. and LG Electronics U.S.A. , Inc. may be collectively referred
to herein as "LG."
Respondent Nintendo Co., Ltd. is a Japanese corporation with a principal place of
business in Kyoto, Japan. (Id.) Respondent Nintendo of America, Inc. is a Washington
corporation with a principal place of business in Redmond, Washington. (Id.) Respondents
NiIJ.tendo Co., Ltd. and Nintendo of America, Inc. may be collectively referred to herein as
''Nintendo."
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Respondent Novatel Wireless, Inc. (''Novatel") is a Delaware corporation with a principal
place of business in San Diego, California. (Id.)
Respondent Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a Korean corporation with a princeipal
place of business in Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea. (Id.) Respondent Samsung Electronics
America, Inc. is a New York corporation with a principal place of business in Ridgefield Park,
New Jersey. (Id.) Respondents Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung Electronics
America, Inc. may be collectively referred to herein as "Samsung."
Respondent ZTE Corporation is a Chinese corporation with a principal place of business
in Shenzhen, China. (Id. at 7.) Respondent ZTE (USA) Inc. is a New Jersey corporation with a
principal place of business in Richardson, Texas. (Id.) Respondents ZTE Corporation and ZTE
(USA) Inc. may be collectively referred to herein as "ZTE."
C. Overview of the Technology.

The technology at issue relates generally to wireless consumer electronic devices and the
clocking of microprocessors in those devices. (RBr. at 7; CBr. at 5.) Microprocessors contain
millions of electrical components whose operation must be coordinated to function properly.
(CBr. at 6.) Clock signals are used to synchronize all operations of a microprocessor. (Id.)
D. Overview of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336.
This Investigation concerns U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336, titled "High Performance
Microprocessor Having Variable Speed System Clock," which resulted from U.S. Patent
Application No. 484,918 filed on June 7, 1995. (JXM-0001.) The '336 patent is a division of
Serial No. 389,334, filed on August 3, 1989 and issued as U.S. Patent No. 5,440,749. (Id.) The
'336 patent issued on September 15, 1998 and names Charles H. Moore and Russell H. Fish, III
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as the inventors. (Id.) The patent was assigned to Patriot Scientific Corporation. (Id.;
Complaint at i!36; id., Ex. 8.)
The '336 patent discloses a microprocessor system having (1) an on-chip variable speed
clock and (2) a second independent clock connected to an input/output (I/O) interface.
(Technology Stipulation at 2.) Microprocessors must operate over (1) temperature ranges, (2)
voltage variations and (3) variations in semiconductor processing, each of which affects
operating speed ("PVT parameters" for "process," "voltage" and "temperature"). (Id. (citing
JXM-0001 at 16:44-53).) The '336 patent discloses a microprocessor having a clock circuit and
a CPU fabricated on the same substrate.
(Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 16:56-58).) The '336 patent
,
presents the following embodiment in Figure 17:

RING OSCILLATOR
VARIABLE SPEED

430

CRYSTAL CLOCK

CLOCK

434

70
CPU

REQUEST
READY

,-436
I

I;

DATA l ADDRESS

432
,---..1..____.___.__
J/0
INTERFACE

90 ,136

••••••
EXTERNAL MEMORY BUS

FIG._ 17
In the embodiment shown in Figure 17, CPU 70 operates asynchronously with I/O interface 432.

(Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 17: 14-19).) I/O interface 432 is controlled independently by crystal
clock 434. (Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 17:17-19, 17:25-27).) The on-chip ring oscillator variable
speed clock 430 clocks the CPU 70. (Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 16:59-60, 17:19-22, 17:32-34).)
Asserted claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336 patent are shown below.
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1. A microprocessor system, comprising a single integrated circuit
including a central processing unit and an entire ring oscillator
variable speed system clock in said single integrated circuit and
connected to said central processing unit for clocking said central
processing unit, said central processing unit and said ring oscillator
variable speed system clock each including a plurality of electronic
devices correspondingly .constructed of the same process technology
with corresponding manufacturing variations, a processing frequency
-capability of said central processing unit and a speed of said ring
oscillator variable speed system clock varying together due to said
manufacturing variations and due to at least operating voltage and
temperature of said single integrated circuit; an on-chip input/output
interface connected to exchange coupling control signals, addresses
and data with said central processing unit, and a second clock
independent of said ring oscillator variable speed system clock
connected to said input/output interface, wherein a clock signal of
said second clock originates from a source other than said ring
oscillator variable speed system clock.
6. A microprocessor system comprising:
a central processing unit disposed upon an integrated circuit
substrate, said central processing unit operating at a processing
frequency and being constructed of a first plurality of electronic
devices;
an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit substrate
and connected to said central processing unit, said oscillator
clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate and being
constructed of a second plurality of electronic devices, thus
varying the processing frequency of said first plurality of
electronic devices and the clock rate of said second plurality of
electronic devices in the same way as a function of parameter
variation in one or more fabrication or operational parameters
associated with said integrated circuit substrate, thereby
enabling said processing frequency to track said clock rate in
response to said parameter variation; an on-chip input/output
interface, connected between said central processing unit and an
off-chip external memory bus, for facilitating exchanging
coupling control signals, addresses and data with said central
processing unit; and
an off-chip external clock, independent of said oscillator,
connected to said input/output interface wherein said off-chip
external clock is operative at a frequency independent of a clock
frequency of said oscillator and wherein a clock signal from
said off-chip external clock originates from a source other than
said oscillator.
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7. The microprocessor system of claim 6 wherein said one or more
operational parameters include operating temperature of said
substrate or operating voltage of said substrate.
9. The microprocessor system of claim 6 wherein said oscillator
comprises a ring oscillator.
10. In a microprocessor system including a central processing unit,
a method for clocking said central processing unit comprising the
steps of:
providing said central processing unit upon an integrated circuit
substrate, said central processing unit being constructed of a
first plurality of transistors and being operative at a processing
frequency;
providing an entire variable speed clock disposed upon said
integrated circuit substrate, said variable speed clock being
constructed of a second plurality of transistors;
clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate using said
variable speed clock with said central processing unit being
clocked by said variable speed clock at a variable frequency
dependent upon variation in one or more fabrication or
operational parameters associated with said integrated circuit
substrate, said processing frequency and said clock rate varying
in the same way relative to said variation in said one or more
fabrication or operational parameters associated with said
integrated circuit substrate;
connecting an on-chip input/output interface between said central
processing unit and an off-chip external memory bus, and
exchanging coupling control signals, addresses and data
between said input/output interface and said central processing
unit; and
clocking said input/output interface using an off-chip external
clock wherein said off-chip external clock is operative at a
frequency independent of a clock frequency of said variable
speed clock and wherein a clock signal from said off-chip
external clock originates from a source other than said variable
speed clock.
11. A microprocessor system, compnsmg a single integrated
circuit including a central processing unit and an entire ring oscillator
variable speed system clock in said single integrated circuit and
connected to said central processing unit for clocking said central
processing unit, said central processing unit and said ring oscillator
variable speed system clock each including a plurality of electronic
devices correspondingly constructed of the same process technology
9
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with corresponding manufacturing variations, a processing frequency
capability of said central processing unit and a speed of said ring
oscillator variable speed system clock varying together due to said
manufacturing variations and due to at least operating voltage and
temperature of said single integrated circuit; an on-chip input/output
interface connected to exchange coupling control signals, addresses
and data with said central processing unit; and a second clock
independent of said ring oscillator variable speed system clock
connected to said input/output interface, wherein said central
processing unit operates asynchronously to said input/output
interface.
13. A microprocessor system comprising: a central processing unit
disposed upon an integrated circuit substrate, said central processing
unit operating at a processing :frequency and being constructed of a
first plurality of electronic devices;
an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit substrate
and connected to said central processing unit, said oscillator
clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate and being
constructed of a second plurality of electronic devices, thus
varying the processing frequency of said first plurality of
electronic devices and the clock rate of said second plurality of
electronic devices in the same way as a function of parameter
variation in one or more fabrication or operational parameters
associated with said integrated circuit substrate, thereby
enabling said processing frequency to track said clock rate in
response to said parameter variation;
an on-chip input/output interface, connected between said central
processing unit and an off-chip external memory bus, for
facilitating exchanging coupling control signals, addresses and
data with said central processing unit; and
an off-chip external clock, independent of said oscillator,
connected to said input/output interface wherein said off-chip
external clock is operative at a frequency independent of a clock
frequency of said oscillator and further wherein said central
processing unit operates asynchronously to said input/output
interface.
14. The microprocessor system of claim 13 wherein said one or
more operational parameters include operating temperature of said
substrate or operating voltage of said substrate.
·
15. The microprocessor system of claim 13 wherein said oscillator
comprises a ring oscillator.
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16. In a microprocessor system including a central processing unit,
a method for clocking said central processing unit comprising the
steps of:
providing said central processing unit upon an integrated circuit
substrate, said central processing unit being constructed of a
first plurality of transistors and being operative at a processing
frequency;
providing an entire variable speed clock disposed upon said
integrated circuit substrate, said variable speed clock being
constructed of a second plurality of transistors;
clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate using said
variable speed clock with said central processing unit being
clocked by said variable speed clock at a variable frequency
dependent upon variation in one or more fabrication or
operational parameters associated with said integrated circuit
substrate, said processing frequency and said clock rate varying
in the same way relative to said variation in said one or more
fabrication or operational parameters associated with said
integrated circuit substrate;
connecting an on-chip input/output interface between said central
processing unit and an off-chip external memory bus, and
exchanging coupling control signals, addresses and data
between said input/output interface and said central processing
unit; and
clocking said input/output interface using an off-chip external
clock wherein said off-chip external clock is operative at a
frequency independent of a clock frequency of said variable
speed clock, wherein said central processing unit operates
asychronously to said input/output interface.
(JXM-0001 at 33:17-19, 33:23-24, Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate at 1:59-3:26, 3:29-4:46.)
E. The Products at Issue.

The products at issue in this Investigation are wireless consumer electronics devices.
Complainants accuse products, identified in Appendix A, in a variety of categories including
desktop personal computers, notebook personal computer, tablet computers, e-readers,
navigation devices, smartphones, mobile phones, portable handheld gaming devices, mobile
hotspots, USB modems, and wireless home phones (collectively, "Accused Products"). (RBr. at
9; CBr. at 8.)
11
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II.

JURISDICTION AND IMPORTATION.
In order to have the power to decide a case, a court or agency must have both subject

matter jurisdiction and jurisdiction over either the parties or the property involved. See Certain

Steel Rod Treating Apparatus and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-97, Commission
Memorandum Opinion, 215 U.S.P.Q. 229,231 (U.S.I.T.C., 1981). For the reasons discussed
below, the Administrative Law Judge finds the Commission has jurisdiction over this
Investigation.
Respondents have each responded to the Complaint, First Amended Complaint, Second
Amended Complaint, and Notice of Investigation and have fully participated in the Investigation
by, among other things, participating in discovery, participating in the Markman and evidentiary
hearings, and filing pre-hearing and post-hearing briefs. Accordingly, the Administrative Law
Judge finds that Respondents Acer Inc.; Acer America Corporation; Amazon.com, Inc.; Barnes
& Noble, Inc.; Garmin Ltd.; Garmin International, Inc.; Garmin USA, Inc.; HTC Corporation;
HTC America; Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.; Huawei Device Co., Ltd.; Huawei Device USA
Inc.; Futurewei Technologies, Inc.; Kyocera Corporation; Kyocera Communications, Inc.; LG
Electronics, Inc.; LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc.; Nintendo Co., Ltd.; Nintendo of America, Inc.;
Novatel Wireless, Inc.; Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.; Samsung Electronics America, Inc.; ZTE
Corporation; and ZTE (USA) Inc. have submitted to the personal jurisdiction of the Commission
and that the Commission has in rem jurisdiction over the Accused Products. Certain Cloisonne

Jewelry, Inv. No. 337-TA-195, Initial Determination at 40-43 (U.S.I.T.C., March, 1985)
(unreviewed).
Section 337 declares to be unlawful "[t]he importation into the United States, the sale for
importation, or the sale within the United States after importation by the owner, importer, or
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consignee, of articles" that infringe a valid and enforceable United States patent if an industry
relating to the articles protected by the patent exists or is in the process of being established in
the United States. See 19 U.S.C. §§ 1337(a)(l)(B)(i) and (a)(2). Pursuant to Section 337, the
Commission shall investigate alleged violations of the Section and hear and decide actions
involving those alleged violations.
With respect to the asserted patents, it is undisputed that the importation or sale
requirement of Section 337 establishing subject matter jurisdiction as to all Respondents has
been met. (RBr. at 42.) Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge finds that each Respondent
sells for importation, imports, or sells after importation into the United States, articles that are
accused in this Investigation. See Certain Electronic Devices with Image Processing Systems,
Components Thereof, and Associated Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-724, Comm'n Op. at 9-10
(U.S.I.T.C., Dec. 21 , 2011 1) ("Electronic Devices").

III.

CLAIM CONSTRUCTION
A. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art

The Administrative Law Judge concluded that a person of ordinary skill in the art of the
'336 patent would have at least a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, computer
engineering, or a related field and at least 5 years of experience in integrated circuit design or a
related field or a graduate degree in electrical engineering, computer engineering, or a related
field and at least 3 years of experience in integrated circuit design or a related field. (Order No.
31 at 10-11.)

1

Date of public opinion.
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B. Claims 1, 6, 10, 11, 13, 16-- "central processing unit"
The parties agreed that the term "central processing unit" in claims 1, 6, 10, 11, 13, and
16 of the '336 patent should be construed to mean "electronic circuit on an integrated circuit that
controls the interpretation and execution of programmed instructions." (Order No. 31 at 11.)

C. Claims 1, 11- "second clock independent ofsaid ring oscillator variable speed
system clock"
The parties agreed that the term "second clock independent of said ring oscillator variable
speed system clock" in claims 1 and 11 of the '336 patent should be construed to mean "a second
clock wherein a change in the frequency of either the second clock or ring oscillator system
clock does not affect the frequency of the other." (Order No. 31 at 11.)

D. Claims 1, 6, 10, 11, 13, 16-- "on-chip input/output interface"
The parties agreed that the term "on-chip input/output interface" in claims 1, 6, 10, 11,
13, and 16 of the '336 patent should be construed to mean "a circuit having logic for input/output
communications, where that circuit is located on the same semiconductor substrate as the CPU."
(Order No. 31 at 11.)

E. Claims 6, 13- "external clock is operative at a frequency independent of a clock
frequency ofsaid oscillator"
The parties agreed that the term "external clock is operative at a frequency independent
of a clock frequency of said oscillator" in claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent should be construed
to mean "an external clock wherein a change in the frequency of either the external cl~ck or
oscillator does not affect the frequency of the other." (Order No. 31 at 11.)

F. Claims 10, 16-- "external clock is operative at a frequency independent of a clock
frequency ofsaid variable speed clock"
The parties agreed that the term "external clock is operative at a frequency independent
of a clock frequency of said variable speed clock" in claims 10 and 16 of the '3 36 patent should
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be construed to mean "an external clock wherein a change in the frequency of either the external
clock or the variable speed clock does not affect the frequency of the other." (Order No. 31 at
12.)

G. Claims 1, 9, 11, 15--- "ring oscillator"
The Administrative Law Judge concluded that the term "ring oscillator" means "an
oscillator having a multiple, odd number of inversions arranged in a loop." (Order No. 31 at 20.)

H. Claims 1, 11-"an entire ring oscillator variable speed system clock in said single
integrated circuit"
The Administrative Law Judge concluded that the term "an entire ring oscillator variable
speed system clock in said single integrated circuit" as it appears in claims 1 and 11 means "a
ring oscillator variable speed system clock that is located entirely on the same semiconductor
substrate as the central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal or an external
crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal." (Order No. -31 at 40.)

I. Claims 6, 13- "an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit substrate "
The Administrative Law Judge concluded that the term "an entire oscillator disposed
upon said single integrated circuit substrate" means "an oscillator that is located entirely on the
same substrate as the central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal or an external
crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal." (Order No . 31 at 41.)
J. Claims 10, 16-- "an entire variable speed clock disposed upon said integrated circuit
substrate"

The Administrative Law Judge concluded that the term "an entire variable speed clock
disposed upon said single integrated circuit substrate" means "a variable speed clock that is
located entirely on the same semiconductor substrate as the central processing unit and does not
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rely on a control signal or an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal." (Order
No. 31 at 42.)

K. Claims 1, 6, 10, 11, 13, 16--"clocking said central processing unit"
The Administrative Law Judge concluded that the term "clocking said central processing
unit" means "providing a timing signal to said central processing unit." (Order No. 31 at 45.)

L. Claims 6, 13-"thereby enabling said processing frequency to track said clock rate
in response to said parameter variation"
The Administrative Law Judge found that the following construction should be adopted:
"thereby allowing the processing frequency of the central processing unit to follow said clock
rate in response to said parameter variation." (Order No. 31 at 56.)

M. Claims 1, 11-"varying together;" Claims 10, 16--"varying in the same way;" and
Claims 6, 13-"varying... in the same way "
The Administrative Law Judge found that the term ''varying" requires no construction
and would have been understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention according to its plain and ordinary meaning. (Order No. 31 at 68.)

N. Claims 11, 13, 16--"wherein said central processing unit operates asynchronously
to said input/output interface"
The Administrative Law Judge concluded that the term "wherein said central processing
unit operates asynchronously to said input/output interface" means "the timing control of the
central processing unit operates independently of and is not derived from the timing control of
the input/output interface such that there is no readily predictable phase relationship between
them." (Order No. 31 at 74.)
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IV.

INFRINGEMENT D.ETERMINATION .

A. Applicable Law
1. Direct Infringement
"Determination of infringement is a two-step process which consists of determining the
scope of the asserted claim (claim construction) and then comparing the Accused Product . . . to
the claim as construed." Certain Sucralose, Sweeteners Containing Sucralose, and Related
Intermediate Compounds Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-604, Comm'n Op. at 36 (U.S.I.T.C., April
28, 2009) (citing Litton Sys., Inc. v. Honeywell, Inc., 140 F.3d 1449, 1454 (Fed. Cir. 1998)). An
accused device literally infringes a patent claim if it contains each limitation recited in the claim
exactly. Litton, 140 F.3d at 1454. Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material
and essential. London v. Carson Pirie Scott & Co. , 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). In a
Section 33 7 investigation, the complainant bears the burden of proving infringement of the
asserted patent claims by a preponderance of the evidence. Enercon GmbH v. Int 'l Trade
Comm 'n, 151 F.3d 1376, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

2. Induced Infringement
"Whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as an infringer." 35
U.S.C. § 271(b). A patentee asserting a claim of inducement must show (i) that there has been
direct infringement and (ii) that the alleged infringer "knowingly induced infringement and
possessed specific intentto encourage another's infringement." Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. v.
Chemque, Inc., 303 F.3d 1294, 1304-05 (Fed. Cir. 2002). With respect to the direct infringement
requirement, the patentee "must either point to specific instances of direct infringement or show
that the accused device necessarily infringes the patent in suit." ACCO Brands, Inc. v. ABA
Locks Mfrs. Co., Ltd., 501 F.3d 1307, 1313 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (citation omitted). This requirement
may be shown by circumstantial evidence. Vita-Mix Corp. v. Basic Holding, Inc., 581 F.3d
17
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1317, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2009). "[A] finding of infringement can rest on as little as one instance of
the claimed method being performed during the pertinent time period." Lucent Techs., Inc. v.

Gateway, Inc., 580 F.3d 1301, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 2009).
The specific intent requirement for inducement necessitates a showing that the alleged
infringer was aware of the patent, induced direct infringement, and that he knew or should have
known that his actions would induce actual direct infringement. DSU Medical Corp. v. JMS Co.,

Ltd., 471 F.3d 1293, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en bane in relevant part); Global-Tech Appliances,
Inc. v. SEB S.A., 131 S.Ct. 2060, 2068-70 (2011) (holding that willful blindness may be
sufficient to meet specific intent requirement). The intent to induce infringement may be proven
with circumstantial or direct evidence and may be inferred from all the circumstances. DSU, 471
F.3d at 1306; Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc., 543 F.3d 683, 699 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

B. Analysis of the Accused Products with Respect to the '336 Patent
Complainants assert that the Accused Products literally infringe claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11 , and
13-16 of the '336 patent.
1. The "Entire" Limitations

a) Complainants' arguments
Complainants contend that all of the Accused Products satisfy what Complainants call the
"first clock" or "CPU clock" 2 limitation of the asserted claims, according to what they show in
their exhibit CDX-0004.03 , reproduced here:

2

''First/CPU Clock'' is not a term that is mentioned in the asserted claims, as noted by Respondents in their reply
brief(RRBr. at 19, n 6). Independent Claim 1 mentions the terms "an entire ring oscillator variable speed &ystem
clock'' and "central processing unit," but trese individual terms in the context of the claim-"a ring oscillator
variable speed &ystem clock, wherein the ring oscillator is located entirely on the same semiconductor substrate as
the central processing unit"-do not equate to Complainants' "First/CPU clock'' conflation. Therefore, the fact that
certain arguments are addressed l:erein in the manner undertaken by Complainants is not intended to be, an:l should
not be construed as, a tacit acreptance or recognition of the accuracy, validity, or propriety of Complainants'
rhetoric or any underlying legal assumptions implied tl:erein.
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(CBr. at 11.) Complainants say each of the Accused Products includes a CPU clock that is a
"ring oscillator," which has construed to mean "an oscillator having a multiple, odd number of
inversions arranged in a loop." (Id.) Complainants argue that, although a ring oscillator is
specifically required in claims 1, 9, 11, and 15, the ring oscillators in the Accused Products also
satisfy the corresponding "clock" elements of the other asserted claims, 6, 7, 13, and 14
("oscillator"); 10, and 16 ("variable speed clock"). (Id.)
(1) "Oscillator " and "ring oscillator " limitations
Complainants say the evidence at the hearing indisputably shows that all of the Accused
Products include on-chip ring oscillators for clocking associated CPUs. (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija
testified that ring oscillators generally are a basic source for the clocks in all of the
microprocessor systems. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 262).) He says there are several reasons
for this. First, modem microprocessors for mobile phones and other wireless products operate at
very high frequencies. Typically, conventional quartz crystal oscillators operate at frequencies in
the range of tens of megahertz, whereas high-speed products like mobile phones run in the
gigahertz range. (Id.) High-speed performance is achieved by on-chip oscillators but cannot be
met by off-chip crystals. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1378-80).) Dr. Oklobdzija says
manufacturers have to include ring oscillators on the same chip as the CPU in order to achieve
19
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the fast clock speeds demanded by industry. (Id. at 12-13.) Dr. Oklobdzija contends that it is not
possible to multiply the frequency of a digital signal. (Id. at 13 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 378379).)
Complainants say Respondents' expert, Dr. Subramanian, confirmed that {
} in the Accused Products have ring oscillators. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1410-11, 1432, 1392-95).) Although he testified that the {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1390-92, 1395-96, 1423).) Thus,

argue Complainants, Drs. Oklobdzija and Subramanian both testified that {
}. (Id.) Therefore, the

evidence confirms that the {
}. (Id.)
(a) The Qualcomm processors

Complainants say that the evidence in this Investigation shows that Qualcomm {
}, noting that Dr.
Oklobdzija testified that {
} . (Id.) He testified that any modem microprocessor that

has a PLL must have a ring oscillator. (Id. at 13-14 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 439-441).) Dr.
Oklobdzija further testified that {
}, a fact that was confirmed by {
}. (Id. at 14 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 445-446).)

}
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(b) The Texas Instrument OMAP processors

Complainants divide the Texas Instruments ("TI") OMAP processors in the Accused
Products into two families: (1) the OMAP4 family, which includes the 4470, 4460, and 4430
processors: and (2) the OMAP3 family, which includes the 3530, 3611, 3621, and 3630
processors. (Id. (citing, atn. 4, Tr. 172, 174-175, 1182-83).) Complainants say Tl's corporate
witness, Baher Haroun, testified that TI creates Technical Reference Manuals ("TRMs") for its
OMAP3 and 4 products and distributes them to its customers, which include Respondents. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 176-177, 170, 210).) Dr. Haroun confirmed this, during his testimony
(Tr. at 171-172, 181 , 196-197), and this is also confirmed by the TRMs (CX-0318C; CX-0316C;
CX-0321C; CX-0366C; CX-0353C; and CX-1142). (Id.) Dr. Haroun also testified that each of
the identified TI chips has a "Microprocessor Unit" (MPU) containing an ARM CPU. (Id.)
These CPUs are located on the same die as a number of digital PLLs that generate clock signals
for various systems that reside on the chip. TI refers to these DPLLs 4 as "internal DPLLs for
internal high-frequency clocks generation" and DPLL clock generators that synthesize highfrequency clocks for the device." (Id. at 14-15.)
Complainants say each of the OMAP3 and 4 chips in the Accused Products contains a
DPLL that outputs a clock signal for its associated MPU. (Id. at 15 (citing Tr. at 181).) Within
each of these DPLLs is either a {

} ring oscillator that generates an

oscillation that constitutes a clock signal. (Id. (citing Tr. at 190).) Each of these ring oscillators
is able to produce an oscillation because it has an odd number of inversions arranged in a loop.
(Id. (citing Tr. at 190).) Dr. Haroun drew representations of the ring oscillators in the OMAP3

and 4 chips, which are shown in CDX-80C, reproduced here:

4

Digital phase locked loop(s).
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REDACTED

(Id. at 15-16.)
(c) The Samsung processors

Complainants say Samsung's corporate witness testified that {
}. (Id.

at 16 (citing CX-0913C (J. Lee Dep.) at 99-100, 104).) Dr. Subramanian agrees that {
} in the accused Samsung products have the {

}. (Id.

(citing Tr. at 1200).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that Samsung's {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. at 519-520).)
(d) The LSI processors

Complainants say that LS I's corporate witness testified that the company's LSI B5503A
microprocessor {
} (Id. (citing CX-1454C (Casasanta Dep.) at 27).) He also testified

that {
} (Id. (citing CX-1454C at 27-28).) Dr. Oklobdzija also testified that {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. at 663-666).)

5

Voltage controlled oscillator(s).
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(2) Complainants assert that the oscillators do not rely on control
signals or external crystal/clock generators
Complainants say the ring oscillators in the Accused Products satisfy the "entire"
limitations of the claims because the ring oscillators do not rely on a control signal or an external
crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal. (Id.) Complainants say that Order No. 31
states that for each of the "entire" limitations the first/CPU clock, which is a ring oscillator in
each of the Accused Products, must not rely on a control signal or an external crystal/clock
generator to generate a clock signal. (Order No. 31 at 40, 41, 42.) Complainants say the
evidence at the hearing demonstrates that the "ring oscillator·'first clocks"' in each of the
Accused Products meet this limitation because they generate clock signals without relying on a
control signal or an external crystal/clock generator. (Id. at 17 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 414415).) Complainants say that in each of the Accused Products the "first clock" that clocks the
CPU is a ring oscillator that is entirely integrated on the same chip as the CPU. (Id.) Dr.
Oklobdzija concluded from the evidence that the ring oscillators that generate the clock signals
in the Accused Products are integrated on the same chip as the CPU, with no part of the ring
oscillator being off the chip. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 414-415).)
According to Complainants, Dr. Oklobdzija repeatedly said that the ring oscillators
generate a signal on their own, provided they are connected to a power source and ground. (Id.
at 17-18 (citing Tr. at 389-390; CX-0648C (regarding the ring oscillator in the {
})).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the ability of a ring oscillator to oscillate stems from the
delay that is incident to the odd number of inverters that are arranged in a loop. (Id. at 18.) The
frequency of the clock signal is determined by the time it takes the signal to travel across all of
the inverters in the ring, as was pictured by Dr. Oklobdzija, using an animation of Figure 18 from
the '336 patent. (Id. (citing Tr. at 286-289).)
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Complainants say Dr. Subramanian agreed that a ring oscillator generates a clock signal
on its own because the odd number of inverters that make up the loop produces oscillation. (Id.
(citing Tr. at 13 99-1400).) That is why the "free-running" ring oscillators referred to by Dr.
Subramanian are able to generate clock signals. However, what is not shown in Dr.
Subramanian's demonstratives is that "free-running" and test oscillators have to be connected to
a power source and ground or they will not run. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1401-02).)
Complainants stress that Dr. Oklobdzija said numerous times during his testimony that
the ring oscillators in the Accused Products do not rely on an external crystaVclock generator to
generate a clock signal, as exemplified here:
The external reference does not produce the system clock" because "that external
reference is being compared to the clock ... that external reference is being
compared to the clock. It's 100 to 200 times lower in frequency. There's no way
to multiply it ... So how can that external reference produce system clock? It's
impossible.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 415-416).) He repeated this point later in his testimony, but in
greater detail:
I said that many times in this court, and I explained, and we saw the
demonstration, how the clock signal is generated. And we had a demo with O's
and 1's running around through the inverters, generating the clock. In that slide
and in this demo we didn't see a crystal anywhere .... Nor anything else, you
know. It was-it was generating-it was not relying on the reference to generate
the clock. It was not relying on the external clock's-external crystal to generate
the clock. It was not relying on a control signal to generate the clock. It was
never present.

(Id. at 21 (citing Tr. at 1054-55).)
As for Dr. Subramanian's testimony, Complainants argue that, despite his slides RDX0004.115 and RDX-0004.116, which may suggest otherwise, Dr. Subramanian agreed that an
external reference crystal cannot be used to produce a high-speed system clock that operates in
the gigahertz range. (Id. at 18.) Rather, a frequency divider in the PLL divides an output of the
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ring oscillator. But the PLL cannot multiply the frequency of the external reference crystal, say
Complainants. (Id. at 18-19 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1397-99, 1386-88, 1378-80).)6 Not only
is it impossible for an external crystal oscillator to produce the high frequencies needed for the
Accused Products, external crystal/clock generators are not relied upon by these products to
generate the clock signal that is used by the CPU. (Id. at 19.) Dr. Oklobdzija said the ring
oscillator generates a clock signal on its own, without relying on external crystals. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 413-414, 1053).)
Complainants argue that the external reference is only used ''to perform a comparison
with the phase of the ring oscillator's already generated clock signal that has been steeply
divided by the frequency divider." (Id.) Complainants say a ring oscillator generates a very
high frequency clock signal on its own, which must then be divided in order to obtain a lower
frequency, so that its phase can be compared to the phase of the external reference. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 374-381).) Thereafter, the PLL can make adjustments to the analog
voltage/current sent to the ring oscillator, in order to regulate, but not to generate, its frequency.
(Id. (citing Tr. at 384).)

According to Complainants, Dr. Subramanian supports Dr. Oklobdzija in this respect by
testifying that the phase detector of a PLL compares two inputs, one representing the digital
frequency of the off-chip crystal oscillator, which is in the range of megahertz, and the other
representing a divided digital frequency from the frequency divider, which is also in the range of
megahertz. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1381-82, 1388-89).) The phase detector then
provides correction signals, or charges, that go into a filter that smooths the digital signals before

6

However, in the textbook Dr. Oklobdzija co-authored, it states: "PLLs are mostly used in modem processors to
multiply frequency of the external system clock and reject any existing high-frequency clock noise." (RX-2283 at
GARMIN92911.)
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providing an analog voltage or current to a controlled oscillator, as illustrated in RDXM-0001.21
(shown below) and RDX-0004.94.

(Id. at 19-20 (citing Tr. at 1383-84, 1389).) The filter does not pass the digital clock signal from

the external crystal to the controlled oscillator but, instead, passes a smooth, continuous analog
current or voltage. (Id. at 20 (citing Tr. at 1384-85).) Dr. Subramanian testified that a voltage is
always provided to the ring oscillator ("CO") no matter what. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1385-86).) The digital frequency of the external crystal is never passed to the ring oscillator, and
therefore the ring oscillator does not rely on the crystal to generate a clock frequency. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1383).) Instead, the analog voltage/current provided to the ring
oscillator is like a dimmer switch that is never entirely off; the ring oscillator always has power
to generate a clock signal. (Id.)
Complainants say the experts for both parties testified that the external crystal/clock
generator is used simply as a metronome, road sign, or comparator. 7 (Id.) Based on a
comparison, the PLL can then adjust the level of the analog voltage or current to the ring

7

In the textbookDigital System Clocking, Dr. Oklobdzija anl his fellow authors say, "The function of the clock
signal is comparable to the metronome in music." (RX-2283 at Garmin 92903.)
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oscillator in order to regulate the clock signal the ring oscillator has already generated, say
Complainants. (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija concluded that the ring oscillator "first clocks" in the
Accused Products do not rely on a control signal to generate a clock signal. (Id. at 21 (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1054-55).) As one example, he testified that the oscillator {
RX-0690.6 {

} in

} to generate the clock signal that is used to

clock the CPU. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1058-59).) This is what he said:
To generate, no. Let me be specific about it. That's why I said it has its own
power supply. There is another voltage in there. That supply enables it to run, to
function. And as I explained also ... that generation of the property of generating
the signal is based on the delay of those inverters which are in the loop of the ring
oscillator. ... So the control controls the frequency but not the generation.

(Id.) Complainants point out that Dr. Oklobdzija repeatedly testified that none of the ring
oscillators in the VCO or ICO 8 of any Accused Product relies on a control signal to generate the
clock signal that is used to clock the CPU. (Id. (citing Tr. 1059).) According to Dr. Oklobdzija,
the control signal regulates; it does not generate. (Id. at 22 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1059).)
Thus, argue Complainants, although the PLLs in the Accused Products regulate the frequency of
the ring oscillator clocks, no control signals are needed for the ring oscillators to generate a clock
signal. (Id.)

(a) Qualcomm products
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian and Respondents presented three arguments in
support of their contention that the Qualcomm chips do not include the "entire" limitations of the
asserted claims, and in so doing mischaracterized their own evidence. First, Dr. Subramanian
made a new argument when he pointed to a schematic for {

8

Current controlled oscillator.
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}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1158-61; RX-

0621C.15).) Complainants say Dr. Subramanian admitted that he had not previously mentioned
this argument in his expert report:
Q. Okay. But again, in your expert report, you never discussed the fact that if you
{
}; right?
A. As I've told you, with respect to the specific case where {

}.
(Id.) Complainants argue that this testimony should be disregarded as a violation of Ground

Rule 9.5.6. (Id. at 23 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1427).)
What is more important, say Complainants, is the fact that the evidence contradicts Dr.
Subramanian. (Id.) Aside from the fact that Dr. Subramanian did not point to anything that
indicates the {

}, the Qualcomm document on which he relied

undermines his position because it shows that {

}, according to RX-0621C.10, reproduced below:
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REDACTED

(Id. (annotated by Complainants).) Complainants argue that Figure 2-2 ofRX-0621C shows a

{

}. (Id. citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1428, 1432.)

{

}. (Id. at 24 (citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1431-34).)
At first, Dr. Subramanian said the {
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}, say Complainants. (Id.) But later he acknowledged that {

}, as shown here:
Q.

{

}
A.

{

}
(Id. (citip.g Tr. (Subramanian) at 1440-41).) Therefore, according to Complainants, Figure 2-2

shows that, even though {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1442-

43).)
Complainants say RX-0621 C.17 includes a graph, in Figure 2-11, which shows that the
{

} Dr. Subramanian agreed,

say Complainants. (Id. at 24-25 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1450-53).) According to
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Complainants, Figure 2-11 confirms that the {

}. (Id. (citing CX-0621C.10 (Fig. 2-2).) Thus, {

}. (Id.)

Complainants argue that the {

} shown in RX-0621C is not the only {

}, say Complainants. (Id.) Dr.
Subramanian used RDX-4.129C, shown below, to argue {

}.
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REDACTED

(Id.) Dr. Subramanian argued that {

}. (Id. (citing RDX-0129C; RDX-0004.47C; Tr. (Subramanian) at 1444-45).)

According to Complainants, the basis for this argument is false because, as shown in the
block diagram in RDX-4.129C, which Dr. Subramanian testified represented {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
at 1403-05; RDX-0004.42C).) However, according to Complainants, in the configuration shown
in RDX-0004.129C, {
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}" which was confirmed by Dr. Subramanian during his cross
examination, excerpted here:

{

}.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1445-46); RDX-0004.129C) .) Complainants argue that, as

shown in RDX-0004.129C and confirmed by Dr. Subramanian's testimony, the {

}. (Id.)

Complainants argue further, in respect to this point, that even though the {

}, as is shown in
Dr. Subramanian's testimony here:

{
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}
(Id. at 26-27 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1447).) Therefore, argue Complainants, {

} (Id.)

Complainants say Dr. Subramanian misrepresented that the ring oscillators in
}, using RDX-0004.118C

{
to support his argument that the ring oscillators {
}, represented as {
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REDACTED

(Id.) According to Complainants, Dr. Subramanian admitted on cross-examination that {

}. (Id. at 27-28 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1447).)
Complainants argue that {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1447-48; RDX-0004.118C).) This, according to
Complainants, shows that Respondents' own evidence disproves all three of their arguments as
to why the {

} chips supposedly do not infringe the "entire" limitations. (Id. at 28.)

(b) Texas Instruments products
Complainants assert that Dr. Haroun, the designated corporate witness on the subject of
the Texas Instrument OMAP3 and 4 chips that are incorporated into the Accused Products,
admitted that the {

} to the ring oscillators in these chips is a {

}. (Id. (citing Tr.

(Haroun) at 188, 194).) According to Complainants, {
} pass a
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control signal on to the ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 189).) Complainants say Dr.
Haroun admitted that {

}, the ring oscillators in the OMAP

chips would still output an oscillation. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 196).) He confirmed this
when he said that, {

}. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Haroun) at 209-210).) In other words, argue Complainants, the ring oscillator will always
generate a clock signal as long as a current is applied to it. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 196).)
Complainants contend that all of the Accused Products include a "first clock,"9 in the
form of a ring oscillator, for "clocking said central processing unit," a requirement of all asserted
claims. (Id.) Complainants note that in Order No. 31 the term "clocking said central processing
unit" is construed as "providing a timing signal to said central processing unit." (Id.)
Complainants argue that it is undisputed that the ring oscillator in each of the relevant PLLs
outputs the master clock signal that is sent either to the CPU or to a clock distribution network.
(Id.) In the example illustrated by Dr. Subramanian in RDX-0004.115, it is the ring oscillator

("CO") that outputs the 2.0 gigahertz clock signal to the CPU of the processor, say
Complainants. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1396-97).) And the ring oscillator outputs the
3.0 gigahertz clock signal to the CPU, according to RDX-0004.116 and Dr. Subramanian. (Id.)
In the "voltage-controlled oscillator'' in Dr. Subramanian's exhibit RDX-0004.128, the clock

frequency of the PLL is the output of the third inverter in the ring oscillator, say Complainants.

(Id. at 28-29.) Afterwards, argue Complainants, the master clock signal is merely fed into a

9

It is worth pointing out, once again, that this term is not found in the claims. It is not clear whether Complainants'
enclosing quotation marks are intended to signify that this is an invented term or represents some rhetorical device
of Complainants. The claim language that is actually of concern here is "an entire ring oscillator variable speed
system clock in said single integrated circuit and connected to said central processing unit for clocking said central
processing unit." (See JXM-0001 at32:12-16.)
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clock distribution network that includes frequency dividers, which will not work unless they
receive the master clock signal, inasmuch as a frequency divider cannot generate an oscillating
clock signal by itself. For example, supplying the frequency divider with just a voltage is not
sufficient; there has to be a clock signal from the master clock. (Id. at 29 ( citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1456-57).)
Complainants say a clock distribution system is like a river delta that flows to a sea: no
matter which tributary the water flows through, the river still makes its way to the sea. (Id.)
With a clock distribution system, a branch does not produce its own current; instead, it receives it
from the master branch. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1458-59).) In the Accused Products,
there would be no downstream clock signal without the master clock signal from the ring
oscillator in the PLL, argue Complainants, quoting the following testimony from the hearing:
Q. Fair enough. But by the same token, if you didn't have the master clock signal
coming from the PLL into the so-called clock generator, you wouldn't get any
divided clock signals going out, either, would you?

A. That I agree with.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1461).) Thus, argue Complainants, the master clock signal from

the "first clock" in the Accused Products does, in fact, "clock the CPU," and without the master
clock, there would be no "clocking" of the CPU. (Id.)

b) Respondents' arguments
As an initial matter, Respondents argue that Complainants failed to identify PLLs in a
number of the accused Qualcomm chips. Respondents say independent claims 6 and 13 require
an "oscillator," while independent claims 1 and 11 call for a "ring oscillator." (RBr. at 110
(citing JXM-0001 at Claims 1, 6, 11, 13).) However, Dr. Oklobdzija only identified PLLs for
some, but not all, of the Qualcomm chips, and in order to overcome this deficiency, he makes a
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blanket statement that all PLLs must contain ring oscillators. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 459460).) Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija is wrong. (Id.)
Respondents argue that a PLL does not need to include a controlled oscillator. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1335-36).) For example, a special PLL called a delay-locked loop
("DLL") does not include an oscillator. (Id.) As shown below, a DLL uses a delay line to
control the frequency and align the phase of the output signal with a phase of a reference signal.
·dll

Phase
Detect .

Up

· mge

:::C Loop Filter

Pump

Delay Line
(Id. (citing RDX-0004.145 (excerpt).) One of the textbooks on clocking authored by Dr.

Oklobdzija expressly says that a DLL is a type of PLL in which a voltage-controlled delay line
replaces the controlled oscillator, as quoted here:
The other type of PLL is delay-line based or delay-locked loop (DLL). As shown
in Fig. 1.12, the VCO in the PLL is replaced by the voltage-controlled delay line
(VCDL), which delays. the external clock, feeding the clock driver, until the
internal clock becomes aligned with the external clock, at which point the control
voltage of the VCDL becomes steady and the loop stays in lock.
(Id. (citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92907-08).) Because this passage from Dr. Oklobdzija's book

shows that a PLL does not have to use a controlled oscillator, the mere presence of a PLL in a
device is not sufficient evidence to satisfy claims 6 and 13, say Respondents. (Id. at 112.)
Second, a PLL, or a controlled oscillator inside a PLL, does not necessarily include or
constitute a ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1336-37; RX-0167C {

} at

73).) Instead of using a ring oscillator, a chip designer can implement a controlled oscillator by
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using an inductor-capacitor circuit ("LC circuit") or a relaxation controlled oscillator, as
exemplified in RDX-4.146. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian testified that an LC oscillator has advantages
over a free-running ring oscillator because of the LC circuit's superior stability, especially as
desired frequencies increase and chip space required for inductors decreases with those higher
frequencies. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1338-39).)
Respondents point out that Dr. Oklobdzija concurs, according to his textbook discussing
clocking microprocessor systems for industry practitioners and graduate students. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 252-253; RX-2283).) Dr. Oklobdzija states that "VCO is built either as a ring
oscillator topology, as shown in Fig. 1.14, or an inductance-capacitance (LC) tank oscillator, as
shown in Fig. 1.15." (Id. (citingRX-2283 atGarmin92909).) Dr. OklobdzijaevenpraisedLC
oscillators' superior performance by saying, "With the increase in clock frequency and the use of
on-chip spiral inductors, both feasible with today's technology, LC tank-based VCOs are
becoming increasingly popular due to superior phase-noise performance." (Id. at 111-112 (citing
RX-2283 at Garmin 92910).) Contradictory of statements he previously made in his textbook
about the use of LC oscillators in VCOs, Dr. Oklobdzija testified at the hearing that LC
oscillators would not be used in microprocessors. (Id. at 112 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 857858).) However, he also testified that the book from which these quotations are taken is about
clocking microprocessor systems, leaving no doubt that statements made by him in his writings
concern chip clocking; in fact, the title of the book is On-Chip Clock Generation. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 252); RX-2283 at Garmin 92907).)
Respondents accuse Dr. Oklobdzija of using a double standard in his search for the
presence of ring oscillators in connection with different facets of this Investigation. (Id.) For
infringement purposes, he assumes any PLL necessarily has a VCO that includes a ring
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oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 856).) He stressed that he has never seen a PLL that
does not have a ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 857).) But when confronted with
a prior-art reference with a VCO inside a PLL, Dr. Oklobdzija argued that the VCO disclosed in
the prior art was not sufficient evidence to show the presence of a ring oscillator. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 861).) In due course, he admitted that the same reasoning has to apply for both
infringement and invalidity, and merely having a PLL, or even a VCO, does not necessarily
mean that there has to be a ring oscillator present within that circuit. (Id. citing Tr. (Oklobdzija)
at 862-863).)
Respondents say that, in order to show infringement of the system claims of the ' 336
patent, Complainants must show that the accused chips have either an oscillator ( claims 6 and
13) or a ring oscillator (claims 1 and 11). (Id.) However, Complainants have only identified a
PLL in certain chips, without providing any evidence of their internal structures. (Id.) Because
of this omission, a finding of non-infringement for the system claims of the '336 patent is called
for insofar as the accused chips hereinafter enumerated:
REDACTED

(Id. at 112-113 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1339-40: RDX-0004.147).)
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(1) The PLLs in the Accused Products rely on an external
crystal/clock to generate a clock signal

Respondents note that Complainants focus on the ring oscillator and ignore the
surrounding claim language in an attempt to show that the ring oscillator does not rely on an
external crystal/clock generator or control signal to generate a clock signal. (RRBr. at 19 (citing
CBr. at 17-22).) 10 Respondents say Complainants' isolation of the ring oscillator contravenes the
evidence, noting that even Complainants' expert recognized that the "entire" limitations-what
he calls the "first clock"-require more than a ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
818).) For that reason, Dr. Oklobdzija had to go beyond the ring oscillator and accuse the VCO
or ICO of being what he calls the "first clock." (Id. at 19-20 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 341).)
Thus, even under Dr. Oklobdzija's analysis, Complainants' focus on the ring oscillator is not a
sufficient point of analysis. (Id. at 20.)
According to Respondents, the reason Complainants focus on the ring oscillator, and
disregard the VCO/ICO, is that these controlled oscillators are not the concern of the '336 patent,
which does not relate to controlled oscillators or PLLs, a fact that Dr. Oklobdzija concedes:
[Q.] I'm trying to deal with what the patent discloses. The VCO is not disclosed?
A. The patent is not about VCO.
Q. And also we know that there's no disclosure in the patent about a PLL; isn't
that right?
A. The patent is not about PLL.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 816).) Respondents say Complainants cannot avoid the fact that

the '336 patent is inapplicable to PLLs as a basis for infringement simply by ignoring the things
that are involved with the ring oscillators, including the components that control the generation
10

The Administrative Law Judge has attempted to presert the parties' arguments in the most logical order
throughout this Initial Determination, and thus, the parties' briefs are not addressed in the same order in each section
herein.
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and maintenance of the clock signal. (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija admitted that the ring oscillators in
issue are part of a controlled oscillator, which in turn, is part of a PLL. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 957, 842-844).) When the electric circuit that includes the ring oscillator is
considered, there can be no finding of infringement, because the-electric circuit and the ring
oscillator both rely on control signals and on the reference signal from an external crystal or
clock generator to generate signals. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1295-1316).) As in the
case of the human heart which cannot continue to pump blood without signals from the nervous
system, the ring oscillator cannot generate a signal without the external crystal's reference or
control signals. (Id.)
Therefore, Respondents say a proper inquiry must give attention to the controlled
oscillator that is part of the PLL. (Id.) The evidence demonstrates that the PLLs and their
components in the accused chips rely on an external crystaVclock generator to generate a clock
signal. (Id. at 21.) Respondents say the testimonies of Dr. Subramanian, Dr. Haroun, and Mr.
Kekre establish that the PLLs in the Accused Products rely on an externaVclock generator to
generate a clock signal. (RRBr. at 21.) Even Dr. Oklobdzija recognizes that a PLL relies on an
external reference, as evidenced by what is stated in his expert report, in his hearing testimony,
and in his textbook. (Id.) According to Respondents, the fact that a {

}

governs the relationship between the frequencies input to and those output from the PLLs in the
Accused Products is confirmation that the output frequency is a multiple of the input frequency,
and this relationship, by itself, shows that each of these PLLs relies on an external crystaVclock
generator to generate a clock signal. (Id.)
Despite this fact, Complainants maintain that a ring oscillator in a PLL must generate a
clock signal by itself, because the external crystal cannot produce the high frequency clock
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signal required by the chip, and supposedly there is no existing circuit that can multiply the
frequency of the signal generated by the external crystal. (Id.) Therefore, the ring oscillator
does not rely on the external crystal to generate a clock signal. (Id.) Also, according to
Complainants, the crystal's signal never reaches the ring oscillator because this reference signal
is used as a "road sign" to compare against the output of the controlled oscillator. (Id.)
Therefore, the ring oscillator does not rely on the reference signal to generate the clock signal.

(Id.) Respondents reply that Complainants are wrong on all counts. (Id.)
Contrary to Complainants' denial, Respondents assert that the PLL circuit, in fact, does
multiply the frequency signal received from the external crystal, and this is confirmed by Dr.
Oklobdzija's own textbook, which is geared towards experienced practitioners and graduate
students in the field of microprocessor clocking. (Id. at 22.) This book states that "[ c]lock
generation begins on a system board, where the global system clock reference is generated from
a 'crystal' oscillator." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 251-253; RX-2283 (textbook) at Garmin
92905).) Using the clock signal of the off-chip crystal, the on-chip PLL performs frequency
multiplication. (Id. (citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92906 ("For these reasons, the low-frequency
system clock is first brought on-chip and frequency multiplication is performed to achieve the
desired on-chip clock rate."), Garmin 92909 ("In addition to clock alignment PLLs can perform
frequency multiplication."), Garmin 92909 ("Fig. 1.13, PLL frequency multiplication."); Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 828-829).)
Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija's textbook leaves no doubt about the multiplicative
properties of the PLL and its VCO, because it provides a mathematical equation showing that the
VCO's output frequency fvco is equal to the multiplication of the external crystal's frequency !ext
by certain integer values:
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Figure l. l3 shows a general block diagram where the VCO operates at .'1 en ;_
f ~t x B x C/A, and the frequency of the in,ternal cloct. is lir.t = fvool B. Typi(Id. (citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92909).) This formula shows that there is a clear relationship

between the VCO's output clock signal and the crystal's reference signal, a fact which Dr.
Oklobdzija acknowledges:
Q. Now, you understand that there's a relationship between the frequency of the
reference signal from the crystal and the frequency at the output of the VCO?
A. Yes, there is a relationship, which is established by the divider. So if it
divides by 100, the relationship is 1 to 100.
(Id. at 22-23 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 834).) If the frequency of the external crystal increases,
the frequency of the VCO does too, by a fixed ratio. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 836).) If the
frequency of the external crystal decreases, the frequency of the VCO also decreases, relatively.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 836).)

Dr. Oklobdzija recognizes that the PLLs in the Accused Products rely on an external
crystal to set the frequency of the incorporated oscillator, because on several occasions he
testified that the PLL ''uses" the external reference to "set," "adjust," or "control" the frequency
of the oscillator. (Id.) For example, he said the PLL ''uses" the crystal reference frequency to
"set" the frequency of the VCO. (Id. at 26 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 952-953, 1052, 1089).) Dr.
Oklobdzija agreed that the controlled oscillator's output signal depends on the reference signal.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 838).)

Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija on several occasions refused to answer Complainants'
attorney on whose behalf Dr. Oklobdzija had been called to testify-during both direct and redirect examination-when he was asked whether the accused Qualcomm PLL relies on an
external crystal to generate a clock signal, giving only evasive responses, such as "I don't see
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external crystal anywhere on this slide that shows the ring oscillators." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 630, 633-634, 635, 647-649).) Dr. Subramanian, on the other hand, was
unequivocal, positively opining that all of the accused {
}, giving detailed
explanations, and reasons for his opinion. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1304-16; RDX0004.11-0004.126C).)
Respondents say a PLL requires an external crystal or clock generator to function,
because its own frequency output is a multiple of the input frequency coming from the external
crystal/clock generator. (RBr. at 69 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1300).) A mathematical
formula predictably governs the relationship between the PLL's output and input frequencies,
and this shows that a strong dependence exists between these two frequencies. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1300).)
Respondents say this point can be observed if the crystal's input frequency is changed, in
the absence of anything else occurring. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1301).) As shown in
RDX-0004.115, on the lower left side, the PLL outputs a two gigahertz frequency by multiplying
the received crystal frequency of 20 megahertz by a factor of 100, which is depicted below. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1301; RDX-0004.115).) If a different crystal operating at 30
megahertz is substituted for the 20 megahertz crystal, even if the PLL itself is not changed, its
output frequency will change. Now it will produce a frequency of three gigahertz, because of the
effect of the 30-megahertz signal produced by the external crystal, as shown in RDX-0004.116,
below right:
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RDX-0004.115

RDX-0004.116

(Id. at 69-70.) These illustrations show that the PLL and its components rely on the external

crystal/clock generator's reference signal to generate their clock signals. (Id.)
Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija appears to agree with this position in his expert report,
when he says the PLL's output is a direct function of the input reference frequency, noting that
the PLL is circuitry that is used to set the frequency of the free-running ring oscillator VCO to a
desired range with respect to the multiple or some other rational number of another oscillator
frequency that is used as a reference frequency. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 951,
(Subramanian) at 1302 (quoting from Dr. Oklobdzija's report).) In his report, Dr. Oklobdzija
also admitted that a VCO "is set to a desired range (through the aid of the PLL) by using the
second reference oscillator frequency," this second reference :frequency being a signal from the
external crystal/clock generator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1302-03, (Oklobdzija) at 952953).)
Respondents contend that Dr. Oklobdzija' s recognition of the role played by the PLL
confirms the important link between the external reference signal and the generation of a clock
signal. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1089-90).) The processes of setting the frequency of a
clock signal and generating a clock signal are inseparable, because a clock signal must have a
frequency, since its sole purpose is to provide a frequency for timing the operations of devices.

(Id. at 70-71 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1088).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that "a clock is a
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control" and exerts control through repeated, periodic "start, stop, start, stop, and ... do[ es] it a
billion times a second." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 413).) This periodicity is the frequency
of the clock signal. But for a clock signal to carry out its objective, it must have a frequency,
which the PLL circuitry sets in reaction to a reference signal from an external crystal or clock
generator. (Id. at 71.) The external reference signal is integral to the generation of a clock
signal, and by acknowledging that the PLL sets the frequency of the VCO, in reaction to a
reference clock signal from an external crystal or clock generator, Dr. Oklobdzija concedes that
the PLL and its components rely on an external crystal/clock to generate a clock signal. (Id.)
Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija struggled when trying to support Complainants' theory
of infringement, as is demonstrated by his failure to respond to certain questions he was asked
during his direct examination and by his admissions and concessions during his crossexamination. (Id.) For example, when he was asked several times on direct examination
whether an accused Qualcomm PLL relies on an external crystal to generate a clock signal, he
avoided giving an answer. (Id.) In order to give a truthful response to the question, while at the
same time trying to avoid undermining his clients' position, he said that he did not see a crystal
in the small excerpt appearing on the screen, to which his attention was being directed:
Q. Dr. Oklobdzija, does this Qualcomm ring oscillator rely on an external crystal
to generate a clock signal?
A. I would answer this question by saying I don't see a crystal oscillator on that
schematic produced by Qualcomm.
Q. And so is that a yes or a no?
A. You can qualify that yourself.
Q. Does this Qualcomm ring oscillator shown in Paragraph 89 of your expert
report rely on an external crystal to generate a clock signal?
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JUDGE GILDEA: I think the witness has answered the question.
A. I don't [see] a crystal oscillator there.

(Id. at 71-72 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 413).) When he was asked the question anew the next
day, Dr. Oklobdzija again refused to give a direct answer; instead, he offered the same response:
"I don't see external crystal anywhere on this slide that shows the ring oscillators." (Id. at 72
(citing Tr,- (Oklobdzija) at 630).) When the question was again put to him a few minutes later,
Dr. Oklobd_z ija repeated that he did not see a crystal in the Qualcomm schematic that was
projected on the screen to which his attention had been directed. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
633-635).) (The slide that was being displayed on the screen, and to which Dr. Oklobdzija was
referring, was CDX-0005C.36A, which is depicted here:
REDACTED

(See Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 630.)
Respondents say that Dr. Oklobdzija gave truthful testimony when he made this
statement:
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I'll take it [the output clock frequency fx] out, and I will compare that with
another clock signal, which comes from the reference. This is a reference that I
rely on and a reference that [is really] stable, or it's a reference that I want to be -I want this clock to run with respect to that reference.
Now, that reference comes from outside. So this is, let's say -- this is the
boundary of the chip here.
(Id. (citing Tr. at 375 (where Dr. Oklobdzija is discussing CDX-0082, shown below).)

REDACTED

Also, according to Respondents, Dr. Oklobdzija expressly conceded that the ring oscillator that is
presumptively present in the LSI chip does, in fact, rely on an external crystal to generate a clock
signal:

Q. Dr. Oklobdzija, I'm going· to rephrase that question. Based on all of your
scientific and technical analysis, does the ring oscillator in the LSI processor you
analyzed rely on an external crystal to generate a clock signal?
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A. Let me answer the .question this way: Based on my previous answer about ring
oscillators, which I think I was perfectly clear, it will be yes. But I do agree with
Mr. Walker, that what was shown is not the relevant material to answer that
question, because based from what was shown on the screen, I would say yes,
based on what I have seen before. But it has not been shown on that display.
So I understand Mr. Walker's objection, and I appreciate it. So to be
truthful, my "yes" is based on my general analysis of ring oscillator.
(Id. at 72-73 (citing Tr. at 660-661 (objection and ruling omitted)).) According to Respondents,

these admissions undercut Complainants' position. (Id. at 73.)
On cross-examination, Dr. Oklobdzija was confronted with prior conflicting statements
contained in publications he had co-authored. (Id.) In order to disavow the notion of any
reliance on an external crystal, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that it was his contention that a PLL and
its components do not "multiply'' the frequency they receive from the external crystal. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 378-379, 826, 828).) However, in a technical book he had coauthored involving related subject matter, in 2003, before he was retained in connection with the
'336 patent, Dr. Oklobdzija and his co-authors said that frequency multiplication does occur and
that PLLs perform this frequency multiplication in microprocessors. (Id. (citing Tr. at 829; RX2283 at Garmin 92906 ("For these reason, the low-frequency system clock is first brought onchip and then frequency multiplication is performed to achieve the desired on-chip clock rate."),
Garmin 92909 ("In addition to clock alignment PLLs can perform frequency multiplication."),
Garmin 92909 ("Fig. 1.13. PLL frequency multiplication.")).) When confronted with these
quotations from his book, Dr. Oklobdzija shrugged them off as "colloquialisms," which he
variously attributed to either himself, his students, his co-authors, or his publisher, although he
acknowledged that the book was written for experienced practitioners in the field and for use in
graduate-level courses. (Id. at 74 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 251-253, 829-831, 962-966).)
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(a) The Accused Products that use Qualcomm chips
Respondents contend that the PLLs in the accused {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1304-07).) For example, the {
}, says Dr. Subramanian, for
three principal reasons. (Id.) First, the {

} expressly identify {

} (Id. at 74-75 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1304-05).) Second, Respondents
assert that {

} says that, {

} (Id. at 75 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1305).) Third,
{

}. (Id. (citing RX-0618C
at QTPL 13892; Tr. (Subramanian) at 1305).) Respondents say this formula, taken from
Qualcomm's specification, shows that there is a direct, knowable, and predictable function
between the {

}. (Id.) According to

Respondents, the formula in Qualcomm's specification is clear evidence that the system in which
this {

} is employed {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1305).) Also, the evidence

demonstrates that this {

}, which is present in {

11 {

}. (Id. at n. 16.)
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{

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1148-49.)
Aside from Dr. Subramanian, Respondents say that Dr. Oklobdzija also testified that

{

}:
REDACTED

(Id. at 76 (citing CX-0619 at QCHITCTPL 7709; Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 846).) Dr. Oklobdzija
} . (Id. (citing Tr.

admitted that this formula {

(Oklobdzija) at 846-847). According to Respondents, this equation from Qualcomm's
documents confirms that {

}
Based on his review of other evidence concerning the Qualcomm chips, Dr. Subramanian
testified that it is his opinion that all of the following chips likewise {
}:
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REDACTED

(Id. at 76-77 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1306-1307; RDX-0004.119C).)
Respondents argue that, in the face of this indisputable evidence of a {
} PLLs, Dr. Oklobdzija refused to
answer questions about whether {

}. (Id. at 77.) When counsel for Complainants repeatedly asked Dr. Oklobdzija whether
the accused {

}
that were portrayed on the screen in the hearing room during his testimony. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 413).) He gave the same answer when asked the same question the following
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day, and again shortly after that, when Complainants' counsel revisited the issue. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 633-635).) Thus, say Respondents, Dr. Oklobdzija was either unable or
unwilling to endorse Complainants' unsupported position under oath. (Id.)
As a result, argue Respondents, Complainants have presented no probative testimony or
documentary evidence showing that the {

}. (Id.) On the other hand, both Dr. Subramanian' s
explicit testimony and {

} do

not satisfy the "entire" limitations. (Id.)
(b) The Accused Products that use Texas Instruments
OMAPchips
Respondents say the DPLLs in the accused OMAP chips rely on an external crystal/clock
generator to generate a clock signal. (Id. at 77-78 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1307-10).) Dr.
Subramanian used one of the OMAP4 chips to illustrate the point. (Id. at 78.) This chip receives
a stable frequency signal from an external crystal/clock generator through the {
} the external frequency ultimately being delivered to the {
reference signal for the PLL inside the block. (Id.) Just as in the case of the {

} to serve as the
},

the OMAP technical documents contain an equation showing that the {

}:

REDACTED

(Id. (citing RX-528C at LGE800ITC 86358-59; Tr. (Subramanian) at 1308).) This mathematical
formula proves that there is a knowable, predictable, and direct relationship between the clock
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signal of the PLL and the received signal from the external crystal/clock generator. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1308).)
Dr. Oklobdzija agreed when he was asked about the same document and its formula. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 849-851 ).) He acknowledged that this formula shows a relationship
between the input frequency from the reference source and the output frequency of the VCO in
the DPLL. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 851).) Because the output frequency of the DPLL is
dependent on the input of a reference frequency from the crystal, the output frequency from the
DPLL will increase if the input frequency from the crystal does. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
851).) If the input frequency to the DPLL from the crystal decreases so too will the frequency
that the DPLL outputs. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 851-852).) This dependency, which Dr.
Oklobdzija acknowledges, shows that these DPLLs rely on an external crystal/clock generator to
generate a clock signal, say Respondents. (Id.)
Dr. Haroun, Texas Instruments' corporate witness, who was subpoenaed by
Complainants to testify about the accused OMAP chips, testified that all OMAP chips, along
with their adjuncts at issue in this Investigation, rely on an external crystal or clock generator to
generate a clock signal. (Id. at 78-79 (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 178-200).) Dr. Haroun testified that
the PLL in the OMAP chips receives, as one of its inputs, a reference clock that is external to the
}. (Id. at

chip, usually from an {

79 (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 182-183, 196-198).) When the PLL is locked and ready to provide a
clock signal, it outputs "a multiple of the input reference clock." (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at
187).) Asheputit: {

}
(Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 187).) He further testified:
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[Q.] Do the PLLs in the OMAP processors use external references?
A. Yes, they do.
Q. Is one external reference relied on by the OMAP PLLs a crystal oscillator?
A. Yes, they rely on crystal clocks, yes.

(Id. (citing Tr. at 202).)
Based on Dr. Haroun's testimo1;1-y and the OMAP technical documents that he considered,
Dr. Subramanian was able to testify that his opinion about reliance on an external crystal/clock
generator to generate a clock signal applies equally to all of the accused OMAP chips
enumerated here:

• OMAP3530 [RX-1804C at GARM-N37xx-031493-95, 31407, 31499, 31503.]
• OMAP 3611 & OMAP 3621 [RX-1817C at GARMIN068490-91, 68495,
68499, 68879.]
• OMAP 4430 [RX-528C at LGE800ITC 85678-79, 86355, 86358-59 85690-91 ;RX529C at TPL853_2988000-2988003 .]
• OMAP 4460 [RX-527C at AMZ_TPL 25318, 25321-22, 24590-91; RX-524C
at AMZ_TPL 15928-31.]
• OMAP 4470 [RX-526C at AMZ TPL 40817, 40820-21, 40084-85; RX-525C
at AMZ_TPL 3?077-80.]
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1309:3-1310:1; RDX-0004.121 C).) According to Respondents,
the evidence shows that the accused OMAP chips do not meet the "entire" limitations because
the DPLLs and their components in these chips rely on external crystal/clock generators to
generate clock signals. (Id. at 79-80.)

(c) The Accused Products that use LSI Logic chips
Respondents note that the accused LSI Logic B5503A chip, like the previous Qualcomm
and Texas Instruments chips, relies on an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock ·
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signal. (Id. at 80 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1310-11.) In the accused LSI Logic chips, {
J

}
This evidence demonstrates that "the clock generator that is being accused by [Complainants]
indeed actually does rely on an external crystal or clock generator[,]" argue Respondents. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1311; RX-0192C; RDX-0004.122C).)
Respondents say the testimony of the LSI corporate witness corroborates Dr.
Subramanian. LSI's corporate witness testified as follows: {

} And when
he was asked whether the PLL in the LSI chip still generates a clock signal if the external crystal
is disconnected, he said {
} According to Dr. Subramanian, this is "clear evidence that in the LSI
Logic B5503A there is clear reliance on the external crystal/clock generator to generate the clock
signal that is being accused by [Complainants] ." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1311-12).)
Dr. Oklobdzija agrees, argue Respondents, as demonstrated by the response he gave
when asked by Complainants' counsel whether "the ring oscillator in the LSI processor you
analyzed rely on an external crystal to generate a clock signal?" He responded:
Let me answer the question this way: Based on my previous answer about
ring oscillators, which I think I was perfectly clear, it will be yes. But I do agree
with Mr. Walker, that what was shown is not the relevant material to answer that
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question, because based from what was shown on ·the screen, I would say yes,
based on what I have seen before. But it has not been shown on that display.
So I understand Mr. Walker's objection, and I appreciate it. So to be
truthful, my "yes" is based on my general analysis of ring oscillator.
(Id. at 81 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 660-661).) Thus, both experts agree that the accused LSI

chips do not satisfy the "entire" limitations, because they rely on an external crystal to generate
their clock signals. (Id.)
(d) The Accused Products that use Samsung chips

Respondents note that the {

} and their components that are used in the accused

Samsung chips also rely on an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1312-14).) Dr. Subramanian testified about the {
the Samsung {

} used in

} chip as being a representative example. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)

at 1312; RDX-0004.124C).) As with the previously discussed PLLs, {

}. (Id. ( citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1312-13; 1195-97; RDX-0004.124C).) The PLL in the {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1197-98,

(Oklobdzija) 954-956, 960-962).) A formula in the {

}:
REDACTED
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(Id. at 81-82 (citing RX-0690C at 853Samsung 167113); id. at 82 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1313).) This establishes that the {

} and its components rely on an external crystal/clock

generator. (Id. at 82.)
Dr. Oklobdzija does not dispute that there is a clear relationship between the input and
the output frequencies. He acknowledged that {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 924, 927, 943).) That reference is the {
} If the frequency of the external crystal changes, the PLL will change the frequency of the
clock output from the VCO. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 953, 967).) The change in the output
frequency follows the dictates of the formula recited above, {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 972-973).) According
to Dr. Oklobdzija, the first equation provides that {

} (Id. ( citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 972-973).) Accordingly, Dr. Oklobdzija agrees with Dr. Subramanian's
} chip. (Id.)

opinion concerning the {

Respondents say Dr. Subramanian's opinion for the {

} chip also extends to the

other two Samsung chips that are accused by Complainants since the evidence shows that these
chips likewise rely on an external crystal/clock to generate a clock signal:

{

}
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1313-14).)
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In light of the mathematical relationship between the input frequency and the output
signal {

}, Respondents say it is not surprising that

Dr. Oklobdzija again refused to answer the question about whether the accused Samsung chips'
APLLs rely on an external crystal to generate a clock signal, as evidenced by his testimony here:
Q. Thank you. Based on your scientific and technical analysis, do the ring
oscillators in any of the Samsung processors you analyzed rely on an external
crystal to generate a clock signal?

****
_A. Let me answer this question the following way: In my previous testimony, I
believe Monday, maybe Tuesday, I showed the ring oscillator to the Court, I
explained how a ring oscillator operates, I explained how a ring oscillator
generates the clock signal, and nowhere there [] was a crystal. So I think that's
clear to everybody who was listening to my presentation. And that applies to
every single device that uses ring oscillator.
So the question is does Samsung use the ring oscillator? Yes, it does. Does
that apply to Samsung? Yes, it does.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 647-649) (objection and ruling omitted).) Dr. Oklobdzija avoided
the inquiry from Complainants' counsel by giving a non-responsive answer, as he had previously
done with other chips. (Id. at 83.) His repeated refusal to answer this direct question
demonstrates his inability to support Complainants' strained position, according to Respondents .

. (Id.)
(e) The Accused Products that use the Texas Instruments
codec chips
Respondents say the PLLs in the two accused codec chips also rely on an external
crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1314-16).)
The PLL in each of the accused TI Audio Codec chips receives an external reference frequency
provided by an external clock generator. (Id. at 84 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1315).) This
external clock generator, as illustrated in RDX-4.126C, is a Sharp CPU chip that is not accused
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of being an infringing element. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1315).) Using a crystal
reference as its :frequency source, the Sharp CPU {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at

1315).) As with the previously discussed chips, the evidence shows that the PLLs and their
components in the TI codec chips rely on an external clock generator to generate a clock signal.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1315; RX-0649C at NINTPL 13007, 13016, 13035-38, & Fig.

23; RX-0647C at NINTPL 316, 325, 344-347; RX-0814C-RX-0819C; RX-0640C at NINTPL
210-214; RX-0807C at NINTPL 17631-35; RX-0648C at NINTPL 12843, 12860-864; RX0813C; RX-832C at NINTPL 18484-18487).)
The corporate witness for Texas Instruments, Mr. Kekre, who appeared and testified in
response to Complainants' subpoena, supported Dr. Subramanian's testimony. (Id.) He said
that, as regards the accused AIC3010 coded chip, {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 229-230).) {
}. (Id.

(citing Tr. (Kekre) at 230-231).) {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 231).) {

}. (Id. at 84-85 (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 231-232).)
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As regards the accused AIC3005 chip, {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at
232-235).) {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 235-236).) {
}. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Kekre) at 236).) {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at
237).)
Mr. Kekre's testimony corroborates Dr. Subramanian's description of the codec chips

and their operation, and Dr. Oklobdzija admits that Mr. Kekre has a greater understanding of the
codec chips than he does. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1036).) The testimonies of Mr. Kekre
and Dr. Subramanian about the Texas Instruments codec chips show that the PLLs and
components within the accused codec chips rely on external clock generators to generate clock
signals and cannot meet the "entire" limitation of the asserted claims of the '336 patent. (Id.)
(2) The controlled oscillators in the Accused Products rely on a
control signal inside the PLL
Respondents argue that the '336 patent is not directed to the invention of oscillators or
ring oscillators, which are structures that were well-defined before the '336 patent. (RBr. at 85
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1114; JXM-0001 at 16:56-57).) Such oscillators, unconstrained by
any controls limiting their speed, will run at the maximum speed at which they are physically
capable. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1317, 1114-15).) However, because processing,
voltage, and temperature ("PVT") parameters affect transistor propagation delays and thereby
impact a circuit's processing capabilities, PVT factors act as inhibitors to the speed at which the
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oscillator would otherwise operate. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1112).) Since its speed
tracks the PVT parameters, the oscillator's speed will be affected by, and vary with, changes in
PVT. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1116).) Respondents say the '336 patent chose to
embrace this variability by using an unencumbered "free-running" oscillator as an on-chip clock,
so that the clock will always output the fastest timing signal that is permitted by prevailing PVT
factors. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1117-18, (Oklobdzija) at 812-813); see also DCM-I at
16:59-17:2.)
In contrast to the design and goals of the '336 patent, Respondents say the PLLs in the
Accused Products embrace control and reject free-running oscillators, by using fixed, rather than
variable, frequencies. That is why the accused PLLs, at least the ones for which information
about their internal topologies is available, use controlled oscillators to generate fixed frequency
clock signals. (RBr. at 86 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1213, (Oklobdzija) at 833).) Instead of
running at the circuit's fastest speed allowed by PVT factors, as contemplated by the ' 336 patent,
the PLLs in the Accused Products run at slower fixed frequencies, by using internal control
signals, and fix the speeds of the oscillators they control. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 121316).)
Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija agrees that a PLL controls its internal oscillator, if it has
one: "[s]o the PLL controls the frequency of that VCO or ICO and adjusts it to match the
reference frequency." (Id. at 86-87 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 834).) To set output frequency of
the VCO (or ICO as the case may be), the PLL {
}, [the PLL] generate[s] {
} (Id. at 87.) In other words, argue Respondents,
a PLL uses internal signals to control the frequency of its controlled oscillator, and all accused
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chips for which there is information about the internal topology of their PLLs use such control
signals to control their controlled oscillators. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1317).)
(a) Products using Qualcomm chips

Respondents say all of the Qualcomm controlled oscillators for which information is
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 841-

available are {
842).) Because of this, each of these {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1317).) All

Qualcomm chips for which information is available {
}. (Id.) By way of example, {

}. (Id. at 87-88 (citing RX-0609C at QTPLl 128; Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1143-44, 1146-49; RX-1051C at QTPL13832-33; RX-0625C at QTPL23345,
23348-49; RX-0618C at QTPL13872; RX-0619C at QTPL14386-87, 14393, 14397-98; RX0621C at QTPL14880-82; RX-0626C at QTPL 23687-90; Tr. (Subramanian) l 153-56,1166-67,
1170-72, 1176-77).) Each of these control signals {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1318).) This, say Respondents, is true for the
{

};
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}

{

(Id.) For these reasons, the accused Qualcomm chips do not satisfy the "entire" limitations. (Id.)
(b) Products using TI OMAP chips

As with the {

} for which information is available, the accused OMAP

chips { } have PLLs that use internal signals to control the PLLs' internal controlled oscillators.

(Id.) Dr. Haroun testified that the controlled oscillators inside OMAP's PLLs receive numerous
signals for controlling their oscillators' output frequencies:
{

}
(Id. at 88-89 (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 184-185, 196-198).) The oscillators on their own cannot
}. (Id. at 89.) "{

operate; they require the {

}" (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 189).) The controlled oscillator needs this control

information to generate an output frequency. (!d. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 188).)
On the basis of the diagram drawn by Dr. Haroun in the course of his hearing testimony,
Dr. Subramanian testified that the controlled oscillators of the DPLLs inside the accused OMAP
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chips receive signals to control their output frequencies. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 131920).) The control oscillators in the DPLLs of the accused OMAP chips rely on a control signal
to generate a clock signal, and therefore they cannot satisfy the "entire" limitations as they have
been construed. (Id.)
(c) Products using Samsung chips
Respondents say the {

}

to generate a clock signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1320).) Dr. Subramanian testified
that the {

} in the accused Samsung APLLs {
} to generate a clock signal. (Id. at 89-90 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1320; RX-

0690C at 853Samsung 167113; RX-0693C at 853Samsung 167077-81; RX-0694C at
853Samsung 167095-97; RX-0699C at 853Samsung 42502).) {

} . (Id. at 90 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1320, 1197-98, (Oklobdzija) at

961-962).) This evidence, according to Respondents, shows that {
}.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1320).)

Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija agrees that the accused Samsung {
}, by testifying that {
} (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1089).) {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 961-962).)

Thus, both experts agree that the {

} accused Samsung {
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}. Therefore, these products cannot meet the "entire"
limitations. (Id.)

(d) Products using the Texas Instruments codec chips
The PLLs in the two accused codec chips rely on control signals to output a clock signal,
as shown by this testimony of Mr. Kekre, Texas Instruments' corporate designee:

{

}

(Id. at 91 (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 222-224).) Dr. Oklobdzija did not dispute this testimony. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1035-36).) On the basis of Mr. Kekre's testimony, Dr. Subramanian
concluded that the PLLs in the codec chips, and their ring oscillators, rely on a control signal to
generate a clock signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1319-20; RDX-0004.130C; RDX0081 C).) Therefore, posit Respondents, the TI codec chips and their components do not meet the
"entire" limitations. (Id.)

(e) Other Qualcomm and LSI Logic chips
Respondents say Complainants have not shown that the LSI Logic B5503A chip and a
large number of Qualcomm chips do not rely on a control signal to generate a clock signal, as
required by the asserted claims, according to the claim construction of the "entire" limitations,
because Complainants never sought or obtained information about the internal structures of the
PLLs in these chips. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1321).) The chips for which no such
information exists in this Investigation are these:
{
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}

• Accused LSI Logic chip: B5503A
(Id. at 91-92 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1321; RDX-0004.132C).) Without such information, it

is possible that the PLLs in these chips do not contain a.ti oscillator, much less a ring oscillator,
according to Respondents. (Id. at 92.) And even ifthere were oscillators in the PLLs on these
chips, the evidence in this Investigation about the PLLs shows that such oscillators require and
rely on an internal control signal to generate a clock signal. (Id.) Moreover, the evidence
concerning the LSI Logic B5503 chip shows that {

} On the basis of his
general knowledge about PLLs, Dr. Subramanian concluded that "it's perfectly reasonable to say
that we could expect there to be at least an internal control signal." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1329; RDX-0004.140C).) If Complainants contend that the LSI Logic chip's
PLL contains a variable speed clock or oscillator, ' 1it has to be controlled." (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1329; RX-0184C (Casasanta Dep.) at 82).)
(3) Any controlled oscillators in the Accused Products cannot
oscillate without an external crystal/clock generator or control
signal
Respondents contend that, under the constructions of the "entire" limitations in this
Investigation, reliance on an external crystal/clock generator or a control signal to generate a
clock signal precludes infringement. (RBr. at 98.) Respondents say Complainants contend that
any.ring oscillator included in a controlled oscillator can perpetually oscillate so long as there is
a connection to a power supply and ground. (Id. (citing Tr. at 71 ("If you provide a power
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supply to each inverter [in a ring oscillator], it will run and generate a frequency, a clock signal,
all by itself.")); Id. at 98-99 (citing Tr. (Complainants' Opening Statement) at 69-70).) If a ring
oscillator is able to run with a power supply only, then it does not, according to Complainants,
rely on an external crystal/clock generator or a control signal to generate a clock signal. (Id.
(citing Tr. at 71).) According to Complainants, all ring oscillators have the same structure that
allows for perpetual oscillation if there is power supplied to it. (Id. (citing Tr'. at 64 ("If it has
power to it, it will spin and generate a clock signal. And that's how all ring oscillators work.")).)
Respondents say Complainants are wrong because they accuse a simplified hypothetical
version of a ring oscillator, one that is divorced from a PLL and is unconnected to any physical
device. (Id.) Complainants ignore the actual structures of the accused PLLs, at least for the
chips for which they sought discovery, and disregard a key flaw with their argument: for the
PLLs whose structures are known, the ring oscillators used in the VCO or ICO, as the case may
be, cannot operate without a control signal from other PLL circuitry. (Id.) If Complainants and
Dr. Oklobdzija had investigated the structure of the ring oscillators in the PLLs, they would have
realized that al1 of the ring oscillators use {

} and therefore require and

rely on control signals from other PLL circuitry to operate. (Id.)
Dr. Subramanian testified about the reason why a {

} cannot operate

without receipt of signals from other circuitry in a PLL. (Id. at 99 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1157-63).) In doing so he used a schematic diagram from a {
document for the {

}:
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REDACTED

(Id. at 99-100 (citing RX-0621C at QTPL 14887 (annotated by coloration)).) The right side of

the diagram depicts {

}. (Id. at 100 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1157-58).) {

}
The {
}, shown on the left side of the schematic diagram above, {

}. (Id. at 101 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1159).)
{
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} the diagram, as shown by the yellow highlights on the far left. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1159-60).) {

} are
important and reveal a flaw in a key assumption underlying Dr. Oklobdzija's argument.
According to Dr. Oklobdzija, a ring oscillator oscillates on its own, while the rest of the
PLL circuitry merely modulates or adjusts its oscillation. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1161
. (summarizing Dr. Oklobdzija's argument)).) But that is not true for the {

} (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1161:21-23).) {

} would no

longer work. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1163).) If there were no {
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}. (Id. at 101-102.) In sum, without other PLL circuitry, the ring oscillator does
not work. (Id. at 102.)
} under the control of PLL circuitry is

The use of a {
not unique to {

} (Id. (citing Tr. at 1169).)
}, also appears

This {

in the accused OMAP chips. Dr. Haroun, who testified as Texas Instruments' corporate witness,
testified that the {

} in the accused OMAP chips use {

}" (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at
203).) As in the {

} PLLs discussed above, the OMAP chips' controlled oscillator uses a

}. (Id. (citing Tr.

{

} tum off.

(Haroun) at 203-204).) Without this {

(Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 204-205).) And if those {
{

}, the

}, and the ring oscillator no longer oscillates. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun)

at 204).) Accordingly, the OMAP chips' ring oscillators require the whole PLL circuitry to
operate. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1186-87 (OMAP4), 1189 (OMAP3)).)
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Respondents say the accused Samsung chips {

}
(4) Regarding waiver
Respondents deny Complainants' assertion that Respondents waived the position just
discussed because it was first raised by Dr. Subramanian at the hearing. (RRBr. at 39 (citing
CBr. at 22-23).) Respondents say his expert report supports the testimony that Dr. Subramanian
} to control the frequency of the alleged ring

gave at the hearing about the {

oscillators in the Accused Products. (RRBr. at 39 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1426-27).)
Although Complainants' counsel objected to a single sentence in Dr. Subramanian's testimony
about the {

}, Dr. Subramanian's report specifically addressed the {
} at issue, as pointed out in this testimony:

If you're asking me about that specific sentence, that may not have been there.
But I certainly specifically discussed the relationship of {
} on the
operation of the cell, and clearly that is part of {
}.
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(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1426-27).) The {

} and thus "a specific case out of a more general
case." (Id. at 40 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1426-27).) Respondents say Dr. Subramanian
} to support his opinion that clock signal

extensively discussed the impact of the {
generation relies on the {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1427).) This is what he

said:
All the point has to establish is that these circuits rely on {
}. That is one
instance to illustrate how. But it's certainly not a critical instance. There are
multiple ways to establish that generation relies on these signals.
(Id.) Respondents argue that this testimony did not come as a surprise to Complainants, as

·indicated by their failure to object during Dr. Subramanian's testimony on {
}. (Id. (citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1157-63).) There was no contemporaneous objection about any PLL's {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1168-69, 1171-74, 1176, 1186-87, 1189,

1198-99).)
Furthermore, argue Respondents, Dr. Subramanian's testimony was a direct rebuttal to
Complainants' previously undisclosed "perpetual oscillation" theory. (Id.) Complainants first
raised the point about "perpetual oscillation" at the hearing, and their pre-hearing brief makes no
mention of this topic, even though Ground Rule 7.2 requires the parties to set forth with
particularity their contentions on each issue. (Id.) Similarly, Dr. Oklobdzija's expert report does
not discuss the "perpetual oscillation" theory as a basis for disputing that any of the Accused
Products relies on an external crystal or control signal. (Id.at 40.) In fact, Dr. Oklobdzija's
expert report does not offer any opinions based on the construction of the "entire" limitation that
was set forth in Order No. 31. (Id.) Respondents note that they objected to, and opposed, any
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testimony by Dr. Oklobdzija about the "entire" limitation because he had expressly withheld any
infringement opinion based on Respondents' proposed claim construction, which was adopted in
Order No. 31. (Id. at 41, n.10 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 644-645, 647-651, 659-663, 761 -770).)
Thus, if any party is guilty of waiver, it is Complainants, and Respondents say they were fully
justified in retorting to the testimonial- exposition provided by Dr. Oklobdzija for the first time at
the hearing. (Id. at 41.)
Respondents note that Complainants first raised the "perpetual oscillation" argument at
the hearing, during Complainants' opening statement, followed by testimony on the subject by
Dr. Oklobdzija. (Id. at 41 (citing Tr. (Opening Statement) at 61-62, (Oklobdzija) at 286-289,
389-390, 413-414).) Dr. Subramanian relied on discussion he included in his own report about
} in the accused chips' PLLs to demonstrate why this "perpetual

the {

oscillation" theory is wrong and is not applicable to the Accused Products. (Id.) This responsive
testimony was proper under principles of due process and fairness, as was noted at the time Dr.
Oklobdzija was permitted to give specific infringement testimony not included in his expert
report, over Respondents' objections. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 763).) 12
(5) Complainants misrepresent the {

}

Respondents say Complainants incorrectly represent the evidence about the {

} in

order to conceal the flaw in their "perpetual oscillation" theory. First, they incorrectly argue that
the {
are not {

} configuration, as shown in RX-0621 C, oscillate even when they
}. (Id. (citing CBr. at 23).) This, say Respondents, is incorrect

because, even in the configuration shown in RX-0621 C, the {

12

}. (Id. at

On this point, the Administrative Law Judge agrees. Dr. Subramanian's testimony was a proper response to
Complainants' epipbanic revelation of"perpetual oscillaticn" at the hearing and, at that, was an obvious and logical
refinement of what he expressed in his expert report. Complainants have no basis fur crying foul or harm and no
reason for having Dr. Subramanian's testimony on this point excluded.
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41-42.) {
}. (Id. at 42

(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1160, 1163, 1504-05; RX-621C at QTPL 14882).) In the
configuration shown in RX-621 C, {

}. (Id. (citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1503-04).) Similarly, {

}. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1504-05).)
Complainants concede that {

} in this configuration; however,

Respondents charge that Complainants overlook the fact that the current received is {
}. (Id. (citing CBr. at 24).) Dr. Subramanian testified that {

}, and this is why they are able to oscillate. (Id.)
Second, Respondents say Complainants erroneously argue that the {
} still generate a clock signal, even though {
(citing CBr. at 23-24).) This, argue Respondents, mistakenly assumes that the {
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} is only available when the {

}, and that the {

}. (Id. at 42-43.) But there is no basis in the record for such
assumption, because as just discussed, {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1503).)
Third, according to the PLL configuration shown in RX-621 C, the {

}

a clock signal to the CPU, and this dooms Complainants' position on infringement because all of
the asserted claims, as they have been construed, require that the variable speed clock/oscillators
covered by the "entire" limitations must "generate a clock signal" and "clock[] said CPU." (Id.
(citing Order No. 31 at 40; JXM-0001 at claims 1, 6, 10-11 , 13, 16).) Notably, Complainants
explicitly state that"{

} was not being used to generate the PLL's clock signal." (Id. (citing

CBr. at 24).) As Dr. Subramanian testified, {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1434, 1436).) In sum, this
configuration, upon which Complainants rely so heavily in their attempt to overcome
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Respondents' proofs, is a {
}. (Id. at 43-44 (citing RX-0618C at QTPL

13875).) In fact, say Respondents, Complainants expressly acknowledge that the {
} in the illustrated configuration. (Id. at 44 (citing CBr. at 24).) The very
testimony relied on by Complainants for promoting this issue concerns a {
} that cannot be a basis for an infringement finding, owing to the fact that the {
} do not clock a CPU, a requirement of the claims. (Id.)
Fourth, Respondents say Complainants falsely argue that the {

{

} in RX-621C use

} as a power supply. (Id. (citing CBr. at 25).) Respondents argue that the

evidence shows that each {

} power supply is separate from {

}, which is

apparent from RX-621C. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1157-58).) For example, {
}:
REDACTED

(Id. at 44-45 (citing RX-0621C at QTPL 14891 (colors added)).) The schematic shows {
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}. It also discloses the error in Complainants'
position, because it confirms {

}. (Id. ( citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1502-05).)
} cannot oscillate without a {

(6) {
}

According to Respondents, all of these accused PLLs implement {
}. (RBr. at 103.) While the {

} differs in minor

degrees among the various accused chips, all of {

{

} to _apply a particular control signal to a {
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{

}, and the PLL circuitry generates and provides this particular signal to the

{

}. (Id.) Because the ring oscillators in the accused chips require this control signal

to oscillate and the control signals come from PLL circuitry, the ring oscillators cannot oscillate
on their own with only a power supply, as Dr. Oklobdzija proposes. (Id.)
According to Respondents, the testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija, supported by that of Dr.
Subramanian and Dr. Haroun, undercuts Complainants" position. (Id.) On cross-examination,
Dr. Oklobdzija was shown a page from one of his textbooks and was asked about the circuit
illustrated therein. (Id. at 103-104 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 905; RDX-1002).) The illustration
is shown below:

D;namically
Co trolled

0

FIGURE 7.10 Differential delay element wi

1 s-

t

~~nt

·-=symmetri~ lo2ds for an .J\i-v.,ell CMOS pro=s.

(Id. at 104 (citing RDX-1002 (excerpt)).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the circuit shown in the

illustration "is a differential inverter, {
}." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 905).) He testified that each inverter in the

ring oscillators, like the one he drew on CDX-81 and {

}, includes

a similar circuit. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 904-905).) He also testified that, if the current
on the VaN transistor is changed, the differential in the delay element shown in RDX-1002 will
likewise change, with the level of current on this VaN transistor setting the delay of this element:
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[Q.] Isn't it correct that if I change the current through the VBN transistor, the
differential in the differential delay element will change; isn't that right?
A. Yes, the current here is affected by that current bias, so by -- and that current
bias comes from a different source, which is again voltage control, et cetera,
which set the current of that differential inverter. And so if you are playing with a
current, you are basically determining how fast the differential inverter is or how
fast the ring oscillator will oscillate.

Q. Okay. So depending on the level of the current, that sets the delay for the
differential delay element.
A. That is correct.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 906-907).) In this respect, the testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija is
consistent with that ofDrs. Subramanian and Haroun. (Id.) However, Dr. Oklobdzija refused to
answer this important follow-up question: "[I]f I turn that transistor off at its gate, the differential
delay element stops working and won't invert. Isn't that right?" (Id. at 104-105 (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 907-909).) But despite being asked this question at least three times, Dr.
Oklobdzija evaded the question on each occasion by claiming that it is not possible to turn off
the VsN transistor. (Id. at 105.) He was then asked, "[I]fl constructed a differential ring
oscillator using these same differential delay elements, the ring oscillator wouldn't oscillate if the
VBN transistors are off; correct?" (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 909-910).) Respondents say
that Dr. Oklobdzija, instead of answering the specific question, offered non-responsive replies
such as saying the answer is too complex, the situation described in the question is merely
hypothetical, the transistor in question cannot be turned off, and the question has nothing to do
with the Accused Products. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 909-912).) Respondents argue that
the last mentioned response of Dr. Oklobdzija rings hollow because a few minutes before he
readily testified that the circuit shown on RDX-1002 is a differential inverter {
} . (Id. ( citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 904-905).) According to
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Respondents, a simple comparison ofRDX-1002 with the {

}. (Id. (inviting comparison ofRDX-1002 with RX-

0621C at QTPL 14887 and citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1161).)
Respondents argue that the repeated evas-ions of these two simple questions by Dr.
Oklobdzija undermine Complainants' attempt to circumvent the construction of the "entire"
limitations in Order No. 31. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian shed light on this fact when he subsequently
testified, "I was in the courtroom yesterday when Dr. Oklobdzija was discussing this, and I
believe he did not specifically provide an answer, but I will unequivocally say, if this transistor
turns off, this does not function as an inverter." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1161).) And in
addressing Dr. Oklobdzija's statement that the VBN transistor cannot turn off, Dr. Subramanian
countered:
[Dr. Oklobdzija] insisted it wouldn't turn off. But as we've seen here, the only
way it doesn't turn off in these systems is with the circuitry associated with the
PLL. In other words, these ring oscillators that he's saying will ring-oscillate
anyway in fact will not. They need the PLL. The PLL provides the control.
(Id. at 105-106 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1162).) Respondents say Dr. Subramanian's direct

answers to the two questions that Dr. Oklobdzija evaded giving direct answers to defeat .
Complainants' infringement theory, which Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony vainly tries to uphold.
(Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija's evasive testimony loudly and clearly betrays the lack of merit in

Complainants argument, say Respondents. (Id.)
(7) Complainants misapply precedent to create an infringement
argument
Respondents argue that Complainants misapplied precedent in the course of their opening
statement when they citedA.B. Dick Co. v. Burroughs Corp., 713 F.2d 700, 703 (1983), because
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it is well-established Federal Circuit precedent that "a device does not infringe simply because is
possible to alter it in a way that would satisfy all the limitations of a patent claim." (Id. ( citing
Accent Packaging, Inc. v. Leggett & Platt, Inc., 407 F. 3d 1318, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2013)).)

However, the evidence in this Investigation shows that the frequency-setting circuitries of the
PLL, at least with respect to those whose structures are known, are connected to the ring
oscillatorNCO and do set their frequencies. (Id. at 106-107.) Therefore, the Accused Products
do not infringe at the time they are imported into the United States, and thus, a finding of
infringement is precluded. (Id. at 107.)
Respondents also argue that Complainants misapply Federal Circuit case law in another
way. (Id.) By citing A.B. Dick, Complainants reckon that the asserted claims do not preclude the
addition of other components, such as off-chip crystal or components of a PLL, if a ring
oscillator is present and is able to oscillate by itself. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Opening Statement of
Complainants) at 76-77).) Respondents counter thatA.B. Dick simply stands for the proposition
that "[i]t is fundamental that one cannot avoid infringement merely by adding elements if each
element recited in the claims is found in the accused device." (Id. (citing A.B. Dick, 713 F .2d at
703).) The A.B. Dick case is not a license to ignore claim limitations and it does not change the
fact that the Accused Products in this Investigation do not meet the ''entire" limitations, as they
have been construed, because each of the alleged oscillators/clocks in the Accused Products
actually do rely on an external crystaVclock generator or control signals. Respondents claim that
it is fundamental law that "[t]o establish literal infringement, all of the elements of the claim, as
correctly construed, must be present in the accused system." (Id. (citing TechSearch, LLC v.
Intel Corp., 285 F.3d 1360, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2002)).)
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In support ofthis contention, Respondents point to Dippin' Dots, Inc. v. Mosey, 476 F.3d
1337 (Fed. Cir. 2007), in which the Federal Circuit held that the lower court properly construed
method claims directed at "beads" to be limited to processes that produced only smooth beads.

(Id. at 107-108 (citingDippin 'Dots, 476 F.3d at 1343).) Respondents note that in that case the
Federal Circuit rejected the patentee's attempt to establish infringement by an accused process
that produced smooth beads, which were a requirement of the construed claims, but also ·
produced irregular particles, and held that "where ... the patentee has narrowly defined the claim
term it now seeks to have broadened," the term "comprising" does not "render every word and
phrase ... open ended." (Id. at 108 (internal citations omitted).) In this Investigation,
Complainants' assertion that all of the Accused Products include a PLL and the plethora of
evidence that the circuitry of these PLLs, including their components, rely on an externa1
crystal/clock generator or a control signal to generate a clock signal, whether or not these are
characterized as "additional," compel a finding that there is no infringement. (Id.)
(8) Violation of the method claims cannot arise from direct
infringement
Respondents argue that a violation of Section 337 cannot arise from the direct
infringement of claims 10 and 16, if any, as a matter of law, contrary to Complainants' assertions
in their pre-hearing brief and at the hearing. (Id. (citing Complainants' Pre-hearing Brief at 2122; Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 542-547).) Respondents also say that, as a matter oflaw, the showing of
direct infringement of a method claim occurring in the United States cannot be the basis for a
violation of Section 337. (Id. (citing Electronic Devices, Comm'n Op. (Dec. 21, 2011)).)
According to Respondents, in addition to proof of infringement of an article "as imported to
satisfy the requirements of Section 337," the Commission held that a method claim can only
arise from proof of indirect infringement. (Id. at 109.) Respondents conclude, from their
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understanding of the cited opinion, that even if Complainants could show infringement of
method claims 10 and 16, this alone is not a sufficient basis for a finding a violation of Section
337, for the reasons discussed. (Id.) 13
(9) The "Oscillator " and "ring oscillator" limitations are not met
Respondents note that claims 6 and 13 require an "oscillator," while claims 1 and 11 call
for a "ring oscillator"; however, Dr. Oklobdzija has only identified a {
} in the Accused Products. (Id. at 110 (citing RDX-0004.147C).) In an attempt
to overcome this omission, Dr. Oklobdzija makes a blanket assertion that all PLLs necessarily
contain ring oscillators. (Id. (citing, by way of example, Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 459-460).) Dr.
Oklobdzija is wrong, say Respondents. (Id.) A PLL does not require a controlled oscillator. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1335-36).) A special PLL called a delay-locked loop ("DLL") does
not include an oscillator. (Id.) As illustrated below, a DLL uses a delay line to control the
frequency and align the phase of the output signal with the phase of the reference signal:
Vw
Op

Charge

:::C Loop Filter

Pump

Input _ __.___....,

Clock

Delay ~ine

(Id. (citing RDX-0004.145 (excerpt).) The textbook that Dr. Oklobdzija co-authored discusses

the fact that a DLL is a type of PLL in which a voltage-controlled delay line replaces the
controlled oscillator:

13

In light of the finding below that there is no infringement of claim terms that are applicable to clams 10 and 16,
the Administrative Law Judge finds that it is not necessary to address this distinct issue for purposes of this Initial
Determination
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The other type of PLL is delay~line based o;r delay~locked loop (DLL). As
shown in Fig:. 1.12, the V O in the PL~ is replaoed by the voUage--con,trolled
delay line (VCDL), Wm.ch delays the external clock,. feedin.g the chock driver,
until the internal clock becomes aligned wit.ll the external clock. at which point
the c<>ntrol voltage of the VCDL become steady and the loop stays in look. An
(Id. at 110-111 (citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92907-08).) Since the evidence shows that a PLL

does not require the use of a controlled oscillator, Respondents argue that Complainants cannot
simply rely on proof of the presence of a PLL as an element of proof that claims 6 and 13 are
infringed, according to what is shown by other evidence. (Id.)
Respondents also argue that a PLL or a controlled oscillator within a PLL, does not
necessarily include a ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1336-37); RX-0167C {
} at 73).) Instead of a ring oscillator, a chip designer could implement a controlled
oscillator by using an inductor-capacitor circuit- what is known as an LC circuit--or a
relaxation controlled oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1338-39; RDX-0004.146).) Dr.
Oklobdzija acknowledges this, according to statements found in the textbook he co-authored
about clocking microprocessor systems for industry practitioners and graduate students. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 252-253 ; RX-2283).) The book states, "VCO is built either as a ring
oscillator topology, Fig. 1.14, or an inductance-capacitance (LC) tank oscillator, Fig. 1.15." (Id.
(citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92909).) Respondents point out the authors of the textbook lauded
the superior performance of LC oscillators, saying: "With the increase in clock frequency and the
use of on-chip spiral inductors, both feasible with today's technology, LC tank-based VCOs are
becoming increasingly popular due to superior phase-noise performance." (Id. at 111-112 (citing
RX-2283 at Garmin 92910).)
Respondents argue that, despite statements in the textbook Dr. Oklobdzija co-authored,
about the use of LC oscillators in VCOs, he insisted in his hearing testimony that LC oscillators
would not be used in microprocessors. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 857-858).) But only a
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little earlier before giving this negative testimony, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the textbook from
which the positive statement was taken was itself "about clocking microprocessor systems." (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 252).) This, argue Respondents, leaves no doubt that Dr. Oklobdzija's
written statements concern chip clocking, and the heading of the section which gives praise to
the use of LC oscillators in VCOs is entitled "On-Chip Clock Generation." (Id. (citing RX-2283
at Garmin 92907).) Dr. Oklobdzija's published statements are inconsistent with his hearing
testimony, say Respondents. (Id.)
Worse yet for Complainants, Dr. Oklobdzija used a double standard when seeking to
discover ring oscillators in PLLs in the Accused Products. (Id.) When it came to the issue of
infringement, Dr. Oklobdzija based his accusations on his presumption that any PLL must have a
VCO, which in turn must necessarily contain a ring oscillator. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
856).) He testified that he ''ha[s] not seen a PLL that does not have a ring oscillator inside." (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 857).) However, when dealing with an asserted prior art reference
showing a VCO inside a PLL, Dr. Oklobdzija took the opposite position that the presence of a
VCO in the prior art was not sufficient to conclude that it contained a ring oscillator. (Id. ( citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 861).) When confronted with this inconsistency, Dr. Oklobdzija acquiesced
that the same rationale should apply for both infringement and invalidity analyses. (Id. ( citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 862-863).)
Respondents say that Complainants must show that the accused chips have either an
oscillator (claims 6 and 13) or a ring oscillator (claims 1 and 11). (Id.) And yet, Complainants
have only identified a PLL in the following chips, without any further evidence of the internal
structures of these PLLs:
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REDACTED

(Id. at 112-113 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1339-40; RDX-0004.147).) Under Dr. Oklobdzija's

acquiescenc~ regarding consistency, Respondents argue that the Administrative Law Judge
should find no infringement here. (Id. at 112.)
As for Complainants' argument that a crystal/clock regulates, but does not generate, a
clock signal, Respondents say this amounts to a distinction without a difference. (RRBr. at 27
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1058-59).) Controlling a clock's frequency and generating a clock
signal are essentially the same thing because frequency is the gauge by which cyclical intervals
representing time are established. (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija explained it this way: "a clock is a
control" which is exerted through repeated, periodic "start, stop, start, stop, and they do it a
billion times a second." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1089).) This periodic start-stop is the
frequency of the clock signal. (Id.) In order for there to even be a clock signal there has to be a
frequency. Frequencies can vary, and establishing a frequency is elemental to generating a clock
signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija} at 1089-90 ("The role of the PLL is to control the frequency
of the VCO or set it in the desired range"), 1091 ("And that control signal controls the frequency
or adjusts the frequency of the VCO.")).) Therefore, controlling the frequency of the controlled
oscillator is the same thing as controlling the generation of the clock signal. (Id.)
Furthermore, according to Respondents, the controlled oscillator of a PLL relies on a
reference signal of a crystal, even if that signal does not arrive directly from the crystal. (Id.)
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{
} signal to be sent to the controlled
oscillator, thus controlling the generation of a clock signal by t]le oscillator. (Id. at 28-29.)
{

}. (Id. at 29.) For example, in the {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
1305-08, 1313).)
Although Complainants argue that the crystal's reference signal is not directly received
by the oscillator, this is not a requisite, say Respondents. (Id.) Complainants did not argue for or
seek a construction of the "entire" limitation that would require that only direct reliance on offchip sources falls outside the asserted claim term. (Id.) The evidence shows that the Accused
Products do rely on the reference signal of an off-chip crystal to generate the clock signal, and
such reliance places the Accused Products outside the scope of the "entire" limitation. (Id.)
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Along the same lines, Respondents protest that Complainants, while acknowledging that
the PLLs in the Accused Products "use" clock signals from an external crystal, nevertheless
argue that ''use" of the clock signal from the external crystal does not constitute reliance on an
external crystal. (Id. at 30 (citing CBr. at 19-20).) Respondents say there is no basis for this
argument in the language of the claims, the specification, the file history, or Order No. 31. (Id.
(citing Order No. 31 at 39 ("the ring oscillator variable speed system clock is a self-contained
oscillator and clock which does not utilize external components")).) Furthermore, the assertion
that the crystal's reference signal is merely used to regulate the clock signal is itself an admission
that the reference signal is used to generate the clock signal. (Id.) It is indisputable that a clock
signal is not something that is generated and sent just once; instead, it is repeatedly generated
and sent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1089).) While Complainants erroneously contend that
the initial beat or beats of the clock do not rely on the reference signal, their admission that the
subsequent beats of the clock are "regulated" by the reference signal is recognition that the
reference signal is relied upon in generating those beats. (Id.)
Respondents contend that the PLLs' circuitry and control signals, including the one
created and based on a comparison with the signal from the external crystal, do more than simply
regulate. (RRBr. at 30-31.) Without them, the controlled oscillator would be unable to generate
a clock signal, because the controlled oscillators in all of the Accused Products with known PLL
topology use {
a control signal, {

} and therefore cannot begin oscillating until they receive

}. (Id. at 31.) Because the controlled oscillators in

the Accused Products never oscillate without at least a control signal, including those derived
from a comparison with the external crystal, the Accused Products do not infringe, even under
Complainants' theory, Respondents argue. (Id.)
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Respondents say Dr. Subramanian, Dr. Haroun, and Mr. Kekre are in agreement in
testifying that the PLLs in the Accused Products require-and thus rely on-a control signal to
determine the generated clock frequency signal. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1316-32,
(Haroun) at 178-205, (Kekre) at 228-239).) Dr. Oklobdzija implicitly agrees as well, because he
accepts the fact that a PLL controls its internal oscillator: "So the PLL controls the frequency of
that VCO or ICO and adjusts it to match the reference frequency." (RBr. at 86-87 (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 834).) Also, he affirms that a PLL has circuitry that is used to set the :frequency
of a VCO to a multiple of another oscillator frequency functioning as a reference clock. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 831).) And he acknowledges that, when setting output :frequency, the
PLL compares the VCO's frequency with the external reference frequency, and based on the
difference, the PLL generates an appropriate voltage for controlling the frequency of the VCO.
(Id.)

Respondents say Complainants ignore the facts in evidence when arguing that the control
signals are used to control_:frequency generation but not signal generation, and in the process,
insisting that there is no reliance on the PLL's control signals, because the ring oscillators
allegedly generate a clock signal without any added control. (RRBr. at 31 .) In this respect,
Respondents argue that Complainants are wrong for several reasons. (Id. at 32.)
First, as previously discussed, setting the frequency of a clock signal is part-and-parcel of
generating the clock signal. (Id.) Second, Respondents assert that the control signals of the
PLLs do more than merely regulate frequency. (Id.) Without them, the controlled oscillator
ultimately could not generate a clock signal, as discussed in detail above. Third, the evidence
shows that all of the Accused Products use internal signals to control their controlled oscillators.
(Id. at 32 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1317).) Fourth, Complainants focus solely on control
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signals internal to the PLL, but the PLLs in each of the Accused Products also rely on external
control signals to generate control signals. (Id. at 34.) The PLLs in each of the Accused
Products rely on external control signals to generate control signals, because the evidence shows
that each of the PLLs in the Accused Products includes at least one external control signal that is ·
used to set the output frequency of its controlled oscillator. (Id.) And last, to the extent that
Complainants argue that there is a distinction between "relying" on and ''using" a control signal
to generate a clock signal, there is no basis in the claims, specification, file history, or Order No.
31 for concluding that ''using" a control signal does not constitute "relying" on the signal. (Id.)
Respondents say Complainants mischaracterize testimony of Dr. Subramanian
concerning a graph from one of {

} technical documents in an attempt to

argue that the { } will always have power to generate a clock signal. (Id. at 46 (citing CBr. at
24.,.25).) Complainants argue that, according to this graph, {
} during its operation. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1453).)
However, Dr. Subramanian refuted this contention. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1453).)
According to the graph, {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1454).)
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If Complainants' position that the { } will always oscillate regardless of any control

signal were correct, {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1455).) Rather than

rebutting Dr. Subramanian's testimony, the {

}. (Id.)

Respondents deny Complainants' statement that Dr. Subramanian testified that the {
} diagram shown in RDX-0004.129C represents all {
} chips with known topology. (Id. (citing CBr. at 25-28).) Dr. Subramanian's
testimony regarding RDX-0004.129C makes no such a statement or anything resembling it. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1317-18).) Furthermore, the first bullet point in RDX-0004.129C
lists a number of {

} for which Dr. Subramanian thoroughly discussed differences

as compared to the {

}, thereby contradicting Complainants' contention that the {

} is representative of other {

}. (Id. at 4 7-48 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at

1164-78).)
As concerns the {

}, Respondents say Complainants' entire argument rests on

the erroneous assumption that the {
diagram, represent the PLL's {

}, according to what is depicted in the block

} positions in operation. Actually, the PLL's {
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} in the diagram. Rather, the {
}. (Id. at 48 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 844-845, (Subramanian) at 1435).)

Dr. Subramanian testified that the {

}. (Id. (citing RX-0618 at QTPL 13875-76).)

Notably, Complainants have not shown that {
}. (Id.)

According to Respondents, even if the specific configuration shown in RDX-4.129C,
{

}. (Id. at 48-49 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1503-

04).) Because {

} in this particular configuration rely on {

},

Respondents argue that the "entire" limitations are not met and there is no infringement. (Id. at
49.)
As regards the Texas Instruments OMAP chips, Complainants again advocate their
"perpetual oscillation" theory by arguing that the PLLs in these chips can oscillate on their own
with only a power supply, and again they are wrong, argue Respondents. (Id. (citing CBr. at
28).) First, Complainants fail to realize that there are many control signals directed at the OMAP
PLL's ICO, and the ICO will not operate without these signals. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 184185).) Dr. Haroun testified that the {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 185).) Without this control current, the ring

oscillator will not operate. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 189).) Based on Dr. Haroun' s testimony,
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Dr. Subramanian testified that the controlled oscillators inside the accused OMAP chips receive
and rely on control signals to generate a clock signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1319-20).)
Also undermining Complainants' allegations against the OMAP chips is the use of a

{

} of these chips: Dr. Haroun testified that the ring oscillators in

the accused OMAP chips {
}" (Id. (citing.Tr. (Haroun) at 203).) {

}, the OMAP chips' controlled oscillator uses {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 203 -204).) If the

{

}. (Id.

(citing Tr. (Haroun) at 204).) Consequently, the OMAP chips' ring oscillators cannot oscillate
without the control current generated by the PLL. (Id. at 49-50 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1186-87, 1189).)
As for the targeted LSI Logic, Samsung, and Texas Instruments audio codec chips,
Respondents say the evidence shows that they will not oscillate in the absence of control signals.
(Id. at 50.) Respondents say it is not surprising that Complainants did not raise the "perpetual

oscillation" theory with respect to these chips, because the evidence clearly shows that the
oscillators in these chips cannot oscillate without PLL control signals. (Id.)
In the case of the LSI chips, Respondents say the evidence clearly establishes that the
oscillators in these chips will not operate without a reference frequency. (Id. (citing {
}).) Similarly, the PLLs in the accused Texas Instruments audio codec
chips will not operate, according to their specifications, without an external reference clock
signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 232-233, 236-237).) As for the ring oscillators in the APLLs in
the accused Samsung chips, {
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}. (Id. at

51 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1199; JX-0037C.l-2).) For these reasons, Respondents
conclude that Complainants' "perpetual oscillation" construct does not apply to these chips. (Id.)
Respondents claim that Complainants have not shown that particular Accused Products
with Qualcomm chips satisfy the "ring oscillator" or "oscillator" limitations. (Id.) Complainants
have advanced three grounds in support of their contention. First, they say the high frequency
that is needed by contemporary chips cannot be obtained from slower off-chip crystals by means
of the chips' interface pins and that "no circuitry exists to multiply a digital signal." (Id. (citing
CBr. at 12-13).) Second, Complainants base their allegation on Dr. Oklobdzija's ninety-nine
percent certainty that every PLL has to employ a ring oscillator, on Dr. Subramanian's statement
that all of the Accused Products that he examined contain ring oscillators, and on various
portions of depositions and documents. (Id.) Third, in making allegations against specific
Respondents, Complainants fallaciously resort to a blanket assertion that all of accused chips
have ring oscillators. To these claims, Respondents answer that Complainants are wrong on all
counts. (Id.)
First, the '336 patent discloses and requires a clock/oscillator whose speed varies because
of, and with changes in, the PVT 14, while the prior art and the present-day industry use a fixed
clocking design by using a PLL to neutralize the influence of PVT. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1212-14).) In order to avoid the import of these opposing designs,

14

Performance, voltage, and temperature.
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Complainants posit that the industry cannot operate without the '336 patent because (1) "no
circuitry exists to multiply a digital signal" from an off-chip crystal and (2) the frequency needed
by today's chips "is too high to be delivered from the-through the outside pins." (Id. at 51-52
(citing CBr. at 12-13 and Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 378-379, 414-415).) Both of these arguments are
technically baseless, argue Respondents. (Id. at 52.)
Complainants' first point-that "no circuitry exists to multiply a digital signal"-is
9ontradicted by prior statements that Dr. Oklobdzija has made. (Id.) In a 2003 book about
clocking microprocessors, written for experienced practitioners and graduate-level students, and
co-authored by Dr. Oklobdzija, it states: "Clock generation begins on a system board, where the
global system clock reference is generated from a 'crystal' oscillator." (Id. (citing RX-2283
(textbook) at Garmin 92905; Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 251, 827-829).) According to this book, the
crystal's "low-frequency system clock is first brought on-chip and then frequency multiplication
is performed to achieve the desired on-chip clock rate." (Id. (citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92906;
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 828).) The book acknowledges that a PLL is a frequency multiplier by
stating this: "In addition to clock alignment, PLLs can perform frequency multiplication." (Id.
(citing RX-2283 at Garmin 92909).) In addition to that, the book includes the following caption
describing a figure in the book: "Fig. 1. 13. PLL frequency multiplication." (Id. (citing RX-2283
at Garmin 92909).) And if that were not enough, the book makes this statement: "PLLs are
mostly used in modem processors to multiply the frequency of the external system clock and
reject any existing high-frequency reference clock noise." (RX-2283 at Garmin 92911.)
As to Complainants' second point-that it is not possible to deliver the needed high.speed clock signal from an off-chip source through the chips' interface pins-Respondents reply
that this is an attempt to resurrect a failed claim construction argument and is contradictory of the
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applicable technology. (Id. (citing CBr. at 12).) Complainants' argument here rests on the
premise that the signal from the off-chip crystal is not input directly into the ring oscillator but,
instead, is used as a point of comparison to regulate the controlled oscillator. (Id.) This
argument, say Respondents, overlooks the fact that Order No. 31 considered, but did not adopt, a
construction of the "entire" limitation that specifies that the entire clock/oscillator must directly
rely on an external crystal. (Id. (citing Order No. 31 at 28-29, 40-42).) Hence, this aspect of
Complainants' argument is foreclosed by what is stated in Order No. 31. (Id.) Besides that,
there is no technological basis for Complainants' argument, as demonstrated by Dr.
Subramanian's testimony regarding the ability of the well-known DDR3 memory interface to
send a one gigahertz signal across a chip's input-output interface. (Id. at 53 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1238-39).) Dr. Subramanian's empirical measurements of the frequency of the
accused {
}. (Id. (citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1239; RX-1189C; RX-1190C; RDX-0004.101).)
With respect to Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony that any modem microprocessor with a PLL
has to have a ring oscillator, an opinion about which he testified he was 99.999 percent
confident, Respondents reply that the evidence, including Dr. Oklobdzija's own writings, fail to
support his statement, and there are several reasons why. (Id. at 53.) First, Dr. Subramanian and
one of the named '336 patent inventors, {

}, separately stated that a PLL, or a controlled

oscillator inside a PLL, does not require a ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 133637; RX-167C {

} at 73).) Second, testimony given by Dr. Oklobdzija at the hearing is

contradicted by other statements he made whereby he opined that the disclosure of a VCO in a
particular prior art reference, which was the subject of an invalidity allegation, is not sufficient
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by itself to disclose the presence of a ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 861-863).)
Third, Dr. Oklobdzija's textbook on microprocessor clocking reveals that a ring oscillator is not
the only way to implement a controlled oscillator in a PLL. (Id. at 53-54.)
Dr. Oklobdzija's textbook says: "VCO is built either as a ring oscillator topology, Fig.
1.14, or an inductance-capacitance (LC) tank oscillator, Fig. 1.15." (Id. at 53-54 (citing RX2283 at Garmin 92909; Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 252-253).) In statements in his textbook, which he
made before his involvement in this Investigation, Dr. Oklobdzija and his fellow authors said
that, because of their superior performance, LC oscillators were becoming increasingly popular
in comparison to ring oscillators. Although at the hearing Dr. Oklobdzija tried to minimize this
statement by arguing that LC oscillators are not used in microprocessors, he confirmed that the
textbook in which the statement was included focuses on "clocking microprocessor systems."
(Id. at n. 12 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 252, 857-858; RX-2283 (Digital System Clocking, HighPerformance and Low-Power Aspects (Wiley-Interscience, 2003) at Garmin 92910 ("With the

increase in clock frequency and the use of on-chip spiral inductors, both feasible with today's
technology, LC tank-based VCOs are becoming increasingly popular due to superior phase-noise
performance.")).)
Dr. Subramanian, in a similar vein, testified that the use of an LC circuit on a highperformance microprocessor chip is "pretty attractive," because an LC circuit exhibits superior
stability at higher fixed frequencies and because the space required on the chip for the inductor
decreases with higher frequencies. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1338-39).) In addition to
using an LC circuit, a PLL designer could also use a relaxation controlled oscillator to implement
a VCO. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1337; RDX-0004.146 (illustrating LC and relaxation
oscillators).) Respondents say this evidence supports the conclusion that-contrary to Dr.
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Oklobdzija's ninety-nine percent confident opinion otherwise-a given PLL may use a different
kind of oscillator than a ring oscillator. (Id.)
Respondents also note that a PLL does not need an oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1335-36).) A delay-locked loop ("DLL"), identified in Dr. Oklobdzija's book
as a type of PLL, uses a voltage controlled delay line, instead of a controlled oscillator, to control
the output frequency of the PLL. (Id. (citing RDX-0004.145; RX-2283 at Garmin 92907-08
("The other type of PLL is delay-line based or delay-locked loop (DLL) ... [where] the VCO in
the PLL is replaced by the voltage controlled delay line (VCDL), which delays the external
clock .. .")).) A DLL is, then, a PLL without a controlled oscillator or a ring oscillator. (Id. at 5455.)
Respondents point out that Dr. Subramanian, rather than confirming the presence of a
ring oscillator in the PLLs in the Accused Products, as Complainants assert, merely testified that
certain PLLs have a "ring oscillator" in line with the construction set forth in Order No. 31. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1410-11, 1432, 1392-93, 1394-95).) However, as concerns the
numerous chips about which Complainants did not seek discovery, Dr. Subramanian was unable
to confirm the internal structure of the PLL and could not determine whether a given PLL
contains a voltage controlled delay line, an LC oscillator, a relaxation controlled oscillator, or a
ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1334-1340).) Dr. Subramanian testified that
"we don't know that [an accused PLL has a controlled oscillator] for some of the Accused
Products," because the level of detail in many data sheets and schematics are insufficient to make
that determination. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1389-90).) This lack of information, argue
Respondents, results from the failure of Complainants to seek discovery about a large number of
the Qualcomm chips that Complainants have taken aim at. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
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1339-40; RDX-0004.147C).) Respondents argue that Complainants must bear the consequences
ofthis failure. (Id. at 55-56.)
According to Respondents, Complainants failed to seek the necessary discovery and are
left with no evidence of the PLL topologies for the following Qualcomm chips:
• MDM9600 (CBr. at 90, 94-95 (Novatel).)
• MSM7227 (CBr. at 64-65 {

}.)

• MSM7627A (CBr. at 119 (Huawei); 123 (ZTE Tania/Render N859).)
}

{

• MSM8255 (CBr. at 70-71 {

}; 116 (Huawei).)

• MSM8260A (CBr. at 45-46 {

}; {

• MSM8660A (CBr. at 45-46 {

}.)

{

}

}; 93 (Novatel).)

• QSC6270 (CBr. at 126-127 (ZTE).)
(Id. at 56.) Albeit that they failed to seek and obtain discovery about these chips, Complainants

presumptively claim that a ring oscillator must be present simply because of the fabrication
technology that was used to make them. (Id.) Complainants refer to RX-545C, by way of
..

example, to support their discussion about the MSM7227 chip, although the document reflected
in this exhibit concerns a different chip, the MSM7227A. (Id. (citing CBr. at 64).) Similarly,
Complainants assume that the QSC6085, for which they possess no structural documents from
Qualcomm, and the QSC6055, which Dr. Subramanian did analyze, must have the same PLL
structure simply because both " {

}" (Id. at 56-57 (citing CBr.

at 85-86).) Likewise, Complainants claim without support the MDM9600 must have a ring
oscillator, because "all of {

}." (Id. at 57 (citing
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CBr. at 95).) Respondents say that similar unfounded assertions are scattered throughout
Complainants' post-hearing brief. (Id. (citing CBr. at 45-46 (arguing that {
} must have the same PLL because {
}), at 70-71 (concluding that the {

} share the same PLL

structure because they share the same user guide), at 81 ( assuming, absent evidence from ·
{

} have the same structure), at 123 (associating different

documents about the {

} chip to argue that it has the same PLL as the {

} chip), and at 126-127 (presuming that the {
because it is {
Subramanian have {

} contains a ring oscillator

} and because other {

} analyzed by Dr.

} )).)

Respondents point out that Dr. Subramanian testified that a PLL's internal structure
cannot be determined from the chip's model number or its fabrication technology, because

{

}. (Id. at 57-58.) This indicates that there
are PLL designs that are different from the ones Dr. Subramanian analyzed and which are
unknown because Complainants failed to seek the necessary discovery about many of the
accused chips. (Id. at 58.)
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Respondents say that up to the trial Complainants and Dr. Oklobdzija accused a large
number of products with chips for which they never sought discovery. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1145-47; RDX-0004.441C).) At trial Complainants failed to present any
evidence concerning these chips and the products containing them. (Id. (citing CBr. at 138142).) Respondents point out that Complainants' post-hearing brief is silent about the following

{

} and the Accused Products that incorporate them:
REDACTED

(Id. (noting that there is no mention of these chips or products in Complainants' post-hearing

brief).) Because Complainants did not produce evidence against these products, a finding of no
infringement is appropriate, say Respondents. (Id.)
c) Staff argues that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "entire"
limitations

Staff says the evidence shows that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "entire"
limitations of the asserted claims. (SBr. at 11-12.) First, argue Staff, because each of the
Accused Products employs a clock that relies on an external crystal or clock generator to
generate a fixed-frequency clock signal. (Id. at 12 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1295-96).) The
clock frequency is determined as a direct function of the reference frequency of the external
source. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1299-1301).) Staff says there is no dispute here, and
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even Dr. Oklobdzija recognizes that there is a "precise formulaic relationship" between clock
frequency and reference frequency. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 834).) If the reference
frequency increases or decreases, the clock frequency follows, proportionally. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 836).) Therefore, it is axiomatic that the accused clocks rely on external crystals
or clock generators to generate clock signals. (Id.)
Staff says that it does not appear to be disputed that each alleged clock/oscillator
generates a clock signal at a frequency that is regulated by phase-locked loops ("PLL") based on
a reference supplied by an external crystal or clock. (SRBr. at 2.) Although the frequency of the
generated clock signal is determined on the basis of an external reference, Complainants
nevertheless argue that the generation of the clock signal does not rely on an external reference
because the clock signal first has to be generated before it can be regulated. (Id. at 2-3 (citing
CBr. at 19-20).) Staff says the evidence does not support Complainants' position.
According to Staff, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the alleged ring oscillators rely on delays
in order to generate clock signals:
Q. The ring oscillator generates a clock signal, but does it rely on an external
clock generator to generate a clock signal?
A. As I exp.tained in my explanation of how ring oscillators oscillate, everyone in
this courtroom can conclude that it does not rely on anything else but on delay
between -- delays that inverters introduce in the loop.
(Id. at 3 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 414:7-14.) However, these delays are controlled by PLLs
based on external references, says Staff. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1058).) Dr. Oklobdzija .
testified that the PLL functions like a water faucet: "[T]he water faucet, you are controlling how
much water goes through, and that affects how fast or how slow it's going to oscillate." (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1058).) Put another way, the PLL controls the delay that Dr.
Oklobdzija admits is relied on by the alleged oscillator/clock to generate a clock signal:
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Q. Now, changing the off-chip crystal frequency FIN in this equation will result
in a change of the PLL's output frequency. Correct?

A. Because the phase comparator will see the difference and will try to adjust the
VCO closer so that they match.
Q. So the answer to my question is yes?

A. It would be changed -- the output frequency would be changed if the input
frequency changes. That's what PLL does.
(Id. at 3-4 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 967).)

Staff says Dr. Oklobdzija admits that the PLL relies on the reference signal to adjust the
frequency of the clock signal. (Id. at 4 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 375 ("This a reference that I
rely on and a reference that I relied stable, or it's a reference that I want to be-I want this clock
to run with respect to that reference.[] Now, that reference comes from outside." )).) Dr.
Oklobdzija elaborated as follows:
The system clock -- and I said it many times here, also. The system clock
is supplied by the on-chip ring oscillator. In other words, the ring oscillator
generates the clock, and that is the timing signal that goes and clocks the CPU.
The PLL, the purpose of the PLL is to set that VCO into a desired range,
as we have seen also here, through the formulas, which says, "Okay, we want it to
be here; no, we want it to shift over there." And that is done. How do you do it?
Because you cannot multiply. You use the second reference and say, "Okay, with
respect to that reference, I want to be 20 yards away, or with respect to this
reference -I want to be 5 yards away from it, or with respect to this reference I
want to be 100 yards away."
So you need the reference in order to set it where you want to set it. This is
why reference is needed. So what PLL does, it needs the reference to put it where
it doesn't want to put it, because PLL doesn't know. PLL can only say, "Okay,
where do you want me to put it?" "I'll put it to be double of that or twice or fourthirds or something like that," and this is where PLL will set it.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1051-1052).) Thus, the evidence shows that the alleged

oscillators/clocks rely on external crystals/clocks to generate signals, says Staff, and
Complainants' argument fails . (Id.)
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d) Complainants' reply to Respondents and Staff
Complainants in their reply brief only address claims 6 and 13, although Complainants
say the other asserted claims are also infringed. (CRBr. at 5.) According to Complainants,
except for the TI audio codec chips, which are limited to Respondent Nintendo, there is no
dispute that all of the Accused Products include a CPU on an integrated circuit substrate; nor is
there any dispute that the CPU of each Accused Product is constructed of a "first plurality of
electronic devices," or transistors that are built into the silicon chip. (Id. at 6.) And there is no
dispute that the CPU in each Accused Product operates at a "processing frequency," which is
simply the speed at which the CPU runs. (Id.)
Complainants say the Accused Pr-oducts include the "entire oscillator" of claims 6 and 13.
(Id.) With the exception of a few products that contain certain Qualcomm chips, Complainants

say Respondents do not contest that each of the Accused Products has a ring oscillator; therefore,
the "entire ring oscillator" element is met. (Id.) Furthermore, there is no dispute that, to the
extent each Accused Product has an "oscillator," it is on the same silicon chip as the CPU. (Id.)
Nor is there any dispute that the "oscillator" is constructed of a "second plurality of electronic
devices," or transistors that are built on the same chip as the CPU. Finally, Complainants assert
that there is no dispute that the "entire ring oscillator" in each of the Accused Products is
"connected to said CPU." (Id. at 6-7.)
Regarding Respondents' argument that Complainants have failed to show that certain
Qualcomm chips contain a ring oscillator, Complainants argue that Respondents misrepresent the
evidence regarding the Qualcomm PLLs and their associated ring oscillators because all of the
Qualcomm chips at issue include ring oscillators within PLLs. On this point, Dr. Oklobdzija
testified as follows:
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I'm 99 percent sure that everything that has a PLL has a ring oscillator. {

}.
(CRBr. at 23 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 439-440, 441-443).) Complainants note that on crossexamination Dr. Oklobdzija testified: "I cannot say in 100 percent in every case it is a ring
oscillator, but I can say it's 99.999 and that 9 going to that wall, it is a ring oscillator." (Id.
(citingTr. (Oklobdzija) at 856).)
Complainants say Respondents' only rebuttal to Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony on this point
is Dr. Subramanian's testimony and Dr. Oklobdzija's book confirming that other kinds of
oscillators, such as those involving LCs, exist. (Id.) However, argue Complainants, Dr.
Subramanian testified without qualification that (1) none of the Accused Products that he
analyzed uses an LC oscillator (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1390-91); (2) he is unaware of any PLL in
any of the Accused Products that uses an LC oscillator (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1391-92); and (3)
all of the PLLs in the Accused Products that he analyzed are either ring oscillators or oscillators

{

} that meet the "ring oscillator" claim term as construed in Order No. 31

(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1392). (Id.)
With respect to Dr. Oklobdzija's book, Complainants contend that Dr. Oklobdzija
explained in detail why it is "impossible to integrate" an LC oscillator within the same die as the
CPU. (Id. at 23 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 857-859).) Thus, the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija's book
reports the existence of other kinds of oscillators is not relevant since this does not overcome the
}. (Id. at24.)

evidence showing that the {

And as for Respondents' charge that Dr. Oklobdzija used a double standard in testifying
on this issue, Complainants argue that Respondents are wrong for two reasons. First, his
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infringement opinion rests on his review of technical documents for the chips at issue, and he
employed his expertise to arrive at his opinion. Second, Respondents' invalidity arguments
rested entirely on assumption, and Respondents made no attempt to carry their burden, as did Dr.
Oklobdzija. (Id.) Further, Respondents fail to acknowledge that the references upon which they
relied were published in the 1980s, whereas Dr. Oklobdzija recognition that today's
microprocessors use ring oscillators comes more than 15 years after the parent application of the
'336 patent disclosed using the "familiar ring oscillator" in a novel way by incorporating it onto
the same chip in order to clock the CPU. (Id.)
Next, Complainants say Respondents assert that the Accused Products do not satisfy the
"entire oscillator" element of claims 6 and 13 because (1) the products rely on control signals
and external crystal/clock generators to set or adjust the frequency of the ring oscillators in their
PLLs, which they contend means the same thing as "generate a clock signal; (2) a few of the
products that contain certain Qualcomm chips do not have a "ring oscillator" or any other
"oscillator"; and (3) the Accused Products do not meet the "clocking said CPU" language of this
element, because the output of the PLL goes through a clock distribution system before it is
provided to the CPU. (Id. at 7.)
Complainants reject Respondents' contention that the accused ring oscillators do not rely
on a control signal or an external crystal/clock generator to generate the clock signal. According
to Complainants, the ring oscillators always have a power supply that enables them to oscillate
and generate a clock signal on their own. (Id.) Complainants say Respondents argued for a
claim construction that recites "an oscillator that is located entirely on the same substrate as the
central processing unit and does not rely [on] a control signal or an external crystal/clock
generator to generate a clock signal," which was adopted. (Id. at 7-8 (citing Order No . 31 at 40-
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41).) According to Complainants, Respondents, in their opening brief, make clear that they now
want a different construction which reads:
an oscillator that is located entirely on the same substrate as the central processing
unit and does not rely [on] a control signal or an external crystal/clock generator
to set or adjust the frequency of a clock signal
(Id. at 8 (emphasis in the original).) Complainants say that Respondents are rejecting the claim

construction that was adopted, in favor of the one just cited, and that, on that basis, Respondents
go on to argue that the Accused Products do not infringe because they use a control signal or
external crystal/clock generator to set, control, or adjust the frequency of the clock signal. (Id. at
8-9 (citing various pages of Respondents' opening brief where the term "frequency" is
mentioned in relation to an external reference).) Complainants argue that Respondents should
not be allowed to rewrite the claim construction that was adopted in Order No. 31 by substituting
the words "set, control or adjust the frequency'' for the word "generate." (Id. at 9.)
Complainants contend that Respondents are attempting to ignore the actual claim construction
that was adopted and apply a different one. (Id.)
Complainants say that when Respondents argue that "the concepts of setting a clock
signal's frequency and generating a clock signal are inseparable, because a clock signal must
have a frequency - its entire purpose is to provide a frequency to be used to time device
operations[,]" they are attempting to make it appear as though they are not trying to change the
construction that was adopted for the "entire" term; however, equating "setting a clock's
frequency'' with "generating a clock signal" is fundamentally incorrect. (Id.) Frequency is a
characteristic of a clock signal; it is not the same thing as "generating a clock signal."
Complainants say this point is demonstrated by the tutorial provided by Dr. Subramanian at the
Markman hearing when he said this:
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So we'll go to RDXM-1-8. And this shows a hypothetical clock signal,
and as was pointed out earlier, a clock signal is a signal that is, essentially, a
periodic signal, so it tends to have regularity in its period. If I were to look as a
function of time, I will see these pulses coming at a regular interval spaced out
overtime.
. And it tends to oscillate between two levels, which I'll call zero and one.
And zero just means a very low voltage, and one means a high voltage, and it's
essentially going back and forth between them. Now, you've, therefore, seen I've already introduced one idea of clocks, and that is clocks tend to have a
certain frequency.
And so we could figure out the frequency by counting how many times it
oscillates between zero and one in a given second, and that would be called its
frequency in hertz, and that's where the term comes from. So that's one
characteristic of a clock.
Now, clocks can have multiple - you can design clocks to run at different
frequencies . So, for example, you can have a clock running at a low frequency, as
is shown on the top of RDXM-1-9, and a lower frequency means its fewer pulses
per second.
Or we could design it to run at a higher frequency, such as the one shown
on the bottom of RDXM-1-9, and this is oscillating more at more pulses per
second. So that's the idea of frequency.
(Id. at 10-11 (citing (Markman Tr. at 35-36).) Complainants say that Dr. Subramanian's

testimony regarding frequency makes it clear that frequency is not the same as a clock signal;
rather, frequency is a characteristic of a clock signal. (Id. at 11 .) Nor is the setting of a frequency
the same as generating a clock signal. As Dr. Subramanian testified, the same clock signal can
have a low frequency or a high frequency, but its frequency simply characterizes how fast the
clock signal' s pulses are. (Id.)
For these reasons, Complainants request that Respondents' application of the "entire"
limitations be rejected because it differs from the construction of that term that was adopted in
Order No. 31.
Complainants further argue that Respondents' accused chips do not avoid infringement
because they use control voltage/currents to set or adjust the frequency of a clock signal that is
generated by the ring oscillator. (CRBr. at 11.) Complainants contend that the evidence shows
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that the clock signal is first generated by a ring oscillator, and without a clock signal there would
be no frequency for the PLL to adjust. (Id.) This, say Complainants, is clear from a portion of
Dr. Oklobdzija's examination, quoted here:
Q. As I understand it, there's something else that's generating the frequency to
begin with.
A. Right.

Q. And the control signal, rather than generating that frequency, it's regulating it.
A. Very correct.

Q. Is that understanding correct?
A. Very correct. .
Q. I have no further questions. Thank you.
A. Let me just clarify the answer. You cannot control something that is not
generated. Let's say if a ring oscillator is dead, it doesn' t generate any frequency,
there's no point of regulating it, because it's not generating. So you can regulate
the traffic when there is traffic, but when there is no traffic, what is the point of
regulating it? Basically, that's my analogy. So it has to generate first before I can
regulate it.
Q. But my question is, what does the - the control signal itself is not doing the
generating.
A. The control signal regulates. It doesn't generate. And you are very correct in
the terms that you used for that.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1092-1093).) Therefore, even though the PLLs in the Accused

Products regulate the frequency of the ring oscillator' s clock signal, the ring oscillator does not
need a control signal or external crystal to generate the clock signal. (Id.) According to
Complainants, Dr. Oklobdzija was unequivocal in his testimony that it is the ring oscillator in
each of the products that generates the clock signal. As long as a ring oscillator has a power
supply, it does not rely on anything else to generate a clock signal, except the delays that
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1

inverters introduce in the loop. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 413-414).) Complainants say Dr.
Subramanian agreed that the ring oscillator "relies on the principle that an odd number of
inverters connected together in a loop will have a tendency to oscillate, which is their nature.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1399-1400).) Complainants say Dr. Oklobdzija said several

times during his testimony that the oscillator inside the VCO in RX-0690C.0006 does not rely on
the {

} to generate the clock signal that is used to clock the CPU, as for example

here:
To generate, no. Let me be specific about it. That's why I said it has its own
power supply. There is another voltage in there. That power supply enables it to
run, to function. And as I explained also . . . that generation of the property of
generating the signal is based on the delay of those inverters which are in the loop
of the ring oscillator. . . So the control controls the frequency but not the
generation.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1058:-1059).) Complainants emphasize that Dr. Oklobdzija

repeatedly said that none of the ring oscillators in the VCOs or ICOs of any of the Accused
Products relies on a control signal to generate the clock signal that is used to clock the CPUs of
those chips. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1059, 635-636, 645,650, 661).) Complainants say
that Respondents cite testimony and other evidence to argue that the PLLs in the Accused
Products use "control signals" to set, control, and/or regulate the frequency of their clock signal,
but the evidence shows instead that it is the ring oscillator in each of the Accused Products that
generates the clock signal, while a control voltage/current is used to set or adjust the frequency
of the clock signals. (Id. at 13.)
Complainants say Respondents' chips infringe even though they use an external
crystal/clock generator to set or adjust the frequency of a clock signal. (Id. at 13.) Complainants
say they do not dispute that the Accused Products use an external crystal/generator to set or
adjust an already generated clock signal, but there is no evidence that the ring oscillators in the
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Accused Products rely on an external crystal/generator to generate a clock signal. (Id.)
Complainants say the fact that an external crystal is used as a reference to set the frequency is
quite different from saying that the external crystal "generates" the clock signal of the ring
oscillator, noting that Dr. Oklobdzija testified:
The external reference does not produce the system clock.

***
As you have seen, that external reference is being compared to the clock. It's 100
to 200 times lower in :frequency. There's no way to multiply it. The output of that
comparator is voltage, not the clock. That voltage goes through the filter,
produces a voltage, not the clock. That voltage gets converted into the current, not
the clock. So how can that external reference produce system clock? It' s
impossible.
(Id. at 13-14 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 415-416, 389, 1092-93, 378).) Complainants say Dr.

Subramanian acknowledged that an external reference crystal cannot be used to produce a highspeed system clock in the gigahertz range; rather, the frequency divider in a PLL divides the
already generated output of the ring oscillator, but the PLL cannot multiply the frequency of the
external crystal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1397-99; 1386-88; RDX-4.115).)
As for Respondents' criticisms of Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony, Complainants say Dr.
Oklobdzija's testimony w:as both truthful and perfectly consistent with Complainants' positions
in this case:
(1) An external crystal/clock generator is used by a PLL as a reference to set or adjust the
frequency of the ring oscillator, but not to generate its clock signal. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 374:18-384:7; 385:17-386:22; 413:6-414:14; 1053:1 -7).)
(2) There is a mathematical relationship between the external crystal reference and the
frequency of the ring oscillator. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 415:15-416:3; 835:16836:19).)
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(3) But that mathematical relationship results from the fact that the ring oscillator's
frequency is divided - not that the frequency of the crystal reference is multiplied. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 378:24-381:1; 415:15-416:3).)
While Dr. Oklobdzija testified that he "did not see" an external crystal involved in clock
signal generation in some products, that is consistent with his testimony that a ring oscillator
generates a clock signal on its own, and does not rely on an external crystal to generate a clock
signal. (Id.) It was not relying on the external crystal to generate the clock that was the
substance of Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony, say Complainants. Therefore, Respondents' attacks on
Dr. Oklobdzija are uncalled for. (Id.)
Complainants further argue that Respondents improperly attempt to limit the "entire
oscillator" by arguing that the "entire oscillator" of Claims 6 and 13 is limited to a "free-running
oscillator which varies and runs at its maximum speed permitted by PVT parameters . .. ." (CRBr.
at 15 (citing RBr. at 86).) Respondents seek to distinguish the Accused Products by arguing that
"[r]ather than running at the circuit's maximum speed dictated by PVT parameters as
contemplated by the patent, a PLL of the Accused Products runs at a lower, fixed frequency by
using internal control signals and fix the speed [i.e., frequency] of its controlled oscillators."
(Id.) Complainants say there are multiple problems with this argument. (Id.)

First, Respondents attempt to import limitations from the specification into the claims,
such as "free-running," "maximum speed," "400%" etc., which is improper. (Id. (citing Phillips

v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2005); Vada v. Cordis Corp., 536 F.3d 1311,
1320 (Fed. Cir. 2008)).) Complainants say Respondents tried to import these limitations into the
claims in the context of their proposed construction for "clocking said CPU" and were rejected.

(Id. at 16.) Moreover, the "first clock" of claims 6 and 13 is simply an "entire oscillator." (Id.)
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Not only is there nothing in the claims that requires the "entire oscillator" to "run at the circuit's
maximum speed dictated by PVT parameters," there is also nothing in claims 6 and 13 that
requires the "entire oscillator" to be "variable speed" during operation. (Id.) Claims 6 and 13
are satisfied solely by process ("fabrication") variations that are built into the chips at the factory
and therefore there is no requirement that those chips vary during operation. (Id.) Claims 6 and
13 are satisfied as long as the processing frequency of the CPU and the clock rate of the "entire
oscillator" vary "in the same way as a function of parameter variation in one or more fabrication
or operational parameters." (Id.) Complainants say Respondents admit that the transistors of
some chips, including the CPU and the "entire oscillator," will run faster because of process
variations, and other chips will run slower. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1263-65, 1121).)
This, according to Complainants, is sufficient to satisfy claims 6 and 13. (Id.)
Complainants next say Dr. Subramanian coi:ifirmed on cross-examination that {

}, is shown here:
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REDACTED

Complainants say on cross-examination Dr. Subramanian admitted that {

}. (Id. at 17-18 (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1445-46).) Thus he agreed that the ring oscillators would oscillate and
generate clock signals even though they were not in use by the PLL. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1447).)
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian admitted that the same was true for the {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1435-36, 1438-41).)
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According to Complainants, RX-621 C.14 also shows that {

} . (Id.) This, argue Complainants, contradicts Dr.

Subramanian' s testimony that {

}. (Id.)

Therefore, Complainants allege that Respondents have tried to create a new argument
that the {

} (Id.)

Complainants argue that Respondents admit that all of the accused chips have {
} that operate the same way and therefore all of them infringe because they
do not rely on a control signal to generate a clock signal. (CRBr. at 19-20 (citing RBr. at 102,
87-88.) However, argue Complainants, the evidence is unequivocal that the ring oscillators in
RDX-0004.129C and RX-0621C do not rely on a control signal to generate a clock signal, for
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reasons already discussed. (Id.) Complainants argue that Respondents' attempt to extend their
"control signal" argument to other chips actually proves the opposite, since it is clear that the
ring oscillators in all accused Qualcomm chips generate a clock signal without relying on a
control signal, they all infringe. (Id. at 20.) For reasons already discussed, the Administrative
Law Judge finds the evidence does not support Complainants' assertion in this regard.
Complainants argue that Dr. Haroun admitted that the only input to the ring oscillators in
the OMAP3 and OMAP4 chips is current, and while the {
DPLL may receive a {

} in the

}, it does not pass that control signal on to the ring oscillator.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 188-189, 194).) Complainants say Dr. Haroun admitted that without

the {

} of the PLL, the ring oscillators in the OMAP chips would still output an

oscillation. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 196).) Complainants argue that Dr. Haroun conceded
that the only way to change the frequency of the ring oscillator, {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 209-210).) In other words, argue

Complainants, the ring oscillator will always generate a clock signal as long as it has a current.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 196).) Therefore the ring oscillators in the Texas Instruments OMAP

chips do not require a control signal. (Id.)
e) The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusion
As an initial matter, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that the testimony of Dr.
Oklobdzija is incomplete and inconclusive with respect to whether all of the accused chips
include the claimed ring oscillators or oscillators. When he testified that he is 99 percent sure
that they do, he did not provide sufficient supporting evidence for that opinion. Given the
conflicting evidence, both from Dr. Subramanian and from Dr. Oklobdzija's own textbook, more
was needed to be shown by Complainants besides Dr. Oklobdzija's sweeping generalization. The
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textbook he co-authored discusses PLLs that employ delay-line based or delay-locked loops
(DLL). (RX-2283 at GARMIN 92097.) Because Complainants bear the burden of proof, in
order to prove that each of the Accused Products infringes, more is required than a blanket
-assumption based on Dr. Oklobdzija's general knowledge of digital system clocking to warrant
reliance. Therefore, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the evidence is not sufficient to
establish that chips listed above meet this element of the asserted claims.
The Administrative Law Judge disagrees with Complainants' premise that Respondents'
argument misapplies the term "an oscillator that is located entirely on the same substrate as the
central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal or an external crystal/clock generator
to generate a clock signal." Complainants concentrate their argument on a narrow application of
the word "generate." Complainants reckon that as long as power is available to the ring oscillator
it can and does generate the clock signal, and the external crystal/clock merely regulates that
signal after it has been generated. This ignores other portions of the claim term as it was
construed, such as the words "does not rely on a control signal," and runs counter to the evidence
as a whole. See Order No. 31 . First, Dr. Subramanian, Dr. Haroun, and Mr. Kekre all testified
that the PLLs in the Accused Products require, and thus rely on, a control signal to determine the .
generated clock frequency signal. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1316-32, (Haroun) at 178-205, (Kekre)
at 228-239.)
Dr. Oklobdzija agrees, to the extent that he accepts that a PLL controls its internal
oscillator: "So the PLL controls the frequency of that VCO or ICO and adjusts it to match the
reference frequency." (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 834.) He affirms that a PLL has circuitry that is used
to set the frequency of a VCO to a multiple of another oscillator frequency functioning as a
reference clock. (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 831.) He testified that, to set the output frequency, the PLL
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compares the frequency of the VCO with the external reference frequency, and based on the
difference, the PLL generates a voltage that controls the frequency of the VCO. (Id.) In the
textbook that Dr. Oklobdzija co-authored with three other microprocessor clocking experts, the
authors say the clock system is usually divided into two distinct categories: clock generation and
clock distribution. (RX-2283 at Garmin 92904.) In a section of the book discussing clock
generation, entitled "On-Chip Clock Generation" the authors say this:
There are two main types of PLLs. In the first type, the PLL has its own voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO) that generates the internal clock, which is then
aligned to the external reference clock by the virtue of negative feedback, as
shown in Fig. 1.11. The phase difference between the external reference clock
and the internal distributed clock is detected with the phase detector (PD), and.
low-pass filtered (LP), to create the control voltage for the VCO, steering the
oscillation frequency in order to align the external and internal clocks, ideally,
achieving a zero phase difference. At this point, a so-called phase lock is achieved
(Gardner 1979).
(RX-2283 at Garmin 92907 (emphasis added).) Here is a copy of Figure 1.11 showing the
negative feedback:
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According to what the authors say, the VCO generates the internal clock by virtue of a control
voltage created in response to the external reference. The process discussed in the "On-Chip
Clock Generation" section involves clock generation, according to the authors' heading and
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exposition thereunder, and this process includes more than simply delivering sufficient power to
enable the oscillator to oscillate, as Complainants maintain. 15 The clock signal that is generated
is a product of a control signal provided by the PLL and the reference frequency of the external
crystal/clock.

Dr. Oklobdzija and his fellow authors say a clocking system includes generation

and distribution (RX-2283 at GARMIN92904), and, obviously, distribution follows generation.
The distributed clocking of all of the Accused Products relies on an external crystal.
What Dr. Oklobdzija and his fellow authors said in their book coincides with
Respondents' argument that the processes of setting the frequency of a clock signal and
generating a clock signal are inseparable, because a clock signal must have a frequency, since its
sole purpose is to provide a frequency for timing the operations of devices. (See RBr. at 70-71
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1088).) Compare that with this statement from the excerpt from the
book, cited above: "The phase difference between the external reference clock and the internal
distributed clock is detected with the phase detector (PD), and low-pass filter (LP), to create the
control voltage for the VCO, steering the oscillation frequency in order to align the external and
internal clocks." Dr. Oklobdzija testified that "a clock is a control" and exerts control through
repeated, periodic "start, stop, start, stop, and ... do[ es] it a billion times a second." (Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 413.) This periodicity is the frequency of the clock signal. In order for a clock
signal to carry out its objective, it must have a frequency, which the PLL circuitry sets in
reaction to a reference signal from an external crystal or clock generator. The external referenQe
signal is integral to the generation of a clock signal, and by acknowledging that the PLL sets the

15

The book's authors, in their Introduction, write: "The issues dealing with clock generation, frequency stability and
control, and clock distribution are too numerous to be discu$ed in depth in this book and so they are covered only
briefly." (RX-2283 at Gamin 92897.) Thus, their statements about clock generation are general, so as to provide a
foundation for the principal subject of the book, but that is reason to find that their statements are fundamental to
those of skill in the art in respect to clock generation, especially in light of the contrasting strictures Dr. Oklobdzija
has applied to clock generation throughout this Investigation.
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frequency of the VCOin reaction to a reference clock signal from an external crystal or clock
generator, Dr. Oklobdzija concedes that the PLL and its components rely on an external
crystal/clock to generate a clock signal.
What Dr. Oklobdzija and his fellow authors describe in their book is also consistent with
Dr. Subramanian's testimony. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1304-16.) Beyond that, Dr. Subramanian
additionally testified that there are control signals within the accused PLLs themselves that are
used to control the oscillation of the oscillators. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1306-32.)
For these reasons, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that Respondents' argument
is consistent with the claim construction adopted in Order No. 31, and further finds that the
evidence on this point supports Respondents' contention that none of the Accused Products
satisfies the "entire" limitations of claims 6 and 13. Furthermore, and for the same reasons, the
Administrative Law Judge finds that none of the Accused Products satisfies any of the "entire"
limitations with respect to any of the other asserted claims.
Regarding Complainants' argument that the Accused Products do not avoid infringement
because they use control voltage/currents to set or adjust the :frequency of a clock signal that is
generated by the ring oscillator, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the evidence does not
support Complainants' argument for the reasons discussed above.
Regarding Complainants' argument that the Accused Products infringe even though they
use an external crystal/clock generator to set or adjust the :frequency of a clock signal, the
Administrative Law Judge finds that Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony with respect to the involvement
the external crystals employed in Accused Products pivots on how he treats the word "generate."
Dr. Oklobdzija's opinion in this Investigation is that any external crystals employed in the
Accused Products do not provide power to the ring oscillators, and therefore do not generate a
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clock signal. His reasoning on this point is not consistent with how he and his co-authors applied
the term in their textbook, as discussed above. On this point, it is worth harkening back to Order
No. 31, at 20-40. What the '336 patent applicants disavowed during the course of their patent
application, in order to obtain acceptance from the patent examiner, is basically what is disclosed
in each of the Accused Products, with respect to their use of an external crystal. The applicants
informed the patent examiner that "[t]he present invention does not ... rely upon provision of
frequency control information to an external clock, but instead contemplates providing a ring
oscillator clock and microprocessor within the same integrated circuit." (Order No. 31 at 30,
(emphasis added and citation omitted).) In distinguishing the Sheets prior art, the '336 patent
applicants said, "In Sheets a command input is required to change the clock speed [but in] the
present invention . .. [n]o command input is necessary to change the clock frequency." (Order No.
31 at 36-3 7 ( citation omitted).) And in distinguishing the Magar reference, the patent applicants
said:
The essential difference [between the '336 application and Magar] is that the
frequency or rate of the PHASE0, PHASEl, PHASE2, and PHASE3 signals is
determined by the processing and/or operating parameters of the integrated circuit
containing Fig. 18 circuit, while the frequency or rate of the Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4
signals depicted in Magar Fig.2 are determined by the fixed frequency of the
external crystal connected to the circuit portion outputting Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4
signals shown in Magar Fig. 2a .... The Magar teaching is well known in the art as
a conventional crystal controlled oscillator. It is specifically distinguished from
the instant case in that is both fixed-frequency (being crystal based) and requires
an external crystal or external frequency generator.
(JXM-0016 at TPL853-02954560-61.) Nevertheless, Complainants now argue that the evidence
shows that Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the Accused Products use control signals and external
crystaVclock generators to regulate the frequency of clock signals, which is what they disavowed
during prosecution. Frequency-and the regulation thereof, which is a form of control-are
incidental to clock generation, as Dr. Oklobdzija and his co-authors describe in their textbook, as
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discussed above.

(RX-2283 at GARMIN092903 ("The function of the clock signal is

comparable to the function of the metronome in music ... Therefore, the clock provides the time
reference point, which determines the flow of data in the digital system.").)
There is another reason for rejecting Complainants' argument. As construed with respect
to claims 6 and 13 of the '336 patent, the "entire" limitation means "an oscillator that is located
entirely on the same substrate as the central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal
or an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock signal." (Order No. 31 at 41.) There
are two elements to this construction: first, the oscillator does not rely on a control signal, and
second, the oscillator does not rely on an external crystal/clock generator to generate a clock
signal. The evidence shows that the oscillators in all of the Accused Products rely on control
signals from within the PLL (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1316-32), and on an external crystal/clock
generator to generate a clock signal (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1304-1316).
Next, as to Complainants' argument that Respondents improperly attempt to limit the
"entire oscillator" of Claims 6 and 13, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that this portion
of Complainants' argument does not overcome the fact that the "entire" limitations of claims 6
and 13, as construed, mean "an oscillator that is located entirely on the same substrate as the
central processing unit and does not rely on a control signal or an external crystal/clock generator
to generate a clock signal." (Order No. 31 at 41.) The fact remains, all of the "entire oscillators"
in the Accused Products rely on control signals and external crystal/clock generators to generate
clock signals. Therefore, as Respondents and Staff point out in their briefs, and as discussed and
found above, the evidence produced by Complainants fails to show that any of the Accused
Products meets the "entire limitations" of Claims 6 and 13.
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The Administrative Law Judge also disagrees with Complainants' allegation that
Respondents have tried to create a new argument regarding whether certain ring oscillators can
be "turned off." Complainants were unable to refute Dr. Subramanian's testimony and, instead,
now distort it. Complainants misstate the evidence about the {

}. They argue that the

{

}

Dr. Subramanian testified that {

} (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1502.) Without those control signals, "oscillation
unequivocally stops." (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1503.)
The Administrative Law Judge also rejects Complainants' argument that the {
} still generate a clock signal, even though they are not "used" by the PLL. This
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assumes that the {

} is only available when the {

and that the control signal must {

}

}. There is no basis in the record

for this assumption, because PLL circuitry provides the {
}. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1160-63,
1504-05; RX-0621 Cat QTPL 14882.) There are numerous sources for the {
as Dr. Subramanian testified:
Q.
Can you please explain how this circuit operates, with an emphasis on the
parts that you and Mr. Otteson were discussing?
A.
Certainly. So in general -the high- level description is the following:
Firstly, {

}. If you do not, oscillation
unequivocally stops. That's the high-level description of how this operates.
{
} we already discussed.
Q.
Great. So how does the operation of this circuit you just described support
your opinion relating to the requirement of His Honor's construction regarding
the "entire" limitations?
A.
Well, [given] that the current-controlled oscillators rely on the various
control signals to generate a clock, it clearly supports the argument, because it's
very clear that to generate a clock, the systems rely on these for all the reasons
I've listed out.
Q. You just mentioned control signals. Can you give a few examples of the
control signals in this specific configuration that we are looking at in Figure 2-2?
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A.
Certainly. Well, so in Figure 2-2, {
} we're talking
about-so one of the issues with Figure 2-2 [if] it doesn't identify specifically
{
}.
If we were talking about { }, the control signals associated with { }
would be, for example, internally {

}, controlled
by the digital system.
Similarly, there's all the digital controls, which control basically the-I
apologize. Let me finish the internal controls {

} are affected by the digital control. So we have internal control and
external control.
And, of course, {
}, have
the reference frequency as an input, because both of those are using the reference
frequency to determine the output of the particular blocks. And {
}
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1502-05.) All are part of the control mechanism through which the PLL
controls the oscillation of {

}. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1503.)

Further, the Administrative Law Judge rejects Complainants' argument that the {
shown in RX-0621C use {

}:
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REDACTED

(RX-0621C at QTPL 14891.) {
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}
The Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants mischaracterize testimony of Dr.
Subramanian concerning a graph from one of {
when they argue that the{

} technical documents

} will always have power to generate a clock signal. Complainants

argue that, according to this graph, {
}. However, Dr. Subramanian disproved this. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1453.)
According to the graph, {

REDACTED

{

}. (RX16

Because the graph is faint in the original, it is even more so as reprodteed above; however, the pertinent
information as discussed is evident from the original.
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0621C at QTPL 14889.) {

}. To the contrary, the Administrative Law Judge finds
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{

}, supports Dr. Subramanian's testimony
}.

by showing that the {

Regarding the Texas Instruments OMAP chips the Administrative Law Judge disagrees
with Complainants' conclusion that these chips do not require a control signal. Dr. Haroun gave
this testimony:
{

}.
(Tr. (Haroun) at 184-185 .) The oscillator on its own cannot operate; it requires the {
} in order to operate: "The oscillator by itself {
}. It does not function." (Tr. (Haroun)
at 189.) The.controlled oscillator needs this control information to generate an output frequency.
(Tr. (Haroun) at 188 (also noting that the controlled oscillator " {
} ").) Based on the diagram drawn by Dr. Haroun during his
testimony (CDX-0080C), Dr. Subramanian testified that the controlled oscillator of the DPLL
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inside the accused OMAP chips receives signals to control its output frequency. (Tr.
(Subramanian) 1319-20.) The Administrative Law Judge finds that the accused controlled
oscillators in the accused OMAP chips' DPLL rely on a control signal to generate a clock signal,
and cannot, therefore, satisfy the construction of the "entire" limitations.
Dr. Haroun confirmed that the ring oscillators in the accused OMAP chips use {
}" (Tr.
(Haroun) 203.) As in the {

}, the OMAP chips' controlled oscillator {
} . (Tr. (Haroun) at
} . (Id. 204-205.)

203-204.) Without this {

{

}, and the ring oscillator no

longer oscillates. (Tr. (Haroun) at 204.) Therefore, the OMAP chips' ring oscillators cannot
oscillate on their own without the PLL's generated control current. (Tr. (Subramanian) 1186-89.)
Complainants' argument to the contrary is not sustained by the evidence, and is therefore
rejected by the Administrative Law Judge.
In conclusion, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the evidence is not sufficient to
show that any of the Accused Products satisfies the "entire" limitations of any of the asserted
claims of the '336 patent, for the reasons discussed above. For this reason alone, the
Administrative Law Judge concludes there is no violation of Section 337, since none of the
Accused Products meets all of the claim limitations of the asserted claims of the '336 patent.
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2. The "Varying Together" Limitations
a) Complainants' Opening Brief
(1) The Accused Products have "first clocks" and CPUs on the
same chip
Complainants say that because all of the Accused Products include a CPU and a "first
clock" on the same chip, these elements "vary in the same way" with changes in voltage,
temperature and/or semiconductor processing. (CBr. at 29.) Complainants say the requirements
for the "varying" limitations of the asserted claims are summarized in their exhibit CDX0004.407, reproduced here:
Frequen,cy ot CPU and first Cl6Ck
Varying Together Due to Variations
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Complainants maintain that each of the Accused Products includes a CPU and a "first clock" on
the same chip, such that they vary similarly with changes in voltage, temperature and/or
semiconductor processing. (Id. at 30.) Complainants note that Order No. 31 states that the term
"varying" requires no construction because it would have been understood by a person of
ordinary skill in the art according to its plain meaning at the time of the invention. (Id. (citing
Order No . 31 at 68).)
Complainants say the claim language of the "varying" limitations is similar across the
asserted claims, but there are a few important differences concerning "processing capability'' and
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the word "and" versus the word "or." (Id.) Complainants say there are essentially two versions
of the "varying" limitations in the six independent claims, as shown in the following table:

hdepadNLt Claims I, 11:

K5- Poia:ts (ua.iqu.e to claims l :od 11):

"'a proa=ing frequency ~:ap:uillify of sm central
processing unit and a. spHd of said ring oscilWor
v.iriahle speed sy.;1em clock .. ~~ tor;edaer doe
m said ~ vanati.ons :od dW!- to at least
openting ,ro~ and tempeDtme . . ."'

•

hdepedent claims 6,. 13:

•

Processing fu!quency ~pabilify of CPU ..mes
with ,;pe,,d.ofring<Y..cilbtor

Vamticm due 1D :all t:U- par.amelEf5 (P. V .,,,1
1)

KE!- Poia:ts (~:un.e for cl:um~ 6. 13. 10. l6):

"'T..:arpu.g the proc~ fnq11rnl'.;r of [the CPU]
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•
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V
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(Id. at 30-31.)

Complainants say the experts for both sides agree that transistors on the same chip are
similarly affected by variations in process, voltage and temperature. (Id. at 31 (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 302-303, (Subramanian) at 1272).) To support this proposition, Dr. Oklobdzija
quoted the following passage from a textbook authored by two renowned experts:
Variation is the deviation from intended or designed values for a structure or
circuit parameter of concern. The electrical performance of microprocessors or
other integrated circuits are impacted by two sources of variation. Environmental
factors arise during the operation of a circuit, and include variations in power
supply, switching activity and temperature of the chip or across the chip. Physical
factors during manufacture result in .structural device and interconnect variations
that are essentially permanent. These variations arise due to processing and
masking limitations, and result in random or spatially varying deviations from
designed parameter values.
(Id. (citing CX-0154 at TPL853_0297444); Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 416-418).) As discussed, the

environmental factors that cause variations in performance include changes in "power supply"
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(voltage) and "temperature," while physical factors involve variations in semiconductor
processing or manufacture that are essentially permanent because they are set at the factory. (Id.
at 31 -32.) Both Dr. Oklobdzija and Dr. Subramanian are in agreement about PVT variations, say
Complainants. (Id. at 32.) Therefore, no one disputes that all of the transistm:s on the same chip,
including ring oscillators and CPUs, will be affected by changes in PVT. (Id.) However,
Respondents argue that while the "maximum capability" of their CPUs and on-chip clocks may
vary with PVT, the actual frequency of their on-chip clocks does not vary, because their clock
frequencies are controlled by PLLs. (Id.) Complainants disagree. (Id.)
(2) The processing frequency of the CPUs and "first clocks" vary
similarly with changes in PVT
According to Complainants, the processing frequency of the CPUs and the "first
clock[s]" in the Accused Products vary similarly with changes in PVT, and the addition of PLLs
does not negate infringement. (Id. at 3 3.) Complainants maintain that the Accused Products
meet the ''varying" elements of the '336 claims because the processing frequency of the CPUs
and the clock rates of the "first clock[s]" vary together with changes in PVT because the CPUs
and the "first clock[ s]" are on the same dies and the "first clock[ s]" are used to pace the
operation of the CPUs so that the speeds of the CPUs will always "vary together" with the clock,
by definition. (Id.) Complainants point out that Dr. Subramanian testified:
First, the starting point is PVT - process, voltage, and temperature, can indeed
vary. That is undisputed. In addition, it is undisputed that the maximum speed at
which a transistor can operate does indeed depend on PVT.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1116).)

According to Complainants, the mere use of PLLs in their Accused Products is an
acknowledgement that all of the circuits in these chips, including the CPUs and ring oscillators,
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vary with changes in PVT. Dr. Subramanian's testimony when he made a comparison to the
cruise controls of automobiles confirms this, say Complainants:
Q. So you said here in your expert report that, "When driving a car in cruise
control, the cruise control mechanism slows down the car when the car picks up
speed going downhill." Right?
A. Correct.

Q. And you also said, "Similarly, when the car goes uphill and slows down, the
cruise control accelerates the car in order to maintain the same speed, as
illustrated in Figure 19." Right?
A. Correct.
Q. Then you compare that to the PLL, and you say, "Like a cruise control keeping
the car at a fixed speed, the PLL will maintain a fixed frequency by telling the
controlled oscillator to slow down if the oscillator starts to speed up, and by
instructing the oscillator to speed up if it starts to slow down." Right?
A. Correct.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1419-20).) Thus, argue Complainants, Dr. Subramanian admits
that even with a PLL, the ring oscillator does not always stay at the same speed; rather, it speeds
up and slows down owmg to operating conditions such as temperature and voltage, or else there
would be no need for a PLL to try to maintain a given speed, within a range. (Id. at 33-34.)
Complainants say that, as a matter of law, the addition of a PLL to prevent the ring
oscillator from experiencing greater variations is irrelevant, according to what the Federal Circuit
said inA.B. Dick, 713 F.2d at 703:
It is fundamental that one cannot avoid infringement merely by adding elements if
each element recited in the claims is found in the accused device. See Apco Mfg.
Co., 275 U.S. 319, 328, 48 S.Ct. 170, 173, 72 L. Ed. 298 (1928). For example, a
pencil structurally infringing a patent claim would not become noninfringing
when incorporated into a complex machine that limits or controls what the pencil
can write. Neither would infringement be negated simply because the patentee
failed to contemplate use of the pencil in that environment.
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(Id. at 34.) According to Complainants, A.B. Dick rejected a theory that is closely analogous to
Respondents' non-infringement argument. The Accused Products include all of the elements of
· the asserted claims, and the fact that Respondents added another element, a "complex machine"
in the form of the PLL, "that limits or controls" the frequency of the ring oscillator does not
render the Accused Products non-infringing. (Id. (citing 713 F.2d at 703).)
Despite Respondents' argument that their clock frequencies do not vary at all with
changes in temperature and voltage, their own data prove otherwise, as discussed below, say
Complainants. Therefore, they satisfy the ''varying" limitations of the asserted claims, citing the
following excerpt from Judge Radar's concurring opinion in Embrex, Inc. v. Serv. Eng 'g Corp.,
216 F.3d 1343, 1352-53 (Fed. Cir. 2000):
Since its inception, this court has not tolerated the notion that a little infringement
- de minimis infringement - is acceptable infringement or not infringement at all.
The statute states directly that any unauthorized use of a patented invention is an
infringement. See 35 U.S .C. § 271(a) (1994). Thus, the statute leaves no leeway
to excuse infringement because the infringer only infringed a little.
(Id.). Even though the PLLs may prevent wide variations in frequency based on voltage and/or
temperature, Respondents' data show that the PLLs do not completely eliminate variations. (Id.)
Complainants say that Dr. Subramanian throughout his testimony was careful to
emphasize that changes in PVT affect "maximum performance capability" and "maximum
speed." (Id. at 35.) But he argued that the PLLs prevent the Accused Products from achieving
their "maximum" capability, which he contends is required by the '336 patent. (Id.) In this
manner, he tried to add a requirement that the frequency of the oscillator and CPU vary by 200 to
400 percent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1211-12).) This, say Complainants, is an attempt
by Respondents to re-litigate claim construction and import limitations from the specification,
such as "maximum speed possible" and "200 to 400%." The claims of the '336 patent do not
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require such limitations, say Complainants. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1508-09).) It is
wrong to read limitations from the specification into the claims, argue Complainants. (Id. (citing

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1320).) Even when the specification describes a single embodiment, the
claims of the patent will not be read restrictively unless the patentee has demonstrated a clear
intention to limit the claim scope using ''words or expressions of manifest exclusion or
restriction. (Id. (citingLiebel-Flarsheim Co. v. Medrad, Inc., 358 F.3d 898,906 (Fed. Cir.
2004)).) The same principle applies to prosecution history, say Complainants. (Id. (citing

Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)).)
Complainants argue that the evidence shows that the Accused Products meet the "varying
together" limitation of claims 1 and 11, and applying the plain language of those claims, Dr.
Oklobdzija testified that the processing frequency capability of the CPU ''varies together" with
the speed of the ring oscillator, owing to changes in semiconductor processing, voltage, and
temperature. (Id.) And absent his improper use of "maximum," even Dr. Subramanian' s
testimony supports infringement under claims 1 and 11, argue Complainants. (Id.) For example,
"[i]f conditions, PVT conditions, dictate that the maximum achievable performance has dropped,
everything will drop: both the clock and therefore the operation of the CPU." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1121, 1213).)
This same evidence satisfies the "vary in the same way'' limitations of claims 6, 10, 13,
and 16, say Complainants. (Id. at 36.) Under these claims, however, the processing frequency of
the CPU-and not its processing frequency capability, as is the case with claims 1 and 11-must
"vary in the same way" as the clock rate of the oscillator/clock. (Id.) Thus, any attempt by
Respondents to argue that the CPU's "maximum processing capability'' must vary by 200 to 400
percent, or any percentage for that matter, is improper for claims 6, 10, 13, and 16. (Id.) The
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very purpose of the oscillator/clock is to clock the CPU, or stated another way, to provide a
timing signal to the CPU. (Id.) This means that the "processing frequency'' of the CPU and the
"clock rate" of the oscillator/clock are the same, so they will always ''vary in the same way."
(Id.) Dr. Subramanian never acknowledged this truism, say Complainants, and the fact that the

Accused Products satisfy this limitation in claims 6, 10, 13, and 16 is beyond dispute, say
Complainants. (Id.)
Claims 6, 10, 13, and 16 do not require "varying in the same way'' to be based on all
three parameters, say Complainants. (Id.) Rather, the relevant requirement in these claims is
written in the disjunctive, such that the CPU and oscillator/clock need only "vary in the same
way relative to said variation in said one or more fabrication or operational parameters." (Id.)
The Accused Products indisputably satisfy this claim requirement based on Dr. Subramanian's
admissions about variations based on semiconductor processing and "binning," as discussed in
Section III.B.2.d. of their brief, say Complainants. (Id.)
(3) Dr. Subramanian 's tests confirm the "varying together"

limitations are met
Complainants say that the tests that Dr. Subramanian performed, which will be discussed
later, although "fatally flawed . . .confirm the 'varying together' due to changes in temperature
and voltage." (Id.) Complainants say that Respondents, in an effort to show that the Accused
Products do not meet the "varying" limitations, rely on certain tests that were discussed in Dr.
Subramanian's expert report and at trial. (Id.) Complainants say there are numerous problems
with Dr. Subramanian's testing, which undermine the validity of the data. (Id.) Dr.
Subramanian testified about temperature testing of a {

} using a

Samsung testing board. (Id. (citing RDX-0004.101).) The actual tests were performed by John
Fox, not Dr. Subramanian, note Complainants. (Id. at 36-37 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1251-
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52).) For temperature testing of the {

}, the tester did not measure the

temperature of the actual chip but, instead, that of the chip package. (Id. at 37 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1463-64).) Complainants say there are two problems with Dr. Subramanian's
data for the {

}. First, there was a ten-minute time interval between the

collection of data points shown on the graph. Dr. Subramanian has no data for the interval
between each point on the graph and, thus, has no idea how the frequency varied during that
time. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1465-67).) What is worse, say Complainants, Dr.
Subramanian used an unreasonably large scale to present his data on the graph, which is shown
in RDX-4.101, to make it look "completely flat as a function of frequency." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1225).) Dr. Subramanian's graph uses increments of 500 megahertz, which is
half a gigahertz, per line on the Y-axis, and Complainants say Dr. Subramanian agreed these
were "huge frequency ranges." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1469-70).) The graph's scale is
so large that it is analogous to trying to track someone's movements within a few city blocks by
watching them from outer space with a pair of binoculars, argue Complamants. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1473).) 17
Complainants argue that, when the data are displayed on a more reasonable scale it is
} does, in fact decrease as temperature

clear that the frequency of the {

decreases. (CBr. at 36.) Complainants argue that even though the chip has a PLL to try to

17

The Administrative Law Judge notes here that what occurred in the course of Mr. Otteman's crossexamination of Dr. Subramanian, is that Mr. Otteson posed this question to Dr. Subramanian, and received the
answer shown:
Q. But if you change the scale - - I mean, that would be like me trying to keep tabs on my son in
Palo Alto from a satellite with a pair ofbinoculars.
A. I don't understand the analogy. But if your point is if you go to a scale which the patent calls
flat, you can find it's not flat, fair enough, but that's true for crystals too. The patent clearly
considers that fixed. This is in the very same range that the patent calls fixed.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1473).)
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stabilize its frequency, the frequency varies 10 kilohertz, which is enough to tune an AM radio to
a different station, as depicted in the graph appearing here:
REDACTED

(Id. at 37.) Complainants say that, for the data Dr. Subramanian presented in RDX-0004.101,
"we have no idea what was happening in the frequency between the [IO-minute] time intervals"
for which he obtained measurements. (Id. at 38.) 18 Based on this, Complainants argue that
"even though Dr. Subramanian's test methodology was flawed and his data were presented with

18

Once again, to put this in context, this is how the transcript records tre colloquy on which this statement is
based:
Q. Okay. Well, you yourself acknowledge the PVT does affect transistors

n a silicon die; right"

A. In terms of maximum performance capabili1y, yes. But this data actually proves my point.
That is, the instability we see here, whatever variability you're trying to plot on this scale is no
worse than the variabili1y of a crystal, which actually supports my point that these PLLs are
incredibly stable.
Q. Okay. Again, you know, we have no idea what was happening in the frequency between the

time intervals that you measured; right?
A. That's true.

(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1474.)
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a misleading scale to make frequency appear 'completely flat,' the frequency decreased as
temperature increased." (CBr. at 37.) This, argue Complainants, is consistent with Dr.
Oklobdzija's opinions, which Complainants contend is confirmed by Dr. Subramanian himself,
and meets the ''varying" limitations of the '336 patent. (Id. at 38.)
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian also performed a voltage variation test for a Samsung
chip shown in RDX-0004.97. (Id.) For the voltage test, Dr. Subramanian's technician waited 30
to 60 seconds between measurements. Dr. Subramanian admitted that 30 to 60 seconds is an
eternity for microprocessors, because the PLL is "supposed to lock within 10 microseconds or
so." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1477-78).) He had no idea how the frequency of the
Samsung chip varied between measurements and admitted that under these conditions there
would be billions or trillions of intervening clock cycles. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 147879).) Complainants say Dr. Subramanian's methodology is like someone who sees a shooting
star streak across the night sky and then drives to the edge of a hill to take a picture of it, but by
I

then it is way too late to collect any meaningful data. (Id.)
As with his temperature tests, Dr. Subramanian chose a very large scale, with increments
of 10 megahertz on the Y-axis, to present the voltage testing data for the Samsung chip shown in
RDX-4.97, say Complainants. (Id.) The SO-megahertz value shown in RDX-4.97 was divided
down from the "actual on-chip PLL frequency," which was much higher, say Complainants.
(Id.) Thus, the IO-megahertz increments on the Y-axis of the graph in RDX-4.97 also represent

much larger increments, based on the.fixed ratio by which the PLL frequency was divided. (Id.)
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian's large increments for his graph are misleading and were
chosen to ensure that the frequency variation would appear to be "effectively flat." (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1216-17).) By contrast, if the data are presented on a more reasonable
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scale, it is clear that clock frequency increases with voltage, argue Complainants. (Id. (citing
CDX-0087C).)
Thus, although Dr. Subramanian's testing methodology was flawed and his results were
presented in a misleading way, the data still show that the frequency of the accused chips varies
with temperature and voltage, as taught by the '336 patent, say Complainants. (Id.)
(4) The ''first clocks " and CPUs of all Accused Products "vary
together " with variations in semiconductor manufacturing process
Complainants claim that ample evidence proves that the Accused Products satisfy the
''varying" limitations based on changes in voltage and temperature and that it is undisputed that
they satisfy the "varying" limitations due to variations in chip "fabrication" or "process."
Complainants note that Dr. Subramanian gave this testimony, which by itself is sufficient
evidence that the Accused Products satisfy the ''varying" limitations of claims 6, 10, 13, and 16:

-rn

the tutorial, and here again I will point out that it is widely accepted that
process can have variability, which can affect performance. Now, what is
process? I've been working in process for a large part of my career. Process is the
method by which we fabricate these systems. And it turns out the fabrication is
never perfectly set up. In other words, if I look at 100 different wafers and look at
100 different integrated circuits on those wafers, they won't all be exactly the
same, even though they are nominally designed the same. And one of the
consequences of that is, the maximum achievable performance for one integrated
circuit might be 100 megahertz. . . Whereas another nominally very similar
processor, just because of the variations in the process, might only be able to run
at 50 megahertz.

(Id. at 39 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1122:1-23; RDX-0004.10).) Thus, argue Complainants, in
this example, Dr. Subramanian testified that variations in process could result in performance
variations of 200 percent (50 megahertz versus 100 megahertz). (Id.) As the authors Boning and
Nassif explained, these variations are "physical factors" that are "·essentially permanent" because
they are set at the factory. (Id. (citing CX-0154 at TPL853_0292744: CDX-0005C.39).) As a
result of these permanent variations that are fixed in the chip at the factory, Dr. Subramanian
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testified that the industry engages in a common practice called "binning." (Id. at 39-40 (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1263-65).) Complainants say that Dr. Oklobdzija's explanation of binning
and process variations was consistent. (Id. at 40 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 296-301, 494-495).)
Complainants say that, according to Dr. Subramanian, if process conditions "dictate that the
maximum achievable performance has dropped, everything will drop, both the clock and,
therefore, the operation of the CPU. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1121).)
According to Complainants, Drs. Oklobdzija and Subramanian, as well as Boning and
Nassif, agree that there are significant variations that are permanently fixed into the
microprocessor chips at the factory as a result of process variations. (Id.) Typically such
variations can be in the order of20 percent (1 gigahertz versus 1.5 gigahertz) or even as much as
200 percent (50 megahertz versus 100 megahertz), according to Dr. Subramanian. (Id.) As a
result, manufacturers sell "faster" chips for a higher price and "slower" chips at a lower price.
Even though all of the chips have PLLs, Dr. Subramanian has admitted that process differences
occur at the factory, which permits chips "that are nominally designed the same" to be sold at
different prices. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1122-23; 1263-65).)
Thus, argue Complainants, it is undisputed that chips in the Accused Products have
process variations that are fixed at the factory, and therefore CPUs and clocks of some chips are
faster than others with "nominally the same design." (Id.) Complainants argue that there can be
no dispute that this process variation, by itself, satisfies the ''varying" limitations of claims 6, 10,
13, and 16. (Id.)
It is also undisputed, argue Complainants, that the clock rate of the entire oscillator is
always used to clock the CPU, and the processing frequency of the CPU will always vary with
the clock rate of the entire oscillator as a function of the fabrication parameters that were fixed in
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the chip in the factory, parameters that admittedly affect both the entire oscillator and the CPU.
I

(Id. at 40-41.) As a result, there can be no doubt that all of the Accused Products satisfy the

"varying" requirement of claims 6, 10, 13, and 16. (Id. at 41.)

b) Respondents' opening brief
Respondents, in their opening brief, point out that all of the asserted independent claims
require that the frequency of the claimed clock or oscillator must vary due to, as a function of, or
relative to variation in fabrication process, voltage, or temperature ("PVT"). (RBr. at 44-45
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 308-309, 520, 542-544, 546-547, 554-555).) For this reason, Dr.
Subramanian addressed the non-infringement of these ''varying" limitations together during his
testimony. (Id. at 45 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1210-79).)
(l) A PLL 's output frequency does not vary due to PVT
In all of the Accused Products, Dr. Oklobdzija identifies a PLL, or an incorporated
oscillator component, if there is any, as the alleged "first clock" whose frequency must vary
because of PVT. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 439-440, 474-475, 499-500, 510-511, 518519).) In making this allegation, Dr. Oklobdzija ignores an important and indisputable point,
argue Respondents, which is that a PLL is the antithesis of a variable speed system clock. (Id.)
By its very nature and design, a PLL outputs a very stable and fixed frequency. (Id. at 45-46
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1213; RDX-0004.94).) To achieve this stability, the PLL precisely
controls and fixes its components' output frequency by continuously comparing this output
against an accurate and fixed reference signal provided by an external crystal or clock generator.
(Id. at 46 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1212-13; RDX-0004.94).)

Dr. Haroun of Texas Instruments confirmed this key feature of PLLs when he testified
that the oscillators in the DPLLs of the OMAP chips ''would have a consistent frequency''
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because the components of the DPLL "together are designed to have a constant value." (Id.
(citing Tr. (Haroun) at 195).) Dr. Haroun also testified that the frequency of the DPLL, "[o]nce
it's set, it's supposed to stay at the frequency until external control ask for something
different.. .So it's always stable." (Id. (citing Tr. (Haroun) at 201 -202).) He testified that
"[t]here's always, at all times, the clock is tightly controlled to a known value." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Haroun) at 202).) Because of this desire for a stable frequency, Texas Instruments {

}. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Haroun) at 203).)
As further support, Respondents note that Dr. Subramanian testified that the ability of a
PLL to provide a fixed and stable output frequency is analogous to a car's cruise control, which
maintains a car's speed regardless of environmental conditions. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1214; RDX-0004.95).) For example, a cruise control set to run at 55 miles an hour will maintain
this fixed speed regardless of whether the car is going uphill, downhill, or traveling level on a
flat road. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1214).) Like a cruise control, the PLL compensates
for any PVT effects on its transistors and circuitry, thereby resulting in a fixed-speed clock like
the prior art discussed in the '336 patent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1213).)
Respondents also point out that one of the named inventors of the '336 patent, {

}. (Id. at 46-47 (citing RX-0167C {

} at 237).) Leaving no doubt, .

argue Respondents, that a PLL is opposite of a variable-speed clock, {

· } said that using

a PLL-based frequency synthesizer to time a CPU ''would defeat the purpose of a variable speed
timing described in the '336 patent" because the purpose of the PLL-based frequency synthesizer
is "to not vary." (Id. (citing RX-0167C at 231-232).)
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(2) Empirical evidence shows that the PLL 's frequency does not
vary
Respondents say empirical evidence confirms that the PLL's frequency does not vary due
to PVT. (Id.) To confirm the well-known fact that PLLs output a very stable frequency, Dr.
Subramanian worked with an engineer at a testing facility to measure clock speed in a few of the
accused chips. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1252).) These measurements demonstrate that
PLLs do not vary as a result of, due to, or as a function of parameters such as temperature,
voltage, and fabrication process. (Id.)
With respect to the accused Samsung Exynos 4412 chip, Dr. Subramanian measured
clock output frequency over a large temperature range and over a substantial voltage range. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1215; RX-1179; RX-1181).) In doing this, Dr. Subramanian
mounted chips on a development board, which are available on the open market and can
implement basic phone functions. (Id. at 47-48, n. 7 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1215).) He
then used a high-precision and well-calibrated Agilent 5313 lA frequency counter to characterize
the frequency behavior of the chips as a function of temperature or voltage. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1219; RDX-0004.96).) In addition, the PLL's frequency output was subjected
to a fixed ratio divider that provides a fixed fraction of the actual on-chip PLL frequency. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1216-17; RDX-0004.97).) Because of this fixed division ratio, the
measured frequency will vary by the same amount as the PLL. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1217).) The results of this testing appear on RDX-4.97, where the plot on the left (see below)
shows frequency as a function of temperature, while the graph on the right (also below) depicts
frequency as a function of voltage. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1216; RDX-0004.97).)
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Dr. Subramanian testified that "if you look at the data, you see that it is effectively flat."

(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1217; RDX-0004.97).) Dr. Subramanian said: "[T]he key point
is, over a large range of testing, 0 to 70° C, and an almost 20 percent change in operating
voltage, which is a large change in operating voltage, because these PLLs are driven with
precision power sources, we see that the clock frequency basically doesn't move very much. It's
extremely flat." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1217).) This level of stability in frequency is
in the same ballpark as what a crystal, which the patent calls "fixed," would exhibit, say
Respondents. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1217-18; JXM-0001 at 17:32-34).)
For the purpose of seeking additional confirmation about the stability of the frequency of
the PLL, despite changes in temperature or voltage, Dr. Subramanian also calculated the
tolerance, that is, the variability associated with the measurements. (Id. at 48-49 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1218).) The table in RDX-4.97 shows "variation is tiny," being less than 0.001
percent. (Id. at 49 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1218; RDX-0004.97).) This shows that the PLL
outputs an extremely stable frequency that is, according to the patent, fixed. (Id. at 49.)
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In addition, Respondents assert that Dr. Subramanian measured the PLL :frequency of the
accused Samsung S5PC210 chip as a function of voltage or temperature by using the same
procedure and set-up that were used for the Exynos chip. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 121821: RDX-0004.98).) As with the Exynos chip, the data for the Samsung S5PC210 chip,
appearing below in a reproduction ofRDX-4.99, shows no variation over a temperature range of
0 to 80 degrees Celsius and over a voltage range of 0.95V to 1.20V. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1220-21; RX-1184C; RX-1186C; RDX-0004.99).) The tolerance for
temperature measurement was a miniscule +/- 0.000087 percent. (Id.)
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(Id. (citing RDX-0004.99 (excerpt).) Dr. Subramanian testified that the data "shows that the
frequency is essentially flat as a function of temperature[,]" and "similarly, the frequency is
essentially flat as a function of voltage." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1220).)
According to Respondents, the measurements obtained by Dr. Subramanian for the
accused {

} show the same

result: the clock :frequency is flat as a function of temperature. (Id. at 49-50 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1221-24; RDX-0004.100).) Because this chip was inside an operating mobile
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phone, Dr. Subramanian measured the camera clock frequency as a proxy for the output of the
} . (Id.

PLL, since this {
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1221 -22; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1914-16, 1918).) The

measured camera clock frequency, which is a fixed fraction of the actual on-chip PLL frequency,
is again "incredibly flat" over the temperature range of 0 to 50 degrees Celsius, with a tolerance
of+/- 0.000015 percent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1222-23; RX-1187C; RX-1188C;
l_li)X-0004.100).) This is shown in RDX-4.100, excerpted here:
REDACTED

a

Respondents say different temperature range of 0 to 50 degrees Celsius was used for the
{

} phone, as distinguished from the tests of the other chips, in order to prevent battery

damage. (Id. at n. 8 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1223).)
Dr. Subramanian also measured the frequency output of the relevant PLL in the
{

} by using a development board from {

}. (Id. (citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1224-25; RDX-0004.101).) This {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1224).) Therefore, he was able to measure the full 1.5 gigahertz frequency of the PLL over a
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large temperature range extending from Oto 50 degrees Celsius with a tolerance of+/- 0.000619
percent. (Id. at 50-51.) A temperature range of Oto 50 degrees Celsius was used for this

{

} because it was on a development board that required a larger oven than the one

used for the other chips, and had a maximum temperature of 50 degrees Celsius. (Id. at 51, n. 9
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1225).) Respondents say that, as with the other data measurements,
the output frequency of this PLL is "completely flat" and "incredibly stable over the temperature
range that we could do ." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1225).) The data actually shows that
any possible fluctuation is "basically in the range of what the crystal can provide." (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1225; RX-0167C (Fish Dep.) at 145 (saying a crystal is "a fixed clock for
all intents and purposes.")).) An excerpted reproduction of RDX-0004.101 appears below:
REDACTED

Respondents say the evidence empirically demonstrates, clearly, that "the PLL does
exactly what it should." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1226).) In particular, the output
frequency of the PLL "does not vary'' and "is extremely stable." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
at 1226).)
Instead of the fixed frequency produced by a PLL, the '336 patent teaches that the
variable speed of the frequency of its clock changes by as much as 400 percent because of PVT.
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(Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 17:21-22 ("factor of four")).) In another example, the patent states that

the frequency of its clock changes by 200 percent because of temperature, varying from 50
megahertz at 70 degrees Celsius to 100 megahertz at room temperature (~22°C). (Id. at 51 -52
(citing JXM-0001 at 16:60-63; 17-21 -22; RDX-0004.93).) Over the same temperature range, Dr.
Subramanian's test measurements show no detectable variatio~. (Id. (citing RDX-0004.97101).) In the face of the sharp distinction between the patent and the PLLs of the accused chips,
Dr. Oklobdzija sought to distinguish the variations described in the patent by arguing that the
variations described in the patent were "debatable" and by characterizing the patent specification
as a mere "preamble" of no import. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 784-788, 804-807).)
However, argue Respondents, the facts are simple and oppose Complainants' allegation-the
:frequencies in the accused PLLs do not vary by virtue of PVT. (Id.)
In contrast to the compelling data that Dr. Subramanian assembled, Dr. Oklobdzija did
not offer any measurements or test results, say Respondents. Although Dr. Oklobdzija said he
·had told Complainants' attorneys that he wanted to perform such measurements, he did not, nor
did anyone else do so for him. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 980-981).) In their reply brief,
Respondents point out that, without any data of their own to substantiate their arguments,
Complainants criticize the results of Dr. Subramanian's measurements, first because of the
length of his time intervals and second because of the scales and increments used to graph the
data. (RRBr. at 9.) Also, Complainants suggest that the test data shows de minimis variations
when the scale is drastically magnified without justification. (Id. (citing CBr. at 34, 36-38).)
None of these criticisms is valid, say Respondents. (Id.)
Respondents note that while criticizing Dr. Subramanian's measurements, Dr. Oklobdzija
presented no empirical evidence of his own, although Complainants had ample time before filing
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their complaint to perform the same measurements. (Id.) They also had ample opportunity
during discovery to run such tests. (Id.) They demanded and obtained samples of Accused
Products from each of Respondents and could have obtained additional products on the open
market if they needed mor.e samples. (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija said he expressed a desire to perform
such tests. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 980-981).) With both the incentive and the
opportunity to perform these tests, the fact remains that Complainants did not perform a single
measu:r;_ement. (Id.) Their failure to do so means that Dr. Subramanian's tests constitute the only
empirical evidence in the record, and Respondents argue this evidence is fatal to Complainants'
case. (Id.)
(3) The criticisms of the test measurements are unjustified
With respect to Complainants' first criticism regarding the ten-minute time intervals
between temperature measurements for the {
}, Dr. Subramanian squarely addressed this issue during his
testimony at the hearing, say Respondents. (Id.) The ten-minute interval between measurements
was necessary to allow the oven in which the tests were being conducted to reach the next
temperature point in order to obtain accurate temperature measurements. (Id. at 9-10 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1250, 1477-78).) The 30- to 60-second intervals for the voltage measurements
were necessary to allow the technician who operated the testing equipment under Dr.
Subramanian's supervision to manually change the voltage values for the following
measurements. (Id. at 10 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1478).) These time intervals had no effect
on the validity or reliability of the measurements, however, because the accused PLLs output a
frequency signal when they are in a locked state, at which time the frequency is fixed and very
stable. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1250-51, (Haroun) at 187).) Therefore, there is no
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reason to expect any difference or variation in the frequency of the PLL, regardless of the point
in time at which the measurement occurs. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1507).) In short, the
frequency should remain constant regardless of the measurement interval, and as the tests
showed, the frequency did remain constant at each time interval tested. (Id.)
As for Complainants' second criticism, i.e. faulting the scale and increments that were
used to graph the temperature measurement results for the {

} and

voltage test results for the Samsung Exynos 4412 chip, that criticism does not challenge the
underlying data depicted in the graphs. (Id.) That data shows frequency stabilities that are at the
measurement limits of the testing equipment, which is 0.000015 percent to 0.000648 percent.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1243-44; RDX-0004.101).)

Although Complainants fault Dr. Subramanian's use of 500 megahertz increments in his
graph on RD X-0004.101, they ignore the fact that the clock signal generated by the {
} is about 1,500 megahertz (1.5 gigahertz), which is three times the increment that was
used. (Id. at 10-11 (citing RDX-0004. l 01 ).) Seen in this light, Respondents argue that "this
[scale] is absolutely the appropriate scale to use." (Id. at 11 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 14 70).)
The same holds for the voltage measurements in the Exynos 4412 chip, where the 10 megahertz
increments are appropriate for the measured signal of about 50 megahertz, which is five times
the increment that was used. (Id. (citing RDX-0004.97).) Respondents note that Dr. Oklobdzija
had the opportunity to comment on the data, but he did not question the increments used in Dr.
Subrarrianian's graphs, nor did Dr. Oklobdzija suggest that a different scale should have been
applied. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 761-770, (Subramanian) at 1226-52).)
Respondents assert that use of smaller graph increments, such as 1 megahertz or even
0.01 megahertz cannot change one key fact-the PLL output frequency for each of the tested
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chips remained fixed and stable over wide variations in temperature and voltage. (Id. ( citing
RDX-0004.97; RX-1180C; RX-1182C (Exynos results); RDX-0004.101; RX-1189C; RX-1190C

({

})).) For example, say Respondents, the PLL output frequency of the

{

} chip was fixed and stable over the large temperature range of 0 degrees to 60 degrees
Celsius, and the frequency measurements for the Exynos 4412 chip were similarly fixed and
stable over the large power-supply range of 0.95 volts to 1.2 volts. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian
stressed that the data "is completely flat as a function of frequency." (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1225, 1217).)
Respondents say Complainants falsely suggest that the use of their scale shows de
minimis variations. (Id. at 11-12 (citing CBr. at 37-38).) However, the newly created graph in

Complainants' opening brief, which Respondents contend lacks testimonial support, actually
highlights a fundamental flaw in Complainants' suggested scale. (Id. at 12 (citing CBr. at 12).)
Rather than presenting the same graph that Complainants' counsel created and used during the
hearing, CDX-0086C, Complainants include in their opening brief a different, newly created
graph, say Respondents. (Id. (advocating comparing CDX-0086C with CBr. at 37).) Instead of
showing the "mean frequency'' in megahertz on the Y-axis, as CDX-0086C does, the Y-axis in
Complainants' brand-new graph shows the "change from initial mean frequency," using different
units of measurement. (Id. (suggesting a comparison of the Y-axis legend and scale of CDX0086C with Y-axis legend and scale in the graphs shown in CBr. at 37).) This belated tactic on
the part of Complainants to alter their own graph is not surprising, say Respondents, because the
genµine CDX-0086C reveals a critical flaw in Complainants' position: it plots the {

}

data points on a miniscule scale that is between 1. 512ois gigahertz to 1.512}.8 gigahertz, and by
so doing, Complainants magnify the Y-axis scale by a factor of more than 200,000 times and plot
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these data points over a miniscule 0.00001 gigahertz range. (Id.) Respondents say changing the
units of the Y-axis in their newly created graph, however, fails to remedy this critical flaw in
Complainants' argument, since the underlying data stays the same. (Id.) Complainants' position
is akin to zooming in on a flat table with an electron microscope and arguing that misalignment
in the atoms on the table's surface somehow prevents the table from being perceived as flat.
(Id.)

On the other hand, Dr. Subramanian selected the Y-axis scale for his graph based on the
teachings of the '336 patent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1507 ("the scales that I used to
plot those were specifically used to be consistent with the patent terminology and patent
descriptions"); JXM-0001 at 16:61-63 (discussing variation from 50 megahertz at 70 degrees
Celsius to 100 megahertz at 22 degrees Celsius)).) In contrast to Dr. Subramanian's units of
measurement, Complainants' grossly magnified scale of0.00001 gigahertz for a 1.5 gigahertz
signal zooms into a region that the patent itself considers "fixed," rather than variable. (Id.) Dr.
Subramanian testified that "[t]he scale that Mr. Otteson [Complainants' counsel] used in his
zoomed-in plots was in fact what-in the region in which the patent calls fixed." (Id. at 12-13
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1506).)
Furthermore, the tiny Y-axis range that Complainants magnified "is actually below the
range of what a crystal delivers, and the patent calls that amount of variation fixed; specifically,
multiple times [the patent] calls it fixed." (Id. at 13 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1482).) When
the patent was effectively filed, in 1989, crystals exhibited a variance of 100 parts per million,
compared to today's high-precision crystals' five or ten parts per million. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1483).) Yet the patent views variances of 100 parts per million as insignificant
by calling the crystal's frequency "fixed." (Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 17:29-34).) With their
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magnified graphing scales, Complainants are seeking possible frequency variations that are still
well below the crystal's 100 parts per million variance that the patent regards as fixed. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1484).) Respondents note that Complainants' opening brief states
that the amount of variance shown in the graph (on page 37) is 10,000 hertz. (Id. at n. 2 (citing
CBr. at 37).) This variance is measured on a 1.5 gigahertz (1,500,000,000 hertz) signal. (Id.
(citing CDX-0086C).) Thus, the amount of variance is 10,000/1,500,000,000, or 0.000007,
which is seven parts per million. (Id. at n.2.) This falls within the range of five to ten parts per
million of today's high-precision crystals and is well below the 100 parts-per-million variance of
crystals that the '336 patent characterized as fixed. (Id.)
In addition, say Respondents, Complainants' magnified graphing scale puts the data at

the precision limit of the Agilent frequency counter. (RRBr. at 13 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1482).) Dr. Subramanian testified that the scale used

mComplainants' graphs is actually "below

the noise floor of the measurement instrument," such that any perceived unevenness in the data
points using Complainants' magnified scale relates to the measurement instrument's precision
limit. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1243-44, 1481 -82).) As with a microscope, which allows
a user to see only to a certain degree of magnification, the Agilent frequency measurement tool
has a detection limit on how small a frequency difference it can detect. In light of the
instrument's detection limit and the microscopic nature of the fluctuations, an apparent
fluctuation of 0.00001 gigahertz occurring between 0 and 60 degrees Celsius for the {

}

chip is virtually no variation at all. (Id. at 13 -14.) Dr. Subramanian demonstrated that there is no
variation in the measured PLL output frequency-"This is statistically flat." (Id. at 14 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1481).) Since there is no statistically significant variation in PLL output
frequency, there is no infringement, de minimis or otherwise, and Complainants' reliance on
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cases relating to de minimis infringement is misplaced, say Respondents. (Id. (citing CBr. at
34).)
Respondents address other criticisms leveled by Dr. Oklobdzija at Dr. Subramanian's
tests in their opening brief, at pages 52-67. Respondents point out that when Dr. Subramanian
was afforded an opportunity to respond, he addressed each of the criticisms that Dr. Oklobdzija
and Complainants raised, showing how their criticisms were wrong. (RBr. at 52.)
First, Respondents take up Dr. Oklobdzija's contention that Dr. Subramanian did not
explain how he performed his measurements. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 764-770).) In
response to this charge, Dr. Subramanian testified that "there is a huge amount of detail, both
within the body of the expert report and in the exhibits that explained the process." (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1227-31).) The body of Dr. Subramanian's expert report and exhibits
contain almost 80 pages detailing the testing procedures, providing the measured data, and
discussing the implications of the data. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1218).) Ifhe had
reviewed and considered Dr. Subramanian's full report, Dr. Oklobdzija would have found that
the complicated in-chip measurements he assumed were important were actually not needed.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 766, (Subramanian) at 1227).) Dr. Subramanian testified "in all

cases we were doing board-level measurements that did not require us to land a probe inside a
chip." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1227-28).) These development boards, which are
commonly used in industry and are available from chip manufacturers and in the open market,
implement standard phone functionalities that allow phone makers to obtain detailed
measurements of the chip, in order to develop phone features based thereon. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1231-35).) Because these boards have pins that allow external measurements
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to be made of internal signals, Dr. Subramanian did not have to probe inside the chips
themselves. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1229, 1232, 1236).)
As to Dr. Oklobdzija's professed confusion "because one set of data shows a 50
megahertz signal for a one gigahertz clock," Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija missed a point that
Dr. Subramanian's expert report made clear: for the Samsung chips which are the subject of this
particular criticism, the development board's configuration employs a divide-by-32 fixed-ratio
divider on the output of the clock signal. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1229).) Put another
way, the data for the Samsung chips measured a divided-down version of the clock signal. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1237).) The use of a fixed-ratio divider, which Respondents say is a
common industry practice, does not affect the validity of the results, because any variations in
the one gigahertz clock signal will also appear in the divided-down signal. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1237).)
As for Dr. Oklobdzija's statement that it is impossible to push a one gigahertz clock
beyond the input-output boundary, Respondents respond that this does not apply to the tested
Samsung chips and {

} phone because the measured frequencies were below one gigahertz,

since the clock signal passed through a fixed-ratio divider. (Id. at 54 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1238).) Even with respect to the {

} chip measurements, which operate at 1.5

gigahertz, Dr. Oklobdzija's impossibility argument is wrong as is shown, for example, by the
well-known DDR3 memory interface, which Complainants have accused in this Investigation.
One of the implementations of the DDR3 technology standard involves outputting a one
gigahertz signal across a chip's input-output interface, thereby disproving Dr. Oklobdzija's
argument. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1238-39).) The evidence in this Investigation
confirms that outputting a signal in the gigahertz frequency range through an input-output
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interface is possible, as shown by the 1.512 gigahertz frequency measurements output by the
{

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1239).)

Respondents also refute Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony that a chip does not have a pin to
extract the clock signal, and the PLL cannot run at 50 megahertz. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija at
767-768, (Subramanian) at 1239).) Respondents say this point rehashes the prior criticisms, and
furthermore with respect to the tested {

} phone, Dr. Oklobdzija failed to understand that

the measurements obtained reflect a divided-down fraction of the PLL's frequency that was
output through the CAMIF camera interface. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1240).) With
respect to the chips on the development boards, Dr. Oklobdzija failed to realize that the boards
have input-output pins that allow measurements of the clock signals. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1240).) Depending on the configuration of the board, Dr. Subramanian either
measured the clock signal's full frequency at 1.5 megahertz for the {

} development

board, or detected a divided-down frequency of about 50 megahertz for the Samsung
development boards, which use a fixed-ratio divider at the output pin. (Id.) As previously noted,
the use of a fixed-ratio divider does not affect the validity of the results, since any variations in
the clock signal also appear in the divided-down signal. (Id. at 54-55 (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
at 1237).)
Another criticism raised by Dr. Oklobdzija is that a probe was not inserted into the chip
and that it is otherwise very difficult to measure inside a chip, in reply to which Respondents say
the use of development boards for the Samsung chips and {
the use of the camera clock in the {

}, as well as
}, made such invasive

measurements unnecessary. (Id. at 55 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1241, (Oklobdzija) at 768).)
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Dr. Oklobdzija also questioned the precision of the measurements because they appeared
to exceed the precision of the crystal's specification. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1242,
(Oklobdzija) at 764-765).) This argument is off target, argue Respondents, because even though
the '336 patent characterizes crystal clocks as providing a fixed frequency, crystal clocks, even
temperature-compensated crystal oscillators, still exhibit very small variations. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1245; JXM-0018 at 18-34 (patentee recognizing during the original
prosecution of the patent that crystal clocks exhibit small PVT-related variations)).) Because of
this, a crystal's specifications provide a range for such variations. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
·at 1245).) In high-performance devices, such as cell phones, the crystals usually vary by no
more than 10 parts per million, and the crystal used on the development boards in this
Investigation included either a standard crystal with a variance of ten parts per million or a highprecision crystal with a variance of five parts per million or less. (Id. (citing Tr. (Suoramanian)
at 1246).) At the nominal frequency of 50 megahertz, such as the crystals in the Samsung chips,
the standard ten part per million translates to a worst-case variation of 500 megahertz over the
full temperature range of -20 degrees to +70 degrees Celsius, as is shown in the crystal's
specification. (Id. at 55-56 (citing Tr. 1246-47).) Since the measured temperature range, 0 to 70
degrees Celsius, is a fraction of the temperature range in a crystal's specification, which is minus
20 degrees to plus 70 degrees Celsius, Dr. Subramanian calculated that the crystal's frequency
variation for the range that he measured would be, conservatively, about 300 hertz, which is
0.0003 megahertz. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1247-48).) This variance of 300 hertz in the
crystal's frequency is comparable to the 280 hertz variance for the PLL output frequency
measured by Dr. Subramanian. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1248; RX-1180.2).) Thus, the
precision of Dr. Subramanian's variance measurements matches the precision of the crystal's
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vanance. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1248).) Dr. Subramanian performed the same
calculations for the data related to the {

}, which were measured over a smaller

range of temperatures, 0 to 50 degrees Celsius, and he reached the same conclusions. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1248-49).) Respondents conclude that Dr. Oklobdzija's purely anecdotal
criticism is misguided. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 56).)
As for Dr. Oklobdzija's criticism that the testing protocol should not have used a tenminute interval between measurements and that the testing failed to detect the frequency of the
PLL in an unlocked state, Respondents reply that Dr. Oklobdzija again ignores the facts . The tenminute wait, as previously recounted from Respondents reply brief, was necessary to allow the
oven to reach the next temperature point and to thus obtain accurate temperature measurements.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1250, 1477-78).) With respect to an unlocked state,
Respondents reply that such measurements would be irrelevant because the PLLs in the accused
chips output clock frequency only in a locked state. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1250-51 ,
(Haroun) at 187).) Because a PLL in an unlocked state does not output a clocking signal to the
rest of the chip, any inquiry about the unlocked state is immaterial when it comes to analyzing
claims that expressly require a clock or oscillator to clock the supposed CPU. (Id. at 56-57
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1250; JXM-0001 at claims 1, 6, 10-11, 13, and 16).)
After Dr. Subramanian had rebutted all of Dr. Oklobdzija' s criticisms, Complainants'
counsel resorted to an attack on the scale that Dr. Subramanian used to graph the data that was
obtained. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1479).) In the course of that endeavor, he magnified
the scale on the Y-axis to plot the Exynos 4412 chip data points from 50.005252 megahertz to
50.005266 megahertz, say Respondents. (Id. (citing CDX-0087C; CDX-0086C (plotting
{

} data points between 1.512028 gigahertz to 1.512038 megahertz)).) In so doing,
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Complainants magnified the Y-axis scale by a factor of more than 4.3 7 million times by plotting
the Exynos 4412 data points over a miniscule range of 0.000014 gigahertz. (Id. (citing CDX0087C; CDX-0086C (plotting the {

} data over a 0.00001 gigahertz range)) .)

Respondents say that, unlike Complainants, Dr. Subramanian selected the Y -axis scale
for his graphs based on the teachings of the patent (which have been described above in
connection with Respondents' reply brief). Respondents note that Dr. Subramanian testified that
"[t]he scale that Mr. Otteson used in his zoomed-in plots was in fact what-in the region in
which the patent calls it fixed." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1506).)
Regardless, say Respondents, Complainants re-graphing of the data is scientifically
unsound. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian testified that the tiny Y-axis range that Complainants magnified
"is actually below the range of what a crystal delivers, and the patent calls that amount of
variation fixed, multiple times. (Id. at 57-58 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1482).)
Respondents say Complainants' magnified graphing scale puts the data at the precision
limit of the Agilent frequency counter. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1482.) Stated elsewise,
any perceived unevenness in the data points using Complainants' magnified scale are artifacts of
the measurement instrument's limits of precision. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1482).)
In summary, Dr. Oklobdzija's criticisms of the measurement methodology lack merit.
His criticisms simply spotlight the substance of Dr. Subramanian's 80 pages of testing protocol
and data, but fail in any respect to impugn the results. (Id.)
(4) Complainants' other theories do not satisfy the "varying
together" limitations
Next, Respondents argue that, instead of putting forth actual empirical evidence, Dr.
Oklobdzija advanced seven strained and purely anecdotal reasons to buttress his opinions that the
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Accused Products purportedly meet the ''varying" limitations. (Id. at 58-59.) Respondents
counter that none of these propositions withstands scrutiny.
Turning first to Dr. Oklobdzija citation to and reliance on a textbook edited by Professor
Chandrakasan, in support of Dr. Oklobdzija's argument that, according to the laws of physics,
the frequency of a PLL will vary with PVT, Respondents p9int to the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija
· admitted on cross-examination that the cited excerpt in the textbook does not discuss a single
operating product, much less any of the Accused Products or chips. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija)
at 871).) Nor does it mention PLLs or voltage-controlled oscillators. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 871; CX-0154).) This is not surprising, argue Respondents, since the 21-page
chapter, from which Complainants extracted two paragraphs, discusses theoretical constraints
based on statistical description of parameter variations. (Id. (citing CX-0154 at 2, 11; Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 870-871).)
Based on his review of the textbook excerpt, Dr. Subramanian concluded that it does not
support Dr. Oklobdzija's argument. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1254; RDX-4.104).) Dr.
Subramanian explained his position this way:
Now, the specific reasons [why Dr. Oklobdzija is] running into problems with
respect to the laws-of-physics argument is, he's identifying a physical fact - in
other words, ·these variations happen - and he's trying to tie it to a real processor
and ignoring the circuits that basically prevent that variation from doing anything.
In other words, he's taking this physical fact and applying it to a prior-art
approach. And he's incorrect in that regard.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1254-55).) By focusing on a theoretical paper using statistical

modeling, Dr. Oklobdzija misses a simple truth, which is that a PLL compensates for any PVT
effects on transistors in order to keep the output frequency stable and fixed. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1255).)
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Second, Dr. Oklobdzija claimed that jitter is a PVT-related variation in the Accused
Products. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 513-514).) But, again, he is wrong, say Respondents.
Dr. Subramanian testified that jitter is not a change in frequency. (Id. at 59-60 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1256-57); RDX-0004.105).) Specifically, the rising and falling edges of an
idealized clock signal, as illustrated by the red lines in the excerpt from RDX-4.105 shown
below, are precisely spaced and appear exactly where they ought to be. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1256; RDX-0004.105).) In reality, however, the position of the edge of a clock
signal does not follow this idealized form; sometimes an edge may surface early and sometimes
late. At other times it may show up a! its idealized point. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1256).) What actually occurs is relatively random. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1256-57).)
This randomness in the occurrence of a clock's signal is called jitter, and Respondents argue that
it is not a change in frequency, as Dr. Oklobdzija asserts. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1256).))
Id.eat clock ed.gc
(no fitter)

Clock wave.,.fo...,rn_1 _

_.

(Id. (citing RDX-0004.105 (excerpt).)

Respondents say this random uncertainty with respect to a single edge is not the type of
variation that occurs due to PVT, as is contemplated in the '336 patent. (Id.) Although the
position of a particular edge may randomly shift from cycle to cycle, overall, the frequency of
the clock signal does not change. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1257).) This randomness is
miniscule, while the patent focuses on large performance variations caused by PVT. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1258, 1261).) Any residual doubt that jitter is not the sort of variation that
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the patent encompasses, should be dispelled by awareness of the fact that jitter is a phenomenon
that has existed since long before the filing of the patent, and that crystal oscillators themselves
exhibit jitter. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1258-59; JXM-0018 (Prosecution History) at 34).) Yet, despite the well-known effect of jitter on crystals, the patent still characterizes crystals
as fixed clocks. (Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 17:29-3,4).) Accordingly, jitter, argue Respondents, is
not a variation that is due to PVT. (Id.)
Respondents also say that Dr. Oklobdzija points to {

} mention of PVT in

certain technical documents for some of the Accused Chips as evidence of the claimed
"varying . .. due to [PVT]." (Id. at 61 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 463-465).) Respondents say that
mere mention of the subject of PVT in a technical document falls short of Complainants' burden
of proof. (Id.) All of the {

} statements involve discussion "over worst-case

process/voltage/temperature." (Id. (citingRDX-0004.107C; CDX-0005.40C-42C).) {
} and guarantees their operation under extreme conditions, by mapping out the
possible worst-case PVT conditions and then designing its chips to operate under these worstcase conditions. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262; RDX-0004.107C).) Dr. Oklobdzija
testified on cross-examination that {

} statements mean only that "whoever uses our

chip, we want to guarantee that under worst conditions it will still work" and "out of this_ limit,
don't return the product to us." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 875-876).) This, argue
Respondents, has nothing to do with variation. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262).)
Respondents say these statements of {

} indicate its practice squarely falls within

the prior art, which the patent took pains to distinguish. (Id.) According to the patent,
"[t]raditional CPU designs are done so that with the wors[t] case of the three parameters, the
circuit will function at the rated clock speed," which means that the CPU must be clocked at a
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speed slower than the chip's maximum theoretical performance for it to operate properly under
those worst case PVT conditions. (Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 16:48-53).) As with the traditional
approach that the patent criticizes, {

} cares about PVT and designs its circuits to operate

at a rated clock speed that will allow the CPU to operate under these worst-case conditions. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262-63, (Oklobdzija) at 877-878).) Merely caring about PVT and
designing for the possibility of worst-case scenarios, however, do not mean that the frequency of
the PLL actually varies due to PVT. (Id. at 61-62 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1263).) To the
contrary, this demonstrates the use of the prior art traditional CPU design that the patent sought
to avoid. (Id. at 62 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262).) Dr. Oklobdzija attempts to make a
logical leap that has no technical or factual support when he fosters this argument, say
Respondents. (Id.)
Respondents next address Dr. Oklobdzija's assertion that binning is evidence of
variations due to manufacturing process. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 298-299).) Respondents
reply that Dr. Oklobdzija is wrong. (Id.) Binning involves the grouping of chips according to
operational capabilities in terms of frequency, but it has nothing to do with the actual frequency
at which the chip is operating. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1264-65).) Binning takes place
at the factories where manufacturing occurs; high-precision testing machines are used to
determine the maximum frequency capabilities of chips after they have been produced. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1264-65).) On the basis of such tests, the chips are grouped
according to established categories of frequencies ranging from the fastest to the slowest. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 879-880).) This enables chip manufacturers and suppliers to price and
sell the chips according to their tested frequencies, with the faster ones commanding higher
prices than the slower ones. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 881, (Subramanian) at 1265).)
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Dr. Oklobdzija contends that this process shows that these chips satisfy the
"varying ... due to [PVT[ limitations. (Id.) Respondents argue that his reasoning has at least
three flaws. (Id.) First, the claim language for the so-called "first clock" requires that its actual
"speed," not its frequency capability, vary by reason of PVT. (Id. (citing, by: way of example,
JXM-0001 at claim 1 ("a speed of said ring oscillator variable speed system clock varying
together due to [PVT]")).) Second, the binning process occurs overseas and not at the time of
importation or while the chips are in the United States. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 879).)
Respondents say this forecloses a violation of Section 337, according to the Commission's
decision in Electronic Devices, supra. (Id. at 62-63.) Third, Respondents say that, regardless of
its maximum frequency capability, each chip in the Accused Products is set at a fixed speed, and
when that chip is integrated into a mobile device overseas, it runs at a fixed speed. (Id. at 63.)
When the Accused Products are imported, the chips also run at a fixed speed, not at the
theoretical maximum speed identified by the binning process. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1266).) Therefore, the practice of binning is irrelevant and does not concern the claim language.

(Id.)
With respect to the OMAP chips solely, Dr. Oklobdzija argues that an OMAP feature
called dynamic voltage frequency scaling ("DVFS") infringes this limitation. (Id.) Dr.
Oklobdzija alternatively refers to this feature as "OPP" or "DVFS" (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 493496), so the term "DVFS" is used for the purpose of consistency. (Id. at n. 11.) Dr. Oklobdzija's
contention incorrectly assumes that the appearance of the words "frequency'' and "voltage" near
each other necessarily satisfies the claim language, but this is wrong, argue Respondents. (Id.)
The limitation requires a frequency variation "due to" PVT, but DVFS lacks the requisite causal
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relationship between voltage and frequency change because DVFS uses software to change
frequency, independently of, and not due to, PVT. (Id.)
As a feature implemented and controlled by software, DVFS can be used to conserve
power, and it saves battery life whenever the device does not require high performance, such as
when a mobile phone is in a standby mode awaiting a call. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1268-69; RDX-0004.109).) In order to save power, DVFS "software measures the load, and they
will send control bits into that register, and they would initiate the switch into a different
operating point based on the load." (Id. at 63-64 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 901; RX-0528C at
LGE800ITC85813).) If the software decides that higher performance is needed, the DVFS
algorithm increases voltage first and then separately increases frequency. (Id. at 64 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1270).) However, if the software determines that power conservation is
appropriate, the DVFS algorithm first reduces the frequency and then reduces the voltage. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1270, (Oklobdzija) at 903-904).) This separate software-controlled
modification of frequency followed by voltage demonstrates that the causality between voltage
and frequency required by the "varying ... due to [PVT]" limitation is not present in DVFS, say
Respondents. (Id.)
Respondents argue that Dr. Oklobdzija persistently, and wrongly, equated "processing
frequency capability'' with "processing frequency" throughout his testimony, even though these
are two distinct concepts. (Id.) Processing frequency capability is the maximum frequency at
which a part can run, but that is not the actual frequency at which the part operates. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1271).) The speed at which the part actually runs is its processing
frequency, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1271).) The claims, especially 1
and 11, distinguish between these two concepts by requiring that the CPU's "processing
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frequency capability'' vary with PVT, while demanding that that the speed of the ring oscillator
variable speed system clock (i.e., its processing frequency) vary due to PVT. (Id. (citing JXM0001 at claims 1, 11).) . But Dr. Oklobdzija, in his analysis, focuses on the clock's capability
rather than its actual speed. (Id. at 65 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 301-302).) In so doing, Dr.
Oklobdzija wrongly rewrites the claim language and erroneously analyzes the facts, argue
Respondents. (Id.)
By conflating these two distinctly-claimed elements, Dr. Oklobdzija disregards an
important fact about the accused chips and products: by design, a PLL compensates for any
PVT-related effects in order to maintain a stable and fixed frequency. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1273; RDX-0004.111).) Dr. Subramanian testified that, while PVT affects the
maximum operating capability of a transistor, the PLL and its components are not running at this
maximum capability, and this allows them to provide a fixed output frequency:
[S]o I've already said that PVT does affect the maximum transistor operating
speed. And the reason that PLLs are able to ensure that the output of the PLL,
including the output of the oscillator within that PLL, is so precise is because the
oscillator is not running at its maximum possible speed. The PLL ensures that it is
very stable at a value below it, and in fact, when the PLL is in lock, it will be set
up such that the oscillation of that oscillator will be at a speed below the
maximum possible capability; in other words, the performance capability. And by
doing that, the PVT variation does not affect the oscillator output, which is why
we obtained the data that we did, Your Honor.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1295).) Succinctly put, a part's processing frequency capability

may change with PVT, but its actual speed, or processing frequency, remains constant. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1273; RDX-0004.111).)
Regardless of Dr. Oklobdzija's blending of the two concepts, Respondents say the facts
show that the Accused Products do not satisfy the "varying ... due to [PVT]" limitations for a
separate reason: the CPU's "processing frequency capability'' does not vary together with the
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PLL's speed, because the CPU and the PLL are not subjected to the same temperature, voltage,
and fabrication conditions. (Id.) The temperature across the accused chips is not uniform, partly
because of a phenomenon called self-heating, in which regions with high transistor density, such
as the core, heat up on their own at a faster rate than regions with lower transistor density, such
as the PLL. (Id. at 65-66 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1274-75).) In chip architectures where the
core and the PLL are far apart, such as the one shown in RDX-0004.111, the two parts are not
subject to the same temperature effect. (Id.) And with respect to voltage, the PLL and CPU do
not receive the same power supply, because PLLs have their {
}, while the chip and the core, which draws more power than a PLL and has different power
demands, may have {

} power supply inputs, say Respondents. (Id. ( citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1275; RX-1051C at QTPL 13831; RX-0867C at Kyocera853 21418-19; RX0696C at 853Samsung 167298-99; RX-0648C at 4).)
As for the fabrication aspect of PVT, Respondents say the PLLs and ARM core use
different transistors of varying sizes or types such that these differential transistors have different
threshold voltages and their responses to environmental effects would differ from one another.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1277).) Because these features result in the CPU's processing

frequency capability not varying together with the PLL's speed, the ''varying together due to
[PVT]" limitation is not met in the Accused Products. (Id.)
Respondents, lastly, state that in a last ditch effort to prove the "varying . .. due to [PVT]"
limitation, Dr. Oklobdzija brought up a new theory at the hearing, by saying the PLL's dead
band somehow meets the "varying together" requirement of the asserted claims. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1056-57).) Respondents say the PLL's dead band is an artifact of the design and
sensitivity of the PLL's {

}. (Id.) While very sensitive, the { }
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has a minimum threshold below which it is unable to detect an extremely small phase difference
between the loop's feedback signal and the reference signal. (Id. at 66-67 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1278).) As a result, there is a small region where the PLL does not detect this
minute phase difference, and this is called the "dead band." (Id.) Respondents argue that the
dead band phenomenon cannot satisfy the claim limitation because the dead band itself and its
size are unrelated to PVT, because the dead band is set and controlled by the {
}, and it is not set by PVT. (Id. at 67 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1278).) Also,
the dead band values are truly tiny, well below a crystal's own 0.01 percent variation and thus
are within what the patent calls "fixed." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1279).) Because PVT
does not cause dead band and its value is fixed, within the meaning of the patent, it cannot be
counted on to meet the "varying" limitation, say Respondents. (Id.)

c) Staff argues that the Accused Products do not meet these
limitations
Staff says that none of the Accused Products meets any of the asserted claims with
respect to the ''varying . .. due to [PVT]" limitation. (SBr. at 9-25.) Staff says the Accused
Products do not employ variable speed system clocks but, instead, use fixed-speed system
clocks. (Id. at 12 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1212-14).) Staff says the '336 patent addresses a
purported deficiency in prior art microprocessor system designs, in which the central processing
units "must be clocked a factor of two slower than their maximum theoretical performance, so
they will operate properly in wors[t] case conditions." (Id. at 13 (citing JXM-0001 at 16:50-53).)
According to Staff, CPU performance capability degrades as temperature rises, but by using a
clock that varies in the same manner as the processing capability of the CPU, the CPU "will
always execute at the maximum frequency possible, but never too fast." (Id. (citing JXM-0001
at 17:1-2).) Contrary to the teachings of the '336 patent, the Accused Products use fixed-speed
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system clocks operating at frequencies that are dependent on external crystals or clock
generators, says Staff. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1212-14).) Therefore, the Accused
Products do not satisfy this limitation. (Id. at 13 (claim 1), 18 (claim 6), 19 (claims 7, 9), 22
(claim 10), 24 (claims 13, 14, 15), 25 (claim 16).)

d) Complainants' reply
(1) The transistors that make up the CPUs and the "entire
oscillators" are subject to the same PVT parameters
Specifically addressing claims 6 and 13 in their reply brief, Complainants say the
Accused Products meet the "varying" limitations of these claims because, to begin with, the
transistors that make up the CPU and the transistors that make up the "entire oscillator'' that
clocks the CPU are subject to the same PVT parameters. This is because they are on the same
integrated circuit chip or silicon die. (CRBr. at 28.) Complainants say there is also no dispute
that the components, including the CPU and the oscillator, on the integrated circuits within each
of the Accused Products are made out of transistors. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 300,
(Subramanian) at 1275).) For each Accused Product, Complainants say they have shown that the
accused CPU core and first clock oscillator are located on the same integrated circuit. Because
the transistors of the CPU and oscillator are on the same integrated circuit, they are subject to the
same PVT parameters, say Complainants. (Id. at 28-29 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 302).)
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian agrees. (Id. at 29 (citing Tr. at 1272).)
(2) The CPU processing frequency tracks the oscillator clock rate
in response to parameter variation
Complainants say the processing frequency of the CPU in the Accused Products tracks
the "entire oscillator's clock rate because the on-chip oscillator is the source of the signal that
clocks the CPU. (Id.) Complainants say Respondents' arguments about processing frequency
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capability'' are misleading and irrelevant to claims 6 and 13, which do not recite "capability'' at
all. (Id.) Complainants say claims 6 and 13 concern two things that must vary together, the
processing frequency of the first plurality of electronic devices that make up the CPU and the
clock rate of the second plurality of electronic devices that make up the "entire oscillator" of the
first clock. (Id. (citing JXM-0001, claims 6 and 13).) It is the rate or speed of the first clock's
signal that is used to clock the CPU or set the CPU's processing frequency. (Id.) Complainants
say the CPU's processing frequency must track the clock rate, and that the two must vary
together because any variation in the clock rate will change the CPU processing frequency. (Id.
at 29-30.)
The CPU is clocked by the "entire oscillators," identified as "first clocks" at the hearing,
and in their initial brief, say Complainants. (Id. at 30.) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that these first
clock oscillators clock the CPU core of the chip. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 370-371).) He
testified that the CPU needs the "ticks" that correspond to the clock signal edges "to tell ... when
to start a new operation or when the old operation is terminating." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
364-365).)
Dr. Subramanian testified that "the controlled oscillator is generating a frequency that is
used to drive the CPU." (Id. at 30-31 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1388).) Complainants say it is
clear that the "processing frequency ... track[s] said clock rate" of the "entire oscillator," as
required by claims 6 and 13, and the processing frequency of the CPU is the rate or frequency of
the clock signal from the oscillator that drives the CPU. (Id.)
Although Respondents argue that other circuitry, such as dividers, is positioned between
the first clock oscillator and the CPU core in some instances, this does not change the fact that
the CPU's frequency must track the clock rate. (Id. at 31 .) Complainants say this is
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acknowledged by Respondents. (Id. (citing RBr. at 124, 128).) Complainants say Respondents
repeatedly noted that the divided-down signal would vary the same way as the signal generated
by the oscillator. (Id. (citing RBt. at 53).) Because of this fixed division ratio, any variations in
the clock signal would also appear in the divided-down signal of the Accused Products, say
Complainants. (Id. (citing RBR. at 47-48, n.7, 55).)
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian testified that the clock signal from the PLL's
oscillator is the source of the divided clock signal downstream. (Id. at 31-3 2 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1461).) Complainants say the first clock°oscillator generates the timing signal
used to clock the CPU, and because that timing signal, or the divided-down version of it, is the
CPU's clock signal, the processing frequency of the CPU tracks the clock rate of that timing
signal exactly. (Id. at 32.)
Complainants say the CPU processing frequency in the Accused Products tracks the
clock rate in response to parameter variation, as required by claims 6 and 13. (Id.)
Complainants say the parties agree that PVT parameters affect all transistors on the integrated
circuits of the Accused Products. (Id.) Complainants say PVT parameters affect propagation
delays and thus affect the speed capabilities of the transistors on the chip. (Id. (citing RBr. at 86;
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1112).) Thus there is no question, argue Complainants, that the CPU
processing frequency tracks the clock rate in response to PVT. (Id. at 33.)
Complainants say Respondents' argument regarding the difference between "processing
frequency capability" and "processing frequency" as those terms pertain to claims 6 and 13 is
irrelevant because these claims mention nothing about capability. (Id.) Complainants say that
claims 1 and 11 are the only claims that concern processing frequency capability. (Id.)
Complainants dispute Respondents' claim that Dr. Oklobdzija conflated the two terms and say
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Dr. Oklobdzija testified that he had prepared summary slides to illustrate the various claim
elements and how they are met. (Id. at 34 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 303-306, 308-309; CDX0004.07).) The slide that summarized the "varying" claim elements specifically calls out the fact
that "[p ]rocessing frequency capability'' is only relevant to claims 1 and 11. (Id. ( citing CDX0004.07 (first element with red numerals "(1, 11)")).) The summary language for the remainder
of the claim elements relates to "[p]rocessing frequency of CPU" and not capability." (Id.) Far
from "conflating" these concepts, when referring to this slide, Dr. Oklobdzija specifically
observed that this language does not relate to processing frequency "capability," say
Complainants. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 309 ("It says frequency of the CPU and the first
clock vary together due to variations.")).)
Complainants say that, although Respondents now attempt to inject the processing
frequency capability requirement into claims where it is not present and to paint Dr. Oklobdzija
as somehow confused on this point, there was no such confusion during his cross examination.
(Id. at 34.) Both Dr. Oklobdzija and Respondents' counsel were totally clear that it is the

"processing frequency'' and not the "processing frequency capability'' that needs to vary:
Q. We know that all claims require that the processing frequency of the CPU and
the relevant clock - you called it first clock - they vary together due to PVT.
A. Yeah, that is the claim.

Q. And you understand, of course, that's a limitation of the claim, that you have
to actually show that to show infringement?
A. That they vary together.
Q. They vary together due to PVT.
A. Yes.
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(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 864).) On this basis, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that all of the
Accused Products meet the ''varying" limitations of the claims, which Complainants say they
discussed in detail in their opening brief. Dr. Oklobdzija also testified generally that PVT
"variations do exist, and they affect anything across the chip" for all types of integrated circuits.

(Id. (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 462.) Dr. Subramanian confirmed that clock and CPU operation would
be affected: "if conditions, PVT conditions, dictate that the maximum achievable performance
has dropped, everything will drop: both the clock and therefore the operation of the CPU." (Id.
(citing Tr. {Subramanian) at 1121).) Therefore, Respondents' arguments about processing
frequency "capability'' are irrelevant to claims 6 and 13, and to all other claims except 1 and 11,
argue Complainants. (Id. at 35.)
(3) CPU processing frequency and the oscillator clock rate vary in
the same way as a function ofparameter variation
Complainants say the CPU processing frequency and the oscillator clock rate vary in the
same way as a function of parameter variation in one or more fabrication or operational
parameters. (Id.) The processing frequency of the CPU and the first clock oscillator in the
Accused Products vary in the same way as a function of parameter variation. (Id.) Claims 6 and
13 only require variation of one or more parameters, and there is no dispute as to process. (Id.)
Additionally, the evidence, including testimony from both experts and Dr. Subramanian's test
results, confirms that the CPU processing frequency and the oscillator clock rate vary in the same
way as a function of one or more of these parameters, say Complainants. (Id.)
Complainants say the claim language of claims 6 and 13 recite:
varying the processing frequency of said first plurality of electronic devices [of
which the CPU is constructed] and the clock rate of said second plurality of
electronic devices [of which the "first clock" oscillator is constructed] in the same
way as a function of parameter variation in one or more fabrication or operational
parameters associated with said integrated circuit substrate.
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(Id. (citing JXM-0001, claims 6 and 13).) In other words, say Complainants, the "processing

frequency," and not capability, of the CPU and the clock rate of the first clock must vary
together "as a function of'' changes in "one or more fabrication or operational parameters." (Id.)
By referring to the fabrication and operational parameters in the disjunctive, claims 6 and 13
only require the claimed variation to occur as a function of one of the specified parameters, as
discussed in Complainants' opening brief. (See CBr. at 30-31; CDX-0004.07.) By lumping
these parameters together as "PVT," however, Respondents' arguments frequently give the
impression that variation of process, voltage, and temperature are all required, which is not the
case for claims 6 and 13. (Id. at 35-36.) According to Complainants, the plain language of
claims 6 and 13 makes it clear that variation in just "one or more fabrication or operational
parameters" associated with the integrated circuits in the Accused Products is sufficient to
infringe. (Id. at 36.)
Complainants say the CPU processing frequency of Respondents' Accused Products
varies at least as a function of "fabrication" (i.e., processing) parameters, as they and their expert
have conceded. (Id.) Because the language of claims 6 and 13 expresses these parameters in the
disjunctive, that process variation is sufficient by itself to show infringement. (Id.) Moreover,
Dr. Subramanian's own tests and Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony establish that the CPU processing
frequency of Respondents' Accused Products also varies as a function of operational parameters
like voltage and temperature. (Id.)
Complainants argue that Respondents confirm, and do not dispute, that the CPU
processing frequency and the clock rate in the Accused Products vary as a function of fabrication
or "processing," which is sufficient to show infringement of claims 6 and 13. (Id.) With respect
to fabrication, the '336 patent notes the following:
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[I]f the processing of a particular die is not good resulting in slow transistors, the
latches and gates on the microprocessor 50 will operate slower than normal. Since
the microprocessor 50 ring oscillator clock 430 is made from the same transistors
on the same die as the latches and gates, it too will operate slower (oscillating at a
lower frequency), providing compensation which allows the rest of the chip's
logic to operate properly.
(Id. (citing JXM-0001 at 17).) Thus, the variations in processing from die-to-die (i.e., chip-to- ·

chip) will affect the speed of the electrical devices on those chips, and because the entire
oscillator ("first clock") and the CPU are constructed of those electronic devices, they will both
be affected similarly. Also, the speed of the oscillator's transistors directly affects the frequency
or clock rate of the oscillator, which directly affects the frequency at which the CPU is clocked.
(Id.)

Complainants say Respondents and Dr. Subramanian confirmed that this is also the case
in the Accused Products, when he testified that "PVT parameters affect propagation delays" and
thereby affect the speed capabilities of the transistors on the chip. (Id. at 37 (citing RBr. at 86;
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1112 ("temperature, voltage, and process can affect transistor propagation
delays.")).) Dr. Subramanian also testified that these propagation delays determine the speed or
frequency of oscillation of the oscillators and the operation of the CPU. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1494-95 (speed of oscillator "dependent on the overall loop delay calculation,
which is based on various parameters that affect the inverter propagation delays."), 1121 ("so if
conditions, PVT conditions, dictate that the maximum achievable performance has dropped,
everything will drop: both the clock and therefore the operation of the CPU.")).)
Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the fact that chip-to-chip process variations affect the clock
rate and CPU processing frequency is so well recognized in the industry and that chip
manufacturers engage in a standard practice of "binning" chips according to their performance
characteristics based on these process parameters. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 296-298).) He
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testified that this industry practice is a recognition of the fact that the components on the chips
vary based on process or fabrication and this affects the transistors on the same die the same
way. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian agreed that the chips will not be the same because of process
variation between chips. (Id. at 38 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1122).) Complainants also say
he also that binning is a standard practice in response to performance differences among different
chips caused by process variations. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1263-65).)
Based on the foregoing, Complainants contend there is no dispute that process variations
happen and that differences attributable thereto affect the performance of the electrical devices
on the chips, such as propagation delays, which determine the clock rate of the oscillator and
therefore the processing frequency of the CPU, thereby causing them to "vary together." (Id. at
38-39).) Thus, argue Complainants, there can be no dispute that the CPU processing frequency
and the clock rate of the "entire oscillator" vary in the same way as a result of a fabrication
parameter, i.e. process. (Id. at 39.) Without more, Complainants say this is sufficient to show
that this element is met for claims 6 and 13 because they are worded in the disjunctive and only
require variation of one or more fabrication parameters. (Id.)
As regards Respondents' argument that evidence of binning is irrelevant because it only
relates to speed capability, occurs overseas, and concerns worst-case scenarios, Complainants
argue that Respondents are wrong, because, in the first place, there is no dispute that process
affects both the oscillator' s clock rate and the CPU's processing frequency, and not just speed
capability. (Id.) And second, Respondents' worst-case argument does not hold up because there
is undisputed varying according to fabrication parameters, and the evidence shows that there is
also varying according to operational parameters like voltage and temperature. (Id.)
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Third, the fact that binning and the corresponding process that causes process variation
occurs overseas is irrelevant because claims 6 and 13 are apparatus claims and are infringed by
virtue of what they are, not what they do. (Id.) Complainants argue that it is irrelevant where the
processing frequency vary together as a function of those process parameters. (Id.)
Complainants say Section 337(a)(l)(B) declares unlawful "[t]he importation into the United
States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation ... of articles
that . ..infringe a valid and enforceable United States patent." (Id. (citing 19 U.S.C. §
1337(a)(l)(B)).) According to Complainants, this means that if an article infringes a patent when
it is imported, that is enough. (Id. at 39-40 (citing Gemtron Corp. v. Saint-Gobain Corp., 572
F.3d 1371, 1380-81 (Fed. Cir. 2009)).) Complainants say it does not matter where the article
was fabricated, since in most ITC cases the article is made abroad. Complainants say the case
cited by Respondents, Electronic Devices, actually supports a finding of infringement because it
says "infringement .. .must be based on the articles as imported." (Id. (citing Electronic Devices,
2012 WL 3246515, at *9, Comm'n Op. (Dec. 21, 2011)).) According to Complainants, the
Commission's opinion in that investigation required processing of the chips to occur overseas so
that the accused articles would infringe as imported. (Id. at 40.)
Complainants argue that while variation as a function of fabrication or process is
sufficient by itself to show that the "varying" element of claims 6 and 13 are met, a
preponderance of evidence also shows that the CPU's processing frequency and the clock rate of
the entire oscillator vary as a function of operational parameters such as voltage and temperature.
(Id.) The evidence showing this includes testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija and Dr. Subramanian, as

well as Dr. Subramanian's testing results. (Id.)
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Complainants note that Dr. Oklobdzija testified that temperature and voltage also affect
the operation of the electronic devices on an integrated circuit. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
301-302).) He testified that since the CPU and the oscillator are on the same chip, they will be
similarly affected by voltage and temperature variations. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 303).)
He cited a chapter from a book by Boning and Nassif, which he said confirmed his opinion that
the electrical performance of microprocessors or other integrated circuits are affected by two
variation sources, environmental or operation factors such as temperature, power supply, etc.;
and physical factors such as structural differences that arise due to processing. (Id. at 41 (citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 416-418; CDX-0005C.39; CX-0154 at TPL853_092744).) Dr. Oklobdzija
}, confirmed Dr.

also testified that {
Oklobdzija's opinion that {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 758-759).) Dr. Subramanian agrees that
temperature, voltage, and process affect transistor propagation delay and thus the actual speed of
the operation of these transistors. (Id. at 42 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1112).) Dr.
Subramanian testified that PVT conditions also affect both clock and CPU operations. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1121).) In fact, Respondents include {

}. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1419-20 (discussing his cruise control analogy)).) Thus, argue Complainants,
. it is only after the oscillator speed changes because of process, voltage, or temperature that the
PLL attempts to control the frequency. (Id.)
Also, Dr. Subramanian's tests confirm that there is variation in temperature or voltage,
and his slides call that "variation" tolerance, which Respondents explain is the variability
associated with the measurements. (Id. at 43 (citing RBr. at 48-49).) Complainants argue that
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tolerance is variation for the purposes of the "varying" limitations, and Dr. Subramanian shows
tolerances or variation over each temperature and voltage range associated with each of his tests.

(Id. (citing RBr. at 48-51; RDX-0004.97; RDX-0004.100; RDX-0004.101).) Although
Respondents characterize the results of Dr. Subramanian's testing as "essentially flat," they
actually confirm variation of the oscillator's clock rate due to PVT, argue Complainants. (Id.)
Complainants argue that Respondents' attempt to minimize the variation in Dr.
Subramanian's test results are legally insufficient to avoid infringement. (Id. at 43-44 (citing

Organic Seed Growers & Trade Ass 'n v. Monsanto Co.,_F.3d_, 2013 WL 2460949 (Fed.
Cir. June 10, 2013); Embrex, Inc. v. Serv. Eng'g Corp., 216 F.3d 1343, 1352-53 (Fed. Cir. 2000)
(Rader, J., concurring)).) Complainants argue that the statute states that any unauthorized use of
a patented invention is infringement. (Id. (citing 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) (1994)).)
Complainants say Respondents also try to minimize the variation Dr. Subramanian
reported by arguing that it is smaller than the range the patent contemplates, pointing to two
examples in the patent's specification that show ranges of variation between 100 and 400
percent, and arguing that anything else is fixed. (Id. at 44 (citing RBr. at 51).) But the claims do
not contain any such limitation, say Complainants, and Respondents are attempting to read into
the claims, limitations from the specification, which is improper. (Id. (citing Phillips, 415 F.3d
at 1320; Voda v. Cordis Corp., 536 F.3d 1311, 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2008)).) Because the examples in
the specification pointed to by Respondents do not contain any language of disclaimer or clear
intention to limit the claim scope, they should not be imported into the claims, as Respondents
attempt to do. (Id. at 44-45 (citingLiebel-Flarsheim, 358 F.3d at 906).) Complainants point to
Order No . 31 at 68, and argue that the term ''varying' is to be accorded its plain and ordinary
meaning. (Id. at 45 .) Applying the plain and ordinary meaning of "varying" results in any
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variation meeting the claim term, regardless of whether it is called "tolerance," "variability," or
"variation." (Id.)
Complainants accuse Respondents of trying to back away from Dr. Subramanian's
measured variations by claiming that they are " at the precision limit of the Agilent frequency
counter." (Id. (citing RBr. at 58).) Respondents' reasoning has two problems, say
Complainants. First, the instrument used by Dr. Subramanian in his testing is the same one that
Respondents elsewhere characterize as "high-precision" and ''well-calibrated." (Id. (citing RBr.
at 47, n. 7.) Second, Dr. Subramanian reported his numbers, which raises the question why he
reported such precise numbers if they were beyond the precision level of the instrument. (Id.
(citing RX-1180C- RX-1189C).) On the other hand, argue Complainants, Respondents
complain in their brief about Complainants' use of numbers with precision to the fifth and sixth
decimal places. (Id. (citing RBr. at 57).) Dr. Subramanian reports the mean frequency of his test
results in the eighth and tenth decimal places, a hundred to a hundred thousand times more
precise than the numbers Respondents complain about in their brief, argue Complainants. (Id.)
All of the tolerances that Dr. Subramanian reported were percentages reported to the sixth
decimal place, which is the same as non-percent numbers to the eighth decimal place. (Id.
(citing RBr. at 41-48; RDX-0004.97; RDX-0004.99; RDX-0004.100).) If numbers to the fifth
and sixth decimal place were impossible to measure using the test equipment, as Respondents
argue, Complainants wonder why Dr. Subramanian was able to report measurements
significantly more precise. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian' s test results suggest the opposite of what
Respondents want to be found in this Investigation, which is that the variation measured by Dr.
Subramanian is real and valid, and within the scope of the ordinary meaning of "varying." (Id.)
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(4) Respondents' and Staff's arguments are unavailing
Complainants say Respondents and Staff are wrong when they say a PLL' s output
frequency does not vary due to PVT, because as just discussed, process variations affect the
propagation delay, which sets the oscillator frequency that clocks the CPU. (Id. at 46-4 7 (citing
RBr. at 45, SBr. at 18).) Also, as previously discussed, Dr. Subramanian's test results and
testimony confirm that the CPU processing frequency and the oscillator clock rate vary as a
function of temperature and voltage as well. (Id. at 47.)
Complainants say Respondents' criticisms of Dr. Oklobdzija's challenges to Dr.
Subramanian's testing procedure and results fail to apprehend the points Dr. Oklobdzija was
making. There are important details missing from Dr. Subramanian's report, say Complainants,
which left critical issues unresolved. (Id.) For example, Dr. Oklobdzija noted that it would be
impossible to connect to a line inside the chip, and noted that Dr. Subramanian's measurements
were of 50 megahertz frequencies for chips that perform in the gigahertz range. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 766-767).) Complainants say Dr. Subramanian provided no detail or
documentation about dividers or their characteristics, so while Respondents argue that "any
variation in the one gigahertz clock would also appear in the divided-down signal, they do not
acknowledge the fact that variation, or ''tolerance," would also be divided down by the dividers,
and do not take into account the effect of any noise the divider and their connections would
introduce. (Id.) This is apparently why "tolerance" shown for the {

}, which is measured

without dividers, was greater than the variation reported for other chips, say Complainants. (Id.)
And although Dr. Subramanian claims that "there is a huge amount of detail" in his report about
his testing, he provided no specifications for or characterizations of the testing equipment he
used. (Id. at 4 7-48 .)
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As for Respondents' criticism of Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony that it is not possible to
"push a gigahertz signal across the 1/0 boundaries," Complainants argue that Dr. Subrarnanian's
competing testimony, that implementation of the so-called "Double Data Rate" 3, or DDR3,
involves outputting a one gigahertz signal across the chip's I/0 interface, does not prove, or
disprove, anything. (Id. at 48.) Dr. Subramanian did not provide any details of the DDR
memory implementation and no details or specifications about the {
} he used, so it is not possible to verify Dr. Subramanian's claim that the {
} used the {
}. (Id. (citingRBr. at 54; Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1238-39).)
As for Respondents' taking issue with Dr. Oklobdzija's faulting of Dr. Subramanian's
measurements for lack of precision, Complainants reply that Respondents miss the point, which
is that the precision that Dr. Oklobdzija finds lacking calls into question Dr. Subramanian's tests,
methodology, and results generally. (Id. at 48-49.) In particular, Dr. Oklobdzija raises questions
about how a divided-down clock signal can possibly be more stable than the reference crystal, as
some of Dr. Subramanian's results suggest. (Id. at 49.) Dr. Oklobdzija testified, "I don't believe
anything in these numbers," in part because the variation of the on-chip oscillator Dr.
Subramanian reported was below the variation of the reference signal. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 765-766; RBr. at 56).) Complainants say it is striking that Respondents would
rely on such ultra-precise measurements, such as five or ten parts per million, to support their
argument, but when Complainants point to even larger variations in Dr. Subramanian's test
results, such as 10 kilohertz variation, Respondents ignore the results and claim that all such
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variations are "scientifically unsound" (RBr. at 57) and "at the precision limit of the Agilent
frequency counter" (RBr. at 58). (Id. at 49.)
Complainants say Dr. Subramanian's test results showed variation in the form of very
precise numbers, and Complainants argue that the fact that those numbers indicate that the
oscillator is more precise than the reference frequency, calls into question Dr. Subramanian' s
methodology and results. (Id.) Complainants note that Respondents claim that these variations
are what the patent considers "fixed." (Id. (citing RBr. at 57-58).) This is wrong, say
Complainants, since Respondents themselves point out that the range of variation discussed in
the '336 patent is 50 megahertz (from 50 megahertz to 100 megahertz). (Id. (citing RBr. at 5152).) Yet, Respondents admit a variation of280 hertz for the divided-down clock they discuss in
their brief, which would also be divided down. (Id. (citing RBr. at 56).) The only clock signal
that Dr. Subramanian claims to have measured without interposed dividers between the oscillator
and the meas~g equipment, the {

}, the variation is on the order of 10 kilohertz. (Id.

(citing CDX-0086C; RX-1189C).)
As to Respondents' argument that Dr. Oklobdzija's exceptions to the ten-minute intervals
between Dr. Subramanian's measurements somehow "ignore[d] the facts," Complainants say
Respondents misapprehend Dr. Oklobdzija's criticism when they argue that it took ten minutes
for the temperature to become steady. (Id. at 49-50.) However, Dr. Oklobdzija's point was that
ten minutes is an eternity compared to the time scale of the oscillator, and an interval of.this
magnitude permits measurements that completely disregard any minor changes in voltage, for
example. (Id. at 50 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 770 ("So within one microsecond the PLL will
have the ability to make adjustments. So any drift that happened as a result of voltage dropping,
any glitch on the voltage, which I'm sure the ring oscillator followed, in ten minutes' time is [a]
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forgotten event.")).) Dr. Subramanian admitted that billions or trillions of clock cycles elapsed
between measurements, and that he had no idea what happened to the :frequency in the interval.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1479).) With no knowledge of what happened to the frequency
over billions or trillions of clock cycles between "cherry-picked" results, Complainants argue
that it is difficult to place much faith in the results that Dr. Subramanian claims are essentially
flat. (Id.)
As for Respondents' argument that Dr. Oklobdzija' s comments about jitter are incorrect,
and that jitter does not relate to PVT variations, Complainants point to the fact that Respondents
concede that jitter is a deviation in the time at which a clock edge arrives. (Id. (citing RBr. at 60
("Sometimes an edge may show up early; sometimes it may show up late ... .")).) Because the
clock edges are the frequency of the clock signal square wave, any change in their arrival times
constitutes a change in frequency. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 364-365).) Although
Respondents argue that "the overall frequency of the clock does not change," they are incorrect,
say Complainants. (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that "we need those ticks to tell us when to start
a new operation or when the old operation is terminating." (Id.) Thus, changes in the edge
arrival time because of jitter would affect both the clock rate and CPU processing frequency
operation. (Id. at 50-51 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1121).)
With respect to Respondents' argument that Texas Instruments' DVFS feature does not
have a causal relationship necessary to satisfy the claim language, Complainants respond by
saying Respondents miss the point. (Id. at 51.) The need to adjust the operational frequency
before reducing DVFS is an acknowledgement that PVT variations affect the oscillator clock rate
and the CPU processing frequency, and would cause them to vary together in a way that is
undesirable absent that adjustment. (Id.at 51 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1068-69).)
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And finally, Complainants address Respondents' argument that Dr. Oklobdzija
introduced new theory at trial about the PLL's dead band. (Id. (citing RBr. at 66-67).) This is
not true, say Complainants, because Respondents were well aware that Dr. Oklobdzija had
discussed in his expert report the fact the PLL can only adjust the frequency of a ring oscillator
to a desired range. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1302).) Complainants say Respondents
cross-examined Dr. Oklobdzija extensively on this very point. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
832, 836, 950-953).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the desired range, which is "a frequency range
within the VCO is riot affected by [the] PLL," is known as a "dead band." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1056-57).) He further testified that variations as a function of PVT in the PLL's
dead band is one way that the "varying" claim limitation is met. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
1028-31).)
e) The Administrative Law Judge's Findings and Conclusions
The Administrative Law Judge finds that the evidence does not show that any of the
Accused Products meets the "varying" limitations of any of the asserted claims, and therefore
concludes that this finding in itself warrants a further finding that there is, and can be, no
violation of Section 3 37, as is alleged by Complainants.
A few preliminary remarks are in order before a more detailed discussion. Complainants
have the burden of proof and must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that each of the
Accused Products satisfies each and every element of an asserted claim before a violation of
Section 337 can be found with respect to that asserted claim. To make their case of
infringement, Complainants rely principally on testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija, their expert, and
technical reference documentation of some of Respondents and the suppliers of the chips that
comprise the various oscillators that Complainants allege violate the '336 patent. Respondents,
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for their part, also rely on many of the same technical reference documents and on the testimony
of their own expert, Dr. Subramanian. But in addition, Respondents also rely on empirical
evidence in the form of testing that was performed for the purpose of determining whether the
operation of the oscillators in the Accused Products was variable or fixed; and those tests
determined that the latter was the case. Complainants challenge the validity of the methods and
results of those tests, and those challenges and the merits thereof will be discussed later on, but
what stands out in this regard is that Complainants and their expert did not perform any testing
and did not produce any empirical evidence of their own, despite the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija, the
expert who was selected by Complainants, and upon whose opinions and, implicitly, judgment
they rely on, thought it appropriate and desirable to do so. It is therefore fitting to point out that
Complainants, the accusing parties upon whose shoulders lies the burden of proof, were apprised
by their own expert of the utility of obtaining empirical evidence by whatever testing he deemed
suitable, but rejected his recommendation and did not develop any empirical evi~ence of their
own, not even to counter the testing results that were developed through Dr. Subramanian's
efforts. This point is reflected in the following colloquy:
Q. Let's go on to a different claim limitation. I want to talk to you about the
"varying" limitations. Now, I take it from what you said yesterday and from
looking at your expert report, you didn't perform any actual physical testing on
the Samsung chips to determine whether the "varying" limitations are met.
Correct?
A. If they provide me with a Samsung phone, I would have been happy to do that,
but they didn't.
Q. Who is "they"?
A. Samsung.
Q. Well, did you ask your lawyers for one?
A. I expressed a desire to have them.
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Q. You expressed a desire to your lawyers to have a Samsung phone to test?

A. I believe so, in conversations, but I think there was shortage of time.
Q. And they said no?

A. I think we were short on time.
Q. But you would have found it useful to test it for the "varying" limitations?
A. It would be very difficult. To be honest with you, I'm just being facetious. I
would like to open it --but to test the variation of the chip would be extremely
difficult. So even if they had given me a phone, I don't think it would be of use.
Q. But nevertheless you asked for one for that purpose; right?

A. I think in the conversations I said it would be nice to have those products.
Q. It's safe to say, Samsung phones are not exactly a rare commodity; right?

A. Yeah.
Q. Even if they said no, you could have gone out and gotten one on your own.
Right?
A. That is correct. But let me correct myself: I think I was just making a joke out
of it, which I shouldn't in court.
Had I had a Samsung phone to open and test this, it would be extremely
difficult. As I said, you need to delayer the chip, and I don't have the facilities. I
think there are a few houses in Canada actually that do those reverse-engineering,
and they can delayer the chip and they can do certain things. Maybe they can
perform this testing, but it is extremely difficult.
Q. Well, Respondents found one. I mean, you would have probably been able to
find one. Right?
A. Excuse me?
Q. Respondents found a testing house. You could have found one. Right? You
have connections, don't you sir? Aren't you the president of the IEEE?

A. I wish that presidency give me authority to order to do things for me, but it
doesn't. I'm just a servant as the president, so it's just more work for me.
But as I said, it is extremely difficult. So, you know, I wish-I said I wish I
had a Samsung phone to open it, to look inside. But beyond that, when you get to
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the chip, I can just marvel at their design and the beauty of their design. I must
admit they are beautiful. But in order to put a probe on the clock, that's
impossible as I said. I could not test it. I don't think-I think it's extremely
difficult, and I'm saying sort of impossible of testing that clock exactly on the
chip, how it behaves. I mentioned there was scanning electron microscope in the
voltage contest mode, things which you have to do in a vacuum chamber. It is
horrendously difficult.
So I would love to have that phone, but it would not serve much purpose.
(Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 980-983 .) This mixture of a professed desire by Dr. Oklobdzija to perform
testing while expressing doubts about benefits of testing and vacillating about whether testing is
even possible, then reversing himself, interspersed with his admission of facetiousness not only
undermines Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony, especially when contrasted to that of Dr. Subramanian,
but exposes an evidentiary gap in Complainants' case. 19 This, combined with Dr. Oklobdzija's
testimony that he and his co-authors were only speaking "colloquially'' when they said PLLs can
perform frequency multiplication, raises genuine questions about the degree of Dr. Oklobdzija's
independence and about his sincerity and veracity.
Complainants recognize that all of the asserted independent claims require that the
frequency of the claimed clock or oscillator must vary due to, as a function of, or relative to
variation in fabrication process, voltage, or temperature ("PVT"). (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 308-309,
520, 542-544, 546-547, 554-555.) In all of the Accused Products, Complainants identify an
oscillator, which Dr. Oklobdzija presumes is included in every PLL, as the alleged "first clock"
whose frequency must vary because of PVT. (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 439-440, 474-475, 499-500,
510-511, 518-519.) However, a PLL outputs a very stable and fixed frequency. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1213; RDX-0004.94.) To achieve this stability, the PLL precisely controls and
fixes its components' output frequency by continuously comparing this output against an

19

This does rot mean that in order to prove infringement a complainant must conduct testing or produce empirical
evidence. Rather, the point here is that, under the particular facts and circumstances of this case, the weight of the
evidence is affected by the presence or abseoce, as the case may be, of evidence of that caliber.
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accurate and fixed reference signal provided by an external crystal or clock generator. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1212-13; RDX-0004.94.)
In fact, empirical evidence that was gathered from testing under the direction of Dr.
Subramanian shows that the frequency of PLLs does not vary. Dr. Subramanian worked with an
engineer at a testing facility to measure the clock speeds in a sample few of the accused chips.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1252.) These measurements demonstrate that PLLs do not vary as a result
of, due to, or as a function of, parameters such as temperature, voltage, and fabrication process.
(Id.)

The data compiled by Dr. Subramanian as a result of these several tests does show that
the frequency of a PLL is fixed, and as previously noted, Complainants have offered no opposing
empirical evidence. Rather, they oppose this evidence with a priori opinions of Dr. Oklobdzija
and criticisms of the methodology by which Dr. Subramanian derived the data.
To begin with, for each Accused Product, Complainants say they have shown that the
accused CPU core and first clock oscillator are located on the same integrated circuit. Because
the transistors of the CPU and oscillator are on the same integrated circuit, they are subject to the
same PVT parameters, say Complainants. Complainants say Dr. Subramanian agrees. On this
point, the Administrative Law Judge agrees.
Complainants say the processing frequency of the CPU in the Accused Products tracks
the "entire" oscillator's clock rate because the on-chip oscillator is the source of the signal that
clocks the CPU. Coll!plainants say claims 6 and 13 concern two things that must vary together,
the processing frequency of the first plurality of electronic devices that make up the CPU, and
the clock rate of the second plurality of electronic devices that make up the "entire oscillator" of
the first clock. It is the rate or speed of the first clock's signal used to clock the CPU or set the
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CPU's processing frequency. Complainants say the CPU's processing frequency must track the
clock rate, and that the two must vary together because any variation in the clock rate will
change the CPU processing frequency. As recited above, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that these first
clock oscillators clock the CPU core of the chip. He testified that the CPU needs the "ticks" that
correspond to the clock signal edges "t-0 tell ... when to start a new operation or when the old
operation is terminating." Complainants, as reported above, say the "processing
frequency ... track[s] said clock rate" of the "entire oscillator," as required by claims 6 and 13,
and the processing frequency of the CPU is the rate or frequency of the clock signal from the
oscillator that drives the CPU.
The Administrative Law Judge finds that there is a basic flaw that permeates
Complainants' and Dr. Oklobdzija's reasoning regarding infringement of the "varying"
limitations: it avoids the fact the "entire" oscillator terms are inextricably tied to the "varying"
term of the claims. (See Order No. 31 at 42.) For example, claim 6 reads, in part, "an entire
oscillator ... thus varying the processing frequency of said first plurality of electronic devices and
the clock rate of second plurality of electronic devices in the same way as a function of
parameter variation in one or more fabrication or operational parameters associated with said
integrated circuit ... " (JXM-0001 at claim 6.) As previously discussed and determined, the
evidence shows that none of the Accused Products meet any of the "entire" limitations of the
asserted ciaims, because the frequencies of the oscillators in the Accused Products are fixed by
external crystals/clock generators as well as internally by the PLLs. Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony
about infringement of the "varying" terms of claims 6 and 16-and the same can be said for the
other asserted claims that involve a variation of the term-treats the oscillators of the Accused
Products as though they were "entire oscillators," according to the claims as construed, when
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they are not-they receive a fixed-rate frequency from an external crystal or clock generator and
the PLL and output a fixed frequency.
Dr. Oklobdzija focuses on the oscillators in the Accused Products, divorced from the
crystals/clock generators and PLLs that are associated with them. It was Dr. Oklobdzija and.his
co-authors who wrote: "The function of the clock signal is comparable to the function of a
metronome in music . . . [T] clock provides the time reference point, which determines the flow of
data in the digital system." (RX-2283 at Garmin 92903.) The relevant oscillators in the Accused
Products clock their associated central processing units by providing a fixed frequency, instead
of varying the frequency, through the involvement of their external crystals/clock generators and
the PLL circuitry in which the oscillators reside. Dr. Oklobdzija did not, and cannot, support his
infringement testimony regarding the "varying" terms without either assuming that the Accused
Products meet the "entire oscillator" family of terms, or disregarding the fixed reference signals
they receive and output. What Dr. Oklobdzija and Complainants do is isolate the oscillators in
space and time by divorcing them from the effects of external crystals and PLLs associated
therewith and then observing how they function without them. However, this betrays the
concept of the claimed "entire oscillator" because the accused oscillators do not perform the
clocking function of the asserted claims in isolation. The fact is the oscillators or ring oscillators
in the Accused Products are not designed to and do not perform the claimed clocking function
hermetically. Consequently, Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony about the "varying" limitations is either
hypothetical or disregards material facts . Either way, his testimony does not show infringement
with respect to the ''varying" limitations. Although Complainants do give lip service to the
concept of the "entire oscillator" in their argument (see CBr. at 40-41) they leave out the actual
operational aspects of the relevant oscillators in the Accused Products, which do not perform in
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accordance with the "varying" limitations of the asserted claims. On this account, the
Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants' evidence does not show that any of the
Accused Products infringe the asserted claims of the '336 patent with respect to the "varying"
limitations that are alleged by Complainants.
The Administrative Law Judge finds that Dr. Subramanian, on the other hand, took into
account the "entire" terms, as construed, in addressing the ''varying" limitations and that the
testing he described and the data obtained therefrom are reliable and support his opinion that
none of the Accused Products satisfies the "varying" limitations of the asserted claims. The
Administrative Law Judge finds that Respondents' evidence, irrespective of the failure of
Complainants' evidence to show otherwise, affirmatively shows that none of the Accused
Products infringes any of the asserted claims with respect to the ''varying" limitations.
Complainants argue that Dr. Subramanian's tests confirm that there is variation in
temperature or voltage, which his slides call variation tolerance, although Respondents explain
this as tolerance associated with the measurements. Complainants argue that tolerance is
variation and that Dr. Subramanian shows tolerances or variation over each temperature and
voltage range associated with each of his tests. Although Respondents characterize the results of
Dr. Subramanian's testing as "essentially flat," Complainants say they actually confirm variation
of the oscillator's clock rate due to PVT.
The Administrative Law Judge disagrees with Complainants. Dr. Subramanian testified
that the scale used in Complainants' graphs is actually "below the noise floor of the
measurement instrument," such that any perceived unevenness in the data points using
Complainants' magnified scale relates to the measurement instrument's precision limit. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1243-44, 1481-82.) As with a microscope, which allows a user to see only to a
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certain degree of magnification, the Agilent :frequency measurement tool has a detection limit on
how small of a frequency difference it can detect. In light of the instrument's detection limit and
the microscopic nature of the fluctuations, an apparent fluctuation of 0.00001 gigahertz occurring
between zero and sixty degrees Celsius for the {

} chip is virtually no variation at all. Dr.

Subramanian demonstrated that there is no variation in the measured PLL output frequency"This is statistically flat." (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1481.) Complainants produced no empirical
evidence to show otherwise.
With respect to Complainants' criticism regarding the IO-minute time intervals between
temperature measurements for the {

} and the 30- to 60-second intervals for the

Exynos 4412 voltage tests, Dr. Subramanian testified the IO-minute interval between
measurements was necessary to allow the oven in which the tests were being conducted to reach
the next temperature point in order to obtain accurate temperature measurements. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1250, 1477-78.) The 30- to 60-second intervals for the voltage measurements
were necessary in order to allow the technician who operated the testing equipment under Dr.
Subramanian's direction to manually change the voltage values for the ensuing measurements.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1478.) There is no evidence that these time intervals had an effect on the
validity or reliability of the measurements since the accused PLLs output a frequency signal
when they are in a locked state, at which time the frequency is fixed and very stable. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1250-51, (Haroun) at 187.) There is also no reason to expect any difference or
variation in the :frequency of the PLL regardless of the point in time at which the measurement
occurs. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1507.) The frequency should remain constant regardless of the
measurement interval, and as the tests showed, the frequency did remain constant at each time
interval tested. (Id.) There being no empirical evidence to show otherwise, the Administrative
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Law Judge finds the preponderant evidence favors Dr. Subramanian and Respondents on this
point.
As for Dr. Oklobdzija's criticism that the testing failed to detect the frequency of the PLL
in an unlocked state, Respondents reply that such measurements would be irrelevant because the
PLLs in the accused chips output clock frequency only in the locked state. (Tr. (Subramanian) at
1250-51, (Haroun) at 187.) Because a PLL in an unlocked state does not output a clocking
signal to the rest of the chip, any inquiry about the unlocked state is immaterial when it comes to
analyzing claims that expressly require a clock or oscillator to clock the supposed CPU. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1250; JXM-0001 at claims 1, 6, 10-11, 13, and 16.) The Administrative Law
Judge agrees and finds that Dr. Oklobdzija's criticism in this regard does not discredit or
diminish Dr. Subramanian's testimony and opinions based on the testing that was done on
Accused Products.
Complainants fault the increments that were used to graph the temperature measurement
for the {

} and voltage test results for the Samsung Exynos 4412 chip.

The clock signal generated by the {

} PLL is about 1,500 megahertz (1.5

gigahertz), which is three times the increment that was used. Dr. Subramanian testified that "this
[scale] is absolutely the appropriate scale to use." (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1470.) The same holds
for the voltage measurements in the Exynos 4412 chip, where the 10 megahertz increments are
appropriate for the measured signal of about 50 megahertz, which is five times the increment that
was used. Dr. Oklobdzija did not question the increments used in Dr. Subramanian's graphs, nor
did he suggest that a different scale should have been applied. The Administrative Law Judge
finds the methodology used by Dr. Subramanian was valid and reliable in this respect and that
Complainants' criticisms are not meritorious.
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The use of smaller increments on the graph, such as 1 megahertz, or even 0.01
megahertz, does not discredit the finding that the PLL output frequency for each of the tested
chips remained fixed and stable over wide variations in temperature and voltage. (RDX0004.97; RX-1180C; RX-1182C (Exynos results); RDX-0004.101; RX-1189C; RX-1190C
({

} results).) The PLL output frequency of the {

} chip was fixed and stable over

the temperature range of zero degrees to sixty degrees Celsius, and the frequency measurements
for the Exynos 4412 chip were similarly fixed and stable over the power-supply range of 0.95
volts to 1.2 volts. Dr. Subramanian testified that the data "is completely flat as a function of
frequency. " (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1225, 1217.) Dr. Subramanian said he had selected the Yaxis scale for his graph based on the teachings of the '336 patent. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1507
("the scales that I used to plot those were specifically used to be consistent with the patent
terminology and patent descriptions"); JXM-0001 at 16:61-63 (discussing variation from 50
megahertz at 70 degrees Celsius to 100 megahertz at 22 degrees Celsius.) The Administrative
Law Judge finds the evidence in this respect is valid and reliable.
Although Complainants prepared a graph of their own, using some of Dr. Subramanian's
testing data (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1474), and base part of their argument on it (CRBr. at 37-38;
CDX-0086C), the exhibit that appears in their brief is not the one that was offered and received
in evidence. Respondents say Complainants are using this altered exhibit to speciously claim
that it reveals de minimis variations. The altered graph lacks testimonial support, and
Respondents say it highlights a fundamental flaw in Complainants' contention: instead of
showing the "mean frequency" in megahertz on the Y-axis, as CDX-0086C does, the Y-axis in
Complainants' altered graph shows "change from initial mean frequency'' and uses different
units of measurement, kilohertz instead of megahertz. Respondents say these alterations
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highlight the fact that the original CDX-0086C that was produced and used at the hearing is
ineffective for supporting Complainants' "varying" argument, since it plots the {

} data

points on a miniscule scale that ranges only from 1.51202_8 gigahertz to 1.51218 gigahertz.
Therefore, Complainants changed CDX-0086C by magnifying the Y-axis scale by a factor of
more than 200,000 and plotted these data points over a miniscule 0.00001 gigahertz range. As
noted above, Respondents say changing the units of the Y-axis fails to remedy the flaw in
Complainants' argument, because the underlying data remains the same and the argument
Complainants are making is akin to zooming in on a flat table with an electron microscope to
argue that misalignment in the atoms on the table's surface somehow prevents the table from
being flat. The Administrative Law Judge finds that the original version of CDX-0086C is
admissible but, for the reasons advanced by Respondents, as discussed above, finds that it does
not discredit Dr. Subramanian's graphs or data, or the testing that they were derived from.
However, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the graph that appears in Complainants'
opening brief at page 3 7 is not substantive evidence because it was not supported by, or exposed,
to testimony.
The Administrative Law Judge finds the preponderance of evidence warrants a finding
that none of the Accused Products satisfies the "varying" limitations of any of the asserted
claims of the '336 patent.
In making this finding, the Administrative Law Judge has also considered the other
criticisms leveled by Dr. Oklobdzija and Complainants against the testing methods that were
used to obtain the data and other information that Dr. Subramanian relied on for his opinions and
factual testimony, which are mentioned above, and finds they do not discredit Dr. Subramanian
and have been fully addressed and answered by Respondents.
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The Administrative Law Judge finds Dr. Subramanian's testimony to be verifiable and
reliable. Although Dr. Oklobdzija expressed disbelief in the results of Dr. Subramanian's tests,
the fact is that Dr. Subramanian supported his testimony and opinions with concrete evidence;
whereas Dr. Oklobdzija resorted to professions of disbelief and nay-sayin&. This is where the
empiricism versus opinion comes into play, as well as the question of veracity previously
mentioned. The fact that Dr. Oklobdzija has a reputation as and standing as an expert in the field
of microprocessor clocking does not make his opinions and comments on the subject sacrosanct,
nor does it relieve Complainants of their burden of proof. Dr. Subramanian telegraphed the
testimony he would give at the hearing in his expert report, and Complainants had a full and fair
opportunity to muster concrete evidence to disprove or discredit his testing methods and data, but
they did not. Instead, what they offer in opposition are expressions of dubiety and nay-sayings.
The Administrative.Law Judge finds that Dr. Subramanian's testimony on this point is based on
reliable evidence and has not been disproved or depreciated by Dr. Oklobdzija's criticisms.
Dr. Subramanian testified that Dr. Oklobdzija's claim that it is impossible to push a one
gigahertz clock beyond the input-output boundary of the chip does not apply to the tested
Samsung chips and Kyocera phone because the measured frequencies were below one gigahertz,
since the clock signal passed through a fixed-ratio divider. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1238.) Even
with respect to the {

} measurements, which were at 1.5 gigahertz, Dr.

. Oklobdzija's impossibility argument is opposed by the operation of the {

},

which Complainants have accused in this Investigation. Dr. Subramanian testified that one of
the implementations of the DDR3 technology standard involves outputting a one gigahertz signal
across a chip's input-output interface, thereby disproving Dr. Oklobdzija's impossibility
argument. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1238-39.)
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Complainants argue that Dr. Subramanian's testimony that implementation of the socalled "Double Data Rate" 3, or DDR3, involves outputting a one gigahertz signal across the
chip's I/0 interface does not prove, or disprove, anything. Dr. Subramanian did not provide any
details of the DDR memory implementation and no details or specifications about the {
} he used, so it is not possible to verify Dr. Subramanian's claim that the

{

} used the ''very careful impedance matching" he testified would be

required to push such a high signal across the chip's I/0 boundary, according to Complainants.
The Administrative Law Judge disagrees. It was Dr. Oklobdzija who made the assertion of
impossibility. Dr. Subramanian responded by providing specific testimony to the contrary. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1238-41.) Dr. Oklobdzija was the one who should have furnished
substantiation for his contention. The evidence provided through the testimony of Dr.
Subramanian was adequate to the task ofrefuting Dr. Oklobdzija's naked assertion. The
evidence in this Investigation confirms that outputting a signal in the gigahertz frequency range
through an input-output interface is possible, as shown by the 1.512 gigahertz frequency
measurements output by from the {

}. (Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1239.)
Dr. Oklobdzija testified that a chip does not have a pin to extract the clock signal, and the
PLL cannot run at 50 megahertz. (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 767-768, (Subramanian) at 1239.)
Respondents say this point rehashes the prior criticisms, but with respect to the tested {

}

phone, Dr. Oklobdzija failed to understand that the measurements obtained reflect a divideddown fraction of the PLL's :frequency that was output through the CAMIF camera interface. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1240.) With respect to the chips on the development boards, Dr. Oklobdzija
failed to realize that the boards have input-output pins that allow measurements of the clock
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signals. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1240.) Depending on the configuration of the board, Dr.
Subramanian either me.;i.sured the clock signal's full frequency at 1.5 megahertz for the

{

} or detected a divided-down frequency of about 50 megahertz for

the Samsung development boards, which use a fixed-ratio divider at the output pin. (Id.) The
use of a fixed-ratio divider does not affect the validity of the results, since any variations in the
clock signal would also appear in the divided-down signal. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1237.) The
Administrative Law Judge finds that Dr. Subramanian's testimony in this respect and the data he
derived from the testing that was done on Accused Products as well as methods that were
employed in doing so are reliable and are not discredited or depreciated in their probity by Dr.
Oklobdzija's criticisms.
Another criticism raised by Dr. Oklobdzija is that a probe was not inserted into the chip
and that it is otherwise very difficult to measure inside a chip, in reply to which Respondents say
the use of development boards for the Samsung chips and {
the use of the camera clock in the {

}, as well as
}, made such invasive

measurements unnecessary. The Administrative Law Judge finds that the testimony of Dr.
Subramanian was sufficient to overcome Dr. Oklobdzija's criticism in this regard. (See Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1241, (Oklobdzija) at 768.)
Dr. Oklobdzija questioned the precision of Dr. Subramanian's measurements because
they appeared to exceed the precision of the crystal's specification. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1242,
(Oklobdzija) at 764-765.) This argument is off target, argue Respondents, because even though
the '336 patent characterizes crystal clocks as providing a fixed frequency, crystal clocks, even
temperature-compensated crystal oscillators, still exhibit very small variations. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1245; JXM-0018 at 18-34 (patentee recognizing during the original
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prosecution of the patent that crystal clocks exhibit small PVT-related variations).) Because of
this, a crystal's specifications provide a range for such variations. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1245.)
In high-performance devices, such as cell phones, the crystals usually vary no more than 10 parts
per million, and the crystal used on the development boards in this Investigation included either a
standard crystal with a variance of ten parts per million or a high-precision crystal with a
variance of five parts per million, or less. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1246.) Dr. Subramanian
testified that at the nominal frequency of 50 megahertz, such as the case of the crystals in the
Samsung chips, the standard ten part per million translates to a worst-case variation of 500 hertz
over the full temperature range of -20 degrees to 70 degrees Celsius, as is shown in the crystal's
specification. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1246-47.) Since the measured temperature range of zero to
seventy degrees Celsius is a fraction of the temperature range in a crystal's specification, which
is minus 20 degrees to plus 70 degrees Celsius, Dr. Subramanian calculated that the crystal's
frequency variation for the range that he measured would be, conservatively, about 300 hertz,
which is 0.0003 megahertz. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1247-48.) This variance of 300 hertz in the
crystal's frequency is in line with the 280 hertz variance for the PLL output frequency measured
by Dr. Subramanian. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1248; RX-1180.2.) Therefore, the precision of Dr.
Subramanian's variance measurements matches the precision of the crystal's variance. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1248.) Dr. Subramanian performed the same calculations for the data related
to the {

}, which were measured over a smaller range of temperatures, zero to fifty

degrees Celsius, and he reached the same conclusions. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1248-49.)
Therefore, the Administrative Law Judge finds that Dr. Oklobdzija's criticism was refuted by Dr.
Subramanian. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1249.)
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As for Dr. Oklobdzija's citation to and reliance on a textbook edited by Professor
Chandrakasan in support of Dr. Oklobdzija's argument that, according to the laws of physics, the
frequency of a PLL will vary with PVT, Respondents point to the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija
admitted on cross-examination that the cited excerpt in the textbook does not discuss a single
operational product, much less any of the Accused Products or chips. (See Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
871.) Nor does it mention PLLs or voltage-controlled oscillators. (See Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 871;
CX-0154.)
Based on his review of the textbook excerpt, Dr. Subramanian concluded that it does not
support Dr. Oklobdzija' s argument. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1254; RDX-4.104.) Dr. Subramanian
explained his position this way:
Now, the specific reasons [why Dr. Oklobdzija is] running into problems with
respect to the laws-of-physics argument is, he's identifying a physical fact - in
other words, these variations happen - and he's trying to tie it to a real processor
and ignoring the circuits that basically prevent that variation from doing anything.
In other words, he's taking this physical fact and applying it to a prior-art
approach. And he's incorrect in that regard.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1254-55.) By focusing on a theoretical paper using statistical modeling,
Dr. Oklobdzija misses a simple truth, which is that a PLL compensates for any PVT effects on
transistors in order to keep the output frequency stable and fixed. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1255.)
What Dr. Subramanian testified on this point gets back to an earlier observation: Dr. Oklobdzija
and Complainants are confining their attention to the oscillator itself, isolated in time and space
from the PLL and the effects of the oscillator operating within the circuitry of the PLL on the
clocking mechanism. This approach by Dr. Oklobdzija and Complainants strips away the word
"entire" from the term "entire oscillator" and then restricts the word ''varying" to the strippeddown "oscillator," which is not how the oscillators in the Accused Products function, as Dr.
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Subramanian described in his testimony. The Administrative Law Judge rejects Complainants'
argument in this regard . .
Dr. Oklobdzija claimed that jitter is a PVT-related variation in the Accused Products.
(Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 513-514.). But Dr. Subramanian testified that jitter is not a change in
frequency. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1256-57); RDX-0004.105.) Specifically, the rising and falling
edges of an idealized clock signal, as illustrated by the red lines in the excerpt from RDX0004.105 shown above, are precisely spaced and appear exactly where they ought to be. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1256; RDX-0004.105.)

However, the position of the edge of a clock signal

does not follow this idealized representation; sometimes an edge may surface early, sometimes
late. At other times it may show up when it ideally should. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1256.) There
is a random aspect to the process. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1256-57.) This is called jitter, and it is
not a change in frequency, as Dr. Oklobdzija asserts. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1256.)
Respondents say random occurrence in the arrival of a particular edge of the wave is not
the type of variation that arises from PVT. Although the position of an edge may randomly shift
from one cycle to the next, overall the frequency of the clock signal does not change. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1257.) This randomness is miniscule, while the patent focuses on large
performance variations caused by PVT. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1258, 1261.) Crystal oscillators
themselves exhibit jitter. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1258-59; JXM-0018 (Prosecution History) at 34.) Despite the effect of jitter on crystals, the patent"characterizes crystals to be fixed clocks.
(JXM-0001 at 17:29-34.) Thus, jitter is a physical phenomenon the origins of which are distinct
from PVT, and the evidence does not show that jitter to be a function of PVT. Therefore, the
Administrative Law Judge concludes that the presence of jitter alone does not satisfy the
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"varying" limitations of any of the asserted claims, does not refute Dr. Subramanian's
conclusions, and does not constitute a basis for a finding of infringement here.
Dr. Oklobdzija points to {

} mention of PVT in certain technical documents for

'

some of the accused chips as evidence of the claimed ''varying ... due to [PVT]." (Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 463-465.) Respondents say that merely mentioning PVT falls short of meeting
Complainants' burden of proof. All of the {

} statements involve discussion "over worst-

case process/voltage/temperature." (RDX-0004.107C; CDX-0005.40C-42C.) {
} and guarantees their operation under extreme conditions, by mapping out the
possible worst-case PVT conditions and then designing its chips to operate under these worstcase conditions. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262; RDX-0004.107C.) Respondents say that
{

} statements mean only that ''whoever uses our chip, we want to guarantee that under

worst conditions it will still work" and "out of this limit, don't return the product to us." (See Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 875-876.) This, argue Respondents, has nothing to do with the claimed variation.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262.)
Respondents point out these statements of {

} indicate that its practice falls

squarely within the prior art, which the patent took pains to distinguish. According to the patent,
"[t]raditional CPU designs are done so that with the wors[t] case of the three parameters, the
circuit will function .at the rated clock speed," which means that the CPU must be clocked at a
speed slower than the chip's maximum theoretical performance for it to operate properly under
those worst case PVT conditions. (JXM-0001 at 16:48-53.) As with the traditional approach
that the patent criticizes, {

} is concerned about PVT and, therefore, designs its circuits to

operate at a rated clock speed that will allow the CPU to operate under these worst-case
conditions. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1262-63, (Oklobdzija) at 877-878.) Merely caring about PVT
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and designing for worst-case scenarios, however, does not mean that the frequency of the PLL
actually varies due to PVT. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1263 .) To the contrary, it demonstrates the
use of the prior art traditional CPU design that the patent sought to overcome. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1262-63.) Dr. Subramanian testified that Dr. Oklobdzija attempts to make a
logical leap that has no technical or factual support when he fosters this argument. (Id.)
This is what Dr. Subramanian testified:
Now, Dr. Oklobdzija identifies, as shown in RDX-4.107, some statements
in {
} that say they care about PVT effects, and that is
certainly true, because, as someone who has designed chips for many years, we
have to design to work across all conditions.
But {
}. In other
words, they' consider the PVT to map out the envelope of possibilities, and then
they design their chips so that they work even at the worst case. This has nothing
to do with variation. This is fixed frequencies directly along the lines of what the
prior art did.
Merely the fact that there are possible variations in PVT is not sufficient to
establish infringement, and we can see that from the criticism in the patent of the
prior art, which we see at column 16, lines 48 through SOC, where it says,
"Traditional CPU designs are done so that with the worst case of the three
parameters the circuit will function at the rated clock speed."
The predicate for that statement is that whoever did those traditional CPU
designs cared about PVT, so they designed it to work at the worst case. So it's not
correct to say that the fact that they care about PVT means that they're varying
with PVT, and in fact I'm showing you that they don't.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1263-64.) {

} documents also do not support Dr. Oklobdzija's

claim that the ''varying" claims are met because {

} acknowledges that PVT factors are

recognized, a matter of concern, and need be addressed. As Dr. Subramanian testified, this is in
line with the conventional approach as opposed the approach taken by the '336 patent. The '336
patent states: "The traditional CPU designs are done so that with the wors[t] case of the three
parameters, the circuit will function at the rated clock speed." (JXM-0001 at 16:48-50.) {
}. The fact that {

} recognizes the effects of PVT simply

acknowledges and addresses this concern in the traditional way, which is what the patent rejects.
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For the reasons provided by Dr. Subramanian and in light of the language of the patent, including
its asserted claims, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the {

} documents

referenced by Dr. Oklobdzija do not support the conclusion that the {

} or any

of the other Accused Products meet the "varying" limitation of the asserted claims.
As for Dr. Oklobdzija's assertion that binning is evidence of variations due to
manufacturing process, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that while binning is a
reflection that variations exist in the performance capabilities of microprocessors (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1264), this does not constitute evidence that any of the Accused Products meet
the ''varying" limitations of the asserted claims. Dr. Subramanian's testimony and the testing it
was based on empirically demonstrate that the operational frequencies of the chips, no matter
their individual differences are fixed. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1265-66).) Once again, Dr.
Oklobdzija and Complainants apply the "varying" limitation in a hermetic fashion as though an
oscillator having a power source is the claimed "entire oscillator" and it does not matter that the
frequency of the oscillators in the Accused Products are fixed, both internally and externally.
For the reasons previously discussed, this argument is found to be erroneous.
As regards the jurisdictional argument, the Administrative Law concludes that since the
evidence does not establish that any of the Accused Products infringes the '336 patent, it follows
that they do not infringe at the time of importation.
With respect to the OMAP chips, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the
preponderance of evidence does not establish that the ''varying" elements of the asserted claims
are met by_the Accused Products. In the end, Complainants' evidence is primarily theoretical or
dogmatic and does not withstand the opposing empirical evidence produced by Respondents.
The Administrative Law Judge notes that Respondents do raise a somewhat theoretical argument
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of their own, in the sense that the difference between the variation of the processing frequency of
the CPU and the speed of the PLL have not been established empirically. However,
conceptually the point is valid and sufficient to overcome Dr. Oklobdzija's opposing conceptual
opinion, and since the Complainant bears the burden of proof, the Administrative Law Judge
finds the evidence in support of the allegations of infringement of the "varying" limitations of
the asserted claims is deficient for this reason as well.
Respondents argue that Dr. Oklobdzija persistently, and wrongly, equated "processing
frequency capability" with "processing frequency'' throughout his testimony, even though these
are two distinct concepts. Processing frequency capability is the maximum frequency at which a
part can run, but that is not the actual frequency at which the part operates. (Tr. (Subramanian)
at 1271.) The speed at which the part actually runs is its processing frequency, say Respondents.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1271.) The claims, especially 1 and 11, distinguish between these two
concepts by requiring that the CPU's "processing frequency capability" vary with PVT, while
demanding that that the speed of the ring oscillator variable speed system clock (i.e., its
processing frequency) vary due to PVT. (JXM-1 at claims 1, 11.) But Dr. Oklobdzija, in his
analysis, focuses on the clock's capability rather than its actual speed. (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 301302.) In so doing, Dr. Oklobdzija wrongly rewrites the claim language and erroneously analyzes
the facts, argue Respondents.
By conflating these two distinctly-claimed elements, Dr. Oklobdzija disregards an
important fact about the accused chips and products: by design, a PLL compensates for any
PVT-related effects in order to maintain a stable and fixed frequency. (Tr. (Subramanian) at
1273; RDX-0004.111.) Dr. Subramanian testified that, while PVT affects the maximum
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operating capability of a transistor, the PLL and its components are not running at this maximum
capability, and this allows them to provide a fixed output frequency:
[S]o I've already said that PVT does affect the maximum transistor operating
speed. And the reason that PLLs are able to ensure that the output of the PLL,
including the output of the oscillator within that PLL, is so precise is because the
oscillator is not running at its maximum possible speed. The PLL ensures that it is
very stable at a value below it, and in fact, when the PLL is in lock, it will be set
up such that the oscillation of that oscillator will be at a speed below the
maximum possible capability; in other words, the performance capability. And by
doing that, the PVT variation does not affect the oscillator output, which is why
we obtained the data that we did, Your Honor.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1295.) Succinctly put, a part's processing frequency capability may
change with PVT, but its actual speed, or processing frequency, remains constant. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1273; RDX-0004.111 ).)
The Administrative Law Judge considers this argument to be another way of expressing
the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija and Complainants have restricted their focus of the "varying"
limitation to an oscillator, divorced from the claimed "entire oscillator." While the oscillators in
the PLLs of the Accused Products are capable of variable frequencies in response to PVT factors,
nevertheless, they are constrained to provide fixed clocking signals to the CPU and the claimed
first and second plurality of electronic devices. Although Complainants dispute this proposition,
the Administrative Law Judge finds that either way it is expressed, the result is the same: the
Accused Products do not satisfy the "varying" limitations of the asserted claims of the '336
patent.
Respondents say that, in a last ditch effort to prove the "varying ... due to [PVT]"
limitation, Dr. Oklobdzija brought up a new theory at the hearing, by saying the PLL's dead
band somehow meets the ''varying together" requirement of the asserted claims. (Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1056-57.) Respondents say the PLL's dead band is an artifact of the design and
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sensitivity of the PLL's {

}. While very sensitive, the {

} below which it is unable to detect an extremely small phase difference
between the loop's feedback signal and the reference signal. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1278.) As a
result, there is a small region where the PLL does not detect this minute phase difference, and
this is called the "dead band." Respondents argue that the dead band phenomenon cannot satisfy
the claim limitation because the dead band itself and its size are unrelated to PVT. This is
because the dead band is set and controlled by the {

}, and it is not

set by PVT. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1278.) Also, the dead band values are truly tiny, well below
a crystal's own 0.01 percent variation and thus are within what the patent calls "fixed." (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1279.) Because PVT does not cause dead band and its value is fixed, within
the meaning of the patent, it cannot be counted on to meet the ''varying" limitation, say
Respondents.
The Administrative Law Judge agrees and finds that the "dead band" phenomenon is not
evidence that any of the Accused Products meet the "varying" limitations of any of the asserted
claims.
In conclusion, with respect to the issue of whether any of the Accused Products satisfies
the "varying" limitations of any of the asserted claims, the Administrative Law Judge finds that
there is not a preponderance of evidence that shows that any of the Accused Products does. The
Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants' evidence is deficient in that it is based
mostly on theorized and a priori conclusions, while there is empirical evidence produced by
Respondents that shows that none of the Accused Products meets the "varying" limitations of
any of the asserted claims. Both the offensive and defensive evidence produced by Respondents
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is more rigorous and substantial than the evidence produced by Complainants, who ultimately
bear the burden of proof.

3. The "On-Chip Input/Output Interface" Limitation
Complainants say that each of the Accused Products includes an "on-chip input/output
interface" required by all asserted claims. Order No. 31 defined this term to mean: "a circuit
having logic for input/output communications, where that circuit is located on the same
semiconductor substrate as the CPU." Complainants say the claim requirements associated with
the on-chip 1/0 interface are summarized in CDX-0004.11 , shown here:
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(CBr. at 41 (citing CDX-0004.11).)
Complainants say the asserted claims require that the on-chip 1/0 interface be connected
"to exchange coupling control signals, addresses and data" with the CPU, and that all of the
Accused Products have at least one on-chip 1/0 interface that satisfies these requirements. (Id.)
Complainants say Dr. Oklobdzija testified that block diagrams for the relevant processors show
that they include on-chip input/output interfaces that are connected with the CPU via a bus
system. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 495-496).) The interfaces are connected to exchange
coupling control signals, addresses, and data with the central processing unit via the busses. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 543-545).)
Complainants say claims 6, 10, 13, and 16 require that the on-chip 1/0 interface be
"connected between" the CPU and an off-chip external memory bus. (Id. at 42.) The relevant
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Accused Products are connected to external memory via on-chip I/0 interfaces, say
Complainants, and these, in tum, are connected to the CPU via the same internal bus systems
discussed above. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 543, 545).)
Each of the Accused Products includes an "off-chip external clock" and/or "second
clock" connected to the on-chip input/output interface, according to Complainants. (Id.)
Independent claims 6, 13, and 16 characterize this element as an "off-chip external clock," while
independent claims 1 and 11 refer to it as a "second clock" that may or may not be "off-chip."
(Id.) However, say Complainants, all of the claims require that the "off-chip"/"second clock" be

"independent" of the "first/CPU clock." Complainants say the claim requirements associated
\

with the independent off-chip/second clock are summarized in their exhibit CDX-0004.15,
reproduced here:
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Neither Respondents nor Staff address this issue in their briefs, and therefore
Complainants contend that the evidence is not disputed that all of the Accused Products satisfy
this limitation. (CRBr. at 51.)
The Administrative Law Judge concludes that the evidence is sufficient to show that the
Accused Products satisfy this limitation.
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4. The "Second" and "External" Clock Limitations
a) Complainants' initial arguments
Complainants say the Accused Products include second clocks for clocking the on-chip

1/0 interfaces mentioned above and that some of the second clocks are internal to the processors
and only apply to claims 1 and 11, and others are external and apply to all of the asserted claims.
(Id.) In each case, the second clocks are independent of the first clock, originate from a source
different from the first clock, and are asynchronous from the first clock. (Id.)
(1) Indep endence

Complainants say that regardless of whether a particular claim refers to the offchip/second clock as an "off-chip external clock" or a "second clock," it must be "independent"
of the "first/CPU clock." (Id. at 43 (citing Order No. 31 at 11-12).) According to Complainants,
all of the Accused Products have at least one independent off-chip/second clock that satisfies the
second clock limitations. Complainants say that, as regards the second clocks identified in
Section III.C. of their opening brief, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that "[w]e have identified or
established their independence, basically, by coming from two independent PLLs or ring
oscillators within those PLLs." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 702).) Moreover, argue
Complainants, the second clocks are independent even if they have the same reference
frequency. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1060-61 ; CX-0321C at AMZ_TPL_00059599).)
(2) Asynchronous
In addition to the "independence" requirement discussed above, claims 11, 13, and 16

include the following requirement: "wherein said central processing unit operates
asynchronously to said input/output interface." (Id.) Complainants say the claim requirements
associated with "asynchronous" operation are summarized in their exhibit CDX-4.19, reproduced
here:
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(Id. at 43-44.)

Complainants say the evidence established that these requirements are satisfied for all of
the Accused Products. For example, Dr. Oklobdzija testified that the Texas Instruments OMAP
chip in which the CPU ("MPU") was clocked by the "MPU DPLL": "Due to the MPU DPLL,
the Cortex-A9 MPU subsystem is asynchronous from the rest of the device." (Id. at 44 (citing
Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1061-62).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that PLLs will not work ifthere is a
predictable phase relationship. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1026-28).) He added: "the
predictable phase relationship as defined . . .is that those two signals come edge and edge; they
come exactly on or exactly off, but always the same. And that's not happening." Thus, there
will never be a "predictable phase relationship" between the CPU/"first clock and the "second
clock," even if they use the same reference oscillator. (Id.)
b) Respondents' initial arguments
Respondents say Complainants have not shown that the alleged "second clock" is either
independent or asynchronous. (RBr. at 119.) Respondents report that Order No. 31 construed
certain phrases related to the "second clock" limitations as set forth here:
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""
Oaim Terms
"second clock independent of said ring
oscillator .. . system clock"
(claims L 11)

~ Construction Adopted by Order ~o. 31 w ,.
a second clock wherein a change in the frequency of
either the second clock or ring oscillator system clock
does not affect the frequency of the other

"external clock is operative at a
frequency independent of a clock
frequency of said oscillator"
(claims 6, 13)
"external clock is operative at a
frequency independent of a clock
frequency of said variable speed clock"
( claims 10, 16)
"wherein said central processing unit
operates asynchronously to said
input/output inte1face''
(clain1s 11 , 13. 16)

an external clock wherein a change in the frequency
of either the external clock or oscillator does not
affect the frequency of the other
an external clock wherein a change in the frequency
of either the external clock or the vaiiable speed
clock does not affect the frequency of the other
the timing control of the central processing unit
operates independently of and is not derived from the
timing control of the input!output interface such that
there is no readily predictable phase relationship
between them

(Id. at 119-120.)
(1) Complainants and Dr. Oklobdzija have not shown that these

limitations are met
Respondents argue that although the construction of the "wherein ... asynchronously"
limitation of claims 11, 13, and 16 includes more words, it incorporates a concept common to the
limitations in claims 1, 6, and 10 because it expressly requires that the CPU's timing control
operate independently of the I/O's timing control. In other words, the concept of "independent"
clocking is common to all of the asserted claims' "second clock" limitations. (Id. (citing Order
No. 31 at 74 (construing the "wherein ... asynchronously" limitation to require, among other
things, that CPU's timing control "operates independently of and is not derived from" the timing
control of the I/O interface)).) Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija spent many hours during his
direct testimony trying to prove up these limitations, including attempting to show that the
accused I/O interfaces' clocks are independent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) 529-542, 555-610,
663-754).) He did so because, as he conceded, all of the asserted claims require that the two
clocks be independent. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 888:21-889:3 ("Q. Now, I want to turn to
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discussing this idea of 'independent.' We talked about that earlier today, and then the claims
require these two clocks, the first and the second clock, as you've done in your analysis, and that
those clocks need to be independent. Isn't that right? A. Yes, sir."); Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 890
(similar question), 891 (same)).) But Dr. Oklobdzija's analysis fell far short, argue Respondents.
(Id.)

One example that occurred during Dr. Oklobdzija's cross-examination illustrates the
unreliability of his analysis, say Respondents. Dr. Oklobdzija testified on direct examination that
the {

}, satisfied the

"second clock" limitations because it supposedly has an independent second clock. (Id. at 120121 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 889).) The independent second clocks that he identified included
signals for the camera interface CAMIF, the USB interface, and the external memory interface
SD. (Id. at 121 (citing Tr. at 889-890; CDX-0014.18; CDX-0044.1-44.3).) Despite the many
hours of testimony and the large number of slides presented, Dr. Oklobdzij a did not identify the
source of these "second clock" signals, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) 890-891).)
When questioned about the inadequate proof of independence between the clock signals, he
confidently volunteered to trace his supposed "second clock" signals back to their source. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 890-891).)
Respondents argue that had he done the necessary "tracing" as part of his report or even
before testifying, he would have realized that the source for all of these signals is the same PLL
that supposedly clocks the ARM core (the accused CPU). (Id.) Indeed, the {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 891-892; RX-0602 at LGE800ITC 1916).) In

other words, {

} (Id.) The same document also identifies {
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}

Respondents argue that because the alleged "first clock" and "second clock" in the
{

} are the exact same PLL, they are not mutually independent. Changing the frequency of

the PLL will necessarily affect the frequency of the clock signals to both the supposed CPU and
the accused VO interfaces. (Id. at 122 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1353:1-1354:5 (confirming that
"if two clock signals are derived from the same source," the frequency of the source clock affects
the frequency of the downstream clock)).) And because the same PLL outputs the accused
"timing controls" to both the CPU and the VO interfaces, the frequency of these signals
necessarily has a readily predictable phase relationship, i.e. the clocks are not "asynchronous."
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1354-55 (confirming that "if the two clock signals are derived

from the same source," there is a readily predictable phase relationship between them)).)
Respondents say that while this is one example, Dr. Oklobdzija's sloppy and incomplete
analysis of the {

} raises serious doubts about his testimony

in general and his opinions about other accused VO interfaces in particular. Despite hours of
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testimony about accused I/0 interfaces, Dr. Oklobdzija failed to trace back the actual source of
any accused I/0 interface's clock, say Respondents . For many of the accused chips, Dr.
Oklobdzija's only explanation about the "second clock" limitations consisted of conclusory
statements affirming that he reviewed the schematics and decided that these limitations are met.

(Id. (citing, by way of example, Tr. (Oklobdzija) 681-684 (providing conclusory statements for
eight separate products from two respondents), 686-693 (same for 21 separate products from five
respondents), 702-704 (same for 17 products from Garmin), 730-732 (same for Samsung)).)
Respondents say such conclusory expert testimony is legally insufficient to support a finding of
infringement, citing Kim v. ConAgra Foods, Inc., 465 F.3d 1312, 1319-20 (Fed. Cir. 2006). (Id.)
Respondents say that because Dr. Oklobdzija failed to perform this important analysis to show
an independent "second clock" for the accused I/0 interfaces, Complainants have not carried
their burden of proof with respect to the "second clock" limitations. (Id. at 122-123.)
(2) Dr. Subramanian showed that the Accused Products do not
have an independent or asynchronous second clock
Respondents say that Dr. Subramanian testified that two clock signals are not
"independent" if they are derived from the same source because a change in the frequency of the
source clock affects the frequency of the downstream clock. (Id. at 123 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) 1353-55).) For example, if two separate PLLs use the same 20 megahertz crystal
oscillator as a reference clock, a change in the reference's frequency (such as switching to a 30
megahertz crystal) will cause the output frequency of both PLLs to change. (Id.) Similarly, two
clocks are not "asynchronous" if they are derived from the same source. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at. 1354-55).) For example, if one PLL drives two different structures, or if two
separate PLLs rely on the same reference clock/crystal, the PLLs are not asynchronous because
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"there is a predictable phase relationship" between the clock signals in either case. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1354-55; Order No. 31 at 74).)
Respondents argue that despite the requirements of the claim constructions,
Complainants and their expert rely solely on I/0 interface signals that are neither independent
nor asynchronous. To illustrate this problem, Dr. Subramanian's testimony focused on the two
most common I/Q interfaces covered during Dr. Oklobdzija's direct testimony (USB and
camera), in addition to the particular structure of the LSI Logic B5503A chip. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1351-67).)
With respect to the USB interfaces, Dr. Subramanian demonstrated that that the clock
signals for the USB interfaces in the accused {

· }, OMAP, and Samsung chips are neither

independent nor asynchronous. The {

}. (Id. at 124 (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
1355-57; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1914, 1917; RDX-0004.159C).) The {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1356; RX-0602C at

LGE800ITC 1916-17)).) Reinforcing the use of {

} included

a statement warning that {
} (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1356-57 (indicating that, because {

}; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1917).)
Dr. Subramanian reviewed source code of some of Respondents, including the source
code of the accused {
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} were in fact used in the Accused Products. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
1357).) This source code revealed that because the alleged "first clock" and "second clock" in
} are the same PLL, they are neither independent nor asynchronous. (Id. (citing Tr.

the {

(Subramanian) 1353-55 (explaining why structures relying on the same reference signal do not
meet these limitations)).) Dr. Subramanian also discussed another USB architecture used in
some {

}, including the {

} chip. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1357-58;

RDX-4.160C).) In this USB architecture, {

}. (Id. at 124-125 (citing Tr. (Subramanian)

1357-58; RX-0795C at ZTE853TPL 756865, 756868; RX-0869C at Kyocera_853_ 29538,
29544-45; RX-0624C at QTPL 22977-78; RX-0613C at QTPL 9428, 9327; RX-0800C at
LGE800ITC 309549, 309650).) Because the alleged "first clock" and "second clock" use the
same crystal's reference signal, the clocks are neither independent nor asynchronous, say
Respondents. (Id. at 125 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1358, 1353-55).)
Respondents say the same problem arises with respect to Dr. Oklobdzija's opinions
regarding the accused Samsung chips. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1366-67; RDX4.167C).) In the Samsung chips, the {

}. (Id. (citing RX-0696C at 853Samsung 167663-

76; RX-0702C at 853Samsung 20060; RX-0699C at 853Samsung 42495).) Dr. Oklobdzija
conceded this fact during his cross-examination. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 992-993).)
Because the alleged "first clock" and "second clock" in the accused Samsung chips {
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}, the clocks are neither independent nor asynchronous. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1367; 1353-55).)
Dr. Oklobdzija's opinion that the OMAP4 and OMAP3 chips satisfy his "second clock"
limitations is equally deficient, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1362-64;
RDX-0004.163C-164C).) In the OMAP4 chips, all of the DPLLs- including the DPLL_MPU
(the alleged "first clock") and the DPLL_ USB (the supposed "second clock")-receive and rely
on the same external crystal oscillator's reference signals. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 136263; RX-0528C at LGE800ITC 85678-79, 85683-84; RX-0527C at AMZ_ TPL 24590-91; RX0526C at AMZ_TPL 40084-85; RX-0529C at TPL 2987999-2988003; RX-0524C at AMZ_TPL
15927-33; RX-0525C at AMZ_TPL 32076-82).) Similarly, the same external reference signal
drives the OMAP3 chips' DPLLs, including the DPLLl (the alleged "first clock") and the
DPLL_pER (the supposed "second clock"). (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1363-64).) Because
these accused DPLLs rely on the same external reference signals, their clock signals cannot,
under the adopted claim constructions, be independent or asynchronous. (Id. at 125-126 (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1363 (OMAP4), 1364 (OMAP3), 1353:1-1355:4 (explaining why
structures relying on the same reference signal do not meet these limitations); RX-1804 at
GARM-N3 7xx-03 l 493-95, 31498-500; RX-1817 at GARMIN 68495).) And because these
OMAP DPLLs are on the same chip, they cannot meet the requirements of claims 6, 10, 13, and
16 that the "second clock" must be an "off-chip external clock." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
896 (stating, among other things, "I agree with you that those PLLs are on-chip"), 897 ("So for
some of them [claims] it has to be the external clock clocking the I/0 interface.")).)
Even when Dr. Oklobdzija can point to a USE-related PLL on a different chip, as is the
case for Garmin's products, Respondents say he is still unable to meet the requirements of the
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"second clock" limitations. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1364-65; RDX-4.164C).) The
accused Garmin products do not use the USB-related PLL functionalities on the OMAP3 chips;
these products include a separate USB3311 chip which has its own internal PLL. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1364-65; RX-1871C at GARM-nuvi_35xx 15920-23; RX-1818C at GARMIN
75081-84; RX-1808C at GARMIN 75074, 75077; RX-1816C at GARM-N37xxR 4314,
004342).) Even though the USB3311 chip's PLL is on a different chip from the OMAP3's
DPLLl, both PLLs still receive and rely on the same external crystal reference. (Id.) Because
the supposed "first clock" and alleged "second clock" use the same crystal's reference signal,
their signals cannot be independent or asynchronous, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1365, 1353-554 (explaining why structures relying on the same reference
signal do not meet these limitations)).)
Finally, say Respondents, Dr. Oklobdzija even reached beyond the Accused Products to
find another clock on a separate device, like a desktop or laptop computer. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1359-61 , (Oklobdzija) 1085; RDX-0004.161).) Under this theory, Dr.
Oklobdzija alleges that a particular encoding scheme called NRZI carries an embedded clock
signal. (Id. at 126-127 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1359, (Oklobdzija) 562-564).) Dr.
Subramanian testified that this theory runs contrary to the evidence because "the USB blocks in
question are actually clocked using a nonindependent, nonasynchronous clock." (Id. at 127
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1360).) Worse yet, say Respondents, this theory requires that there
must be a separate device connected to the Accused Products' USB interface, with the device and
the product exchanging NRZI-encoded data over a USB cable. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
1085-86).) The Accused Products, however, are not imported while tethered to a desktop or
laptop computer as NRZI-encoded data is transmitted between the computer and the product.
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(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1086 ("I don't see desktop or notebook in your other hand.");

RPX-0037 (accused LG Lucid phone in its original small box)).) Because there is no USB
connection between any Accused Product and an external computer device at the time of
importation, there is no "second clock" when the Accused Products enter the United States and
thus no basis for a violation of Section 337 under this theory. (Id. ( citing Electronic Devices,
2012 WL 3246515, Comm'n Op. (Dec. 21, 2011) ("We also interpret the phrase 'articles thatinfringe' to reference the status of the articles at the time of importation. Thus, infringement,
direct or indirect, must be based on the articles as imported to satisfy the requirements of
section.")).)
Consequently, Respondents say that the evidence reveals that Dr. Oklobdzija has not
shown that the alleged "second clock" driving the USB interface in the accused {

},

OMAP, and Samsung chips satisfies the constructions requiring independence or asynchronicity.
(Id.) This problem goes beyond a simple failure of proof because Dr. Oklobdzija disregarded

evidence undercutting his opinion by only presenting small excerpts of ambiguous schematics
without tracing back the origins of these signals. (Id.) ..His deficient analysis should not be
credited, say Respondents. (Id.)
Respondents say that it was shown on cross-examination that Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony
regarding the exemplary {

} was woefully inadequate with respect to his "second

clock" analysis. (Id. at 128 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 889-893).) On redirect, Complainants
focused on a {

} that {

} receive from {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1063-66).) According to Dr. Oklobdzija, this {

signal provides an alternative clock signal that supposedly satisfies the "second clock'
limitations, and this conclusion remains untainted by his cross-examination on the {
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}. (Id.) Going beyond the {

}, Dr. Oklobdzija asserted that his opinion based on
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1067).)

this signal extends to all {

Respondents say that, once again, Dr. Oklobdzija failed to trace back the {

} signal to

its ultimate source and thus failed to ensure that this signal is truly independent or asynchronous.
Dr. Subramanian explained the flaw in Dr. Oklobdzija's analysis. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
1361-62).) Although the {
{

} signal comes from the image sensor, the PLL that generates the

} signal on the image sensor chip {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1361 :20-25; RDX-0004.162C).) This {

}, whose output is also ultimately used to clock the CPU. (Id. (citing
Tr. (Subramanian) at 1361-62).) In addition to the clear schematic block diagram (shown on
RDX-0004.162C and reproduced below), Respondents assert that {

} documents

confirm this fact by stating that " {
}." (Id. (citing RX-0790C at LGE800ITC

305078, 305081).)
REDACTED

(Id. at 128-129 (citing RDX-0004.162C (excerpt)).) Respondents argue that the evidence

indicates that changing the frequency of the {

} on the {

the frequency of the {

} will necessarily affect
}
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as its reference signal. Further, since the {

} signal {

}, there is

a predictable phase relationship between these signals. Accordingly, the requirement of
independence and asynchronicity cannot be met. (Id. at 129 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1362).)
Respondents say this example again highlights the inadequate analysis of Dr. Oklobdzija
and puts in doubt the reliability of his testimony about the "second clock" limitations, and for
this reason there should be a finding that Complainants have not discharged their burden of proof .
as to this limitation. (Id.)
As to the LSI Logic B5503A chip, Dr. Oklobdzija does not allege that this chip supports
USB or camera functionalities; rather, he focuses on two I/0 interfaces associated with the hard
disc functionalities on the chip: the host interface and the read/write interface. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1022).) Respondents say his failure to acknowledge the common reference clock
for the PLLs associated with these interfaces and the ARM processor again undercuts his
analysis. (Id.) As Dr. Subramanian testified, and the deposition of LSI's corporate witness
confirms, {

} For this reason, the requirements of independence and asynchronicity are not met in
this chip, say Respondents. On redirect and re-cross, Dr. Oklobdzija was specifically asked
about the host interface, which uses a SATA protocol. Dr. Oklobdzija admitted {

}. (Id. at 130 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija)1080-81,1084).) But the claims require that the second

clock be connected to an "input/output" port, so that the clocking for both communication
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directions must meet the independent and asynchronous limitations. (Id. at 130.) Accordingly,

{

}, Dr. Oklobdzija

has admitted the host SATA interface does not meet these limitations. (Id.)
Respondents say that because the LSI Logic chip does not satisfy the "second clock"
limitation, there cannot be infringement by any Accused Product.containing this chip. Beyond
the non-infringement of this chip, this LSI chip, like the {

}, presents yet

another example where Dr. Oklobdzija did not adequately review the technical material and
perform a thorough analysis under the controlling claim constructions. Once again, the evidence
casts doubt on the reliability of his opinion, and for at least this reason, his testimony regarding
the "second clock" limitations for other Accused Products should be rejected, say Respondents.
(Id.)

c) Staff asserts that these limitations are not met
Staff formats its brief on the basis of the individual claims, starting with claim 1, and
Staff says that the evidence does not show that the accused second clock in the Accused Products
is independent of the alleged ring oscillator variable speed system clock- what Complainants
refer to as the "first clock." (SBr. at 15 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1209).) According to Staff,
for two clocks to be independent they cannot be derived from the same source. (Id.) Dr.
Subramanian, however, demonstrated with respect to the accused {

}, Texas Instruments,

Logic, and Samsung chips that the accused second clocks are derived from the same source as
the ring oscillator variable speed system clock. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1355-56
({

}), 1362-63 (Texas Instruments), 1365-66 (LSI Logic), and 1366-67 (Samsung)).)

Thus the accused clock is not independent from the ring oscillator variable speed system clock.
(Id.) Therefore, Staff argues that the evidence establishes that the Accused Products do not
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satisfy the second clock limitation of claim 1 and therefore Respondents do not infringe the '336
patent. (Id. at 15-16.)
As concerns claim 6, Staff says Dr. Subramanian testified that the accused second clock
is independent of the system clock, and therefore, the Accused Products do not infringe claim 6.
(Id. at 18-19 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1209).) Because claim 7 depends from claim 6, claim
7 is not infringed either. (Id. at 19.) The same holds for claim 9. (Id.) As for claim 10, Staff
says that evidence does not show that the external clocks of the Accused Products are
independent of the system clock. (Id. at 22 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1209).) Thus, the
evidence does not show that the Accused Products infringe claim 10. (Id.) Staff says the same
conclusion holds for claim 11 as well, for the same reasons. (Id. at 23.)
Staff says claim 13 is similar to claim 6, and the difference between the two does not bear
on this issue; and therefore, the evidence shows that the Accused Products do not infringe claim
13 for the same reasons that claim 6 does not. (Id. at 24.) Because claim 14 depends from and
includes each of the limitations of claim 13, for the same reasons the Accused Products do not
infringe claim 14. (Id.) The same holds for the claim 15. (Id.) As for claim 16, it differs from
claim 10 only in in one respect: claim 16 recites "wherein a clock signal from said off-chip
external clock originates from a source other than said variable speed clock," while claim 10
recites "wherein said central processing unit operates asynchronously to said input/output
interface. (Id. at 24-25 (citing JXM-0001, Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate, U.S. 5,809,336
Cl at 3:4-6, 4:44-46).) This does not affect the second clock limitation, argues Staff, for the
same reasons discussed in the case of claim 10, and therefore the evidence does not show that
Respondents infringe claim 16. (Id. at 24-25.)
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d) Complainants' reply
Complainants reply that out ofliterally hundreds of external and internal "second clocks"
analyzed by Dr. Oklobdzija, Respondents only make an argument as to a few examples: the
camera and SD clocks for the {
camera in select {

}; USB and

. }, Texas Instruments, and Samsung chips; and SATA in the LSI

B5503A chip. (CRBr. at 52 (citing RBr. at 120-130).) As a threshold matter, Respondents have
provided no arguments and no evidence that Dr. Oklobdzija's identification of any other specific
"second clocks" in any other Accused Products is in any way deficient, argue Complainants. In
contrast, Complainants' post-trial brief and Dr. Oklobdzija's claim charts present significant
evidence and analysis of many other "second clocks." (Id. (citing CDX-1166C, CDX-1167C,
CDX-1171C, and CDX-1175C).)
Faced with this evidence, Respondents attempt to broadly generalize a few alleged
deficiencies in Dr. Oklobdzija's analysis. (Id. (citing RBr. at 122-23).) According to
Complainants, this is particularly improper, because all of the "second clocks" identified by
Respondents (except {

}) are internal; in other words, even if Respondents were correct

(which they are not), the alleged errors would not even apply to claims 6 and 13 (or claims 10
and 16), which require external clocks. Thus, Respondents' arguments cannot apply to the
external "second clocks" identified by Complainants for claims 6 and 13 that reside on other
chips, USB transceivers, and peripheral devices connected to the Accused Products. (Id.)
Complainants rebut Respondents' arguments as follows .
First, Respondents argue that the "second clocks" for CAMIF and SD in the Huawei
Pinnacle 2 are not independent because the second clock within {
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at 52-53 (citing RBr. at 121).) But, according to Complainants, Respondents focus on the wrong
CAMIF clock. (Id. at 53.) Dr. Oklobdzija explained this in detail on re-direct:

Q. Do you remember yesterday Mr. McKean asking you how it was that the clock
for the CAMIF could be an independent second clock when both the ARM core
and the CAMIF are shown in this table with the same corresponding default
source of { }?
A. Yes, I remember.

Q. Let's take a look at the actual schematic for the Pinnacle 2 . .. Do you see any
clock signals relevant to the CAMIF interface in this portion of the figure?
A. Yes, I see a camera interface {

Q. And what is the {

} connected to pin AB7.

}?

A. It is the clock from the camera- that comes from the camera module, and it's a
{
}.
Q. And where does that clock come from~
A. It comes from the camera. It's generated on the camera module, and {
}, to the device.

Q. Why don't we take a look at the camera page in this same schematic, which is
}?
Page 16 of CX-375C .... [D]o you see that same signal, {
A. Yes, I see it. It's coming from the pin 21 on that ribbon cable connector that
connects the camera module to the device.

(CRBr. at 52-53 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1063-64).) Complainants have only asserted an
external CAMIF second clock, not the internal CAMIF clock upon which Respondents
erroneously rely. (Id. (citing C.Br. at 121-22).)
Respondents next criticize Dr. Oklobdzija for his alleged failure "to trace back the actual
source of any accused VO interface's clock." (Id. (citing R.Br. at 122).) This is simply
incorrect, say Complainants. Dr. Oklobdzija's claim charts identify multiple "second clocks"
and trace them back to their respective sources. Respondents also completely ignore the
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significant evidence on this topic in the technical documents introduced at the hearing, as well as
extensive testimony by Respondents' own corporate representatives. For example, many of the
} that proves the origin of the

chip manuals and specifications contain a {

first and second clocks. Respondents' own technical engineers who were involved in the design
of the Accused Products identified "second clocks" and traced them back to their source. These
examples are just a sampling of the significant evidence cited by Complainants in their post-trial
brief. (Id. at 54.)
Second, Complainants say that Respondents argue that "two clock signals are not
'independent' if they are derived from the same source," i.e., reference clock. (Id. ( citing RBr. at
123 ; Tr. at 1353-1354).) Again, Respondents improperly generalize, even when they admit that
Dr. Subramanian himself only applied this argument to second clocks for USB, camera, and the
LSI Logic B5503A chip. (Id.) In fact, Respondents fail to show that any of the "second clocks"
used for the claimed VO interfaces ABE, SD/MMC, WiFi, N A2.2, microSD, Bluetooth, radar,
HDMI, aDSP, TSIF, I2C, SPI, GSM, and memory, among others, share a reference clock with
the "first clock." (Id. at 55.)
In addition, Respondents improperly attempt to import a limitation into the adopted claim
construction of"independent," and then argue that Complainants failed to satisfy it. (Id.) Both
the claim language and the adopted construction require a comparison of the frequency of the
external clock (second clock) to the frequency of the oscillator (first clock). (Id.) However,
Respondents and Dr. Subramanian avoid this direct comparison. (Id.) Instead, they argue that
"two clock signals are not 'independent' if they are derived from the same source, because a
change in the frequency of the source clock affects the frequency of the downstream clock."
(Id.)
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Put another way, clock A and clock B are independent if a change in the frequency of
clock A does not affect the frequency of clock B, and vice versa. (Id.) Instead, Respondents
would import reference/source clock limitation "C" and find that a change in frequency of clock
C affects the frequency of clock A, and the frequency of clock C also affects the frequency of
clock B. (Id.) But neither the claims themselves nor the adopted construction require clock C.
(Id.) Wh~ther or not clock C affects both A and B says nothing about whether A and B affect

each other. (Id.) Dr. Subramanian made no attempt to bridge this gap oflogic in Respondents'
argument. (Id.) Conversely, Dr. Oklobdzija flatly refuted the argument when he testified that
two PLLs that share the same reference clock are nevertheless independent because "they are
sourced by different ring oscillators" within those PLLs. (Id.)
Next, Respondents' specific arguments as to USB, camera, and the LSI chip are without
merit. (Id.) Respondents repeat the same two arguments: (1) the second clock relies on the same
reference or source clock as the PLL for the CPU; and (2) the alleged second clocks originate
from the same PLL as the first clock. (Id.) Like the Pinnacle 2 example, Respondents focus on
the wrong clocks--ones that were never asserted in this Investigation, say Complainants. (Id.)
Complainants say all of the wrong USB clocks identified by Respondents are internal clocks on
the chip but Complainants say they have never asserted any internal second clocks for USB for
any of the Accused Products, which are inapplicable to claims 6 and 13. (Id. at 55-56.)
Complainants' USB second clocks are all external to the chip and originate from a USB chip or
transceiver, an off-chip oscillator, {

}, or a clock source from a USE-compliant

peripheral device like a computer. (Id. at 56.) Complainants put together a chart, shown below,
which they say identifies the various USB chips and architecture identified in Respondents'
arguments, and Complainants' rebuttal thereto:
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Respondents fot'us on the ;,1w1g USB clocb.
For USB, Coll!lJ)laillants have only asserted a
second dock on a USB peripheral 1kwice. (See
details b~l.ow under "Peripheral device generating
embedded cloclc sign.,!.'') For USB-OTG,
C<H.nplaiullnts have onl~· asserted an exi.trlli-il
second clock on the otI-<:hip USB tr!lllSceiver.
CX-467C at KYOCER:A._853__0022063 (denoted
by USB xevr outside the chip), See of.w C.Br at

89 and fn. 71 (as--;erth1g the couoct e.xtemal USE
clocks for Kyoceni-3 from peripheral device and
USB-OTG transceiver).
REDACTED

I ARO #1 : first and sccood
clock "use the same
crystal's refet't,JJCe." Id.
al 125 .

Sauism1g el.tips

REDACTED

Imprope1· atkwpt to nllj:l(ll.1 reference clock
fu:nitatioo into the ALJ's claim c.onstrnction of
"iudepeudent," as d~ ctibed above.

Improper attempt to impot1 reference cloc.k
limillllion into the ALJ's clllim con!.imctionof
"independent,'' as described above.

OMAP3 /

ARG #1 &2: DPLL USB

O.MA.P4

,md DPLL PER ari the
"s11p1msedsecond clock"
which ''re<:eive and. rely
on the stmie exl.emal
Cl)•stal oscill ator's

refen:o.ce signal •" Id,

Improper attempt to import a referenec clock
limit~tion i.n to the AlJ"~ cl,1im constmction of
":independent," as described above.
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(Id. at 56-58.)
Complainants say Respondents also contend that infringement must be based on articles
as imported, and thus, Complainants' proof of infringement involving USB peripherals is
inadequate because it focuses on the Accused Products after they have been put into use
following importation. (Id. at 58 (citing RBr. at 127).) However, argue Complainants, the
investigation Respondents cited, Electronic Devices, 2012 WL 3246515, Comm'n Op. (Dec. 21,
2011) involved method claims. Complainants say that case was distinguished in another
investigation, Image Processing Sys., Inv.

No. 337-TA-770, 2012 WL 4480570 at *10 (Aug. 31,

2012). Accordingly, argue Complainants, as a threshold matter, Image Processing Sys. does not
apply to any of the asserted apparatus claims, including claims 6 and 13, as well as claims 1 and
11. (Id.) Moreover, even as to method claims 10 and 16, Image Processing Sys. is
distinguishable because in that investigation, the complainant failed to provide evidence of
indirect infringement. (Id. (citing Image Processing Sys, 2012 WL 3246515 at *13).) Here,
Complainants have provided significant evidence of indirect infringement in the form of product
manuals shipped along with the Accused Products, which encourage users to hook up the
Accused Products to USB peripheral devices. (Id. at 59.)
For the camera, Complainants note that Respondents argue that for the {

}. (Id. (citing RBr. at 128129.)) Aside from its irrelevancy, say Complainants, this argument also fails because
Respondents have provided no evidence that {

}. (Id.) Complainants say that notwithstanding Dr. Subramanian's sweeping conclusion, the
Qualcomm documents do not support him. (Id. at 59.)
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For the LSI chip, Respondents argue that {

} (Id.) Complainants say that again Respondents focus on the wrong clock.
Complainants have only asserted the SATA clock which originates from the outside through the
hard drive's SATA port. Complainants have not asserted the different SATA clock that travels
in the opposite direction. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1081 ( {
} )).)
Complainants argue that, apparently recognizing this inconvenient truth, Respondents
argue that "the claims require that the second clock be connected to an 'input/output' port, so
that the clocking for both communication directions must meet the independent and
asynchronous limitations." (Id.) Complainants say this is yet another attempt to import
limitations into the claim-this time without so much as a citation in support. (Id.) The asserted
claims merely require that a second clock be connected to the I/0 interface, which is undisputed
in all cases, because a clock or data line connects the second clock to the interface. (Id.) There
is no requirement that the "second clock" must clock in both directions; in fact, this argument is
nonsensical because many "second clocks" are only capable of clocking in one direction. (Id. at
60.)
Complainants say that claim 6 recites: "and wherein a clock signal from said off-chip
external clock originates from a source other than said oscillator." (Id.) According to
Complainants, Respondents do not address this limitation at all in their post-hearing brief. (Id.)

In contrast, argue Complainants, their brief shows significant evidence that each of the external
second clocks in the Accused Products originates from a source other than the first clock. (Id.)
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Complainants say claim 13 recites: "and further wherein said central processing unit
operates asynchronously to said input/output interface. (Id.) Complainants say Respondents and
Staff contest this claim element, but as previously discussed, the CPU in each of Respondents'
Accused Products operates asynchronously to the on-chip VO interface. Complainants say
Respondents attempt to import a limitation into the construction of "asynchronous" and then
argue that Complainants failed to satisfy it. (Id.) According to Complainants, both the claim
language and claim construction involve ·a comparison of the timing control of the CPU (first
clock) to the timing control of the VO interface (second clock). (Id. at 60-61 .) Of course, say
Complainants, the adopted construction-says nothing about a reference, or comparing the phase
relationship of a reference clock to the first or second clocks, as Respondents argue. (Id. at 61
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1354-55).) According to Complainants, Respondents' argument
relies on the faulty assumption that there is a predictable phase relationship between the
reference and the first/second clock to argµe that the first and second clocks must also have such
a relationship, (Id.) Dr. Oklobdzija explained why this is not true: "if there is a predictable
phase relationship [between the reference and the first/second clock], there is no error signal, and
you don't need PLL; the PLL has no purpose any more." (Id. (citing Tr. at 1026-1028).)
The chip documentation clearly contradicts Respondents' argument, and also establishes
that the CPU operates asynchronously from the various claimed VO interfaces. (Id. at 61.) For
the Accused Products using TI OMAP4430, 4460, and 4470 chips, the TI chip manuals
unequivocally state: "Because of the MPU DPLL, the Cortex-A9 MPU subsystem is
asynchronous from the rest of the device.") . (Id.) Similarly, in the OMAP3530 and 3611, the
MPU Subsystem, which contains the ARM Cortex-A8 core, includes an "asynchronous interface
with core logic." The {

} likewise support the "asynchronous" limitation. (Id.)
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For example, {

} (Id. at 61-62.) Complainants say that
Samsung's documents {

} (Id. at 62.)

e) Respondents' reply
In reply to Complainants' argument that all of the Accused Products have at least one
independent off-chip/second clock as the "second clock" terms have been construed,
Respondents say Complainants are wrong for two reasons. (RRBr. at 64.)
First, Complainants erroneously rely on conclusory testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija, who,
when referring to what he considered "second clocks" testified that "[w]e have identified or
established their independence, basically, by coming from two independent PLLs or ring
oscillators within these PLLs." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 702).) But Dr. Oklobdzija said
nothing about the governing claim construction and failed to address whether "a change in the
frequency of either the second clock or [first clock] does not affect the frequency of the other,"
as the parties' agreed construction requires. (Id. (citing Order No. 31 at 11-12).) Because Dr.
Oklobdzija did not apply the governing claim construction, Complainants' reliance on his
testimony is insufficient to meet their burden of proof, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Kim v. Con-

Agra Foods, 465 F.3d at 1319-20).)
Nor do Complainants' citations to Dr. Oklobdzija's other testimony support their
argument on this issue, argue Respondents. As a general matter, the Respondent-specific
sections of Complainants' brief barely rely on Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony on the "independent"
limitations, despite hours of testimony on the accused I/O interfaces. (Id. (citing CBr. at 48-56,
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59-64, 65-70, 72-78 (HTC); 79-81, 82-85, 87-90 (Kyocera); 91-93, 93-94, 96-99 (Novatel); 100104, 105-107, 108-109, 157-160 (LG); 110-113, 114-115, 175-179 (Samsung); 117-120, 121122 (Huawei); 124-125, 125-126, 127-129 (ZTE); 133-138, 139-140 (Garmin); 143-149
(Amazon); 150-154, 154-155 (B&N); 163-167 (Nintendo); 169-172 (Acer)).) Complainants'
arguments concerning the "independent" limitations are largely attorney arguments, say
Respondents, and it is improper for Complainants to circumvent their expert's deficient
testimony in this way. (Id. (citing Johnston v. IVAC Corp., 885 F.2d 1574, 1581 (Fed. Cir. 1989)
("Attorneys' argument is no substitute for evidence.")).)
Even where Complainants occasionally do cite Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony, those
citations are insufficient to meet their burden of proof, say Respondents. For example, in their
section titled "ZTE Group 3 products meet the 'Second Clock' element," Complainants include
two citations to Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony. (Id. at 65 (citing CBr. 128-129, referencing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1063-67:20, 693).) However, that testimony does not address the "independent"
limitations, say Respondents. (Id.) Other party-specific sections have·similar deficiencies,
according to Respondents. (Id.)
By contrast, Dr. Subramanian's analysis did apply the governing claim construction,
showing that many accused interfaces do not have an independent "second clock." (Id. (citing
RBr. at 123-30).) Dr. Subramanian testified that two clock signals are not "independent" if they
are derived from the same source, because a change in the frequency of the source clock affects
the frequency of the downstream clocks. (Id. (citing RBr. at 123, referencing Tr. (Subramanian)
1353-54).) For example, if two separate PLLs use the same 20 megahertz crystal oscillator as a
reference clock, a change in the reference's frequency (such as switching to a 30 megahertz
crystal) will similarly cause the output frequency of both PLLs to change. (Id.)
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Respondents argue that Complainants' brief repeats and relies on Dr. Oklobdzija's
incomplete and incorrect analysis. For example, their brief asserts that "the second clocks are
independent from the first clock," when discussing the {

} interfaces,

including USB, CAMIF, and SD memory. (Id. (citing CBr. at 121).) But that assertion just
parrots Dr. Oklobdzija's incorrect testimony, which Respondents disproved during Dr.
Oklobdzija's cross-examination. (Id.)
Respondents point to the fact that, during his direct testimony, Dr. Oklobdzija testified
that the {

} (Id.)
The same document also {
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}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) 892; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC

1917).) Confronted with this document, Dr. Oklobdzija agreed that {

}

{
}, argue Respondents. Changing the :frequency of the PLL will
necessarily affect the frequency of the clock signals to both the supposed CPU and the accused
I/Ointerfaces. (Id. at 67 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1353:1-1354:5 (confirming that "if two clock
signals are derived from the same source," the frequency of the source clock affects the
frequency of the downstream clock)).) Respondents say this example demonstrates that
Complainants' reliance on Dr. Oklobdzija's sloppy and incomplete analysis of this claim
limitation is unwarranted. (Id.)
For these reasons, Respondents contend that Complainants have failed to show that any
Accused Product meets the "independent" limitations. By contrast, Respondents and Dr.
Subramanian demonstrated that these limitations are not met. (Id.)
Respondents maintain that Complainants' argument that the Accused Products meet the
"asynchronous" limitation of claims 11, 13, and 16 fails for at least four reasons. First,
Complainants do not address the "asynchronous" limitation's "derived from" language, which
requires that the CPU's timing control not be derived from the I/O interface's timing control. (Id.
(citing Order No. 31 at 74).) Respondents say Complainants' brief is devoid of analysis on that
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requirement. (Id.) Also, argue Respondents, Dr. Oklobdzija did not testify about that
requirement. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 567-570 (precluding Dr. Oklobdzija from testifying
"as to the ultimate issue" of infringement with respect to the "asynchronous" limitation)).)
Because Complainants have not presented any evidence on the "derived from" requirement of the
"asynchronous" limitation, they have not shown that any of the Accused Products meets the
"asynchronous" limitation. (Id.)
Second, argue Respondents, Complainants miss the mark with their argument about the
"no readily predictable phase relationship" requirement in the "asynchronous" limitation. (Id. at
68 (citing CBr. at 44; Order No. 31 at 74 (adopting construction)).) Complainants argue that
"PLLs will not work at all if there is a predictable phase relationship," relying solely on Dr.
Oklobdzija's testimony. (Id. (citing CBr. at 44).) Dr. Oklobdzija was addressing the wrong
relationship, argue Respondents. His testimony relates to the phase relationship between the
phase of the received external reference clock signal and the phase of the PLL's output signal
which is provided back to the PFD block by the PLL's feedback loop:
The phase relationship is how those edges of the clock fall together; okay? And
that difference produces that error signal that drives PLL, because if there is a
predictable phase relationship, there is no error signal, and you don't need PLL;
the PLL has no purpose any more. The PLL is based on error, as those phases
don't come together. That's why PLL works. If there is no error, the signal out of
PLL is zero, and there is no purpose for the PLL.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1026-27).) In contrast, the "asynchronous" limitations require a
different phase relationship, say Respondents, because, as construed, these limitations prohibit
readily predictable phase relationships between the CPU's timing interface and the VO interface's
timing interface, that is, between the CPU and the VO interface. (Id. (citing Order No. 31 at 74).)
Dr. Oklobdzija addressed a different, irrelevant relationship between a PLL's input and its
output. Confirming this fact is the testimony that came just before the excerpt quoted in
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Complainants' brief, where Dr. Oklobdzija testified which relationship he was addressing: "Yes,
what Mr. Casasanta is talking about is a formula, the formula that establishes the relationship of
the output of the PLL with respect to reference." (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1026).)
Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony and Complainants' arguments about this particular
relationship are irrelevant to the "asynchronous" limitations. (Id. at 68-69.)
Third, argue Respondents, Complainants rely on a conclusory statement made by Dr.
Oklobdzija. (Id. at 69 (citing CBr. at 44 (quoting Tr. (Oklobdzija) 1061-62)).) In this portion of
his testimony, he read the word "asynchronous" in the user manual for an accused {

}

and then made the conclusory assertion that this is enough to meet the claim language. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1062).) Not only does he fail to establish that the manual from which
he was reading uses the term "asynchronous" in the same way as the asserted claims do, but his
testimony says nothing about the other requirements in the construction of the "asynchronous"
limitations, including (1) timing controls, (2) independence, (3) no derivation, and (4) no readily
predictable phase relationship. (Id. (referencing Order No. 31 at 74 for comparison).) All that
Dr. Oklobdzija does is mention the word "asynchronous" and declare that there is no phase
relationship. That testimony is unpersuasive and legally insufficient, say Respondents. (Id.
(citing ConAgra Foods, Inc., 465 F.3d at 1319-20).)
Fourth, Respondents say Complainants rely on insufficient documentary excerpts. For
instance, Complainants rely five times on an excerpt from a {

}. (Id. (citing CBr. at 50, 53, 60,
101, 111 (all quoting CX-0663C at QTPL 47334)).) As with Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony, that
excerpt merely parrots the word "asynchronous," but sheds no light on whether the {
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document used the term in the same way as the patent. Nor is there any evidence addressing
how these excerpts satisfy the other four requirements of the asynchronous limitation. (Id.
(referencing Order No . 31 at 74, for comparison).) The other documentary excerpts that
Complainants cite face the same flaw, because they are quoted out of context and without any
testimonial explication. (Id.)
For these reasons, Respondents say Complainants have failed to show that any Accused
Product meets the asynchronous limitation. By contrast, Respondents and Dr. Subramanian
demonstrated that this limitation is not met. (Id. at 69-70.)

f) The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusions
The Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants' evidence is not sufficient to
establish that any of the Accused Products meet the "second clock" or "external clock"
limitations of the asserted claims. As Respondents point out in their reply brief, Dr. Oklobdzija
failed to address the parties ' agreed claim construction, which was adopted in Order No. 31 : "a
second clock wherein a change in the frequency of either the second clock or ring oscillator
system clock does affect the frequency of the other" (claims 1, 11); and "an external clock
wherein a change in frequency of either the external clock or oscillator does not affect the
frequency of the other (claims 6, 13). (Order No. 31 at 11-12.) Dr. Oklobdzija summed up his
infringement testimony on this topic this way: "We have identified or established their
independence, basically, by coming from two independent PLLs or ring oscillators within those
PLLs." (Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 702.) Yet that is not sufficient proof that the frequency of either the
external clock or oscillator does not affect the frequency of the other. For example,
Complainants cite to Dr. Oklobdzija's redirect examination where he says a clock signal from an

{

}. (Tr.
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(Oklobdzija) at 1063-64.) But whether, in doing that, the :frequency of either of those devices is
affected by the :frequency of the other was not covered by Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony; and
whether or not they do cannot simply be inferred on the basis of the existing evidence. In
addition, the fact that Dr. Oklobdzija did not perform any testing on any of the Accused Products
supports the conclusion that the most he could have offered by way of expert testimony would
have been conclusory, anyway.20 Also, we do not know whether, even ifhe had tested the items,
countervailing testimony specifically addressed to his opinions based on the results of such
testing would have been forthcoming from Respondents and Dr. Subramanian. Thus, there is a
hole in the evidence, and the Administrative Law Judge concludes that Complainants' proof here
is not sufficient to show that any of the Accused Products satisfies any of the "second clock" or
"external clock" limitations.
The Administrative Law Judge further finds that Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony on
infringement of the "second/external clock" limitations is in other respects inadequate because it
was essentially conclusory. See Kim v. ConAgra Foods, Inc., 465 F.3d at 1319-20.
Complainants' technique was to elicit conclusory opinions from Dr. Oklobdzija and leave it to
Respondents to try to ferret out his underlying reasoning. Take, for example, this representative
excerpt from Dr. Oklobdzija's direct testimony:
Q. And after considering those schematics and the other documents you reviewed
as well as your own expertise, did you form an opinion about whether the
products in CDX-20C.l meet the second-clock limitation of the '336 patent's
claims?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. And what is that opinion, sir?

20

Insofar as Complainants cite or would rely on demonstrative exhibits (see, for example, CRBr. at 52), such
exhibits are not substantive eviden::e.
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A. My opinion is that they do meet the limitation. And I should add, I would be
very happy to elaborate on that during cross-examination.
Q. Thank you, I think you may get your wish.
Let's go to the next slide please. What's shown in this slide?
A. It shows the products that are using the OMAP 4470
Q. Next slide, please. Looking now at CDX-30C.2. What is shown in this slide?
(Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 704-705.) That testimony overlooks the fact that the time to "elaborate," as
Dr. Oklobdzija tauntingly put it, was during his direct examination, not cross, because it is
Complainants who bear the burden of proving that the Accused Products infringe-Respondents
do not bear the burden of proving that their products do not infringe. For Complainants to base
their proof of infringement on dogmatic tidbit statements of an expert, in the guise of an
informed opinion based on a litany of documents without explaining the thought process by
which, or reasons why, he arrived at his conclusion is not sufficient to sustain that burden. The
burden of proof does not shift to the responding party if the complaining party has not at least
made out aprimafacie case, even in administrative proceedings. See 19 CFR § 210.37(a).

21

Other examples of Dr. Oklobdzija's failure to provide facts to support his opinions can be
found at pages 681-684 ( eight products of two respondents), 686-693 (21 products of five
respondents), 702-704 (17 products from one respondent) and 730-732 of the hearing transcript.
While Complainants say Dr. Oklobdzija analyzed hundreds of external and internal clocks
(apparently meaning technical documents) that does not alleviate Complainants and their expert
witness of their responsibility to provide information sufficient to carry Complainants' burden of
proof by connecting the dots, i.e, showing how the documents support his conclusions.

21

The Administrative Law Judge is mindful of Rule 705 of the Federal Rules of Evidence; however, that is a rule of
evidence and does not lessen the burden of proof; nor does it g,vem beyond federal jurisprudence.
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In an attempt to buttress part of Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony, Complainants fault

Respondents for their argument that the "second clocks" for CAMIF and SD in the Huawei
Pinnacle 2 are not independent because the second clock {

} also clocks the CPU . .

(CRBr. at 52 (citing RBr.at 121).) Complainants say Respondents focused on the wrong CAMIF
clock, and then quote the following testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija, which he explained in detail on
re-direct:
Q. Do you remember yesterday Mr. McKeon asking you how it was that the clock
for the CAMIF could be an independent second clock when both the ARM core
and the CAMIF are shown in this table with the same corresponding default
source of { }?
A. Yes, I remember.

Q. Let's take a look at the actual schematic for the Pinnacle 2 ... Do you see any
clock signals relevant to the CAMIF interface in this portion of the figure?
. A. Yes, I see a camera interface {

Q. And what is the{

} connected to pin AB7.

}?

A. It is the clock from the camera- that comes from the camera module, and it's
{
}.
'

a

Q. And where does that clock come from?
A. It comes from the camera. It's generated on the camera module, and it is used
{
}, to the device.

Q. Why don't we take a look at the camera page in this same schematic, which is
Page 16 of CX-375C .... [D]o you see that same signal, {
}?
A. Yes, I see it. It's coming from the pin 21 on that ribbon cable connector that
connects the camera module to the device.
(CRBr. at 53 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1063-64).) Complainants argue that they only asserted
an external CAMIF second clock, not the internal CAMIF clock upon which Respondents
erroneously rely. However, Dr. Subramanian refuted this, when he gave this testimony:
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Specifically, Dr. Oklobdzija addressed this in his report; I believe he
focused on the {
}-. But in his testimony, he also said you
should consider HSYNC and VSYNC to be clocks. So I'll group those together,
because my reasoning will be the same for all three.
And he says that the { } signal comes from the image sensor, and that
part is true to that extent.
·
However, what he doesn't say was in fact the PLL that is used on the
image sensor that has an oscillator in it is {
}, which in turn is used to -- which has been accused by
TPL of providing the timing signal for the CPU.
So, now, what does that mean? I've now said-I've now said-I have just
pointed out, Your Honor, that the signals-and this would be true for { },
HSYNC, and VSYNC. I have now hopefully established for you, Your Honor,
that all of these signals are derived from a PLL, which {
}, which means they are not
independent and they are not asynchronous. And support for this comes from RX790.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1361-62.)
One of Complainants' answers to Respondents' criticism of Dr. Oklobdzija's failure to
provide testimony tracing the "second clocks" to their sources in order to show that they are
independent is to say many of the technical manuals that Dr. Oklobdzija relied on contain this
information. (See CRBr. at 54.) This is not an adequate response. It is incumbent upon
Complainants and their expert witness to explain in sufficient detail the reasons why he formed
his infringement conclusion as respects a particular limitation. Instead, as Respondents note,
much of what Complainants rely on in their post-hearing briefs consists of attorney argument,
which is not a substitute for absent testimony needed to explain whatever inferences
Complainants are suggesting be drawn from the myriad of technical documents Complainants
say are in evidence.
Given the lack of particulars and specificity in Dr. Oklobdzija's summary conclusions,
Respondents' expert witness, Dr. Subramanian, responded accordingly by pointing out that the
I/O interface signals that Complainants rely on are neither independent nor asynchronous,
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illustrating this by focusing on the two most common I/0 interfaces discussed during Dr.
Oklobdzija's direct testimony-the USB and camera interfaces-as well as the LSI Logic
B5503A chip. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1351 -67.)
Dr. Subramanian testified that the clock signals for the USB interfaces in the accused
{

} (Tr. at 1355-64), OMAP (id. at 1364-66), and Samsung chips (id. at 1366-67) are

neither independent nor asynchronous. Furthermore, Dr. Subramanian went to the extent of
reviewing source code to confirm some of the findings he testified about. (Tr. at 1357.) Dr.
Subramanian's testimony includes sufficient details showing not only that he examined relevant
technical documents, as Dr. Oklobdzija testified he had, but also his reasoning for arriving at his
non-infringement conclusions, which is lacking in Dr. Oklobdzija's infringement testimony.
In the case of the accused Samsung chips, Dr. Subramanian observed that {

}, Dr. Subramanian concluded that
the clocks are neither independent nor asynchronous. (Id. at 1367, 1353-55.)
Respondents argue that Dr. Oklobdzija's opinion that the OMAP4 and OMAP3 chips
satisfy the "second clock" limitations is betrayed by the technical documents Dr. Oklobdzija
testified he relied on. (Tr. at 1362-64.) In the OMAP4 chips, all of the DPLLs receive and rely
on the same external crystal's reference signals. (Id.) Likewise, the same external reference
signal drives the OMAP3 chip's DPLLs, according to Dr. Subramanian. (Tr. at 1363-64.) Since
the accused DPLLs rely on the same external reference signals, their clock signals cannot, under
controlling constructions, be independent or asynchronous, according to Dr. Subramanian. (Tr.
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at 1363-64.) Also, because these OMAP DPLLs are on the same chip, they cannot meet the
requirements of claims 6, 10, 13, and 16 that the "second clock" must be an "off-chip external
clock." The fact that Dr. Subramanian's conclusions on the issue of the second or external clock
limitations are based on his analysis of technical documents unaccompanied by testing is not
· fatal to Respondents countervailing evidence, since the burden of proof remains with
Complainants. All Respondents need do is demonstrate that the preponderance of evidence is
not met by the evidence ofrecord. In this respect, Dr. Subramanian's opinions have been shown
to be more persuasive than Dr. Oklobdzija's since Dr. Subramanian provided detailed
explanations for his conclusions, which logically follow from his rational interpretation of the
documents, in contrast to Dr. Oklobdzija's cursory conclusions.
Complainants, in their reply brief, say that Dr. Subramanian focused on the wrong clocks
because Dr. Oklobdzija never testified about either of these DPLLs for USB for any of the
Accused Products. According to Complainants, Respondents rely on the false testimony of Dr.
Subramanian that "TPL has associated with DPLL_ USB" a second clock, along with a string cite
of OMAP chip manuals that do nothing to show that Complainants asserted these clocks (which
they didn't)." (CRBt. at 56-57 (citing RBr. at 125).) On the other hand, in Complainants'
opening brief, in their argument in support of what they call the "Independence" limitation, after
quoting Dr. Oklobdzija statement, "We have identified or established their independence,
basically, by coming from two independent PLLs or ring oscillators within those PLLs," go on to
say, "[m]overover, the second clocks are independent even if they have the same reference
frequency." They then cite the following excerpt from Dr. Oklobdzija's redirect examination:
Q. How is it that the ring oscillator in the DPLL_MPU can be ... the claimed first
clock element and ring oscillator in one of the other DPLLs can be the claimed
second clock when they both receive the same frequency signal?
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A. Because they are sourced by different ring oscillators within the DPLL. So, in
other words, DPLL_ MPU has a ring oscillator which generates the clock signal.
It's generated by a ring oscillator. . .. Those are independent.
(CBr. at 43 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1060-61).) Dr. Subramanian testified that all of the PLLs
that are listed in the so.urce document are derived from the same reference clock, which is the
one based on a crystal oscillator that had been discussed throughout the hearing. (Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1363.) He also testified that the PLL that is used on the image sensor, which
has an oscillator in it, {
}, which is also used for timing the main PLL that has been accused by
Complainants of providing the timing signal for the CPU. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1361-62.) The
Administrative Law Judge concludes, therefore, that Complainants' criticisms of Dr.
Subramanian's analysis and his conclusions, do not show that his reasoning is wrong or that his
opinion is invalid. The Administrative Law Judge further finds that, vis-a-vis Dr. Oklobdzija's
testimony, Dr. Subramanian's is more demonstrable by independent evidence. Dr.
Subramani~'s testimony is at least sufficient to cast doubt on Dr. Oklobdzija's infringement
conclusions regarding the "second" and "external" clock limitations, rendering them suspect, and
therefore unreliable.
Complainants also argue that Respondents improperly attempt to import limitations into
the adopted claim construction, and Complainants contend that both the claim language and the
adopted construction require a comparison of the frequency of the external (second) clock to the
frequency of the oscillator (first) clock. (CRBr. at 55.) According to Complainants, Dr.
Subramanian and Respondents avoid this direct comparison and instead merely assume that the
two clock signal are not independent if they are derived from the same source, because a change
in the frequency of their common source affects the frequency of the downstream clocks. (Id.
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(citing RBr. at 123; Tr. at 1353-1354).) Complainants argue that, put another way, clock A and
clock B are independent if a change in the frequency of clock A does not affect the frequency of
clock B, and vice versa. (Id.) However, argue Complainants, Respondents would, under their
reasoning, require importation of a reference/source clock limitation ("C") and a finding that a
change in frequency of clock C affects the frequency of clock A and also the :frequency of clock
B. (Id.) But, argue Complainants, whether or not clock C affects both A and B says nothing
about whether clocks A and B affect each other, and Dr. Subramanian made no attempt to bridge
this gap oflogic in Respondents' argument. (Id.)
The Administrative Law Judge finds that one of the problems with this argument is that it
raises the specter of Dr. Oklobdzija's and Complainants' own failure, since they did not provide
evidence sufficient to demonstrate that a change in the frequency of the second (external) clock
or the first clock does not affect the frequency of the other, given the construction adopted based
on the parties' agreed claim constructions. (Order No. 31 at 11-12.) Complainants' argument on
this point serves as a reminder of an important principle that pervades this Investigation, which is
that Complainants have the burden of proof-in terms of production and persuasion-and the
criticism Complainants level at Respondents here applies to them as well. According to
Complainants' own critical standards, they have not discharged their burden of proof.
Complainants oppose Respondents' resort to Certain Electronic Devices, involving
method claims, as precedent foreclosing a finding of no violation of Section 3 37, by citing Image

Processing Sys., Inv. No. 337-TA-770, 2012 WL 3246515 at *10 (Aug. 31, 2012) with respect to
apparatus claims 1, 6, 11, and 13. Inasmuch as it has been found that there is no infringement by
any of the Accused -Products, there is no need to address this issue. The same determination
holds for method claims 6 and 13.
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Respondents point out that Complainants' rely on Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony as an
essential basis for their infringement allegation concerning the "second" and "external" clock
limitations, contending that "the second clocks are independent of the first clocks" regarding the
{

} interfaces, including USB, CAMIF, and SD memory. (RRBr. at 65

(citing CBr. at 121.).) Complainants point to Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony that the accused
} has a second clock that includes signals for a camera interface, CAMIF, a USB

{

interface, and an external memory interface, SD. Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija did not
identify the source of these "second clock" signals. (See Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 890-892.)
Respondents argue that if Dr. Oklobdzija had done the necessary tracing to the source, he would
have learned that the source for all of those signals is the same PLL that supposedly clocks the
ARM core, which is the accused CPU. (RRBr. at 66.) Respondents say the technical document
for the {

} shows that {
}. (Id. (citing RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1916).) Thus, argue Respondents, {

}

is the alleged "first clock."
The same document also identifies the {
}, say Respondents, citing RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1917. Furthermore, {

}. (See RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1917.)

Respondents argue that because the alleged {
}, they are not independent: changing the frequency of the PLL will
necessarily affect the frequency of the clock signals to both the supposed CPU and the accused
I/0 interfaces. (RRBr. at 67 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1353:-54).) This example demonstrates

that Complainants' reliance on Dr. Oklobdzija's incomplete analysis is insufficient, say
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Respondents. (Id.) Complainants oppose this claim by arguing that Respondents have provided
no evidence that {

}, and notwithstanding Dr.

Subramanian's testimony, the Qualcomm documents do not support him. (CRBr. at 59.)
What the private parties' competing arguments reveal on this point is that technical
documents themselves are not always or necessarily definitive with respect to operational
characteristics, and the only way to resolve certain disputes is through testing, which neither
party has done in this regard. However Complainants have the ultimate burden of proof, and any
unresolved questions on material issues redound to their detriment. Dr. Subramanian' s opinion
(see Tr, 1351-54) finds a rational basis in the same documents for which Dr. Oklobdzija bases

his opinion. Dr. Subramanian concluded that because the alleged "first" and "second" clocks in
the {

} are the same PLL, they are not independent. There are no inherent

infirmities in Dr. Subramanian's testimony explaining how he arrived at his conclusion opposing
Dr. Oklobdzija's opinion, and Complainants' contrary evidence is not found to be persuasive.
On the whole, with respect to whether any of the Accused Products satisfies the "independent"
aspect of the "second" and "external" clock limitations, the Administrative Law Judge finds that
Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony was refuted by Dr. Subramanian.
With regard to Complainants' argument that the evidence demonstrates that all of the
Accused Products meet the "asynchronous" requirement of claims 11, 13, and 16 (CBr. at 4344), Respondents say Complainants did not address the "derived from" language of the
"asynchronous" limitation which requires that the CPU's timing control not be derived from the
I/0 interface's timing control. (RRBr. at 67 (citing Order No. 31 at 74).) Respondents argue
that Complainants' opening brief is devoid of any analysis of that aspect of the construed claim
term. (Id.) Nor did Dr. Oklobdzija opine on this requirement. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
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567-570.)22 Because Complainants presented no evidence on the "derived from" requirement of

the "asynchronous" limitation, Respondents say Complainants have not shown that any of the
Accused Products meets this limitation. (Id.)
Respondents say Complainants' argument that there is "no readily predictable phase
relationship" requirement in the "asynchronous" limitation, based on Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony,
is erroneous, because Dr. Oklobdzija was addressing the wrong relationship. (Id. at 68 .) His
testimony addresses the phase relationship between the phase of the received external reference
clock signal and the phase of the PLL's output signal which is provided back to the {

}

by the PLL's feedback loop:
The phase relationship is how those edges of the clock fall together; okay? And
that difference produces that error signal that drives PLL, because if there is a
predictable phase relationship, there is no error signal, and you don't need PLL;
the PLL has no purpose any more. The PLL is based on error, as those phases
don't come together. That's why PLL works. If there is no error, the signal out of
PLL is zero, and fhere is no purpose for the PLL.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1026-27).) However, the "asynchronous" limitations require a

different phase relationship, argue Respondents. As construed, these limitations prohibit readily
predictable phase relationships between the CPU's timing interface and the I/0 interface's timing
interface-that is, between the CPU and the I/0 interface. (Id. (citing Order No. 31 at 74).)
Instead of addressing the phase relationship between the CPU and I/0 interface, Dr. Oklobdzija
addressed something else, the relationship between the output and input of the PLL, a fact which
is confirmed by this testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija:
Yes, what Mr. Casasanta is talking about is a formula, the formula that establishes
the relationship of the output of the PLL with respect to reference.
22

Because Dr. Oklobdzija's expert report did not opine on Respondents' and Staffs proposed claim construction for
the "wherein" clause, which includes the "derived from" language, and was adopted, Dr. Oklobdzija was precluded
from rendering an opinion regarding the ultimate issue of infringement, although he was permitted to discuss he
technical features of the Accused Products that he relied onas they relate to tre adopted oonstruction (See Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 567-570.)
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(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1026).) Therefore, both Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony and
Complainants' argument about this particular phase relationship are irrelevant to the
"asynchronous" limitation, say Respondents. (Id. at 68-69.)
Complainants argue that Dr. Oklobdzija testified that "if there is a predictable phase
relationship, there is no error signal, and you don't need PLL; the PLL has no purpose any
more." (CRBr. at 61 (citing Tr. at 1026-1028).) According to Complainants, the chip
documentation clearly contradicts Resp·ondents' argument, and also establishes that the CPU
operates asynchronously from the various claimed I/0 interfaces. For the Accused Products
using TI OMAP4430, 4460, and 4470 chips, the TI chip manuals unequivocally state: "Because
of the MPU DPLL, the Cortex-A9 MPU subsystem is asynchronous from the rest of the device."

(Id.) Similarly, in the OMAP3530 and 3611, the MPU Subsystem, which contains the ARM
Cortex-A8 core, includes an "asynchronous interface with core logic." (Id. (citing CX-0318C;
CX-0321C; CX-0316C; CX-0366C; CX-0353C).) The {

} likewise support the

"asynchronous" limitation. For example, the {

} (Id. at 61 -62.
(citing CX-0663C; CX-0653C).) Samsung's documents confirm that, for the {

} (Id. at 62
(citing RX-0696C.0440; RX-0702C.0308).}
The Administrative Law Judge finds that the evidence does not support a finding that any
of the Accused Products meet the "asynchronous" requirement of claims 11, 13, and 16.
Complainants have not demonstrated how Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony shows that the timing
control signals of the accused CPUs are not derived from the timing controls of input/output
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interface such that there is no readily predicable phase relationship between them. It does
appear, as Respondents argue, that Dr. Oklobdzija was testifying about something else, the phase
relationship between the PLL and the external clock. Insofar as Complainants contend that Dr.
Oklobdzija was testifying about the phase relationship between the CPU and the input/output
interface, they have not provided a sufficient explanation as to how they derive that conclusion
from the testimony of Dr. Oklobdzija. It is certainly not from the portion of his testimony they
cite in their brief, quoted above.
As for the technical documentation Complainants cite in their reply brief, noted above,
this is not sufficient to demonstrate that the Accused Products meet the limitation either. The
term "asynchronous" is part of the claim term that was construed to mean "the timing control of
the central processing unit operates independently of and is not derived from the timing control
of the input/output interface such that there is no readily predictable relationship between them."
(Order No. 31 at 74.) The fact that the technical documents that Complainants cite in their reply
brief mention the word "asynchronous" does not mean that those documents are applying the
term in the same way as expressed in the adopted construction. Therefore, the Administrative
Law Judge finds that, in themselves, the documents are not sufficient to show that any of the
Accused Products satisfy the "derived from" language of the "asynchronous" limitation.
The Administrative Law Judge is further persuaded by Respondents' argument that
Complainants rely on a conclusory statement of Dr. Oklobdzija in which he read the word
"asynchronous" in the user manual for an accused {

} and made the conclusory

assertion that this is enough to meet the claim language. (RRBr. at 69 (citing CBr. at 44; Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1061-62).) Respondents argue that not only does he fail to establish that the
manual from which he was reading uses the term "asynchronous" in the same way as the asserted
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claims, his testimony says nothing about the other requirements in the construction of the
"asynchronous" limitations, including (1) timing controls, (2) independence, (3) no derivation,
and (4) no readily predictable phase relationship. (Id. (citing Order No . 31 at 74).) Respondents
argue that all Dr. Oklobdzija did was mention the word "asynchronous" and declare that there is
no phase relationship. (Id.) Respondents say this testimony is legally insufficient. (Id. (citing

ConAgra Foods, Inc., 465 F.3d at 1319-20).)
The Administrative Law Judge agrees, for the same reasons discussed in the preceding
paragraph. Since Complainants have not connected Dr. Oklobdzija's testimony about PLLs to
these documents, so as to explain how they, alone or in conjunction with other evidence, meet
the "derived from" aspect of the "asynchronous" limitation, proof of infringement of claims 11,
13, and 16 is lacking with respect to this element.
For all of the foregoing reasons, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that the
evidence is not sufficient to show that any of the Accused Products meet the limitations of any of
the asserted claims with respect to the "second" or "external" clocks.

5. The "Clocking Said CPU" Limitation
a) Respondents' arguments
Respondents maintain that the "clocking said CPU" limitation is not met. (RBr. at 113).
Each asserted independent claim requires that the claimed variable speed clock or entire
oscillator has to clock the central processing unit." (Id.) The affected claims and their clocking
terms are particularized here:
• Claims 1 & 11: "entire ring oscillator variable speed system clock in said single
integrated circuit and connected to said central processing unit for clocking said
central processing unit";
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• Claims 6 & 13: "an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, said oscillator clocking
said central processing unit at a clock rate";
• Claims 10 & 16: "clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate using said
variable speed clock"

(Id. (citing JXM-0001 at claims 1, 6, 10, 11, 13, 16).) Respondents note that Order No. 31
construed the term "clocking said central processing unit" to mean "providing a timing signal to
said central processing unit." (Id. (citing Order No. 31 at 45).) According to Respondents, the
evidence shows that the Accused Products cannot satisfy this limitation because "the PLL or the
oscillator within it does not provide the timing signal to the alleged CPU." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1340-41).)
(1) Products with {

}

Respondents say the PLLs and their components in the accused {

} do not

provide a timing signal to the ARM core, say Respondents. (Id. ( citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1307).) To demonstrate why the {
used the {
block diagram for the {

} do not satisfy this limitation, Dr. Subramanian

} and one of its schematics as an example. The schematic
}, which appears below, shows that {

}. (Id. at 114 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1342-43; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1915).)
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REDACTED

{

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1343; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC
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1918).) In this chip, the {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) 1344:15-24;
RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1918).) The structure that provides the timing signal for the ARM
core is {

} . (Id. ( citing Tr.

(Subramanian) at 1342-43; RX-0602C at LGE800ITC 1914-15).) Hence, Complainants cannot
show that the alleged "first clock" provides any timing signal to the supposed CPU (the ARM
core). (Id.)
Respondents say that when presented with the same evidence, Dr. Oklobdzija agreed with
Dr. Subramanian on a number of points. Dr. Oklobdzija concurred that the ARM core does
{

}, while the accused PLL {
}. (Id. at 115 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 886).) He also agreed that the {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 886-887).) The

two experts, however, disagree on whether the signal corning out of the {

} is the

sarne clock signal output by the PLL. Respondents argue that Dr. Oklobdzija would re-label the

{
}. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 887-888 (noting, among other things, that "they mislabeled that block, {
}. That's not true.")).) By Dr. Oklobdzija's logic, a person walking at a leisurely pace of
192 feet per minute is moving at the same speed as an athlete jogging at 3 84 feet per minute.
The speeds are just completely different. Respondents, conclude that the accused PLL cannot
therefore provide the ARM core's required timing signals. (Id.)
Respondents argue that in order to rehabilitate Dr. Oklobdzija, Complainants' counsel
tried to draw an analogy between the {

} circuitry and the Nile River in Africa to suggest
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that, like the water flowing from Lake Victoria to the Nile's delta, the electrons reaching the
ARM core originated from the PLL. (Id. (citing (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1457-1459).) However,
Dr. Subramanian pointed out that "[t]his is not analogous to the system we're talking about." (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1458).) To highlight the difference between the river and the
{

}, he explained that, ifhe could tag a water molecule in the Nile, this molec:ule

would end up in one of the river's tributaries. (Id. at 116 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1459).)
But "[i]f, on the other hand, I were to tag an electron on the PLL output, it would never show up
on the output of that {

} block." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1459).) He

testified: "If you look at the signal coming into the {

}, that signal never has

any electrons which actually show up on the other side. And it's not a quantum mechanical
argument. This is sort of a fundamental wiring argument." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1460).) Because it ignores the fundamental principles underlying the accused circuits,
Complainants' analogy falls apart, argue Respondents. In contrast, they say Dr. Subramanian's
analysis, which rests on a deep understanding of the technology and the accused circuits, is the
only supportable explanation. (Id.)
Based on his review of similar evidence in the record, Dr. Subramanian testified that his
opinion regarding this limitation "would also apply to {
} ," including:
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REDACTED

(Id. at 116 ( citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1345-46).) These {

}, do not satisfy the "clocking said CPU" limitations of the asserted claims, say Respondents.

(Id. at 116-117).)
(2) Products with TI OMAP Chips
(

As with the {

}, the DPLLs (and their components) in the accused OMAP

chips do not provide a timing signal to the MPU core. (Id. at 117 (citing Tr. (Subramanian)
1346-48).) Dr. Subramanian testified that there are multiple dividers at the output of the PLL
circuits in the accused OMAP chips. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1346-47; RDX0004.152C).) Because these dividers modify the frequency generated by the PLL before the
MPU receives the signal, Respondents say the accused DPLLs (and its components} do not
provide the timing signal to the supposed CPU. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1347; RX-0528
at LGE800ITC 85690).) As with the {

}, it is the "clock generator block" that

provides the correct frequency to the MPU for use as a timing signal. (Id. (citing Tr.
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(Subramanian) at 134716; RX-0528 at LGE800ITC 86358; RDX-0004.152C).) Therefore, Dr.
Subramanian concluded that his opinion would also apply to all of the accused OMAP chips:
• OMAP3530 [RX-1804C at GARM-N37xx-031407, 31503];
• OMAP3611 and OMAP 3621 [RX-1804C at GARM-N37xx-31407];
• OMAP4430 [RX-528C at LGE800ITC 86358, 85690] ;
• OMAP4460 [RX-527C at AMZ_TPL 24602, 25320-22]; and
• OMAP4470 [RX-526C at AMZ_TPL 40096, 40819-21].

(Id. at 117 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 134T-48).)
(3) Products with LSI Logic Chips
The accused PLL (and its components) in the accused LSI Logic B5503A chip does not
provide a timing signal to the alleged CPU core, argue Respondents. (Id. (citing [Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1348).) The LSI Logic chip's accused PLL, {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1348; RDX0004.152C; RX-0192C; RX-0184C (Casasanta Depo.) at 72:4-23 , 73:2-14).) {

}. (Id. at 117-118
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1348; RX-0184C (Casasanta Depo.) at 72-73).) Dr. Subramanian
concluded that the evidence "make[ s] clear that the frequency of the timing signal for the CPU is
actually very different from the PLL output frequency." (Id. at 118 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1348).)
(4) Products with Samsung Chips
The accused APLLs (and their components) in the accused Samsung chips {
}, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
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1349).) In these APLLs, {

}
(5) Products with TI Codec Chips
Respondents say Dr. Oklobdzija did not offer any testimony that this limitation is met by
Nintendo's Accused Products. As an initial matter, as discussed at pp. 130-133 of Respondents'
opening brief, the accused audio codecs do not contain a CPU and for that reason alone, cannot
satisfy this limitation. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1349-50).) Even setting aside the lack of
a CPU in the accused audio codecs, Dr. Subramanian established that the oscillators in the PLLs
of the accused codecs do not provide a timing signal to the codec audio-signal processing blocks.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1350; RDX-0004.156C).) Instead, Respondents say the

evidence shows that {

}. (Id. at 118-119
(citing RX-0647C at NINPTL 316,325, 344-347: RX-0649 Cat NINTPL 13007, 13016, 1303538; RX-0648C at NINTPL 12843, 12860-862; RX-0813C; RX-0832C; Tr. (Kekre) at 231-232,
235-236; RDX-l000C; RDX-1001C).)
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b) Complainants' response
Complainants say Respondents offer a single argument for why the ring oscillators in the
Accused Products supposedly do not meet the "clocking said central processing unit" limitation
from all asserted claims: after the ring oscillator produces the clock signal, it passes through
dividers before reaching the CPU. (CRBr. at 24 (citing RBr. at§ III.F).) In other words, a direct
connection between the CPU and first clock is not present. (Id. at 24-25.) Complainants argue
that, as an initial matter, this argument is an attempt to import a limitation into the claims.
Nothing in any of the asserted claims requires a direct connection between the first clock and the
CPU, only that the first clock be used for "clocking said central processing unit," argue
Complainants. (Id. at 25.) All evidence shows that this is the case. Complainants also contend
that Respondents' argument fails for other reasons as well. (!d.) First, Dr. Subramanian admits
that running the first clock's signal through a divider does not change its point of origin. (Id.)
Second, outside of Section III.F of their brief, Respondents readily and repeatedly admit that it is
the "first clock" that clocks the CPU. (Id.) Third, there is no dispute that a divider-the
structure Respondents now identify as clocking the CPU-cannot generate an oscillation (i.e.,
clock signal). (Id.) Accordingly, a divider cannot clock anything. Finally, the documents
themselves demonstrate that the "first clocks" (the "entire oscillator" of claims 6 and 13) in the
Accused Products clock the CPU. (Id.)
First, when Dr. Subramanian conducted his temperature and voltage testing, he measured
clock signals that had been divided down after they were output from the ring oscillator. . For
example, in the case of the Samsung chips, the signal Dr. Subramanian measured had passed
through "a divide-by-32 fixed-ratio divider on the output of the clock signal." (Id. (citing RBr. at
53).) Dr. Subramanian defended his measurement of a signal that had been divided 32 times,
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stating that the division did not affect the validity of the results with respect to "the I-gigahertz
clock," i.e., the claimed "first clock." (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1237).) This testimony is
diametrically opposed to Respondents' current position, argue Complainants. (Id.) Under
Respondents' "first clock" argument, it would be the divider, not the "I -gigahertz clock" that
"clocks the CPU." (Id.) Accordingly, pursuant to this argument, Dr. Subramanian measured the
temperature and voltage variations of the divider, not the clock source Dr. Oklobdzija identified
as the first clock. Respondents obviously do not believe this. (Id.) The truth is, argue
Complainants, both Dr. Subramanian and Respondents recognize that it is the output of the ring
oscillator-regardless of whether it is divided down-that clocks the CPU. Otherwise, Dr.
Subramanian would not have relied on divided down signals for his testing. (Id. at 25-26.)
Second, except when they argue regarding the "clocking said CPU" limitation,
Respondents readily confirm what Dr. Subramanian has already admitted-that the first clock
clocks the CPU. (Id. at 26.) For example, when discussing "second clocks," Respondents attack
any reliance by second clock signals that supposedly rely on the same PLL that outputs the signal
that clocks the CPU, i.e., the claimed "first clock." With respect to the Accused Products'
camera interface, Respondents admit: "This {

}." (Id. (citing RBr. at 128).) As this quote from

Respondents' brief suggests, it is only when an additional "direct connection" limitation is
imposed that it can be argued that something other than the clock signal output by the PLL
clocks the CPU. (Id.) Complainants say Respondents make the same admission when
discussing the USB second clock: " {

} chip provides a clear example of

an accused chip in which the exact same PLL ultimately drives both the ARM core (the accused
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CPU) and the USB interface (the accused I/0 interface)." (Id. (citing RBr. at 124).) Thus,
Complainants and Respondents agree that it is the clock signal generated by the ring oscillator in .
the PLL-not an intermediate divider-that "drives . . . the accused CPU." (Id.)
Third, the above discussion confirms what Complainants contend should be obvious:
division of an existing clock signal is not signal generation. In other words, as Dr. Subramanian
admitted, "a frequency divider receives a clock signal and divides it." (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1456).) Dr. Subramanian further confirmed that such a divider can only apply
division to a signal that already has an oscillation; it cannot "generate an oscillating clock signal"
with just a voltage or current input like a ring oscillator can. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1457).) Complainants say this is why-as Respondents admit-it is the chip's main PLL whose
output is also ultimately used to clock the CPU," not the divider. (Id. at 26-27 (citing RBr. at
128).)
Finally, the documents on which Respondents rely confirm that it is the "first clock," not
intermediate dividers, that clock the CPU, argue Complainants. (Id. at 27.) For example, the
very figure Respondents cite in support of their divider argument with respect to {

}; RX-0696C at 853SAMSUNG00167663 (confirming for Samsung Exynos 4412 that the
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"Cortex-A9 MPCore ... uses APLL"); CX-0546C at NINTPL00012832 ("An on-chip PLL
provides the high-speed clock needed by the digital signal-processing block"); Tr. (Haroun) at
181 :8-18 (admitting that MPU_DPLL "generates a clock signal that's sent to the MPU")).) The
Texas Instruments chip manuals, in particular, make clear that division and gating are something
different than clock "generation:" {

} (Id. (citing CX-0321C at
AMZ_TPL_00059599. See also CX-0318C atAMZ_TPL_00040084; CX-0316C at
AMZ_TPL_00024590; CX-0366C at GARM-N37xx-031493; CX-0353C at GARMIN068490).)
For these reasons, Respondents' argument that it is a divider- rather than the "first clock" - that
clocks the CPU should be rejected. (Id.)

c) The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusion
The Administrative Law Judge rejects Respondents' argument that the "clocking said
central processing unit" limitation is not met for the reasons they advance and concludes that this
limitation does not require that the clocking signal pass directly to the CPU without passing
through intermediary circuitry, such as dividers.

6. Respondents' Additional Bases For Non-Infringement
a) The Texas Instruments audio codec chip
( 1) The parties ' arguments
Respondents agree with the position taken by Staff in its opening brief that Complainants'
adduced no evidence at the hearing to establish that the accused Texas Instruments' audio codecs
include a CPU. (RRBr. at 70 (citing SBr. at 13 .) Reflecting this lack of evidence, Complainants
barely address the disputed CPU limitation in their post-hearing brief and offer no expert
testimony on this disputed issue, say Respondents. (Id. (citing CBr. at 160-67).) Respondents
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say Complainants' inability to cite to any expert testimony is not surprising, because Dr.
Oklobdzija never offered any opinion during the hearing regarding the presence of a CPU in the
accused Texas Instruments' audio codecs. In contrast, Dr. Subramanian and Mr. Kekre, the
design manager for the accused Texas Instruments' audio codec chips, provided evidence that
the audio codec chips do not have any structure or any capability to control the interpretation and
execution of programmed instructions. (Id. (citing RBr. at 130-133 (discussing evidence)).)
Complainants never disputed or even addressed the testimony of Dr. Subramanian or Mr.
Kekre on the CPU limitation, say Respondents, noting that the Federal Circuit has held, "in a
case involving complex technology, where the accused infringer offers expert testimony negating
infringement, the patentee cannot satisfy its burden of proof by relying only on testimony from
those who are admittedly not expert in the field." (Id. (citing Centricut, LLC v. Esab Group,

Inc., 390 F.3d 1361, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2004)).) Here, Complainants offered no testimony, let alone
expert testimony, to satisfy their burden to prove that the accused codecs include an "electronic
circuit on an integrated circuit that controls the interpretation and execution of programmed
instructions." (Id. at 70-71 (citing Order No. 31 at 11).) Complainants' opening brief only
references (1) documents that Dr. Oklobdzija did not substantively testify about at the hearing
and (2) misconstrued deposition testimony from a Nintendo witness that Dr. Oklobdzija did not
mention at the hearing. (Id. (citing CBr. at 160-67).) Given Complainants' failure to meet their
burden, there should be a :finding that the accused Texas Instruments codecs do not infringe
claims 1 and 11, argue Respondents. (Id. at 71.)
Staff says that with respect specifically to the Texas Instruments' audio codecs found in
the Nintendo products at issue, these products do not include a CPU. (SBr. at 13 (citing.Tr.
(Subramanian) 1209-10).) The term "central processing unit" has been construed to mean an
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"electronic circuit on an integrated circuit that controls the interpretation and execution of
programmed instructions." (Id. (citing Order No. 31 at 11 ).) In this regard, no evidence that the
Texas Instruments codecs include a CPU was adduced at the evidentiary hearing. To the
contrary, Mr. Kekre testified. on behalf of Texas Instruments that the accused Texas Instruments
audio codecs {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre)

at 237-238).). The evidence thus does not establish that the accused Texas Instruments' audio
codecs include a CPU. Staff says the accused Nintendo products that contain these audio codecs
have thus not been shown to satisfy this limitation. Accordingly, the evidence establishes that
the Accused Products do not satisfy the first limitation of claim 1 of the '336 patent, argues Staff.
(Id.)

Complainants say that, as an initial matter, Respondents' argument is wrong because Mr.
Kekre never gave the testimony mentioned, and no such quote exists in the hearing transcript.
The citations quoted above at 211 and 213-214 merely establish Mr. Kekre's background as a
Texas Instruments engineer. (CRBr. at 65.) While Mr. Kekre never testified that the codec chips
could not be programmed, Respondents nevertheless rely on his testimony that {

} (Id. (citing RBr. at 132).) However, this has no bearing on the CPU limitation of the

Asserted claims, say Complainants. (Id.) The agreed-upon construction for CPU simply does not
require user-programmed instructions as opposed to hardcoded instructions. All it requires is
"programmed instructions." (Id. (citing Order 31 at 11).) Respondents improperly attempt to
import a limitation into this construction.
Second, Complainants argue that even if user-programmed instructions were required,
Mr. Kekre' s testimony in fact establishes that they are present. (Id. (citing Tr. (Kekre) at 237
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({

})).) Likewise, Dr. Subramanian admits that the audio
codecs all have {

} (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at

1369).)
Third, Respondents ignore the chip manuals for the Texas Instruments' audio codec
chips, which clearly demonstrate that these chips include {

} (Id.)

Complainants say that, contrary to Respondents' argument, Dr. Oklobdzija did offer his
opinion that the audio codec chips contain a CPU. For example, he testified that the block
diagram for the TI 3005 shows a PLL "supplying clock for the digital audio processing block."
(Id. at 66 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 498).) He likewise testified that Figure 23 from the TI 3010

chip manual shows a "signal processing block" on the right hand side, and "that PLL is where
the source of the clock is or the ring oscillator is that clocks that [signal processing] block." (Id.
(citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 499-500).) Complainants say the claimed CPU for the TI 3005 and
3010 chips are the programmable digital signal processor and digital audio processor,
respectively. (Id. (citing CBr. at 161).)
(2) The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusion
The Administrative Law Judge agrees with Respondents and Staff-Dr. Oklobdzija's
testimony does not disclose that the Texas Instruments' codec chip includes a CPU that is an
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"electronic circuit on an integrated circuit that controls the interpretation and execution of
programmed instructions." (See Order No. 31 at 11.) This is what Dr. Oklobdzija testified:
Q. What's shown here from RX-673C in Slide 40?
A. This is a block diagram of the Audio Codec chips, a chip that is produced by
Texas Instruments, referred to as 3005.
Q. I want to blow up a portion here on the right-hand side. What's shown here in
the box on the middle of the right-hand side?
A . What we have is a PLL, and this PLL is supplying clock for the digital Audio
processing block, which is this one.
Q. I see it says "digital audio processing." What does it say right below that? Can
you make that out?
A . Can you make it less blurry?
JUDGE GILDEA: It looks like "serial interface."
A. "Serial interface " Right.
Q. That's what it looks like to me. I didn't want to put any words in your mouth.
A. Sorry. Take it back. Can you zoom back on the entire picture. I had a little
trouble with it. That's fine; I don't need it. So the Audio Codec is over there. This
is the interface. This is the PLL.
Q. And ifwe could zoom on this box here above the PLL. What is that box?
A. Can you zoom in? Can you zoom out, actually?
Q . Why don't we skip this.
A. If I have a paper copy in front of me - I know I had to really put an effort on
my eyes and imagination to read those numbers.

Q. It's no problem.
A. We could go back and read them.

Q. Let's come back to this, because we have, I'm sure it's a higher-resolution copy
than this. What's shown here in Slide 41 of CDX-6C?
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A. What we have is, to the right we have a signal processing block.
Q. Are you referring to the block with the blue rectangle?
A. Yes. And it contains a PLL, and that PLL is where the source of the clock is or
the ring oscillator is that clocks that block.
(Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 498-500.) Dr. Oklobdzija does not mention a CPU during this colloquy, yet
this is what Complainants cite in opposition to Respondents' and Staffs arguments. Thus, the
Administrative Law Judge finds that it does not overcome their arguments. Furthermore, Dr.
Subramanian persuasively testified that there was no proof that the Audio Codec chips contain a
CPU. (Tr. (Subramanian) at 1209.) The Administrative Law Judge concludes that, for the
reasons just discussed with respect to the Texas Instruments' audio codecs found in the Nintendo
products at issue, the evidence is not sufficient to show that these products contain a CPU, and in
that respect, they do not infringe any of the asserted claims of the '336 patent.

b) The Doctrine of Equivalents
Respondents and Staff point out that Complainants produced no evidence that any of the
Accused Products infringe under the doctrine of equivalents. (RBr. at 133-135; SBr. at 25.) The
Administrative Law Judge concludes that there is insufficient evidence to support a finding of
infringement by any of the Accused Products with respect to any of the asserted claims under the
doctrine of equivalents and that any claims in that regard were waived by omission in
Complainants' post-hearing briefs.

c) Indirect Infringement
(1) The parties ' arguments

Respondents say Complainants have asserted indirect infringement based on induced
infringement only, without any allegation of contributory infringement. (RBr. at 135 ( citing
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Complainants' Pre-hearing Brief at 147-151).) Respondents argue that even on this sole basis
for indirect infringement, Complainants' allegations and evidence fall far short.
First, Respondents say there is no direct infringement. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at
1372).) Induced infringement requires proof of direct infringement. (Id. (citingAkamai Techs.,
Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc., 692 F.3d 1301, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (en bane)).) For all of the

reasons discussed at pages 44-133 of its opening brief, Respondents contend that the Accused
Products do not directly infringe any of the asserted claims. (Id.) Without direct infringement,
there cannot be induced infringement. (Id.)
Second, Complainants have not identified any third party person, other than their expert,
whom they allege practices the method claims or who uses the Accused Products. (Id. (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 1373-74).) That is insufficient to support induced infringement, argue
Respondents. (Id. at 135-136 (citing ACCO Brands, 501 F.3d at 1313 ("The record further
shows that ACCO failed to point to specific instances of direct infringement. The sole witness at
trial who testified to having used the lock in an infringing manner was ACCO's expert, Dr.
Dornfeld. However, the record contains no evidence of actual users having operated the lock in
an infringing manner.")).) Without an actual direct infringer, there is no induced infringement.
(Id. at 136.)

Third, Respondents say Complainants have not met their burden of showing that
Respondents' actions induced an infringing act. (Id. (citingDSU Med., 471 F.3d at 1304 ("The
plaintiff has the burden of showing that the alleged infringer's actions induced infringing acts and
that he knew or should have known his actions would induce actual infringements.")).) Dr.
Oklobdzija testified about statements in user guides explaining how to connect a phone to a
computer using a USB cable, and reasoned that this connection necessarily results in the
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transmission of data containing an embedded clock signal over the USB cable. (Id. ( citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) 564-566, 576, 738-739 (HTC); 770-771 (Amazon); 771-772 (Novatel); 772773(Garmin); 773-774 ( {

})).) But none of these excerpts teaches a customer how to

practice each and every limitation of the asserted claims. At best, the manuals may relate to the
"second clock" limitations, without suggesting any other limitation. (Id.) That is insufficient to
. establish inducement, say Respondents. (Id. (citing Mirror Worlds, LLC v. Apple Inc., 692 F.3d
1351, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2012) ("It is well settled that excerpts from user manuals as evidence of
underlying direct infringement by third parties of products that can be used in a non-infringing
manner are by themselves insufficient to show the predicate acts necessary for inducement of
infringement.")).)
Moreover, instructing users to connect a USB cable to an Accused Product is not
evidence that such Respondent intended for the act of infringement to occur. Indeed, connecting
a USB cable to an Accused Product can serve a purpose other than transferring data, such as
charging the product. (Id. at 136-137 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1373, (Oklobdzija) at 917 918, 1074; RX-0605 at LGE800ITC 429644, 429669; RX-0705 at 853Samsung 15869; RX-0543
at BN853-686).) In fact, argue Respondents, "a major function ofUSB is to provide charging
functionality." (Id. at 137 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1372-73).) Many of the Accused
Products can operate in a "Charge Only" mode, which does not involve data transfer and which
uses the USB port solely to charge the device. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1372-73).) For
example, a USB cable can connect an Accused Product to a wall plug in order to charge the
Accused Product. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1373).) Even Dr. Oklobdzija, admitted that it
is common to use USB for charging alone:
Q. Well, Dr. 0 [Oklobdzija], you will agree with me that it's very common for
people not to use the USB to transfer data and to use it for charging? You agree
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with that, don't you?
A. I do it myself.

(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 917-918).) Then during Dr. Oklobdzija's redirect examination,
when the witness was asked about several pages of an Accused Product's user guide, he admitted
that a user would use the USB cable and socket for the sole purpose of charging the product:

Q. You don't need to read them [those portions of the user guide], but just tell me
what significance do they have, if any?
A. They're mentioning the PC in the 3, so they show how to connect the USB to
the PC, and they also mention - Okay. "Choose from the following options:
charge only, mass storage, or Internet connection." So when they connect, I think
what will pop up on the screen, they'll have the option either to use it only as a
charger or to store the data from the phone to the PC or to tether."

(Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) 1074).) Therefore, argue Respondents, Complainants cannot show
intent to induce based on a user manual because charging a USB is a substantial use that does not
involve data transfer, and Complainants do not allege that infringement occurs in the absence of
data transfer. (Id. at 137-138 (citing Warner-Lambert Co. v. Apotex Corp., 316 F.3d 1348, 1365
(Fed. Cir. 2003) ("[W]here a product has substantial noninfringing uses, intent to induce
infringement cannot be inferred even when the defendant has actual knowledge that some users
of its product may be infringing the patent.")).)
As to Acer, there is not even an allegation that the LSI B5503A uses a USB interface so
no inducement as to the Acer Accused Products has been shown. (Id. at 138 (citing Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 1022).)
For these reasons, Respondents contend that Complainants have not shown induced
infringement. (Id.)
Complainants, on the other hand, claim there is ample evidence of indirect infringement.
(CRBr. at 69.) First, Complainants argue that their opening brief made clear that Respondents
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are guilty of direct infringement. (Id.) Complainants say the Federal Circuit has made it clear
that direct, as opposed to circumstantial, evidence of end users' using the Accused Products in an
infringing manner is not required to prove direct or induced infringement. (Id. (citing Moleculon
Research Corp. v. CBS, In., 793 F.2d 1261, 1272 (Fed. Cir. 1986).) To prove direct
infringement, Complainants need only show that "more likely than one person somewhere in the
United States [has] performed the claimed method." (Id. (citing Lucent, 580 F.3d at 1318).)
Additionally, argue Complainants, "[w ]here an alleged infringer designs a product for use
in an infringing way and instructs users to use the product in an infringing way, there is sufficient
evidence for a jury to find direct infringement." (Id. at 69-70 (citing Toshiba Corp. v. Imation
Corp., 681 F.3d 1358, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2012); Lucent, 580 F.3d at 1318; Moleculon, 793 F.2d at
1272; Certain Semiconductor Chips Having Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory
Controllers, Inv. No. 337-TA-661, Initial Determination, 2010 WL 1695162, at *26 (U.S.I.T.C.
Jan. 22, 2010) ("[E]vidence of extensive sales in the United States has been found sufficient to
show direct infringement by end users that perform a claimed method when operating an
Accused Product as the manufacturer intended.")).)
Here, argue Complainants, there is evidence to show the likelihood that at least one end
user has used each of the Accused Products covered by the asserted apparatus claims and
performed the methods claimed by the '336 patent. (Id. at 70.) First, Respondents have
imported and sold a huge volume of infringing Accused Products. (Id. (citing Complainants'
Pre-Hearing Brief Exhibits. 5-14).) Second, argue Complainants, Respondents distribute user
manuals to their customers instructing them how to use the Accused Products in an infringing
manner (e.g., how to connect the Accused Product to a computer via USB to transfer data, to
tether, to sync, etc.). (Id.) Third, Respondents provide websites and other publicly available
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information instructing users to transfer data between the Accused Products and devices
connected via USB. (Id.) Forth, Respondents designed the Accused Products according to
customer preferences that necessarily invoke infringement of the '336 patent, such as the ability
to transfer files or tether between a computer and the Accused Product. (Id.) Further,
Complainants elicited direct evidence of.direct infringement by Respondents' customers. For
example, Barnes & Noble's corporate representative admitted that end users have transferred
files from their computers to the Accused Products via USB. (Id.)
Lastly, Respondents' discussion of the knowledge requirement of inducement is a red
herring, say Complainants. Respondents have had knowledge that their instructions to customers
amount to infringement of the Asserted claims since they received the Complaint and the
detailed infringement charts attached thereto. Accordingly, there is more than ample evidence of
infringement based on inducement. (Id. at 71.)
(2) The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusion
The Administrative Law Judge concludes that the evidence is not sufficient to show that
Respondents are guilty of indirect infringement. Inasmuch as the Administrative Law Judge has
found that there is not ,i preponderance of evidence showing that any of the Accused Products
directly infringes any of the asserted claims of the '336 patent, there can be no induced
infringement; nor is there a preponderance of evidence showing contributory infringement.

d) Lack of evidence of infringement with respect to previously
Accused Products
(1) The parties ' arguments
Respondents contend that Complainants have not provided any evidence of infringement
with respect to a number of Accused Products of ZTE, LG, Huawei, Samsung, and Garmin listed
in Exhibit D of Dr. Oklobdzija's expert report on infringement, which are listed hereafter:
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• ZTE: Complainants accused 16 ZTE products of allegedly infringing the
'336patent. (RBr. at 138-139 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1136; RDX-4-26C;
RDX-1033C.2).) Complainants offered evidence of alleged infringement for only
7 of the 16 accused ZTE products, and failed to offer any evidence with respect to
the other 9 products. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) 623, 624, 628, 668, 672-674,
675-679, 688-6893, 693, 743-746; CDX-12C.1, CDX-15C.l; CDX-17C.l).) The
9 ZTE Accused Products that Complainants failed to offer any evidence of
alleged infringement are: MF61 (4G Hotspot), V768/ P253A20 (PascaVConcord/
Origin), EuFi891 (Unite), MF683 (Rocket 3.0), D930 (Choms), V8000 (Engage),
N859 (Tania/ Render), N910 (Anthem (LTE)), and AC30 (Fivespot).
• LG: Complainants identified 11 accused LG products but only offered evidence
of alleged infringement for 9 of the accused LG products. (Id. at 139 (citing Tr.
(Subramanian) at 113; RDX-4C.23; RDX-1029C.2; Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 600, 62318, 640, 641, 668, 682-684, 727-72823; CDX-12C.1, CDX-16C.l;CDX-22C.l).)
The 2 LG products that Complainants failed to offer any evidence of alleged
infringement are the LG VN271 and LG UN272 mobile phones.
• Huawei: Complainants identified 23 accused Huawei products but only offered
evidence of alleged infringement for 12 of the accused Huawei products. (Id.
(citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1133-34; RDX-4C.21; RDX-1027C.2; Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 623-627, 667-672, 686-687, 690-691; 739-743, 1062-67; CDX12C.l; CDX-14C.1; CDX-15C.l; CDX-44C.3).) The 11 Huawei products that
Complainants failed to .offer any evidence of alleged infringement are: U8500,
Summit, Prism, Fusion, Ascend Y (TF), Ascend Y (USCC), Ascend Q, Activa
4G, Springboard (Mediapad), Mercury (Honor), and Ascend Pl.
• Samsung: Complainants identified 40 accused Samsung products but only
offered evidence of alleged infringement for 31 of the accused Samsung products.
(Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1135-36; RDX-4C.25; RDX-1032C; Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 547; 577; 730; CDX-16C.l; CDX-27C.1; CDX-59C.l).) The 9
Samsung products that Complainants failed to offer any evidence of alleged
infringement are: Focus II (SGH-1667); Galaxy Appeal (SGH-1827); Galaxy
Discover (SGH-S730G); Galaxy Rugby Smart (SGH-1847); Galaxy S Blaze 4G
(SGH-T769); Galaxy Exhibit II 4G (SGH-T679); Galaxy Rush (SPH-M830);
Transform Ultra (SPH-M930); and Galaxy Reverb (SPH-M950).
• Garmin: Complainants identified 19 accused Garmin products but only offered
evidence of alleged infringement for 16 of the accused Garmin products. (Id. at
140 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1137-38; RDX-4C.32; RDX-1027C.2; Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 637-638, 638-639, 694-704; CDX-19C.l, CDX-20C.1).) The 3
Garmin products that Complainants failed to offer any evidence of alleged
infringement are the GRSMAP 7012, GRSMAP 7015, and GRSMAP 7215.
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Respondents argue that, because Complainants could have, but did not, provide any
evidence of alleged infringement for 9 of the accused ZTE products, 2 of the accused LG
products, 11 of the accused Huawei products, 9 of the accused Samsung products, and 3 of the
accused Garmin products, Complainants have not met their burden of proof and a finding of noninfringement for those products is warranted. (Id. (citing Certain Audiovisual Components and
Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-837, Order No. 67, at 3-5 (U.S.I.T.C. Feb. 27,
2013) (granting summary determination of noninfringement for ten products where complainant
provided no evidence of infringement)).)
Respondents argue that Complainants also failed to introduce evidence as to any but two
of the Acer Accused Products. (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1131-32; RX-1022C; RDX4.17C).) Dr. Oklobdzija presented specific evidence only as to the Acer Aspire V3-551 and Acer
Aspire V3 551G. (Id. (citing CDX-1166.3C at n.1).) Complainants contend, without supporting
evidence, that these two products are representative of some 129 other Acer Accused Products.
(Id.) Both counsel for Complainants and Dr. Oklobdzija admitted that Dr. Oklobdzija was asked
by counsel to assume that all the Acer Accused Products "used a Seagate hard drive," even while
admitting that other hard disk drives are used. (Id. at Tr. (Mr. Marsh) at 652-653; Tr.
(Oklobdzija) at 656-657).) Dr. Oklobdzija testified that an unknown proportion of the other
products used "Seagate hard disk drives," and no evidence was presented that the B5503A is
even used in all Seagate hard disk drives. (Id. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 657-658).) On its face,
the testimony was speculative, say Respondents. (Id.. (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 657 ("it
wouldn't be fair to say all of them use Seagate drive.")).) The assumption and speculation of Dr.
Oklobdzija is insufficient to prove that the 129 remaining Acer Accused Products are fairly
represented by the Acer Aspire V3-551 and 551G. (Id. at 140-141.) Respondents say
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Attachment B to their opening brief is a table that identifies the products accused of infringement
in Appendix D of Dr. Oklobdzija's report, and includes an indication of those Accused Products
for which Complainants offered at least some evidence of alleged infringement and those
Accused Products for which Complainants failed to offer any evidence of alleged infringement.
(Id.)

Respondents say Complainants failed to provide any evidence as to Accused Products
that were identified during discovery but not mentioned in Dr. Oklobdzija's expert report. (Id.)
According to Respondents, Complainants failed to provide any evidence of infringement for the
following products:
• 100 Acer Accused Products (Id. at 141 (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1131 -32;
RDX-4.18C, RDX-1022C)
• 63 HTC Accused Products (Id. citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1133; RDX-4.20C,
RDX-1026C)
• 3 Kyocera Accused Products (Id. ( citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1134-35; CDX4.22C)
• 60 LG Accused Products (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1135; CDX-4.24C,
RDX-1029C)
• 15 ZTE Accused Products (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1136; CDX-4.27C,
RDX-1033C)
• 4 Barnes & Noble Accused Products (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1137;
CDX-4.31C, RDX-1024C)
• 76 Garmin Accused Products (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1137-38; CDX4.33C, RDX-1025C)
• 1 Nintendo product (Id. (citing Tr. (Subramanian) at 1138-39; CDX-4.35C,
RDX-1030C)
Respondents say Complainants' failure to provide any evidence of alleged infringement at the
hearing as to these Accused Products warrants a finding of noninfringement. (Id. (citing Certain
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Audiovisual Components and Prods. Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-837, Order No. 67,
at 3-5 (U.S .I.T.C. Feb. 27, 2013)).) Respondents say Attachment C to their opening brief is a
table that identifies the products that were accused of infriri.ging during discovery but were not
included in Dr. Oklobdzija's expert report, and for which Complainants failed to offer any
evidence of infringement during the hearing. (Id. at 141-142.)
Complainants reply that they did adduce evidence for all of the Accused Products.
(CRBr. at 66-67 (citing CBr. § III, Ex. A).) Complainants say Respondents' second group
comprises products not included in Complainants' list of Accused Products (Id. at 67
(comparing RBr. Attachment C to Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief, Ex. 4). 23 ) Complainants
say therefore they do not know why Respondents even raised these products. (Id.)
Respondents, in their reply brief, say Complainants' post-hearing brief is silent about and
still fails to offer any evidence that those products infringe. (RRBr. at 73 (citing CBr. (no
evidence for any of the products identified in RBr. Attachments Band C)).)
Moreover, according to Respondents, Complainants expressly represent that the only
products for which they seek a remedy in this Investigation are listed in Exhibit A of their posthearing brief. (Id. (citing CBr. at 8).) Given Complainants' failure of proof, Respondents say a
finding of noninfringement is appropriate for the products listed in Attachments B and C of
Respondents' opening post-hearing brief. (Id. (citing Certain Audiovisual Components, Inv. No.
337-TA-837, Order No. 67, at 3-5 (Feb. 27, 2013)).)
(2) The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusion
The Administrative Law Judge agrees and finds that, insofar as the products listed in
Attachments B and C of Respondents' opening brief, the evidence in this Investigation is not

23

Complainants Pre-Hearing Brief has two exhibits, but tre second exhibit includes Appendix D, which is a list of
the Accused Products. It is assUired that this is what Complainants m.ean by "Ex. 4."
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sufficient to show that any of them infringes any of the asserted claims of the '336 patent. For
Complainants to respond to Respondents' specific identification of products for which there was
no evidence produced with a general statement that their initial brief adduced evidence of
infringement by Accused Products listed in Exhibit A of their brief, which is simply a listing of
the Accused Products, is not sufficient. Complainants, who retain the burden of proof, must
identify evidence that specifically proves, preponderately, that an Accused Product satisfies all
the limitations of at least one asserted claim before there can be a finding of infringement, or
provide such proof by way of clearly supported representative products. Complainants, by way
of a footnote, do address the Acer products cited by Respondents for lack of evidence, but even
here Complainants' argument is insufficient. (See CRBr. at 66, n. 36 (citing Tr. (Oklobdzija) at
658, 1000-02).) On cross-examination Dr. Oklobdzija testified:
Q. And what did you mean by the last sentence here, where you say, "In light of
these facts, I have been asked by Counsel to assume that at least some copies of
each Acer Accused Product that has a spinning hard drive are sold with Seagate
hard drives"?
A. Well, out of that list-and I'm going to some of the specs, actually, the product
specifications, they do list Seagate drives. So let's say it will be fair to say -it
wouldn't be fair to say all of them use Seagate drive. Maybe it wouldn't be fair to
say that 60 percent of them use Seagate drives. But there is a certain number of
them, or perhaps a majority, that uses Seagate drives. And that is, again, as it was
discussed here and stated here-it is subject to market fluctuation.
Now, I would say the products that do have the Seagate drives in and they
were sold, they do have Seagate drives. You cannot go and recall them and
replace the drive. The products that are manufactured currently, maybe under the
same brand, may have a substitute. But as of the time of the analysis, the large
majority of them, to my knowledge, cir to my analysis, did contain Seagate
drives.
(Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 656-657).) Later he testified in response to questions from Acer's counsel as
follows:
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Q. In your testimony yesterday about the B5503A and about the Acer Accused
Products, you'll agree with me that with respect to the Acer Accused Products,
you analyzed only the LSI Logic B5503A. Correct?

A. Yes, only LSI chip was analyzed.
Q. And you only specifically identify that chip as being used in the Aspire V351 I'm sorry, Aspire V3551 and Aspire V35SlG models. Is that correct?

A. That may not be correct, Mr. Walker, because I think there is a whole list of
products, and what they list is, they list the use of the Seagate drive, and that
Seagate drive uses the LSI Logic chip. So there is an evidence that there is an LSI
Logic chip used in the larger number of products
Q. I believe you said yesterday that you didn't know-- that you understood from -

that you had been told, that you didn't know any other -specifically know
whether or not those hard disk drives using that chip were being used in any other
Acer products. You don't have any-you haven't seen that in any other Acer
products, have you, for this Investigation?
A. I don't need to see that, because there are 120 Acer products, and what is
sufficient is to look at their specs of each one and what do they list that they have.
{
}.
Q. And it's your testimony that you have seen specifications for all of the Accused
Products that {
}, every single one of them?

A. To the best of my recollection, you know, with this number, I cannot -- I have
seen-I went through a lot of them, and I believe that should be exhausting the
list of what I have seen. But it is a large number, and, you know, I don't have it in
my memory. But I went through those four Acer products that {
}.
Q. Turn back to your Appendix 1. It's again CX-1166C. Turn your binder to it.

Footnote 1, on Page 1. And in this footnote you are identifying or listing the
Accused Products that you believe the Acer V3 is representative of. Do you see
that word "representative"?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. And you're using that word because you don't know what the rest of these

products contain; correct?
A. Well, according to the specs, those products {
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Q. And where did you cite the specs in this footnote?
A. It's not cited.

(Tr. (Oklobdzija) at 1001 -03.) Against this testimony, Dr. Subramanian testified as shown here:
Q. Let's start with the first group of Accused Products, and those are computers.
Let me direct your attention to RD X-4 .17 and 4 .18. What do you show on these
slides?
A. RDX-4.17 and 4.18 address products from Acer. And in particular, RDX-4.17
lists products that were identified by Dr. Oklobdzija in his report.
Now, I should point out that there's a large number of products here, and they
are listed on RDX-4.17. The listing is derived from information from RDX1022C.
I would also point out that in particular in his analysis, Dr. Oklobdzija used a
chip from LSI, a manufacturer, among other things, of chips such as these. And
the chip was the B5503A.
Now, for his analysis, Dr. Oklobdzija identified a particular-well, in fact, two
particular notebook computers; that's the V3551 and the V3551G-that used this
LSI B5503A chip. And specifically, he identified these two notebooks, found
particular instances of those notebooks that had a Seagate hard drive, opened up
the Seagate hard drive, and found that that particular hard drive had this LSI chip.
Now, for all the other chips, of course, he did not perform such a reverse
engineering. In other words, he did not open up the other notebooks and, A, verify
that they used a Seagate hard drive; and B, verify that that Seagate hard drive
actually had this LSI chip. But these were in general the products that Dr.
Oklobdzija addressed.
Now, on RDX-4.18, these were other products that were initially, I understand,
identified by TPL, but Dr. Oklobdzija did not address them in his report. And this
information also comes from RX-1022.
(Tr. (Subramanian) at 1131-32.) In view of the evidence that has been cited, the Administrative
Law Judge finds that Respondents have raised valid arguments based on both existing and nonexisting evidence to demonstrate that there is insufficient evidence to prove that the products
listed in Attachments Band C of their opening brief infringe the '336 patent. To the extent those
products overlap with the Accused Products as defined above, the Administrative Law Judge
finds that those products do not infringe the asserted claims of the '336 patent for the reasons
discussed above.
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C. Conclusion
In addition to the points addressed above, Complainants present arguments and evidence
regarding the alleged infringement of each Respondent's Accused Products. (See CBr. at 44179.) Complainants analyze the Accused Products in light of their general infringement
arguments, which the Administrative Law Judge previously found to be unpersuasive, and with

-

respect to the microprocessors discussed above. The Administrative Law Judge has considered
these arguments and the evidence cited by Complainants, and the Administrative Law Judge
concludes that these arguments and evidence related to individual products do not overcome the
faults in Complainants' infringement case that were addressed previously.
Based on the foregoing, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that Complainants have
failed to show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that any of the Accused Products infringe
any of the asserted claims of the '336 patent, either directly or indirectly.

V.

VALIDITY
The '336 patent is presumed to be valid. See 35 U.S.C. § 282. Respondents withdrew

their invalidity defenses during the evidentiary hearing on June 10, 2013. (Tr. at 1523-1525.)
Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the asserted claims of the '336 patent have
not been shown to be invalid.

VI.

LICENSE DEFENSE
In 2004 and 2005, Intel Corporation ("Intel") entered into patent license agreements with

Complainants. (Tr. at 121-122; CX-1124C; Motion Docket No . 853-016, Ex. F.) Respondents
rely on the agreement between TPL and Intel (the "Agreement") executed in 2004 to argue that
one ofLG's Accused Products, the LG P769 or Optimus L9, is covered by a license to the
asserted patent either through a covenant not sue or a release. (RBr. at 142-152.)
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Respondents assert that Complainants do not dispute certain issues related to the
Agreement. (Id. at 144.) According to Respondents, Complainants do not dispute that the

-

}; that Intel and {

Agreement {

} under the Agreement; and that LG is a customer under the Agreement. (Id. at 144145 (citing CX-l 124C at 1, § 1.1, Article 5; Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 213-215; Opp,.
to Motion Docket No. 853-016 at 4-9; Order No. 29).) Further, Respondents say that
Complainants do not dispute that the LG Optimus L9 contains {

}. (Id. at

145 (citing Opp. to Motion Docket No. 853-016 at 5; Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 213215; Order No. 29 at 2).) Respondents also asse~ that Complainants do not dispute that this
Investigation qualifies as {

} under the Agreement in which Complainants have raised

direct and indirect infringement against an Intel customer. (Id. (citing CX-1124 at§ 5.2; Opp. to
Motion Docket No. 853-016 at 5; Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 213-215).)
According to Respondents, the only disagreement between the parties is whether the LG
} under the Agreement. (Id. at 146.)

Optimus L9 qualifies as {

Respondents say it does because, based on their interpretation of the definition of {
} in the Agreement, any LG product containing Intel hardware or software is an {

} (Id.) Respondents present the definition of {

} in the

following manner:
REDACTED

(Id. at 146 (citing CX-1124C at 2).) According to Respondents, any product, including the LG
Optimus L9, containing any Intel circuit element for processing or utilizing data is an {
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}. (Id. (citing CX-1124C at 2; Opp. to Motion Docket No. 853-016 at 5; Order

No. 29 at 2; CX-512C).) Respondents further argue that, because the LG phone is itself an {
}, the infringement allegations in this Investigation are {
}, as required by the Agreement. (Id. at 147 (citing CX-1124C at 2

({

} )).)

Respondents assert that Complainants incorrectly argue that the LG phone does not
qualify as an {

} because it is not sold on behalf of Intel as an Intel product.

(Id. (citing Opp. to Motion Docket No. 853-016 at 4-7; Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 213-

214).) Respondents say that Complainants rely on a strained interpretation of the definition for
} (Id.) Respondents argue that the restriction, {

{

} refers only to the last clause (c) of the definition.
(Id.) Respondents argue that this interpretation gives operative meaning to all parts of the

definition. (Id. at 148.) Alternatively, Respondents argue that even if that restriction qualifies
the phrase {

} in the definition, the restriction does not apply here because the LG

phone is not sold or distributed by Intel. (Id.) Respondents also fault Complainants for not
providing extrinsic evidence at the hearing regarding the interpretation of this definition in the
Agreement, arid Respondents argue that without extrinsic evidence, the only source of
interpretation is the Agreement itself, which dictates the construction advanced by Respondents.
(Id. at 148-149.)

Complainants assert that Respondents have adduced no further evidence regarding the
meaning of the term {

} in the Agreement since LG filed its motion for
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summary determination on this issue. (CBr. at 180.) Complainants assert that the license
defense should be rejected based on Respondents' failure of proof. (Id.)
Staff acknowledges Respondents' interpretation of the term {

}

and -Staff argues that this term may also be interpreted to mean that the clause {
} applies to the {
the {

} itself and not

} or software contained within it. (SBr. at 27.) According to

}

Staff, under this alternate interpretation, the LG phone at issue is not an {
because it is not sold or distributed by Intel. (Id.) Staff asserts that there appears to be a
fundamental ambiguity in the contract and under Delaware law extrinsic evidence should be
considered in interpreting the meaning of this term. (Id. at 27-28.) Because there is a lack of
extrinsic evidence regarding the ambiguity, Staff argues that Respondents have failed to meet
their burden of establishing that the LG phone is covered by the license. (Id. at 28.)

In reply, Respondents assert that they do not need extrinsic evidence to prove this defense
because the only evidence needed is the Agreement itself. (RRBr. at 74.) Respondents also
claim that the lack of extrinsic evidence is Complainants' fault because they were the only
parties capable of presenting relevant extrinsic evidence at the hearing. (Id.) Regarding Staff's
position, Respondents reply that this position is incorrect because, under Delaware law, the
ambiguity must be resolved against Complainants under the principle of contra proferentem. Id.
at 74-75 (citing Kaiser Aluminum Corp. v. Matheson, 681 A.2d 392, 398-99 (Del. 1996)).)
In their reply, Complainants argue that Respondents cannot meet their burden of proof by
adopting their earlier unsuccessful motion for summary determination and failing to present
additional evidence to support the defense. (CRBr. at 72.) Complainants also argue that
Respondents' defense fails because the LG phone is not an {
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Agreement. (Id. at 73-76.) Complainants argue that Respondents provide a "tortured
interpretation" of the contract language, placing a premium on punctuation, even though the
words of the Agreement and the intention of the parties should control. (Id. at 73.) According to
Complainants, the Agreement makes clear {
} (Id. at 74 (citing CX-1124 at§ 9.19).) Complainants argue
that the Accused Product is an LG phone that is assembled, branded, marketed, and sold by and
on behalf of LG as LG's own product and not by Intel or as {
Complainants say that while the phone may contain {
not an {

} (Id.)
}, the phone itself is

}. (Id.)

Under Delaware law, contract terms are given the meaning that would typically be
ascribed to them by a reasonable third person. See Eagle Industries, Inc. v. De Vilbiss Health
Care, Inc., 702 A.2d 1228, 1232 (Del. Supr. 1997). However, "when there is uncertainty in the
meaning and application of contract language, the reviewing court must consider the evidence
offered in order to arrive at a proper interpretation of contractual terms." Id. When construing an
ambiguous term, a court should consider "any admissible extrinsic evidence that may shed light
on the expectations of the parties at the time they entered into the Agreement." Id. at 1233; see
also Matria Healthcare, Inc. v. Coral SR LLC, 2007 WL 763303, at *6 (Del. Ch. Mar. 1, 2007)
(If"a contract's language is ambiguous, then the Court will look beyond the 'four comers' of the
agreement to extrinsic evidence."). Finally, "[i]fthere are issues of material fact, the trial court
must resolve those issues as the trier of fact." Eagle Industries, Inc., 702 A.2d at 1233.
As an initial matter, the Administrative Law Judge notes that none of the parties discuss
the separate agreement between Intel and Patriot beyond a reference to testimony acknowledging
that such an agreement exists. (See RBr. at 142 (citing Tr. at 120-124); see also CBr. at 179-180;
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CRBr. at 72-76; RRBr. at 74-75; SBr. at 72-76.) However, the agreement between Intel and
Patriot incorporates all of the provisions in Article 4 through Article 9 of the Intel and TPL
Agreement. (Motion Docket No. 853-016, Ex. Fat § 4.1.) Thus, the Administrative Law Judge
finds that the analysis with respect to the Intel and TPL Agreement below applies equally to the
agreement between Intel and Patriot.
In Order No. 29, the Administrative Law Judge denied LG's motion for summary
determination that LG products containing Intel hardware and/or software are licensed to the
asserted patent. The Administrative Law Judge stated:
The Administrative Law Judge finds that a material dispute exists with respect to
certain terms included in these license agreements such that summary
determination is inappropriate and a trial on the merits is warranted to determine
whether any LG products are covered by the licenses. Specifically, the
Administrative Law Judge finds that the term {
} is
amenable to multiple interpretations, rendering the intended scope cif the contracts
ambiguous. As propounded by LG, the term may be interpreted to include any
product that contains an {
}, Intel software, or any
combination thereof. As propounded by Complainants, the term may be
interpreted to include only Intel products that contain an {
}, software, or any combination thereof. Under Delaware law, as
identified above, the Administrative Law Judge finds that such an ambiguity
creates a genuine issue of material fact regarding the licensing parties' intent with
respect to the scope of this term.
I

(Order No. 29 at 6.)
Despite Order No. 29 finding an issue of material fact regarding this defense, the parties
did not introduce any extrinsic evidence regarding the Agreement at the hearing, and thus, a
determination regarding the merits of Respondents' license defense must be based solely on the
Agreement itself. Regarding the contested language in the Agreement, the Administrative Law
Judge finds that the interpretation proposed by Complainants most likely represents the intent of
the parties. In contrast to Respondents' presentation of the language at issue, the language in the
Agreement appears as follows:
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{

}
(CX-1124C at 2.) While the grammar in this sentence creates some ambiguity as to what the
final clause of the definition applies to, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the more likely
intent of the parties was that the clause {
} applies to each of (a), (b), or (c) in this definition. In particular, this
interpretation is bolstered by § 9 .19 of the Agreement that reads, in part, {

} (CX-1124C at§ 9.19.) Based on this interpretation, the LG Optimus L9 is
not an {

} because it was not {

} i.e. it

is not a product of Intel.
Further, the Administrative Law Judge rejects Respondents' argument that the ambiguity
must be resolved against Complainants under the principle of contra proferentum. (See RRBr. at
75.) The Delaware Supreme Court has clarified that this rule of contract construction only
applies where it would be unhelpful to rely upon extrinsic evidence to determine the parties'
intent in drafting the contract. Bank ofNew York Mellon v. Commerzbank Capital Funding Trust

II, 65 A. 3d 539, 551 (Del. 2013). Respondents have not shown that extrinsic evidence would
not be helpful in determining the drafting parties' intent, and, to the contrary, the Administrative
Law Judge finds that such evidence likely would have been helpful. Further, the Administrative
Law Judge disagrees that the absence ofrelevant extrinsic evidence is Complainants' fault
because "TPL was the only party capable of presenting relevant extrinsic evidence." (RRBr. at
74.) Respondents could have taken testimony from TPL on this issue, or Respondents could
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have sought to introduce evidence and testimony from Intel regarding the Agreement.
Ultimately, it appears that Respondents are attempting to inappropriately shift the burden of
proof for their defense.
Based on the foregoing, the Administrative Law Judge finds that Respondents have not
shown that the LG Optimus L9 product is covered by a license to the '336 patent.

VII.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
As stated in the Notice of Investigation, a determination must be made as to whether an

industry in the United States exists as required by subsection (a)(2) of Section 337. Section 337
declares unlawful the importation, the sale for importation or the sale in the United States after
importation of articles that infringe a valid and enforceable U.S. patent "only if an industry in the
United States, relating to articles protected by the patent ... concerned, exists or is in the process
of being established." 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2); Certain Ammonium Octamolybdate Isomers, Inv.
No. 337-TA-477, Comm'n Op. at 55 (U.S.I.T.C., Jan. 2004) ("Certain Isomers"). The domestic
industry requirement consists of both an economic prong (i.e., the activities of, or investment in,
a domestic industry) and a technical prong (i.e., whether complainant practices its own patents).
Certain Isomers, at 55. The complainant bears the burden of proving the existence of a domestic
industry. Certain Methods ofMaking Carbonated Candy Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-292,
Comm'n Op. at 34-35, Pub. No. 2390 (U.S.I.T.C., June 1991).
"To be considered 'exploitation' though licensing within the meaning of the statute, the
complainant must demonstrate that a particular activity: (1) relates to the asserted patent; (2)
relates to licensing; and (3) occurred in the United States."

Certain Liquid Crystal Display

Devices, Including Monitors, Televisions, and Modules, and Components Thereof("Liquid
Crystal Display Devices"), Inv. No. 337-TA-749, Comm'n Op. at 109 (U.S.I.T.C. June 14,
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2012); see also Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and Systems, Components
Thereof, and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Commission. Op. at 7-8 (August
8, 2011) ("Navigation Devices"). Activities meeting these requirements may be considered in an
evaluation of whether the domestic industry requirement has been satisfied. Liquid Crystal
Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at 109. However, a complainant must also show that the
qualifying investments are substantial. Id. Further, where a complainant is relying on licensing
activities, the domestic industry determination does not require a separate technical prong
analysis and the complainant need not show that it or one of its licensees practices the patents-insuit. See Certain Semiconductor Chips with Minimized Chip Package Size and Products
Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-605, Initial Determination at 112 (February 9, 2009)
(unreviewed in relevant part).
A. Analysis under§ 337 (a)(3)(C)
1. The Parties' Arguments

Complainants argue that they have made substantial domestic investments relating to the
exploitation of the '336 patent through their MMP portfolio licensing program. (CBr. at 181.)
According to Complainants, they have contacted over { } companies regarding licensing the
MMP portfolio, resulting in over { } licenses and approximately {

} in licensing

revenue from 2006 to June 2012. (Id. at 181-182 (citing CX-081C; CX-082C; CX-0708C; CX1124C; Tr. at 93-94, 119-121, 125, 1534-1536, 1538, 1541, 1740).)
Complainants rely on the activities of Alliacense, who is a vendor ofTPL and PDS and
carries out Complainants' licensing program. (Id. at 182, 189 (citing Tr. at 124-125, 133, 1531).)
Alliacense is located in Cupertino, California and shares a facility with TPL that has monthly
leasing and facilities costs of {

} per month. (Id. (citing Tr. at 157, 1531, 1738).)
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Complainants assert that Alliacense engages in reverse engineering and engineering analysis,
intellectual property services, sales and marketing, licensing, deal negotiation, and closure
through two divisions: operations and licensing. (Id. at 182-184 (citing Tr. at 125-126, 133,
1533, 1536-1537, 1542-1566; CX-022; JX-253C; RX-1762C).) Complainants also assert that
Alliacense performs work after a license agreement has been reached, including monitoring the
activities of licensees for M&A activities and transfers of relevant business divisions. (Id. at 184
(citing Tr. at 1565-1566).)
Regarding the work performed by Alliacense employees, Complainants represent that {

}.
(Id. (citing Tr. at 1566-1568, 1605; RX-1794C, RX-1795C; RX-1796C).) Salary expenditures
and the total hours of work related to the MMP portfolio can be calculated from these
allocations. (Id. at 184-185 (citing Tr. at 1743-1744, 1746).) Further, the ''burdened cost" can
be calculated from the hours of employee time spent on the MMP portfolio, the employee's base
salary, and an amount related to benefits and taxes. (Id. at 185 (citing Tr. at 1742, 1750-1751;
CX-705C; RX-1773).)
Next, Complainants argue that there is a strong nexus between Complainants' licensing
activity and the '336 patent. (CBr. at 185.) In support, Complainants say there are only a
handful of U.S. patents in the MMP portfolio and the '336 patent is the most important patent in
the portfolio because licensees have the most interest in it. (Id. (citing Tr. at 119, 1534-1536,
1558-1559; RX-1762C).) In contrast, Complainants say that prospective licensees have placed
little value on the foreign patents in the portfolio. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1559).) Complainants also
claim that the strong nexus is shown by the fact that the products of several licensees practice the
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asserted patent. (Id. at 185-186 (citing Tr. at 733-736; CDX-1163C).) Further, Complainants
assert that the '336 patent is often specifically mentioned and analyzed during licensing
negotiations. (Id. at 186 (citing Tr. at 1560).) Finally with respect to nexus, Complainants assert
that the '336 patent is closely related to the other patents in the MMP portfolio and covers
fundamental microprocessor technology. (Id. (citing Tr. at 110).)
Complainants assert that TPL's investment in the '336 patent is substantial based on the
magnitude ofTPL's expenses, the work performed by Alliacense after a license agreement is
executed, and the fact that the licensing program is ongoing. (CBr. at 186, 188 (citing Tr. at
1565-1566, 1568-1569).) Complainants allege that TPL spent over {

} on direct

investments in the MMP portfolio from early 2006 to June 2012 including the following
amounts:

{

}

(Id. at 186-187 (citing CX-705C; Tr. at 1550-1552, 1752).) Complainants acknowledge that
some of the IP Legal and IP R&D amount may include patent prosecution, reexamination and
litigation. (Id. at 186, n. 173 (citing Tr. at 1771-1773).) Additionally, Complainants rely on over
{

} spent in purchasing prospective licensees' products prior to July 2012, and

Complainants assert that these products were purchased for the MMP portfolio, though they may
have also been used for other portfolios. (Id. at 187, n. 174 (citing JX-253C, Tr. at 1756-1757,
1778-1779).) Further, while Complainants acknowledge that these expenditures cover the entire
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portfolio, Complainants assert that the majority of these investments are related to the '336
patent because it is the most important patent. (Id. (citing Tr. at 119, 1534-1536).)
Additionally, Complainants argue that another way to determine TPL's investment in the
MMP portfolio is to examine the records of PDS. (Id.) Complainants say that PDS' only
intellectual property asset is the MMP portfolio and 100 percent of its expenses are attributable
to the MMP licensing effort. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1630).) Based on PDS' profit and loss
statements, Complainants assert that TPL has invested {
include legal fees or the {

} in PDS, which does not

} salary expenditure described above. (Id. at 187-188 (citing

CX-1332C; Tr. at 1617, 1623-1627).) Thus, Complainants allege that TPL's total investment in
the MMP portfolio is over {

}. (Id. at 188.)

Respondents first assert that Complainants are limited to relying solely on TPL's
licensing activity to support their alleged domestic industry, based on findings in Order Nos. 28
and 61. (RBr. at 152-153.) Next, Respondents argue that because TPL lost its rights to license
the '336 patent before the Complaint was filed; and TPL did not have a domestic industry at the
time the Complaint was filed or anytime thereafter. (Id. at 153, 155 (citing Tr. at 145).)
Respondents assert that the existence of a domestic industry is determined as of the date the
Complaint is filed, which applies here to prevent Complainants from proving that TPL's claimed
domestic industry existed or was in the process of being established on the day the Complaint
was filed. (Id. at 155-J56.) Respondents argue that to hold otherwise would be contrary to the
plain meaning of the statute and would reward Complainants for their repeated
misrepresentations to the Corri.mission that TPL had the exclusive right to license the '336 patent
when they filed the Complaint. (Id. at 156.) Regarding these alleged misrepresentations,
Respondents assert that TPL rescinded its contractual right to license the asserted patent on July
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6, 2012 and Complainants later attempted to hide this fact. (Id. at 156-158 (citing Tr. at 141 145; First Amended Complaint at ,r 5; Second Amended Complaint at ,r 5).)
Next, Respondents argue that Complainants' evidence regarding domestic industry fails
to meet their burden of proof because it is ''unreliable, incomplete, impermissible, arid riddled
with miscalculations and undisclosed assumptions." (Id. at 159.) Respondents take issue with
the fact that, of the alleged approximately { } licenses covering the MMP portfolio,
Complainants have only introduced one and the fact that only a handful of correspondence sent
to prospective licensees has been entered into the record. (Id. at 160 (citing CX-1124C; RX0098C; CX-l 126C; RX-1759C; RX-1762C; Tr. at 1596-1599).) Respondents also raise
concerns about the work performed by TPL and Alliacense employees, claiming that there is no
reliable way to verify the accuracy of the information relied upon by Complainants because the
only evidence provided consists of summaries of calculations of hours and costs without the
underlying information on which those summaries rely. (Id. at 160.)
Regarding the amount of Complainants' investments, Respondents first argue that TPL's
alleged domestic industry expenses are unaudited and unreliable. (Id. at 161 .) Respondents
assert that while Respondents did not have access to Complainants' underlying financial
documents, Complainants' own witness, Ms. Felcyn, did review them and found them unreliable.
(Id. at 162-163 (citing Tr. at 1633-1638, 1642-1642, 1646-1647, 1649-1650, 1652-1656).)

Respondents also claim that the alleged domestic industry expenses are unreliable because
Alliacense never provided invoices to TPL for its work on any patent portfolio and Alliacense
spent a majority of its time working on a non-MMP portfolio in 2011 and 2012. (Id. at 163
(citing Tr. at 1574-1575, 1587-1588, 1591-1592).) Respondents conclude that there is no
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reliable evidence to use in determining whether TPL's licensing activities relate to the MMP
portfolio and whether they are substantial. (Id. at 164.)
Next, Respondents argue that TPL's alleged domestic industry investment is overstated
and includes ineligible expenses including expenses unrelated to the '336 patent, licensing, or the
United States. (Id.) Respondents argue that TPL's activities relate to the -entire MMP portfolio,
but there is no way to identify what portion of the claimed investment should be apportioned to
the '336 patent or what portion of the investment relates to foreign licenses and patents. (Id. at
165 (citing Tr. at 1759-1760).) First, regarding the labor costs relied upon by Complainants,
Respondents say that neither the {

} nor the documents on which the burden costs were

calculated are in the record. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1805-1807).) Regarding the allocation of
employee time to the MMP portfolio, Respondents assert that employees allocated their time to a

{

} for the MMP portfolio until 2008, and thus, there is no accurate way to

determine what portion of that time was spent on eligible licensing activities as opposed to
ineligible litigation and prosecution activities. (Id. at 166 (citing Tr. at 1765-1771).) Second,
Respondents take issue with Complainants' inclusion of nearly {

} in IP research and

development and IP legal work, arguing that there is no way to determine what portion of that
amount relates to ineligible activities unrelated to licensing. (Id. at 167 (citing Tr. at 17711774).) Third, Respondents assert that the same issue arises with respect to the {

} spent

for business analysts. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1774-1775).) Fourth, regarding the acquisition of
products, Respondents assert that some of these products appear to have been purchased in
anticipation-of litigation or after litigation or were purchased for use in other portfolios without
appropriate allocation. (Id. at 168 (citing Tr. at 1776-1779).) Fifth, with respect to TPL's
reverse-engineering specialists and operations analysts employee costs, Complainants have not
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identified what portion of those expenses relates to litigation. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1781 -1783).)
Finally, regarding TPL's claimed employee costs for licensing executives, Respondents assert
that Complainants have not identified what portion of those costs took place outside of the
United States. (Id. at 169 (citing Tr. at 1783-1785, 1792, 1794-1795, 1800; RX-1784C); RRBr.
at 85 (citing CX-0022; CX-1126C; RX-1759C.0004).) Respondents also argue that there is
evidence that licensing executives inappropriately allocated their time to the MMP portfolio and
that some of the costs related to licensing negotiations may relate to litigation. (RBr. at 170
(citing Tr. at 1787-1788, 1796-1797; CX-719C).)
Respondents also claim that TPL's investments are overstated because TPL was
} in

{

calculating its claimed domestic industry investment. (Id.) Respondents assert thatTPL's costs
were reimbursed or otherwise covered under the terms of its {
}. (Id. at 171 (citing Tr. at 147); RRBr. at 81-82 (citing CX-0019C at ,r,r 4.2-4.3;
Tr. at 149, 1618, 1754, 1756-1757, 1779-1780; JX-0253C).) Respondents say that Daniel E.
Leckrone admitted that once a {
}. (RBr. at 171. (citing Tr. at 147-148).) Respondents
claim that all of the labor costs attributed to Alliacense were {

}. (Id. (citing Tr. at 154, 1618,
1753).) {
}. (Id.) Respondents assert the same is true for TPL's
alleged product acquisition costs. (Id. at 172 (citing Tr. at 151, 1618).)
Regarding whether TPL's investments are substantial, Respondents argue that
Complainants have failed to meet their burden on this issue based on the factors previously
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considered by the Commission. (Id. at 172-1 73 ( citing Certain Kinesiotherapy Devices and

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-823, Comm'n Notice at 2 (March 25, 2013); Navigation
Devices at 15).) First, Respondents assert that Complainants did not introduce any evidence
from which it can be determined whether the alleged investment is substantial when measured
against the relevant business, industry, or market. (Id. at 173.) Further, Respondents assert that
TPL's {

} ownership structure should not receive favorable treatment under Section

337 at the expense oflegitimate manufacturing companies. (Id. (citing Tr. at 137-138).)
Respondents also assert that Complainants failed to submit evidence showing how the licensing
of the '336 patent fit within the overall business ofTPL, and Respondents say it is now, at best, a
minority part of the business, and shrinking. (Id. at 174 (citing Tr. at 1575, 1588, 1663-1665).)
Next, Respondents assert that TPL's activities do not comport with those that are favorably
referenced in the legislative history of Section 337. (Id. at 174-175 (citing Tr. at 1542-1543,
1739-1740; Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-418, § 1342, 102
Stat. 1107, 1213; Mezzalingua Assoc. Inc. v. Int 'l Trade Comm 'n, 660 F.3d at 1327 (Fed. Cir.
2011); S. Rep. No. 100-71, at 129 (1987); H.R. Rep. No. 100-40, at 157 (1987); 132 cong. R.
HI 782 (Apr. 10, 1986)).) Respondents argue that TPL's revenue-focused approach for its
licensing program, which stifles production and sales and does not result in goods practicing the
patent, cannot support a determination that its alleged licensing investments are substantial. (Id.
at 175-176 (citing Coaxial Cable, Inv. No. 337-TA-650, Comm'n Op. at 47; Motiva, LLC v.

International Trade Comm 'n, 716 F.3d 596, 601 (Fed. Cir. 2013)).)
Staff argues that the evidence shows that Complainants satisfy the domestic industry
requirement with respect to the '336 patent through their licensing program. (SBr. at 32.)
According to Staff, the evidence shows that Complainants spent over {
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labor costs and that these employees were engaged in activities in support of the MMP licensing
program. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1542-1544, 1546-1549, 1551-1555, 1564-1566, 1751 -1752; CX0705C).) Staff asserts that the nexus between this investment and the '336 patent is strong given
that the MMP portfolio includes only a small number ofrelated patents and that the '336 patent
factors prominently in licensing discussions, negotiations, and license agreements. (Id. at 33
(citing Tr. at 126).) Finally, Staff asserts that this investment is substantial because
Complainants engage in a variety of ancillary licensing activities, including post-licensing work.

(Id. (citing Tr. at 1565-1566).)
Regarding Respondents' arguments related to TPL's rescission of its right to license the
asserted patents, Complainants respond that whether TPL or PDS had the right to license the
patent at the time the Complaint was filed is irrelevant to whether TPL's investments were made
in support of domestic industry. (CRBr. at 76.) Complainants acknowledge that the right to
license the '336 patent had reverted from TPL to PDS. (Id. at n. 45 (citing Tr. at 143-144).)
However, Complainants assert that TPL established its domestic industry long before the
Complaint was filed and the Administrative Law Judge's orders do not prevent reliance on
TPL's domestic industry investments. (Id. at 77.)
Complainants also respond to Respondents' arguments regarding the completeness of the
domestic industry information provided. (Id. at 77-78.) Complainants argue that providing all of
the relevant licenses and relevant licensing correspondence would unnecessarily crowd the
record. (Id. at 78.) Complainants assert that the evidence offered at the hearing establishes the
magnitude of Complainants' licensing program. (Id. (citing CX-0082C; CX-0708C).)
Regarding the underlying documents related to employee work time allocation, Complainants
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say Respondents' argument is a rehash of a failed argument presented in a motion to compel.
(Id. (citing Order No. 27 at 6-8).)

With respect to the reliability ofTPL's alleged expenditures, Complainants say that none
of Respondents' arguments have merit. (Id.) Regarding TPL's facility costs, Complainants
assert that they are not allocating this entire investment to the MMP portfolio. (Id. at 78-79
(citing Tr. at 1738).) Regarding the time allocations, Complainants argue that TPL's program
for recording and computing time is sufficiently detailed to establish a domestic industry here.
(Id. at 79 (citing RX-1794C; RX-1795C; RX-1796C).) Regarding Ms. Felcyn's testimony,

Complainants assert that upon review of a private company's unaudited financial records it is
common to have some questions about those records, but Ms. Felcyn was eventually satisfied
with TPL's books and stated that PDS's payments to TPL represented MMP expenses. (Id. at
79-80 (citing Tr. at 1655, 1660).) Further, Complainants argue that there is no question
regarding PDS 's financial records and TPL's total investment in PDS of approximately {
} is only related to the MMP portfolio. (Id. at 80 (citing Tr. at 1623-1629, 1665-1666).)
Next, Complainants take issue with Respondents' claim that TPL failed to exclude
ineligible expenses. (Id.) Complainants argue that all of the MPP expenses can be attributed to
the '336 patent because of the size of the portfolio and the strong nexus between the '336 patent
and the domestic investments. (Id. at 80-81 (citing CX-0081C; Tr. at 119, 1534-1536, 1560).)
Complainants also argue that because TPL's sole purpose is related to licensing, all of its MMPrelated activities inure to the benefit of the licensing program. (Id. at 81.) Complainants also
}. (Id.) Complainants

rebut Respondents' claim that TPL was {
assert that Respondents are confusing alleged {
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}. (Id. at 82 (citing Tr. at 128, 1617, 1626-

1627).) Finally, Complainants address Respondents' arguments regarding the substantiality of
TPL's investment. Complainants assert that TPL's ownership structure has no bearing on the
domestic industry inquiry. (Id.) Further, Complainants assert that they have provided evidence
ofTPL's investment in MMP compared to its other assets by showing that the MMP portfolio
has brought in approximately {

} in revenue compared to {

} for the next

highest portfolio. (Id. at 83 (citing Tr. at 1741 ).)
In their reply, Respondents first argue that Complainants presented new domestic
industry theories in the opening brief that are barred by the Administrative Law Judge's previous
orders. (RRBr. at 77.) Specifically, Respondents say that Complainants advance new theories
based on the· alleged activities of PDS, Patriot, and non-party Alliacense. (Id.) Respondents
argue that these theories are barred by Order No. 61, which found that Complainants had
foregone reliance on investments by PDS and Patriot. (Id. at 78 (citing Order No. 61 at 5).)
Respondents also argue that these arguments and other arguments have been waived because
they were not raised in the pre-hearing brief. (Id. at 78-79 (citing Ground Rule 7.2;
Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 215-223).) Further, Respondents argue that Complainants
cannot rely on the activities of Alliacense because Alliacense is not a party to this Investigation
and is a separate entity from TPL. (Id. at 79 (citing Tr. at 157, 1568-1569, 1576-1577, 1595,
1760; Navigation Systems at 16).) Respondents also claim that Complainants cannot rely on the
new theory that TPL maintains {
}. (Id. (citing Tr. at 140; Order No. 61 at 5).)

Regarding {

}, Respondents claim that Complainants are attempting to shift

the burden of proof on this issue by arguing that Respondents cannot prove that the claimed
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investments {

}. (Id. at 80 (citing CBr. at 190).) Respondents also argue that there

is no reliable evidence that any ofTPL's claimed investments in PDS were spent on the MMP
licensing program, and Respondents allege that Ms. Felcyn concluded that TPL was co-mingling
funds for the MMP program with other licensing efforts. (Id. at 82 (citing Tr. at 1651-1655).)
Furthermore, Respondents argue that Complainants cannot rely on the alleged {

} TPL

investment in PDS because they did not raise this theory in their pre-hearing brief and this
amount includes ineligible expenses including the {

}. (Id.

at 83 (citing Ground Rule 7.2; Tr. at 1626; Certain Liquid Crystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op.
at 110-11 (July 6, 2012)).)
Finally, regarding whether TPL's investment is substantial, Respondents reply that the
only arguments and evidence provided by Complainants on this issue are insufficient. (Id. at 8788.) First, Respondents argue that Complainants make no attempt to show that the amount of the
investment was indeed of a large magnitude when compared with the relevant industry or market
realities. (Id. at 87.) Second, Respondents argue that the amount of revenue related to the MMP
portfolio is at best only circumstantial evidence that an investment was made and Complainants
provided no meaningful way to assess the significance of the amount ofrevenue. (Id. at 88.)
Finally, Respondents argue that Complainants cannot rely on the continuing activities of
Alliacense after licenses are executed because Complainants did not raise this issue in their prehearing brief and because alleged activities are not the type of activities that support a finding of
substantiality. (Id. at 88-89 (citing Tr. at 1566; Navigation Devices, Comm'n Op. at 15-16, 24).)
In its reply, Staff argues that it is immaterial whether TPL or another complainant had the
ability to license the '336 patent at the time the Complaint was filed. (SRBr. at 7.) Staff says
that so long as a complainant's investments are related to the asserted patent, related to licensing,
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and related to the United States, those investments may satisfy the domestic industry requirement
even if a different complainant holds the right to actually license the asserted patent. (Id. at 7-8.)
Staff also asserts that while Complainants' evidence of domestic industry may not be 100 percent
accurate, Complainants adduced evidence that appears to sufficiently substantiate most of their
claimed investments. (Id. at 8 (citing Tr. at 1542-1544, 1546-1549, 1551-1555, 1564-1566,
1751-1752; CX-0705C).)
2. The Administrative Law Judge's findings and conclusion
As noted, a complainant who seeks to satisfy the domestic industry requirement by its
investments in patent licensing must first establish that there is a nexus between relied upon
investment activities and the asserted patents, that the investment relates to licensing, and that the
investment occurred in the United States. Navigation Devices, Commission. Op. at 7-8. Section
337(a)(3)(C) then requires the complainant to show that the qualifying investments are
substantial. Id. at 8.
Regarding the MMP portfolio, the president of Alliacense, Mr. Daniel McNary Leckrone,
testified that there are approximately 15 patents in the portfolio, including five patents of interest
and that the '336 patent is the "lead patent" in the portfolio. (Tr. at 1534-1535.) Additionally,
Mr. Leckrone testified that when only one claim chart is included in a product report presented to

a potential licensee, it will be for the '336 patent. (Id. at 1558-1559.) The evidence ofrecord
supports this testimony and persuasively snows the importance of the '336 patent in certain
licensing negotiations conducted by Alliacense. (See CX-0081C; RX-1762C; CX-0022; CX073 lC; CX-0719C; RX-1759C; CX-1126C.)
The MMP portfolio licensing-related activities relied upon by Complainants are
performed by Complainants' vendor, Alliacense, which carries out all ofTPL's licensing
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programs. Alliacense's services include performing reverse engineering, engineering analysis,
intellectual property services, sales, marketing, licensing, deal negotiation, and closure. (Tr. at
1533 .) Alliacense is divided into an operations division and a licensing division. (Id. at 1537.)
The operations division includes reverse engineering, research and development, and intellectual
property; and the licensing division includes a communications group, business analysis group,
executive group, and sales and marketing group. (Id. at 1537-1538.) Alliacense's licensing
process begins with business analysts studying the electronic field at large and identifying
companies selling systems that are microprocessor-based. (Id. at 1542.) Once identified, the
target company's financial statements and products are evaluated. (Id. at 1542-1543.) Relevant
products from the target company are purchased and analyzed by reverse engineering specialists.
(Id. at 1544, 1546-1547.) A Reverse Engineering Report is created and sent to an engineering

analysis group, which constructs claim charts for the MMP portfolio patents. (Id. at 1548-1552.)
The communications group uses the claim charts to create binders, which are sent to prospective
licensees. (Id. at 1552-1554.) The Sales and Marketing Group is responsible for communicating
with and meeting with prospective licensees and negotiating licenses. (Id. at 1564-1565.) After
a license is executed, Alliacense performs compliance work and monitoring licensees for
mergers and acquisitions or transfers of business divisions. (Id. at 1566.)
{

}. (Tr. at 1566-1567.) From these reports,
the percentage of time that each employee spends on the MMP portfolio can be calculated. (Id:at 1605, 1745.) Complainants produced summary documents showing the percentages of each
employee's time spent on projects within the MMP portfolio. 24 (See RX-1794C; RX-1795C;

24

Respondents raise con;erns about the reliability of these summaries because tre underlying monthly reports have
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RX-1796C.) Based on these summaries, TPL's CFO, Mr. Hannah, calculated the corresponding
hours worked on the MMP portfolio based on a 40-hour work week and calculated the total
burden costs for these employees based on the hours worked on the MMP portfolio, salary,
benefits, and taxes paid. (Tr. at 1742-1751; CX-705C; RX-1773C.) From these calculations,
Mr. Hannah testified that Alliacense's labor costs related to licensing the MMP portfolio totaled
}. (Tr. at 1751-1752; CX-705C.) Additionally, Mr. Hannah testified that

over {

approximately {

} was spent on product purchases related to the MMP licensing program.

(Tr. at 1756-1757; JX-0253C). Mr. Hannah also testified that TPL and Alliacense share a
facility with monthly leasing and facilities costs of {

}, allocated to all ofTPL's patent

portfolios. (Tr. at 1738.)
Overall, Alliacense's MMP portfolio licensing activities have resulted in executed
licenses with approximately { } companies resulting in approximately {

} in revenue.

(Tr. at 1538-1539, 1740-1741; CX-708C.)
Based on these facts, Complainants rely on the following expenditures to support their
domestic industry claim:
{

•

}

not been produced. (RBr. at 165-166.) These concerns were previously addressed and dismissed by the
Administrative Law Judge. See Order No. 27 at 6-8.
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Additionally, Complainants rely onTPL's alleged investment of {
188.) In total, Complainants seek to rely on {
} investment in PDS, {
of {

} in PDS. (CBr. at

} in labor costs, TPL's alleged {

} spent on product purchases, and leasing and facilities costs

} per month. (Id. at 182, 186-188.)
a) Nexus to the Asserted Patent, licensing and the United States
Regarding TPL's investment in PDS, Respondents contend that Complainants waived

their right to rely on TPL's alleged investment in PDS because Complainants failed to raise this
in their pre-hearing brief. (RRBr. at 78-79.) The Administrative Law Judge agrees. In their prehearing brief, Complainants did not attempt to rely on TPL's investments in PDS. (See
Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 216-219; Ground Rule 7.2) Furthermore, the Administrative
Law Judge disagrees with Complainants' argument (CRBr. at 80, n. 48) that all of TPL's
investments in PDS would be eligible licensing expenses because Complainants have not shown
that PDS does not engage in ineligible activities, such as patent prosecution, or that this
investment does not relate to activities that Complainants are precluded from relying on in this
Investigation, e.g. attorney fees. (See Tr. at 1630; see also Order Nos. 38, 61.) Accordingly, the
Administrative Law Judge declines to consider TPL's alleged investment of {

} in

PDS in the domestic industry analysis.
However, the Administrative Law Judge rejects Respondents' argument that
Complainants cannot establish a domestic industry because TPL rescinded its ability to license
the asserted patent before the Complaint was filed. (See RBr. at 155-158.) The Administrative
Law Judge finds it immaterial whether it was TPL or another Complainant that had the ability to
license the asserted patent at the time the Complaint was filed. The Administrative Law Judge
finds that there is no dispute that PDS had the right to license the asserted patent at the time the
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Complaint was filed and throughout this Investigation. The Administrative Law Judge finds that
Order Nos. 28 and 61 do not preclude Complainants from showing that TPL's investments
established a domestic industry and that the domestic industry was ongoing at the time the
Complaint was filed based on the continuing licensing activities of another Complainant.
Further, the Administrative Law Judge disagrees with the conclusion drawn by
Respondents that based on the testimony of Mr. Daniel M. Leckrone and Ms. Felcyn the record
is without "reliable evidence to use in determining whether TPL's licensing activities relate to
the MMP Portfolio and whether they are substantial." (RBr. at 161 -164.) Regarding Ms. Felcyn,
Respondents claim that her testimony shows that the TPL's underlying financial statements are
"tainted, untrustworthy, and include doubling up of expenses and expenses from portfolios
unrelated to the MMP." (Id. at 161.) While Ms. Felcyn testified that there was some concern
that TPL was overstating its MMP-related expenses to PDS, Ms. Felcyn also testified that she
ultimately concluded that any amounts actually paid by PDS were paid for MMP expenses. (See
Tr. at 1653-1657; 1660.) More importantly, there is no indication that Ms. Felcyn's testimony
relates to the labor, facilities, and product purchasing investments Complainants seek to rely on
here, which were incurred by TPL's vendor, Alliacense. Regarding Alliacense, Respondents
note that Alliacense did not provide invoices to TPL and that Mr. Daniel M. Leckrone testified
that Alliacense spent the majority of its time on a different portfolio in 2011 and 2012. (RBr. at
163.) Contrary to the assertions made by Respondents, the Administrative Law Judge does not
find that this evidence raises questions about the reliability of the investments Complainants seek
to rely on here.
The Administrative Law Judge also finds that Respondents' argument regarding
{

} is unavailing. Respondents appear to rely on Order Nos. 28 and 61 to say that
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Complainants cannot rely on any ofTPL's alleged investments that were {

}.

(See RBr. at 170-172.) Regardless of whether the relied upon investments were actually
{

}, a point that Complainants dispute at least in part, the Administrative Law Judge

finds that there is no dispute that such domestic investments were ultimately paid by a
Complainant in this Investigation. The Administrative Law Judge finds that Order Nos. 28 and
61 do not go so far as to preclude Complainants from relying on TPL's investments that may
have been {

}.

Beyond arguing generally that the relied upon investments in the MMP portfolio are not
sufficiently tied to the '336 patent, Respondents also argue that certain investments are related to
other patent portfolios. (See RBr. at 168, RRBr. at 84.) Specifically, Respondents take issue
with Complainants' product acquisition costs and facilities costs. Regarding Complainants'
product acquisition costs, Mr. Hannah testified that the products in question, which include those
products listed on JX-0155C, were purchased for the MMP portfolio, but he did not know
whether they were also used for analysis with respect to other portfolios. (Tr. at 1778-1779.)
Based on this testimony, the Administrative Law Judge disagrees with Respondents' argument
that this investment should be entirely disregarded in the domestic industry analysis. However,
regarding Complainants' alleged facilities costs of {

} per month, Complainants

acknowledge that that amount should be allocated to each ofTPL's patent portfolios. (See CBr.
at 182, n. 172; Tr. at 1738.) Complainants neither attempt to determine how much of this
investment should be allocated to the MMP portfolio nor do they even argue that a significant or
substantial portion should be allocated to the MMP portfolio. As such, the Administrative Law
Judge finds that this investment should be given little weight in the domestic industry analysis.
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Further, to the extent Respondents argue that Complainants cannot rely on any of these
expenditures because they are precluded by Order Nos. 38 and 61, the Administrative Law Judge
declines to extend those Orders to cover these expenditures. The relevant subject matter of
Order No. 38 related to litigation fees and other legal fees paid to law firms, and the
Administrative Law Judge found that Complainants had unequivocally stated that they would not
be relying on such expenses to support their domestic industry claim. Order No. 38 at 2-4. That
is not the case with the expenses relied upon here, which were first identified in Mr. Hannah's
declaration attached to the Complaint. (See Complaint, Ex. 39 at ,r,r 13-19.)
Regarding the required nexus to the asserted.patent, the Administrative Law Judge
concludes that, based on the small number of patents in the MMP portfolio and the testimony
and evidence provided, the activities relied upon by Complainants are sufficiently related to the
asserted patent that they may fully be relied upon in the domestic industry analysis, with the
exception of Complainants' alleged facilities costs, which have minimal weight here. See Liquid
Crystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at 110, 115-121 (first establishing thatthe relied upon
activities sufficiently relate to the asserted patents in order to be considered in the domestic
industry analysis and later assessing the strength of the nexus to determine the extent that
investments can be attributed to the asserted patents).
Regarding whether TPL's investments relate to licensing, Respondents assert that these
investments include unknown amounts related to litigation and prosecution, rendering the
evidence too speculative to be the basis for a domestic industry. Mr. Hannah acknowledged that .
before 2008, employees only allocated their time to work on the MMP portfolio to {
}. (See Tr. at 1765-1775.) However, Mr. Hannah explained that in his view, "management
} when the activity was significant enough

decided to have {
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to include those {

}." (Id. at 1783.) Mr. Hannah also repeatedly testified that all of the

activities under the {

} were considered to be licensing related. (See e.g., Id. at

1770, 1771.) The Administrative Law Judge finds that overall, Mr. Hannah's testimony does not
have the effect asserted by Respondents, i.e. it does not render the evidence provided "too
speculative and incomplete to support a finding of domestic industry." (RBr. at 166.)
Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge finds that a substantial portion of the expenses relied
upon by Complainants have the necessary relationship to licensing in order to be considered in
the domestic industry analysis.
Regarding whether these investments occurred in the United States, Respondents assert
that the relied upon investments include licensing executives' costs for trips outside the United
States, costs related to two licensing employees working in France, and costs related to Mr.
Daniel E. Leckrone's personal assistant, working in England. (RBr. at 169.) Mr. Hannah
testified that the relied upon investment in licensing executives, does include costs for trips
outside the United States. (See Tr. at 1783-1787.) Further, the document titled "MMP Trips
Report" does reference a number of meetings occurring outside of the United States in addition
to a large number of meetings in the United States and a large number of telephone conferences.
(RX-1784C.) Mr. Hannah also testified that these MMP-related investments include costs
associated with three employees working outside of the United States. (Tr. at 1788-1795.)
While it is clear from this evidence that Complainants have included some expenses incurred
outside of the United States, the Administrative Law Judge finds that based on the evidence, a
substantial majority of the alleged MMP licensing investment did occur in the United States.
Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that Complainants have shown
that the activities and investments relied upon, minus the exceptions discussed above, can be
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substantially attributed to the asserted patent, are sufficiently related to licensing, and are
sufficiently tied to the United States to be considered in the Administrative Law Judge's
evaluation of whether Complainants satisfy the domestic industry requirement. See Liquid
Crystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at 109 ("Activities that meet these three requirements can
be considered in our evaluation of whether a complainant has satisfied the domestic industry
requirement"); see also id. at 117.

b) Whether Complainants' investments in licensing the Asserted
Patent are substantial
In light of the facts and findings presented above, the Administrative Law Judge finds

that certain factors weigh in favor of finding Complainants' investments substantial, while others
weigh against such a finding. Most significantly, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the
amount invested in the MMP portfolio as a whole (approximately {

} including labor and

product acquisition costs), the small number of patents in that portfolio, and the relative
importance of the '336 patent in licensing negotiations, weighs heavily in favor of finding that
Complainants' investments are substantial. See Liquid Crystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at
122. Further, the Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants have shown that these
investments are substantial in relation to certain industries in light of the large number of
executed licenses covering a large percentage of the market (e.g., the mobile phone market (see
Tr. at 1860-1861)) and the number of companies that Complainants have engaged in licensing
negotiations. See Liquid Crystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at 123. To a lesser extent, the
substantiality of these investments is also supported by the fact that Complainants engaged in
ancillary activities after licenses were executed including monitoring licensees' compliance,
M&A activities, and transfers of relevant business divisions (see Tr. at 1565-1566); the fact that
Complainants' licensing activities are ongoing (see Tr. at 1565-1566, 1568-1569); and the fact
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that Co._mplainants' licensing efforts related to the MMP portfolio have generated over {
} in revenue (see CX-708C; Tr. at 1538-1539). See Liquid Crystal Display Devices,
Comm'n Op. at 123-124 . .
In contrast, the Administrative Law Judge finds that a few factors weigh against finding

that Complainants' investments are substantial. First, the Administrative Law Judge notes that
Complainants made no attempt to determine the actual value oftheir investments in the asserted
patent, instead relying on the alleged total investment in the MMP portfolio. While the
Commission does not require an exact allocation of investments to the asserted patents in an
investigation, the Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants' failure to set forth any
allocation somewhat undermines the weight of the evidence they did provide, particularly
because, as discussed above, the investments relied upon include portions unrelated to the
asserted patent, licensing, or the United States. Second, the fact that Complainants' licensing
activities are revenue driven and target existing production weighs against a finding that these
investments are substantial. See Liquid Crystal Display Devices, Comm'n Op. at 124. Finally,
the fact that Complainants do not invest in other activities to exploit the '336 patent weighs
against a finding of substantiality. See id.
On balance, the Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants' domestic
investments in licensing the asserted patent are substantial. Accordingly, the Administrative
Law Judge finds that Complainants have established a domestic industry under Section
337(a)(3)(C).
B. Garmin's Domestic Industry Defense
Garmin argues that Complainants' domestic industry investments are overstated because
they include investments related to TPL's activities before the '336 patent emerged from
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reexamination. (RBr. at 195.) Garmin says that a significant portion ofTPL's investments can
only have a nexus to the prior version of the '336 patent that was surrendered during
examination. (Id.) Garmin says that all of the claims that emerged from reexamination were
amended, creating an irrebuttable presumption that the original claims were material flawed. (Id.
at 196-197 (citing Bloom Engineering Co., Inc. v. North American Mfg. Co., 129 F.3d 1247,
1249 (Fed. Cir. 1997)).) Garmin also says that the reexamined patent should be treated as a new
patent and Complainants do not have rights to enforce the patent before it emerged from
reexamination. (Id. at 197-198 (citingKaufinan Co., Inc. v. Lantech, Inc., 807 F.2d 970, 976-977
(Fed. Cir. 1986); 35 U.S .C. §§ 252, 307(b); Bloom Engineering, 129 F.3d at 1250).) Thus,
Garmin argues that Complainants cannot rely on investments made before December 15, 2009,
when the reexamination certificate issued. (Id. at 198.) Further, Garmin asserts that
Complainants have not attempted to apportion their investments based on when the
reexamination certificate issued, and there is no way to reliably and accurately determine
whether a licensing-based domestic industry existed at the time the Complaint was filed. (Id. at
199.)
Complainants first argue that Garmin failed to provide any details about this defense until
the pre-hearing brief and it should be rejected as untimely. (CBr. at 188.) Regarding the merits,
Complainants assert that Garmin's argument is specious because Complainants' domestic
industry is based on substantial investments in a licensing program and the licensees had a
license at all times regardless of the status of the reexam. (Id. at 189.) Complainants say that
their investments in the licensing program relate directly to the '336 patent, regardless of
whether the claims were modified, and there is no dispute that the pre-existing licenses were not
affected by the reexamination. (Id.; CRBr. at 84.)
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Garmin replies that whether or not TPL made a substantial investment in a licensing
program is not sufficient to establish a domestic industry, and Complainants must show that TPL
made a substantial investment in exploiting the asserted patent. (RRBr. at 96.) Because the
asserted version of the '336 patent did not exist until December 15, 2009, Garmin argues that
investments made prior to that date were not directed to exploiting the asserted patent. (Id. at
97.)
The Administrative Law Judge finds that Garmin's domestic industry arguments here are
unavailing. Significantly, while Garmin argues tl1at the investments made prior to the issuance
of the reexamination certificate were not directed to exploiting the asserted patent, Garmin has
not shown that Complainants' pre-existing licenses were affected by the reexamination. The
Administrative Law Judge also notes that Garmin has not cited to any Commission Rule or
Commission precedent supporting its position here. As such, the Administrative Law Judge
finds that Complainants should not be precluded from relying on their pre-reexamination
licensing investments.

VIII. PUBLIC INTEREST
As noted in Section I supra, the Commission ordered the Administrative Law Judge to
take evidence and provide findings of fact with respect to the public interest in this Investigation.
77 Fed. Reg. 51572 (August 24, 2012). Public interest considerations in Section 337
Investigations include the effect of any remedy on "the public health and welfare, competitive
conditions in the United States economy, the production oflike or directly competitive articles in
the United States, and United States consumers." 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(l).
Complainants argue that there is no evidence that exclusion of the allegedly infringing
devices would negatively impact any public interest factor, and Respondents' continued
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infringement would continue to harm Complainants' intellectual property rights. (CBr. at 193 .)
Complainants address each of the public interest factors listed above. First, Complainants assert
that there are no public health, safety, or welfare concerns in the U.S. relating to the potential
remedial orders covering Respondents' products, and Respondents failed to -present any evidence
relating to this factor. (Id.)
Second, Complainants say that granting the requested remedy will not have any negative
impact on competitive conditions in the U.S. (Id.) To the contrary, Complainants argue that
without the requested remedy, Complainants and their licensees will be negatively impacted.
(Id.) Complainants also suggest that any negative impact from the proposed remedy can be

mitigated by other manufacturers purchasing a license to the patent. (Id.) Complainants refute
Respondents' and their expert Dr. Vander Veen's claims that an exclusion order would decrease
supply and raise prices. (Id. at 193-194 (citing Tr. at 1846, 1848-1849, 1860-1868).)
Complainants say Dr. Vander Veen did not provide an opinion regarding whether Complainants'
licensees could fulfill existing demand. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1860-1864).) Complainants also take
issue with Dr. Vander Veen's testimony regarding Garmin's market share, saying it is grossly
inflated, does not account for the use of navigation services on mobile phones and other wireless
devices, and provides no evidence that Complainants' licensees cannot meet market demand.
(Id. at 194 (citing Tr. at 1849, 1865-1868).)

Third, Complainants assert that there is no evidence that the requested remedy would
adversely affect U.S . consumers, and Complainants' licensees are capable of supplying
consumers with devices with the same or similar functionality as those offered by Respondents. ·
(Id.) Complainants acknowledge Dr. Vander Veen's opinion that Respondents' customers will

be harmed because Respondents will be unable to fulfill warranty obligations, but Complainants
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argue that he conducted no quantitative analysis to measure the effect of an exclusion order on
this point. (Id. at 195 (citing Tr. at 1844-1845, 1868).)
Respondents argue that exclusion and cease and desist orders would negatively impact
competitive conditions in the U.S. economy and adversely affect U.S. consumers in two ways:
1) substantially reducing product availability in the market and 2) preventing consumers from
receiving repair or replacement devices under warranty and/or insurance contract claims. (RBr.
at 192 (citing Tr. at 1844).) Regarding product availability, Respondents argue that because of
their significant market share, excluding Respondents' products would result in a reduction in
supply in the U.S., resulting in less choice and higher prices for consumers. (Id. (citing Tr. at
1846; RDX-006C at 6-7; RX-1634C; RX-2188C).) Respondents assert that they account for
approximately 50 percent of smartphone sales in the U.S. and Garmin's market share for
personal navigation devices ranged from {
December 2012 with a {

} from December 2010 to

} share in December 2012. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1840, 1848-1849,

1866-1867; RX-1636; RX-1637; RX-0936C; RDX-006C at 7; 1:lX-2188C).) Respondents argue
that such a large market share has been found to raise concerns regarding competitive conditions.
(Id. at 192-193 (citing Certain Personal Data & Mobile Commc 'ns Devices & Related Software
("Mobile Commc 'ns"), Inv. No. 337-TA-710, Comm'n Op. at 79-83 (Dec. 29, 2011)).)
Respondents also argue that Complainants have not identified any licensees that could replace
the excluded products. (Id. at 193 .) Further, Respondents also assert that the loss of sales as a
result of an exclusion order may limit Respondents' future participation in the market. (Id. at
193 (citing Tr. at 1846).) Finally, Respondents argue that competitive conditions would be
negatively affected because an exclusion order would provide Complainants with significant
asymmetric bargaining power over Respondents. (Id. at 194-195 (citing Tr. at 92-93, 134, 139,
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1739-1741).) Respondents say that Complainants are in a stronger bargaining position because,
as patent assertion entities, they have no product sales at risk. (Id.) Respondents also assert that
because Complainants are non-practicing entities and because Complainants provided no
evidence that their licensees produce directly competitive products in the U.S., there is no
evidence that the requested remedy would increase domestic production of competitive articles.

(Id. at 195.) Finally, regarding consumer impact, Respondents argue that a remedial order would
adversely affect existing U.S. costumers by precluding Respondents from importing products or
components in order to comply with product repair or replacement warranties. (Id. at 193-194
(citing Tr. at 1844-1846; RX-0926; RX-0959C; RX-0960C; RX-0996-0999; RX-1218; RX1219).)
Staff argues that while Respondents primarily rely on evidence regarding market shares
to support their public interest contentions, Respondents failed to adduce evidence showing that
remedial orders would result in supply shortages or otherwise affect competitive conditions or
U.S. consumers. (SBr. at 37.) Staff notes that Complainants have licensed the asserted patent to
many large manufactures, and Staff believes that the evidence adduced at trial is insufficient to
preclude the requested remedy. (Id. (citing CX-0706).)
Complainants reply that their licensees are capable of supplying U.S. consumers with
devices with the same or similar functionality as Respondents' accused devices. (CRBr. at 95.)
Complainants say that even Dr. V antler Veen conceded that consumers could purchase noninfringing alternatives from one of Complainants' licensees. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1863-1865).)
Complainants assert that Respondents provided no evidence to support the argument that fewer
products would be available and prices would rise. (Id. at 96.) Further, Complainants assert that
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Respondents' argument regarding its warranty obligations are wrong because Respondents can
fulfill their obligations by issuing a refund, as those warranties expressly offer. (Id.)
Respondents reply that Complainants have failed to show how their licensees would be
impacted if remedial orders were not granted. (RRBr. at 93.) Respondents also assert that it
defies logic for Complainants to argue that their licensees would have the capacity to replace
nearly 50 percent of the smartphone market and {

} of the personal navigation market if

remedial orders issue. (Id. (citing Tr. at 1861-1864).) Respondents say Complainants presented
no evidence to support this claim. (Id. at 93-94.) Further, Respondents assert that there is no
serious dispute regarding Respondents' market share evidence and Complainants' arguments
regarding personal navigation devices are incorrect. (Id. at 94.) Next, Respondents argue that
the potential for patent hold-up is a near certainty if a remedial order issues here. (Id. at 95-96.)
Finally, Respondents argue that there is no dispute that there should be an exception in any
remedial order to permit Respondents from carrying out their warranty obligations. (Id. at 96.)
The Commission has previously determined in rare situations that public interest
considerations outweighed the interest in protecting intellectual property rights. See In the
Matter of Certain Fluidized Supporting Apparatus and Components, Inv. No. 337 -TA-182/188,

USITC Pub. 1667 ( U.S.I.T.C., Oct. 1984); In the Matter ofInclined-Field Acceleration Tubes
and Components, Inv. No. 337-TA-67, USITC Pub. 1119 (U.S.I.T.C., Dec. 1980); In the Matter
of Certain Automatic Crankpin Grinders, Inv. No. 337-TA-60, USITC Pub. 1022 (U.S.I.T.C.,

Dec. 1979). The Federal Circuit has explained, "in those three cases, the exclusion order was
denied because inadequate supply within the United States-by both the patentee and domestic
licensees-meant that an exclusion order would deprive the public of products necessary for
some important health or welfare need: energy efficient automobiles, basic scientific research, or
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hospital equipment." Spansion, Inc. v. International Trade Comm 'n., 629 F.3d 1331, 1360 (Fed.
Cir. 2010). The Court in Spansion also noted that each of those cases was decided before a 1988
amendment to Section 337, which removed a requirement of proof of injury to the domestic
industry. Id. at 1358-1360.
More recently, the Commission has reiterated that in balancing the patent holder's rights
versus any adverse impact a remedy may have on the public interest, the Commission "must take
into account the strong public interest in enforcing intellectual property'' and must avoid
improperly imposing an injury requirement. Certain Baseband Processor Chips and Chipsets,
Transmitter, and Receiver (Radio) Chips, Power Control Chips, and Products Containing Same,
Including Cellular Telephone Handsets, Inv. No. 337-TA-543, Comm'n Op. at 136-137
(U.S.I.T.C., June 19, 2007). In weighing the public interest factors, the Commission looks to
evidence showing how enforcement of a remedy is likely to affect each factor and has
consistently found that the public interest factors have not precluded issuance of a remedy. For
example, the Commission has found that an increase in prices for retailers and consumers does
not outweigh the interest in protecting intellectual property rights where the general health and
welfare is not implicated and where there is no evidence that unaffected suppliers could not meet
the demand for products. Certain Ink Jet Print Cartridges and Components Thereof, Inv. No.
337-TA-446, Comm'n Op. at 14 (U.S.I.T.C., May 8, 2002); see also Certain EPROM,
EEPROM, Flash Memory and Flash Microcontroller Semiconductor Devices and Products
Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-395, Comm'n Op. at 132-133 (U.S.I.T.C., Oct. 16, 2000)
("EPROMs") (finding that no public interest considerations preclude issuance of a limited
exclusion order considering the numerous designs of non-infringing products and the presence of
many domestic manufacturers assuring continued competition and adequate supply of products);
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Certain Cigarettes and Packa.ging Thereof, Inv. No. 33 7-TA-424, Cornm'n Op. at 20
(U.S.I.T.C., Nov. 7, 2000) (finding that while eliminating competition from lower-priced reimported cigarettes would cause consumers to have fewer choices and pay higher prices and may
put some distributors out of business, those effects did not warrant denying a remedy); Certain

Chemiluminescent Compositions, Components Thereof and Methods of Using, and Products
Incorporating Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-285, U.S.I.T.C. Pub. No. 2370 at 29-30 (U.S.1.T.C.,
March 1991) (rejecting argument for denial of remedy based solely on the fact that a supplier
would be shut out of the market by an exclusion order where there was no evidence that
complainant could not supply the entire U.S. market); Certain Digital Television Products and

Certain Products Containing Same and Methods of Using Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-617, Cornm'n
Op. at 16 (U.S .I.T.C., Apr. 23, 2009) ("the Commission has consistently held that the benefit of
lower prices to consumers does not outweigh the benefit of providing complainants with an
effective remedy for an intellectual property-based section 337 violation").
Respondents' expert, Dr. V antler Veen, testified that if the requested relief is granted,
there will be an adverse impact on consumers and competitive conditions based on the "inability
of consumers to receive repair or replacement devices under warranty claim, and the ... reduction in
product availability and reduced supply to market as a result of the significant market share
accounted for by Respondents . .. " (Tr. at 1844.) Further, regarding product warranties, Dr. V antler
Veen testified:
If there's an exclusion order issued in this case, Respondents will be
unable to import products or components and would be limited in their ability to
comply with these warranties. That would have an adverse effect on consumers
because they would not be able to receive a repair or replacement device for a
product they've already purchased.
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(Id. at 1845.) Additionally, the record includes documents describing certain Respondents'
warranty obligations with respect to a number of the Accused Products. (See RX-926 at 226;
RX-998 at 93; RX-999 at 54; RX-1219 at 44; RX-959C; RX-960C; RX-996C; and RX-997C at
21.)
Regarding Respondents' market share, Dr. Vander Veen testified that Respondents
account for approximately 50 percent of the sales of smartphones in the United States and
Garmin accounted for approximately {

} of the sales of personal navigation devices in

December 2012. (Tr. at 1849.) The record documentary evidence supports Dr. Vander Veen's
testimony. (See RX-936C; RX-1634C; RX-1636; RX-1637; RX-2188C.)
Given the evidence provided, the Administrative Law Judge concludes that the interest in
protecting Complainants' intellectual property rights through remedial orders outweighs any
potential adverse public interest impact that would occur if an exclusion order is entered in this
Investigation. First, the Administrative Law Judge finds that Respondents have not identified
any adverse public health or safety consequences that would arise if the requested relief is
granted. Second, with respect to Respondents' arguments regarding product warranties, the
Administrative Law Judge notes that Respondents have not provided any quantitative analysis
regarding the potential adverse impact exclusion orders would have on consumers in this regard.
Further, the evidence of record shows that any impact can be mitigated to the extent
Respondents' warranties allow for Respondents to provide refunds in lieu of repair or
replacement of damaged products. (See e.g. RX-926 at 226; RX-959C; RX-960C; RX-996C;
RX-997C at 21.) Finally, with respect to competitive conditions, the Administrative Law Judge
finds that based on the market share of Respondents with respect to smartphones and personal
navigation devices, some adverse impact is likely to result from the issuance of exclusion orders.
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However, this impact is mitigated by the fact that Complainants' licensees would likely provide
significant numbers of non-infringing alternative devices and functionality. (See Tr. at 18601868.) Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge recommends that the Commission find that
analysis of the public interest factors does not warrant preclusion of any remedy in this
Investigation.
IX.

WAIVER OR WITHDRAWAL OF RESPONDENTS' OTHER DEFENSES
Respondents responses to the Second Amended Complaint and Notice of Investigation

contain a number of defenses and arguments that were not raised in Respondents' pre-hearing
briefing, discussed at the hearing, or raised in post-hearing briefing ("non-asserted defenses").
The non-asserted defenses include, inter alia, invalidity pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §§ 101, 102_, 103,
and 112. (See e.g. Barnes & Noble, Inc.'s Response to the Amended Notice of Investigation and
the Second Amended Complaint of Technology Properties Limited LLC Under Section 337 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, as Amended, dated March 14, 2013.) These non-asserted defenses and
arguments are deemed abandoned or withdrawn. (See Ground Rules 7.2, 10.1.)

X.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The Commission has personal jurisdiction over the parties, subject-matter
jurisdiction, and in rem jurisdiction over the Accused Products.
2. The importation or sale requirement of Section 3 3 7 is satisfied.
3. None of the Accused Products identified in Section I.E. above directly or
indirectly infringe claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
4. Asserted claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336 patent have not been found to
be invalid.
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5. A domestic industry exists with respect to the '336 patent, as required by Section
337.
6. Any public interest issues raised by enforcement of a remedy with respect to any
Respondent do not overcome the public interest in protecting Complainants'
property rights with respect to the '336 patent.
7. With respect to Respondents Acer, Inc. and Acer America Corporation, it has
been established that no violation of Section 33 7 exists for claims 1, .6, 7, 9-11,
and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
8. With respect to Respondent Amazon.com, Inc., it has been established that no
violation of Section 337 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336
patent.
,

.. •

9. With respect to Respondent Barnes & Noble, Inc., it has been established that no
violation of Section 337 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336
patent.
10. With respect to Respondents Garmin Ltd.; Garmin International, Inc.; and Garmin
USA, Inc., it has been established that no violation of Section 33 7 exists for
claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
11. With respect to Respondents HTC Corporation and HTC America, Inc., it has
been established that no violation of Section 33 7 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11,
and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
12. With respect to Respondents Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd; Huawei Device Co.,
Ltd; Huawei Device USA Inc.; and Futurewei Technologies, Inc., it has been
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established that no violation of Section 33 7 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 1316 of the '336 patent.
13. With respect to Respondents Kyocera Corporation and Kyocera Communications,
Inc., it has been established that no violation of Section 337 exists for claims 1, 6,
7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
14. With respect to Respondents LG Electronics, Inc. and LG Electronics USA, Inc.,
it has been established that no violation of Section 337 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 911, and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
15. With respect to Respondents Nintendo Co., Ltd. and Nintendo of America Inc., it
has been established that no violation of Section 337 exists for claims 1, 6~ 7, 911, and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
16. With respect to Respondent Novatel Wireless, Inc., it has been established that no
violation of Section 337 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336
patent.
17. With respect to Respondents Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung
Electronics America, Inc., it has been established that no violation of Section 337
exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of the '336 patent.
18. With respect to Respondents ZTE Corporation and ZTE (USA), Inc., it has been
established that no violation of Section 33 7 exists for claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 1316 of the '336 patent.
This Initial Determination's failure to discuss any matter raised by the parties, or any
portion of the record, does not indicate that it has not been considered. Rather, any such
matter(s) or portion(s) of the record has/have been determined to be irrelevant, immaterial or
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meritless. Arguments made on brief which were otherwise unsupported by record evidence or
legal precedent have been accorded no weight.

XI.

INITIAL DETERMINATION AND ORDER
Based on the foregoing, it is the INITIAL DETERMINATION ("ID") of this

Administrative Law Judge that with respect to Respondents Acer Inc.; Acer America
Corporation; Amazon.com, Inc.; Barnes & Noble, Inc.; Garmin Ltd.; Garmin International, Inc.;
Garmin USA, Inc.; HTC Corporation; HTC America; Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.; Huawei
Device Co., Ltd.; Huawei Device USA Inc.; Futurewei Technologies, Inc.; Kyocera Corporation;
Kyocera Communications, Inc.; LG Electronics, Inc.; LG Electronics U.S .A., Inc.; Nintendo Co. ,
Ltd.; Nintendo of America, Inc.; Novatel Wireless, Inc.; Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.;
Samsung Electronics America, Inc.; ZTE Corporation; and ZTE (USA) Inc., no violation of
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has occurred in the importation into the
United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of
certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof, by reason of infringement
of one or more of claims 1, 6, 7, 9-11, and 13-16 of United State Patent No. 5,809,336.
Further, this ID, together with the record of the hearings in this Investigation consisting
of:
(1)
the transcripts of the Markman and evidentiary hearings, with appropriate
corrections as may hereafter be ordered, and
(2)
the exhibits received into evidence in this Investigation, as listed in the
attached exhibit lists in Appendix B,
are CERTIFIED to the Commission. In accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 210.39(c), all material
found to be confidential by the undersigned under 19 C.F.R. § 210.5 is to be given in camera
treatment.
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The Secretary shall serve a public version of this ID upon all parties of record and the
confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the Protective Order (Order No. 1)
issued in this Investigation, and upon the Commission Investigative Attorney.
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RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION ON REMEDY AND BOND
I. REMEDY AND BONDING
The Commission's Rules provide that subsequent to an initial determination on the
question of violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, the
Administrative Law Judge shall issue a recommended determination containing findings of fact
andrecommendations concerning: (1) the appropriate remedy in the event that the Commission
finds a violation of Section 337, and (2) the amount of bond to be posted by respondents during
Presidential review of Commission action under Section 337(j). See 19 C.F.R. §
210.42( a)(l )(ii).

A. Applicable Law
The Commission may issue a remedial order excluding·the goods of respondents found in
violation of Section 33 7 ( a limited exclusion order) or, if certain criteria are met, excluding all
infringing goods regardless of the source (a general exclusion order). 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d);

Certain Hydraulic Excavators and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-582, Comm'n Op., at
15 (U.S.I.T.C., February 3, 2009) ("Certain Excavators"). Here, Complainants request a limited
exclusion order if they prevail in the Investigation. A limited exclusion order instructs the U.S .
Customs and Border Protection ("CBP") to exclude from entry all articles that are covered by the
patents at issue and that originate from a named respondent in the investigation. See 19 U.S.C. §
1337(d).

B. Remedy with Respect to the '336 Patent
Complainants request the issuance of a limited exclusion order prohibiting the
importation of Respondents' wireless consumer electronic devices and components thereof that
infringe one or more of the asserted claims of the '336 patent. (CBr. at 190-191.) Further, in
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order to avoid circumvention of an exclusion order, Complainants request that the limited
exclusion order apply both to Respondents and to their affiliated companies, parents,
subsidiaries, related business entities, or their successors or assigns. (Id. at 191 (citing Certain
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memories, Components Thereof Products Containing Such
Memories & Processes for Making Such Memories, Inv. No. 337-TA-276, Notice oflssuance of

Limited Exclusion Order & Cease & Desist Orders, U.S.I.T.C., Pub. 2196, 1989 WL 1716252
(May 1989)).)
Respondents argue that Complainants limited their infringement allegations at the hearing
to the following product categories:
Respondent

Acer

_.\_ccused Product Categories

Daktop pa:sooal compu •
noteb, • personal,conlpnters
and tablet co rutem

E:i:emplar:· !«-cord Citations

RDX-4.1 C; RDX.4.18C; RX-1022C; Tr.
(Subramanian) 1129:23-1132:12

Tablet computers

Bames & Noble

E4'eaders and tablet computers

Gamrin

Navigation DeviceS

computers

Huawei

(Subramaman) 1132:23-1133:23

Smmiphones Md tablet

RDX-4_21C; RX-1027C; Tt.

computa:s

{Subt.imaniau' 1133:24-1134:12

SmartphOfle& and mobile

RDX-4-22C; RX-I02SC· Tr.
(Subramanian) 1134:13-1135:6

Novatel Wireless

phones
Smartphones and mobil~
phones
Portable ~ l d gaming
devices
\ll ireless mobile hotspots

Sa!DSUllg

Smmtphoo.es

Kyocera
LG

Nmtendo

ZIE

RDX-4.23C; RDX-4.24.C- RX-1029C; Tr.
(Subx1Ullrullii11) 1135:7-1135:21

Smru:tph.ones. mobile phones,
mobil~ hotspots, USB modems.
and wirele:;;s home phones
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RDX-4.34C; RDX-435C; RX-1030C; T:r.
(Submnumian.) 1138:16-1139:4RDX-4.2SC· RX-lOJ IC; Tr.
{Subramanian' 1136:20- 1137: l
.RDX-4.25C; :RX-Hl31C; Tr.
(Subt1UllllW1ia) 1135:22-1156:2
RDX-4.16C; RDX-4.17C; ILX-1033C; Tr.
(Stmramauian) 1136:3-1136:19
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(RBr. at 176-177 .) Respondents assert that no evidence was presented regarding any other
product categories, and thus, Respondents argue that any other types of products are beyond the
scope of this Investigation and any remedy should be limited to those specific categories listed
above. (Id. at 177.) Additionally, Respondents say that Complainants limited their infringement
case to the use of selected semiconductor chips from LSI, Qualcomm, Samsung, and Texas
Instruments, and Respondents argue that any remedy should be limited only to products
containing semiconductor chips for which Complainants offered infringement evidence. (Id. at
177-178 (citing RDX-0004C at 37; RX-1022C-RX-1033C' Tr. at 1139-1140).) Similarly,
Respondents argue that ZTE and Huawei products that were withdrawn pursuant to Order No. 35
should be carved out of any exclusion order. (Id. at 178-179. 25 ) The withdrawn products include
the ZTE N9500 (Flash), N9120 (Avid4G), N9100, F555/P671A91 (Aspect), and X501 (Groove)
and the Huawei Verge (M570) and Pillar (M615/C6070). (Id. at 179.)
Further, Respondents assert that Complainants failed to present evidence with respect to
many Accused Products. (Id.) Respondents say that Complainants did not withdraw their
allegations with respect to these other products while Respondents' expert affirmatively
addressed these products in his testimony. (Id. at 180.) Respondents argue that Complainants
have failed to meet their burden regarding these products and any remedial order should
specifically enumerate and exempt these products. (Id. at 180-181.)

25

Citing Order No. 54 at4; Certain NOR and NAND Flash Memory Devices and Products Containing Same, Inv.
No. 337-TA-560, Order No. 38 at 7 (U.S .l.T.C., Nov. 17, 2006) ("Flash Memory Devices" ); Certain Rubber
Antidegradents, Components Thereof and Products Containing Same ("Rubber Antidegradants" ), Inv. No. 337-TA533, Final Initial Determination and Recommended Determination at 96-97, n. 32 (U.S .I.T.C., Apr. 25, 2006);
Certain Power Supply Controllers and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-541; Order No. 13 (U.S .LT.C.,
Dec. 22, 2005); Certain Baseband Processors, Inv. No. 337-TA-543, Comm'n Op. , 2007 ITC LEXIS 621 , at "286
(U.S.I.T.C., June 19, 2007); Certain Power Supply Controllers, Inv. No . 337-TA-541 , Limited Exclusion Order at 3
(U.S.I.T.C. , Aug. 11, 2006).
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Respondents also argue that the EPROMs factors weigh heavily against ordering
exclusion of Respondents' downstream products. (Id. at 181.) First, Respondents say that they
demonstrated that the value of the patented technology is insignificant compared to the value of
the downstream products. (Id. at 181 -182 (citing EPROMs, Comm'n Op. at 125-126; Flash
Memory Devices, Initial Determination at 149-150).) Quantitatively, Respondents argue that the

value of the patent technology compared to the value of the Accused Products is apparent from
the amounts third parties have agreed to pay in MMP portfolio license agreements. (Id. at 182
(citing CX-708C; Tr. at 1596-1600).) Qualitatively, Respondents argue that the '336 patent has
a low qualitative value because Complainants failed to present any evidence that consumers
demand or value the functionality provided by the patent. (Id.)
Regarding the second EPROMs factor, Respondents assert that while they are
manufacturers of the accused downstream products, this does not render the EPROMs analysis
moot because the potential harm to the manufacturers and consumers is significant while the
benefit to Complainants is non-existent because they do not produce anything for sale in the
market. (Id. at 183 (citing Certain Liquid Crystal Display Modules, Products Containing Same,
& Methods Using the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-634, Comm'n Op. at 4 (U.S.I.T.C. Nov. 24, 2009);
Certain Microprocessors, Components Thereof, & Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-

781; Initial Determination at 174-178 (U.S.I.T.C. Dec. 14, 2012)).) Similarly regarding the third
factor, Respondents argue that Complainants will not receive any incremental benefit if the
downstream products are excluded because Complainants do not manufacture or sell any
products in the United States. (Id. at 183-184 (citing Tr. at 92-93, 134, 139, 1739-1740, 1869).)
Regarding the fourth EPROMs factor, Respondents argue that excluding downstream
products will harm Respondents' non-infringing activities such as sales of non-infringing
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accessories and components. (Id. at 184 (citing RDX-0004C at 17-18; RX-1022C; Tr. at 11291132).) Next, Respondents argue that excluding downstream products would harm consumers
and third parties and Complainants have offered no evidence of an alternative supply of noninfringing products. (Id. at 184-186 (citing RDX-0006C at 6-7; RX-0936C; RX-1634C; RX1636; RX-1637; RX-2188C; Tr. at 1844, 1846, 1848-1849, 1861 -1864, 1866-1867).) Regarding
factor 7, Respondents say that products containing non-infringing chips will be improperly
excluded because U.S. Customs has no readily ascertainable method for determining whether
Respondents' products contain chips accused by Complainants. (Id. at 186 (citing RDX-0004C
at 69-71, 80; RX-0617C at QTPL 13714; Tr. at 1178-1182, 1191-1193).) RegardingEPROMs
factor 8, Respondents say there is no evidence that Respondents will attempt to evade an order
that does not cover downstream products. (Id. at 186-187 (citing CX-1457 at 47-48).) Finally,
Respondents say that excluding downstream products would burden Customs. (Id. at 187.)
Next, Respondents argue that any exclusion order should contain an exemption for repair,
replacement, warranty and service contracts. (Id. at 187-188.) Respondents assert that it was
uncontested that without such an exemption, consumers would be unable to receive repair or
replacement devices under a warranty claim. (Id. at 187 (citing Tr. at 1844-1846).) Finally,
Respondents request that any exclusion order include a certification provision with Customs and
a reasonable adjustment period. (Id. at 188-189.) Regarding a certification provision,
Respondents argue that they should be able to certify that certain imported products do not
infringe the asserted claims, which Customs would be ''unable to easily determine by inspection
whether an imported product violates a particular exclusion order." (Id. at 188 (citing Certain

Semiconductor Chips with Minimized Package Size & Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337TA-605, Comm'n Op. at 72 (U.S.I.T.C. June 3, 2009)).) Respondents also say an adjustment
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period is appropriate to alleviate the harm to U.S. consumers and legitimate commerce caused by
the disruption to the supply of Respondents' products. (Id. at 188-189 (citing Mobile Commc 'ns
at 78-83).)
Staff asserts that an EPROMs analysis is not appropriate here because the .accused
devices are Respondents' products themselves and not the semiconductor components used
therein. (SBr. at 34.) As such, there are no downstream products at issue here. (Id.) Staff also
argues that a limited exclusion order should issue that does not deviate from the Commission's
standard practice with respect to an adjustment period and a certification provision. (Id.)
In their reply, Complainants argue that generally the Commission's remedial orders
encompass all articles within the scope of the notice of investigation that infringe the asserted
patent claims, regardless of whether the particular models were specifically addressed in the
Commission's infringement analysis. (CRBr. at 85.) Complainants assert that Respondents have
not provided any justification for departing from Commission precedent. (Id. at 85, 88-89.)
Thus, Complainants assert that any exclusion order that issues should include all infringing
products within the scope of the investigation and should not be limited to specific categories or
instrumentalities. (Id. at 85-86.) Further, Complainants argue that a "carve-out" regarding LSI,
Huawei, and ZTE products is not appropriate based on Commission precedent and Order No. 54.

(Id. at 86-87 (citing Certain MEMs Devices & Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA700, Comm'n Op., 2011 WL 1867927, at *15 (U.S.I.T.C. May 13, 2011); Certain Mobile

Devices, Associated Software, & Components Thereof("Mobile Devices"), Inv. No. 337-TA744, Limited Exclusion Order at 1, 2 (U.S.I.T.C. 2012)).) Next, Complainants argue that the
Accused Products are not downstream products because they are finished goods and EPROMs
does not apply. (Id. at 89-90.) Regarding Respondents' request for a warranty exemption,
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Complainants argue that Respondents did not provide any evidence to justify an exemption
beyond the bare existence of warranties covering certain Accused Products. (Id. at 90.) Finally,
Complainants address Respondents' requests for an adjustment period and certification
provision. (Id. at 91.) Complainants say that Resp_ondents provided no evidence to support
either request. (Id.)
Having reviewed the evidence and arguments presented by the parties, the Administrative
Law Judge finds that there is no justification for the deviations proposed by Respondents from
the Commission's standard practice with respect to the issuance of a limited exclusion order.
Further, the Administrative Law Judge finds that the Accused Products are not "downstream"
products in the sense contemplated by the Commission in EPROMs, and thus, Respondents'
analysis oftheEPROMs factors is moot. Accordingly, should the Commission find a violation,
the Administrative Law Judge recommends that the Commission issue a limited exclusion
applying to each Respondent and all of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other
related business entities, or its successors or assigns and prohibiting the unlicensed entry of all of
Respondents' accused wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof that
infringe the claims of the asserted patent for which a Section 337 violation is found.
II.

Cease and Desist Order
Section 337 provides that in addition to, or in lieu of, the issuance of an exclusion order,

the Commission may issue a cease and desist order as a remedy for violation of Section 33 7. See
19 U.S.C. § 1337(£)(1). The Commission generally issues a cease and desist order directed to a
domestic respondent when there is a "commercially significant" amount of infringing, imported
product in the United States that could be sold so as to undercut the remedy provided by an
exclusion order. See Certain Crystalline Cefadroxil Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293,
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Comm'n Op. on the Issue Under Review, and on Remedy, the Public Interest and Bonding at 3742, Pub. No. 2391 (U.S.I.T.C., June 1991). Cease and desist orders have been declined when the
record contains no evidence concerning infringing inventories in the United States. Certain
Condensers, Parts Thereof and Products Containing Same, Including Air Conditioners for
Automobiles, Inv. No. 337-TA-334, Comm'n Op. at 28 (U.S.I.T.C., Aug. 27, 1997).

Complainants assert that the following Respondents maintain commercially significant
inventories of Accused Products in the United States: Acer, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Garmin,
HTC, Kyocera, Nintendo, Novatel, and Samsung. (CBr. at 191. CRBr. at 92 (citing RBr. at 189190; Certain Electronic Digital Media Devices & Components Thereof, Inv. No . 337-TA.-796,
-Recommended Determination (U.S.I.T.C. Nov. 7, 2012) (finding that Samsung maintains
commercially significant inventory of wireless consumer electronic devices)).) However,
Complainants request cease and desist orders direct to all Respondents to prevent the sale,
distribution, and use of products imported into the U.S. prior to the entry of an exclusion order.
(CBr. at 191 (citing Certain Curable Fluoroelastomer Compositions, Inv. No. 337-TA-364,
Notice of Limited Exclusion Order and Cease & Desist Order, 1995 WL 1049682 (Mar. 16,
1995)).)
Respondents argue that Complainants are not entitled to cease and desist orders. (RBr. at
189.) In support, Respondents say that Complainants have not met their burden of proving that
each Respondent has a commercially significant inventory in the United States to justify such
orders. (Id. (citing Mobile Devices, Comm'n Op. at 25-26 (June 5, 2012)).) Specifically,
Respondents say that Complainants did not introduce any evidence that {

}. (Id. at 189-190 (citing
Respondents Pre-Hearing Statement, Exs. R, K; Complainants' Pre-Hearing Brief at 224-225).)
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Regarding cease and desist orders, Staff asserts that Respondents Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, HTC, Garmin, and {

} stipulated to the existence of inventories in the United States

and these inventories ate commercially significant. (SBr. at 35 (citing Complainants PreHearing Brief, Exs. 7-10, 14).) Staffargues that cease and desist orders would be appropriate for
those five Respondents. (Id.)
Respondents reply that Complainants have not identified any evidence to prove that each
Respondent has a commercially significant inventory in the United States. (Id. at 90.)
Regarding the evidence cited by Staff related to Garmin, Respondents argue that neither
Complainants nor Staff have attempted to explain why the cited inventory snapshot is
commercially significant. (Id.) Further, Respondents represent that {

}. (Id.
at 90-91.)
The Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants have failed to meet their burden
to justify the issuance of cease and desist orders with respect to any Respondent. Significantly,
Complainants cite to no evidence in the record to support their position in this regard. (See CBr.
at 191 .) Regarding the stipulations cited by Staff, while those stipulations may include facts
regarding amounts of inventories for certain Respondents, Complainants have failed to provide
any explanation or to adduce any facts to show that the listed inventories are commercially
significant. Notably, the stipulations themselves only list an amount of the Accused Products in
inventory, without acknowledging that such inventory is commercially significant. Accordingly,
the Administrative Law Judge does not recommend that cease and desist orders issue.
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III.

Bond During the Presidential Review Period
The Administrative Law Judge and the Commission must determine the amount of bond

to be required of a respondent, pursuant to Section 337(j)(3), during the 60-day Presidential
review period following the issuance of permanent relief, in the event that the Commission
determines to issue a remedy. 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(a)(l)(ii). The purpose of the bond is to protect
the complainant from any injury. 19 C.F.R. § 210.50(a)(3).
When reliable price information is available, the Commission has often set the bond by
eliminating the differential between the domestic product and the imported, infringing product.

See Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Process for Making Same, and Products Containing Same,
Including Self-StickRepositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, Comm'n Op., at 24 (U.S .I.T.C.,
December 15, 1995). In circumstances where pricing information is unclear, or where variations
in pricing make price comparisons complicated and difficult, the Commission typically has set a
100 percent bond. Id., at 24-25; Certain Digital Multimeters and Products with Multimeter

Functionality, Inv. No. 337-TA-588, Comm'n Op., at 12-13 (U.S.I.T.C. , June 3, 2008) (finding
100 percent bond where each respondent set its price differently, preventing clear differentials
between complainant's products and the infringing imports). When a pricing comparison is
impossible, it is also appropriate to set the bond based on a reasonable royalty. Certain Digital

Televisions and Certain Products Containing Same and Methods of Using Same, Inv. No. 337TA-617, Commission Opinion at 18 (U.S.I.T.C., April 23, 2009).
Complainants request that Respondents be required to post a bond equal to 100 percent of
the entered value of the accused devices during the Presidential review period. (CBr. at 192.)
Complainants acknowledge that the Commission sets the bond to eliminate any differential in
sales price between the patented domestic product and the infringing imported product, but
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Complainants argue that that process is inappropriate here because this Investigation concerns a
wide variety of products, pricing variations, and distribution methods. (Id.) Under these
circumstances, Complainants assert that a 100 percent bond is appropriate. (Id. (citing Certain
Microsphere Adhesives, Process for Maldng Same, and Products Containing Same, Including
Self-Stick Repositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, Comm'n Op. at 24.; Certain Digital
Multimeters &Prods. with Multimeter Functionality, Inv. No. 337-TA-588, Comm'n Op., at 1213 (U.S.I.T.C., June 3, 2008)).)
Respondents argue that no bond is necessary during the Presidential Review period.
(RBr. at 190-191.) Respondents say that Complainants failed to present any evidence regarding
the need for a bond, and thus, no bond should be required. (Id. (citing Certain Portable
Electronic Devices & Related Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-721, Init. Determination at 110-112
(U.S.I.T.C., Oct. 17, 2011); Certain Integrated Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-786, Init.
Determination at 182-183 (U.S .I.T.C., July 12, 2012)).) Respondents also assert that
Complainants do not produce anything and there is no evidence of price difference between any
patented domestic product and the accused imported articles. (Id. at 191 .)
Staff argues that a reasonable royalty can be established based on the effective royalty
rates paid by Complainants' licensees. (SBr. at 36.) Staff asserts that the evidence shows that
licensees have paid an average effective royalty rate of approximately {

}, and Staff

submits that this would be an appropriate bond rate. (Id. ( citing JX-0177C; Tr. at 1798).)
Respondents reply that zero bond is warranted because Complainants provided no
evidence regarding the difficulty of determining a price differential, how each Respondent sets
prices, or the differences in sales prices between the patented domestic product and the alleged
infringing imported product. (RRBr. at 91.) According to Respondents, recent Commission
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precedent dictates a zero bond when a complainant fails to present evidence justifying a 100
percent bond. (Id. at 92 (citing Rubber Antidegradants, Comm'n Op. at 40; Certain Dimmable

Compact Fluorescent Lamps, 337-TA-830, Initial Determination, 2013 WL 1278074, at *5
(U.S.I.T.C. March 1, 2013)).)
The Administrative Law Judge finds that Complainants have failed to meet their burden
to justify the imposition of any bond. See Rubber Antidegradants, Comm'n Op. at 40-41.
Significantly, Complainants do not cite to any evidence in the record to support their contention
that the usual process for determining the bond amount should be set aside here because this
Investigation concerns a wide variety of products, pricing variations, and distribution methods.

(See CBr. at 192.) Regarding Staff's proposed royalty rate, the Administrative Law Judge finds
the evidence insufficient to justify imposing a bond based on the alleged effective royalty rate
Staff proposes. Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge does not recommend the imposition
of a bond during the 60-day Presidential review period.
IV.

Conclusion
In accordance with the discussion of the issues contained herein, it is the

RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION of the Administrative Law Judge that in the event the
Commission finds a violation of Section 337, the Commission should issue a limited exclusion
order against each Respondent and all of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other
related business entities, or its successors or assigns and prohibiting the unlicensed entry of all of
Respondents' accused wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof that
infringe the claims of the asserted patent for which a Section 337 violation is found. It is not
recommended that the Commission issue cease and desist orders or a bond for the Accused
Products.
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Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the office of
the Administrative Law Judge a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of
this document deleted from the public version. The parties' submissions must be made by hard
copy by the aforementioned date.
Any party seeking to have any portion of this document deleted from the public version
thereof must submit to this office a copy of this document with red brackets clearly indicating
any portion asserted to contain confidential business information by the aforementioned date.
The parties' submission concerning the public version of this document need not be filed with
the Commission Secretary.
SO ORDERED.

E. James Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
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APPENDIX A

Accused Products

Acer
A5600U

VZ2621G
VZ2650G
ZX4250

A7600
AG36l0
AM3970

E71B
lV52L
NV77H

ZX4250G
A0725
AOD270

AM3970G
AOD2-7
AS4560
AS5349
AS5749
AS5749Z
AS5750
AS5750G

TM5760

A 4250

AS4830TG
AS 2.50
AS5560
AS5560G
AS~830T
AS5830TG
AS8951G

TM5760Z
TM6595TG
TM8473T
TM848JT
TM8481TG
TM8573T
TM8573TG

NV55

C7JO

AS5750Z

A.84349
AS4739
AS4739Z
AS.4749
AS4752
AS4752G

TMB113-E

NV75S

A

5755

AS4752Z

TMB113-M

AS5755G

AS4755G

AS7250
AS7739G

A 5733
A 57332

TMP243-M
TMP453-M
T fP633 -M

S3-391
3-951
S5-391
S7-l9l
S7-391
TM4750
™5744
TM5744Z

AS7739Z

AS574Z

AS7750
AS7750G

A -742z
A T60
A 15600

AZ3170

AZ:3.171
El-421
El-431
El-471

TMP653-V
V3-471

DX4860

1D47H
LT40
M3-581PTG

V3-471G
V3-571
V3-571G
V3-771
V3-77IG

M3-58IT
M3-581TG
M5-48IPT
M5-481T
M5-48iTG
M5-5SlT

VZ2610G
VZ2611G
VZ2620G
.,,..::.,,4.J.,,~~~

TMP633-V
Tl'vfP643-M
TMP643~V
TMP653-M

DOTS-C

El-521
El-531
El-571
V5-47l
V5-471P

,,

NE56R

VS-551
ZX4451
A0722
A0756

E5lB
~~".;

.;,

.,;;.

AS4830T
;;,;.,.

A·l

FX6860
M5-581TG
. 51B

'

TM6495T
TM6595T
TM7750G
V3-551
3-5 1G
V3-731
VS-171

v~-431
V5-5.,1
V5-571
V5-57JP

A_ccused Products
Amazon
KindleFire HD8.9"(Jem)
Kindle Fire HD &.9" 4G (Jem)
Kindle Fite Second Ge11eration (Otter 2)
Kindle Fire HD.T (Tate)

Barnes & Noble
Nook HD (Hummingbird)
Nook HD+ (Ovation)
Nook imple Touch (Gossan1er)
Nook Simple Touch v ith Glov Light (Owl)

Garmin
nuvi34-o
nuvi 3450LM

GMRxHD 404
GMRxHD 406
GMR xl:ID 604
GMRxHD 606

GMRxHD 1204
OMRxHD 1206
nuvi3450

nuvi 345OL 1
nuvi3550LM
nuvi

3590LMT

GPSMAP720
GPSMAP720s
GP MAP740
GPSMAP740s

A-2

Accused Products
HTC
EVO 4G LTE (Jewel)
One VX (Totem)
OneX (E ita)

Win4o_ws Phone 8X (Accord)
One S (Ville)

myTouch 4G Slide (Doubleshot)
Serrsation 4G (Pyramid)
Rezound (Vigor)

Status (ChaCha)
Evo Design 4G (Kingdom)
Hero S (Kingdom)
Radar 4G (Omega)
One V (PrimoC)
m_yTouch 4G (Glacier)

Huawei
U1iite / myTouch (U8680)
Unlte Q / myTouch Q (U8730)
Merctlr Honor) (M886)
print Express (M650)
Ascend IT (M865)
Ascend II
865C} ·
Ascend ll(M86~-USCC)
A cend Q ( 1660)
Activa 4G (M920)
Pinnacle (M635/C6071)

Pinnacle 2 (M636)
Blue (M735)

.,

'

Accused Products

REDACTED

LG
Escape (P870)
Motion (M 770)
Intuition (LGV 950)
Lucid (LGV 840)
Viper (LGS840)
Elite (LGLS696)
plendor (US730)
Venice (LG730)
Optimus L9 (P769)

Nintendo
DS'i
3DS
3DSXL

A-4

Accused Products
Novatel
MiFi 4082 (Indian)
MiFi 2200 (Pacil:ic)
MiFi 4510 (Huctsoo)
Mifi 451 O?P (Hudson)

Mifi 4-620 (fonseca )

Samsung
Galaxy S IH (SGH-1747/M16)
Galaxy llI (SCH-1535)
Galax SUI {SCH-L710}
Galaxy . Ill (SCH~R530M)
Galaxy Uf ( CH-R530MIM16)
Galaxy S Ill (SPH-L710)
Galax S Ill (SGH-T999)
Galaxy Axiom ( CH-R830
Galax Express GH-1437)
Galax Rugby Pro GH-1547)
Galax tellar (SCH-l:200)
Gal~xy tratosphere 2 (S H-I415)
Galax Exhilarate ( GH-T577)
Galax., Note (SGH-J717)
Galaxy S Blaze 4G ( GH-T769)
Galaxy S II (SGH-T989)
G II kyrocket ( GH-1727)
Galax ote Il (SCH-160-/M16)
ate II (SCH-R950/Ml6)
ate ll (SGH-1317/Ml6)
1ate II (SGH~T889/M16)

Galaxy ate IT (SPH-L900/M16)
Galaxy Pro lailn (S H- 720C)
Galax Admire 4g (SCH-R820)
Galaxy Metrix 4G (SCH-14050)
Illusion (SCH-1110/P)

Galaxy II (S H-R760X)
Galaxy S ll (SGH-S959O
Galaxy S II (SPH-D710)
A-5

Accused Products
ZTE
Chorus (D930)

Score/Score M (XS00)
Tania/Render (N859)

Warp II/Warp Sequent (N861)
.Fury (N850)
Warp (NS60)

Engage (V80.00)
Spider (Z431/P671A90)

WF720 (WF720)
2221/Michael (P67 l B40)
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AGILITY IP LAW
1.p L!TtGAT!OI~ EXPERTS
James C. Otteson
jim@agilityiplaw.com
Bus: 650-227-4800
Fax: 650-318-3483

June 28, 2013

The Honorable E. James Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
U. S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S, W.
Washington, DC 20436

Re:

Certain Wireless Consumer Devices and Components Thereof,
Inv. No. 337-TA-853
.

Dear Judge Gildea:

Enclosed please find COMPLAINANTS' [CORRECTED] Fl1'{ALEXHIBITLIST for filing in.
the above referenced investigation.
Pursuant to the Administrative Law Judge's June 25, 2013 Order (Order No. 64) and the
agreements between Complainants and Respondents, the following changes have been made
with regard to Complain.ants' Final Exhibit List and Final Exhibits (CX and CDX).
1. The following exhibits were admitted pUISuant Order No. 64 and have been added to
Complain.ants' enclosed Corrected Final Exhibit List:
CX-0158, CX-0181, CX-0182, CX-0189, CX-0199, CX-0220, CX-0221, CX-0222,
CX-0223, CX-0224, CX-0225, CX.:.0285C, CX-0286C, CX-0297C, CX-0308C,
CX-0313C, CX-0331, CX-0349, CX--0363C, CX-0368C, CX-0460C, CX-0487C,
CX-0488C, CX-0509C, CX-0512C, CX-0568C, CX-0569C, CX-0570C, CX-0571C,
CX-0586C, CX-0587C, CX-0588C, CX-0589C, CX-0590C, CX-0591C, CX-0668,
CX-0871C, CX-0872C, CX-0914C, CX-0916C, CX-0917C, CX-0933, CX-0935C,
CX-0936, CX-0956, CX-0959, CX-0961C, CX-0962C, CX-0964C, CX-0965C,
CX-0973 , CX-0981C, CX-0983C, CX-1002, CX-1004C, CX-1006, CX-1234,
CX-1235, CX-1236, CX-1259, CX-1265C, and CX-1268C.
.> ,'

149 Commonwealth. Drive

♦

Menlo Park, CA 94025 ♦ 650-227-4800 ♦ www.AgilityIPLaw.com

------~~-... --4
AGILITY IP LAW
IP LiT /f,ATiOI~ ttXP!' RT1',

The Honorable E. James Gildea
June 28, 2013
Page2
2. The following exhibits were formerly proposed as CX but are being received as
demonstratives pursuant to the agreements between Complainants and Respondents:
CDX-0158 (formerly CX-0158), CDX-0420C (formerly CX-0420C),
CDX-0441C (formerly CX-0441C), CDX-0443 (formerlyCX-0443),
CDX-0444C (formerly CX-0444C), CDX-0448C (formerly CX-0448C),
CDX-0449C (formerlyCX-0449C), CDX-0450C (formerly CX-0450C),
CDX-0451C (formerly CX-0451C), CDX-0475C (formerly CX-0475C),
CDX-0482C (formerly CX-0482C), CDX-0484C (formerly CX-0484C),
CDX-0704C (formerly CX-0704C), CDX-0935C (formerly CX-0935C),
CDX-0936 (formerly CX-0936), and CDX-1269C (formerly CX-1269C).

3. The following exhibits, which were initially part of Complainants' Motion for Leave,
are not being offered pursuant to the agreements between Complainants and
Respondents :
CX-0199, CX-0310C, CX-0393C, CX-0412C, CX-0413C, CX-0414C, CX-0506C,
CX-0520C, CX-0542C, CX-0555C, CX-0557C, CX-0559C, CX-0564C, CX-0565C,
CX-0566C, CX-0567C, CX-0890C, CX-1005, and CX~l238.
The list is annotated to clearly indicate the status of each document and to reflect the
above points.

Respectfoil!v Sl:bmitled,
7Ji!@ -~
J ·1es C. · tteson

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COl\fMISSION
WASHJNGTON, D.C.
Before the Honorable E. James Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
In the Matter of

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER
ELECTRONICSDEVICESA.."l'ffi
CO.MPONENTS THEREOF

COMPLAINANTS' (CORRECTED] F'INALEXRIBIT LIST

Pursuant to the Administrative Law Judge's Order Setting Procedural Schedule issued on
January 9, 2013 (Order No. 15) and Ground Rule 10.1, Complainants Technology Properties
Limited LLC, Phoenix Digital Solutions LLC, and Patriot Scientific Corporation hereby submit
the following final exhibit list

Dated: June 28, 2013

Respectfully submitted,

Isl James C. Otteson
James C. Otteson
Thomas T. Carmack
Philip W. Marsh

AGILITY IP LAW, LLP
149 Commonwealth.Drive
Menlo Park, California 94025
Telephone: (650) 227-4800
TPL853@agilityiplaw.com
Michelle G. Breit
OTIESON LAW GROUP

AGILITY IP LAW, LLP
14350 North 87th Street, Suite 105
Scottsdale,Arizona 85260
Telephone: (480) 646-3434
TPL853@agilityiplaw.com
Counsel for Complainants
Technology Properties Limited LLC and
Phoenix Digital Solutions LLC

Isl Charles T. Hoge
Charles T. Hoge
KIRBY NOONAN LANCE & HOGE, LLP
350 Tenth.Avenue, Suite 1300
San Diego, California 92101
Telephone: (619) 231-8666
choge@knlh.com
Counsel for Complainant
Pat1iot Scientific Corporation
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Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
Exhibit No.
CX-0019

CX-0022
CX-0072
CX-0081

CX-0082
CX-0109

CX-0117
CX-0126
CX-0127
CX-0130
CX-0131
CX-0 133
CX-0136
CX-0137
CX-0138
CX-0139
CX-0152
CX--0154

CX-0155
CX-0160

CX--OJ67
CX-0172

SpoMoring Wilnc.ss
Stshu
DANIEL 6.
Admitted
LECK.RONE; DANIEL
M . LECKRONE;
DWAYNE HANNAH;
GLORIA FELCYN
TPL Complaiut Exh. 5: Notice letter from M. Leckrone to La11cl of Acer regarding MMP Portfolic DI; INFRfNGEMENT DANIELM.
Admitted
07/15/2005) ITPL853 00000269-TPL853__ 00000272]
LECKRONE
Admitted
DANIELM.
C TPL Complalnt Conf. Exb. 39-A: Standard License Program Letter [fPL853_00001562DI
TPL853 00001565]
LECK.RONE
TPL Complaint Exb. 39-J: List of MMP patents issued and patent applications filed since MMP Dl
DANIELE.
Admit1ed
program launch [TPL853_00001481-TPL853_00001483]
LECK.RONE; DANIEL
M. LECKRONE;
DWAYNE HANNAH;
OLORJA fELCYN
C Tl'L Complaint Conf. Exh. 39-K: List ofEntitios Offered Licenses to Asserted Patent
DI
Admitted
DANIELM.
[TPL853 0000l801-TPL853 000018171
LECK.RONE
C S5PC210 RISC Microprocessor User Manual (09/2011); Jaegon Lee Dcpo 8:xh. 08
L"WRINGEMENT;
DR. OKLOBDZUA
Admitted
[853SAMSUNG00044735. 853SAMSUN000047107]
VALIDITY;
· REMEDY & DONO;
IMPORTATION
USB Specification document (3 .0) (06/06/20110 [GARMIN090989 - GARMJN0915l9]
Admitted
INPIUNOEMENT
DR. OKLODDZIJA
HTC User Guide: Dcold Incredible 40 LTB [HfCTPL IO0GG08G I • HTCTPL I0066J 136)
DR. OKl,OBDZIJA
Admitted
INFRINGEMENT
HTC EVO 40 LTB User Guide- Sprint [HTCTPLJ00661437 -HTCTPL IO0G616G7]
{Nl'RlNGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
Admitted
HTC User Guide· myTouch 40 Slide [HTCTPL_T00663488 -1-ITCTPL 100663663]
DR. OKLOBDZUA
Admitted
INFRINGEMENT
Admitted
HTC User Guide · HTC Ono (HTCTPL_I00663664 • HTCTPL 1006638◄ 2]
INFlUNOEMENT
DR. OKtOODZIJA
Admitted
HTC IJm Guide - One VX [1-ITCTPL 100663998 - HTCTPL 100664172]
DR. OKLOBDZUA
INFRINGEMENT
Admitted
HTC User Guide• Reiound (HTCTPLJ00664770 • HTCTPL 00665040]
INFRINGEMENT
OR. OKLOBDZI.IA
HTC Um Gu.ide • Sensation 40 [HTCTPL 100665558 • HTCTPL 00665717]
Admitted
INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZlJA
I-ITC User Guide [HTCTPL 100665718 - HTCTl'l, 00665896)
Admitted
lNPRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOODZlJA
HTC User Guide· Windows Phone 8X [HTCTPL_I00667107. HTCTPL 100667203]
Admitted
INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBOZIJA
Photo of: LSI B5503A microprocessor [TPL853 02927280]
DR. OJ<LOIJDZIJA
Admitted
INFRINGEMENT
Design ofHi_gh-Performance Microprocessor Circuit.! p. 98 ; (Anatha Chandrakasan et al. eds.,
Admitted
INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZJJA
lEEE Press, 200 I) [Models of Process Variations in Device and Interconnect (Duane Boning and
Snni Nass!/) [TPL853 02927444-TPLS.53_02927464]
Garmin nuvi 3400 series - owner's manual (02/2012) (fPL853 _02938297 • TPl..853_029383 84] INFRINGEMENT; DI DR. OKLOBDZJJA
Admitted

Description
C TPL Complaint Conf. Exh. 2-Q: Commereiali1,ation Agreement by a.nd among P-NewCo and
Technology Propcrtie.~ Llmjtcd and Patriot Scientific Corp. [TP!.,853_00001523TPL853_00001549]

"2.5 Microchips That Shook the World," available at
http://spectnim.ieee.org/scmiconductors/proccssors/25microchips-that- shook-the-world/5 {Markman Hearing Exhibit CXM-0006]
[TI'L853_02954.298 -TPL853_02954308]
Acer AZ3170/AZ3171 Service Guide [TPL853_02986130 - TPL853 02986337]
Camera Interface Specifications• M!PI AUiaccns6 [TPL853_0299492S - TPL8S3_02994932]
Pagel ofl2

.Purpose
01; VALIDITY

VALIDITY

DANI.ELM.

Date
<i/4/2013

l

6/11/2013
6/ll/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. Or<LOBDiIJA
DR. OKLOBDZIJA

J

!

6/4/2013

6/ll/2013
6/1.0/2013

6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/20]3
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013

6/10/2013

Admitted

<i/1112013

Admitted
Admittod

6/10/2013

LECKRONE

INFRINGEMENT

I

6/10/2013

,.

l
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Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
Date

I

Description
P1trposc
Defendants Technology Properties Limited and Allia11cc Limilcd's Notice ofDcposition Pursuant t !NfRlNOEMENT
Rule 30(b)(6) of Inc l·edcral Rules of Civil Procedure To: Acer, lnc., Acer America Corporation
and Gateway, lnc. {01/03/2013); Chen Depo E.xh. 01 (TPL853_03006035 • TPL853_03006047)

Sponsoring Witness
JONAS CHEN

Status

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
OrdcrNo. 64

l

CX-0182

Notice of Deposition to RcspondculS Acer Inc. and Acer America Corporation re rrc Invcstig~tio1 INPRINGEMENT
No. 337-TA-853 (11/28/2012); [Chen Depo Exh. 02: TPL8S3_03006048 - TPL853_03006061)

JONAS CHEN

Admitted Pursuant to 6fl.5/2013
Order No. 64

I

CX-0189

Nolicc of Deposition to Samsung Electronics Company LTD and Samsung .Electronics America
Inc. {l l/28/2012); Jaegon Lee Depo Exh. 01 [TPL853_03009600- TPL853_03009620)

INFRINGEMENT

JAEGONLEE

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

CX-0197

C Complainants ' Designations for the Deposition o:f Edwa.rd Liang- Volume II (0l/31/2013) [CX0197C.0OOI -CX-0197C.0J321
Document entitled "Novatcl Products" {Undated); Novatel Depa Exh. 03 ; Cl11ncy Depa Exh. 03;
Phona Dcpo Exh. 3 [TPL853 03013150]
Novatel web page oflhc MiFi 55J0L (02/J9n0l3); Novatel Dcpo Exh. 04; Clancy DepoExh. 04;
Dhona Depo Exh. 4 [fPL853 03013151 - TPL853 03013154]
Novatel web page of the Ovation MC55 I LTE USB Modem (02/20/2013); Novalcl Depo llx_h. 05;
Clancy Depo Exh. 05; Dhona Depa Exh . 5 [TPL853 __030l3155 -TPLS53 03013156)
NoV11tel web page ofNovalcl Wireless' a.cquisition ofEnfora (12/2010) (02/20/2013); Novatel
Dcpo Exh. 06; Clnncy Dcpo Exh. 06, Dhona Depo Exh. 6 [TPL853_03013 157.
TPLS:53_03013159)
Novatel Manufacturers; Novatel Depo Exh. 07; Clancy Depo &h. 07, Dhona Depo Exh. 7
(TPLS53 03013160}
Novatcl customers; Novalel Depa Exb. 22; Dho1.1a Depo Exh. 22, Hadley Depo .Exh. 22
ITPL853 0301316]]
Qualcomm Snapd111gon MSM8X60/APQ8060 Product Brief [TPL8S3_03020723 TPL853 03020724)
C S5PC210 RISC Microprocmor User Mnoual (09/2011); (853SAMSUNG00044735 •
853SAMSUNG00047107]
C Qualcomm CDMA Tcclmologlcs MSM8960™ Clock Pion Application Note. 80-N6794-I 13
(l l/23/2011); Chang Depa Exh. 07 [853SAMSUNG00065616 - 853SAN!SUNO00065635]

INFRJNGEM.ENT

EDWARD LIANG
{VOL. 2)
DAVlDDOHNA

Admitted

6/J 1/2013

Admitted Pursuant to
OrdcrNo. 64
Admitted Pursuant to
Order No. 64
Admitted Pursuant to
Order No. 64
Admitted Pursuant lo
OrderNo. 64

6/25/2013

Exhibit No.

CX-0181

CX-0220
CX-0221
CX-0222
CX-0223

CX-0224
CX-0225

CX-023 8
CX-0258
CX-0262

CX-0264
CX-0278
CX-0285

CX-0286

INFRJNGEMENT

6/25/2013

INFRINGEMENT

ROBERT MICHAEL
HADLEY
KEVIN CLANCY

INFRINGEMENT

KEVIN CLANCY

INFRINGEMENT;
IMPORTATION
[NFRlNGEMENT;
REMEDY & BOND
INFRINGEMENT

DAVJDDOHNA
ROBERT MICHAEL
HADLEY
DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Admitted Pursuant lo 6125/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Ad.iltitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

C Samsung Electronics, Application Processor: SC544J2BHB-AO30 • Exynos 4412 ruse;
Microprocessor [853SAMSUNG00073699- 853SAMSUNG0007694 I]
C Samsung Schematic SC!Hl 10 (08-00-2011) [853SAMSUNG00089593 8S3SAMSUNG00089606J
C Samsung Datasheet l'LL3500X LN32LPM 1400MHz FSPLL October 13, 20 l I REV 1.24
{10/13/2011); Jaego11 Lee Depa Exh. 06 (853SAMSUNG00 167109 - 853SAMSUNG00167127)

TNFRINGEMb'"NT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/20]3

LNFRINGEMENT

DR.OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

i:NFR!NGEMENT

JAEGONLEB

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

C Datasheet PLL3600X LN32LPM !.0V 1400MHzFraclionaVDithered PLL, December 5, 2012

INFIUNGEMENT

JAEGONLEE

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

REV 1.05 (12/05/2012); Jacgon Lee Dcpo Exh. 07 [853SAMSUNG00167128 •
853SAMSUNG00167145]

Page 2 of ll

INFRINGEMENT

6/25/20\3
6125/2013

1
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Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
Exhibit No.
CX-0297

Demiption

Purpose

Sponsoring Witncs~

D•f•

Status

INFRINGEMENT;
CLARENCE
IMPORTATION;
WORTHINGTON
REl'vIBDY & BOND
CLARENCE
C Fite Name: Acert8531TC_036588 {Undated); Worthington Depo fah. 07 [ACER8531TC_036588) INFRINGEMENT;
JMJ'ORTATION
WORTHINGTON
C SMSC USB3316 HI-Speed USB Transceiver with l.SV ULP Interface· 19.2MHz Reference
INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
bock (06110/2010); [AMZ TPL 00000499-AMZ TPL 00000579]
INFRINGEMbrff
CLAU YOSHIKAWA
C SMSC USB3316 Hl-Spccd USB Transceiver with UV ULP Interface - 19.2MHz Reference
,Clock (0611012010); Yosliikawa Depo Exh. 1( [AA1Z_TPL_00000499 - AMZ_TP!,_00000579)

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

CX-0314

C Texas lnstrume11L1: OMAP4430 Multimedia Device Silicon Revision 2.x -; Technical Reference
Manual (06/2010-Revised 1112010) [AMZ_TPL_00002393 • AMZ_TPL_00007805]

INFRJNUEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

CX-0316

C Texas lnstmments, Technical Reference Manual ofOMAP4460, Multimedia Device, Silicon
Revi•ion l.x, Texas lnstmments OMA.P F~mily of Products (01/2011 -Revised 7/2012)
[Ai'VIZ_TPL_00024152-A.MZ TPL 00031270]
C Texas Instruments, OMAP4470 Multimedia Device Silicon Revision 1.0 Technical Reference
Manual Revised (091201 1 • 212.612); Yoshikawa Depo Exh. 07 [AMZ._TPL_00039646 AM7,;_TPl.._00046783 J
C Texas InslmmeolS, OMAP4430 Multimedia Device Silicon Revision 2.x Technical Reference
Manual Revised (0812012); Yoshikawa Depo Exh. 06 [AMZ_TPL_00059162 AMZ TPL 00066229]
C Texas Instruments, Data Manual ofOMA,P4430, Multimedia Device, Engin.ccring Samples ES2.0
ES2.I ES2.2 ES2.3, Version R (07/2010 -Revised O?n012) [AMZ_TPL_00074506 •
AMZ_TPL_00074973]
Nook by Barnes & Noble User Guide (Undated); Mulchand.ani De110 EJdi. 13 [BN853-0000134 •
BN853-0000259J
C "Gossamer Mainboard" Schematic (03/21/2011); Mulchandani Depo Exh. 06 [BN853-0453913 BN853-0453936]
C Schematic Number Rev A. Ovation Main Board PVT. PDM Doc No: 260-00036-20
{09113/2012); Mulchandani Depo Exh. 09 [BN853-0945084 • BN853-0945112]
C Schematic Number TBD. Hummingbird Main Board PYJ'. PDM Doc No: 260-00054-20
. (10/07/2012); Mulchaudani D~po Exit 11 [BN853-0945138 -BN853-0945162)
United States SEC 10-K form (02/29/2012); Seymour Depo Exh. 03 [GARMJN058509. GARMIN058623J

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZ!JA

Admitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. SUBRAMANIAN

Adinittcd

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT
lNFRfNGEMENT

DEEP AK
MULCHANDANl
DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted Pucsuant to Gnsri.o l 3
OrderNo. 64
Admitted
6110/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

IMPORTATION;
INFRINGEMENT;
REMEDY & BOND
INFRINGEMENT

JARROD SEYMOUR

CX-0308
CX-0312
CX-0313

CX-0318

CX-0321

CX-0322

CX-0331
CX-0338
CX-0339
CX-0340

CX-0349

CX-0353
CX-0357
CX-0358

CX-0359

C invoicing or Shipment Report - Spreadsheet Tob Name: ACER8531TC_036582 (Undated);
Worthington Depo Elch. 12 [ACER8531TC_036582 - ACER853ITC_036582.643J
.

c. OMA1'36x:x Multimedia Device Silicon Revision

1.x Technical Reference Manual
, [GARMIN068 I 98 • GARMlN07 l 9681
C Texas Instruments document for OMAP3530/25 Applications Processor (February 2008 - Revised INFRINGE1"1ENT
October 2009; Seymour Depo fah. 04 IOARMIN072984 • GARMJN073247]
C Schematic for GPSMap 7x0: 740, 740S, 720, and 720S (0G/12/2009); Seymour Dcpo Exh. 11
INFRJNGEMENT
fGARM!N075036 • GARM!N075046l
c· Schematic for the Nuvi 3450 and 3450LM that uses the OMAP3530 chip (06/15n009); Seymour INFRINGEMENT
, Dcpo Exh. 09 [OARMTN075072 - GA.Ri\.ilN075080)
Page 3 of U

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6/10/2013
Admitted Pursuant to 6'1.5/2013
Order No.

64

l

6/10/2013

6/J0nOl3
'
Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
OrderNo. 64

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

OR. O1<1.OBDZIJA

Admillcd

6/10/2013

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

DR. OKLOBDZJJA

Admitted

6/10'1.013
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Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
Exhibit No.

CX•0361
CX-0363
CX-0364

CX-0366
CX-0368

CX-0373
CX-0375
CX-0390
CX-0395
CX-0396
CX-0397
CX-0398
CX--0399
CX-0400
CX-0401
CX-0402
CX-0404
CX-0409
CX-0416

CX-0418

Dc.,criptlon
C Schematic for the GMRxHD series (01/10/2008); Seymour Depo I;:xh. 08 [GARMIN077816OARMIN077824l
C OMAP35x Applications Processor Texas Instruments technical reference manual (10/01/2009);
Seymour Depa Exh. 06 [GARMTN082526 - OARMIN086564]
C Dataslteel for an SMSC part, a hi-speed USB lnlnsce!ver wiU1 1.8-volt ULPI interface, 26
megahertz reference clock (11/02/2007); Seymour Depo Exh . 16 [GARMJN086565 GARMIN086635]
C OMAP3500 $eries, Texas lnslrumenls technical reference manual (February 2008 - Revised
October 2009; [GARM-N37xx-031 l 84 - GARM-N37xx-0352221
C Up Datasheet for an SMSC part, a hi-speed USD transceiver with 1.8-volt ULPI interface, 26
megahertz reference clock (06/11/2009); Seymour Depa Exh. 17 [GARMN37XXR-004307 OARMN37XXR-0043 84]
C Schematic, HC!C6070M Xu Depo Exh. 20; [H853F0000224795 -H853F0000224822]
C Huawel schematic, Identifier HC1C6076M Xu Depa Exh. 25; [H853F0000224935 H853F0000224956]
C BB Schematics, Xu Depo &II. 3; [H853f0000226243 - H853f0000226282]
C HTC Corp., Schematic of History, Top Doc. Evite//UL_MB, Doc No. CS-51H40765-XXM
(02/13/2012) [HTCTPL_l00078809- HTCTPL 100078870]
C HTC Corporation, OMA MB Block Diagram Smart Device (8/22/2011) (HTCTPL_l00090906 •
HTCTPL l00090927)
C HTC Corporation, System Block Diagram (12115/2010) [HTCTPL_I0009J773 HTCTPL 100093825]
C me Corporation, Doublcshot MBA02 Block Diagram (7/25/2011) [IITCTPL_I00100995 lITCTPL JOO IO I 034] Document
C HTC Corp., Block Diagram ofV!LLEIIV_B1245, Top Doc. VlLLE@U, YJLLEIIU.)31245, Doc
No. C851H407 (02/22/2012)[HTCTPL 100111247 - HTCTPL 100111 306]
C HTC Corporation, Schematic ofMB AO! (7/l4/20ll) [HTCTPL_I00140644HTCTPL /00140697]
C HTC Corporation, Schematic of History . Vigor MB XAOl (2/22/2011 [HTCTPL_l00l91507 HTCTPL 100191574]
C Jewel IICL MB AOI HTC Schematic [HTCTPL 100206508 - HTCTPL 100206569]
C HTC Corporation, Function_Block- PM23100 (07/30/2012) [HTCTPL~I00335702Ffl'CI.PL 100335759]
C HTC Corporation, Schma(ic ofHistory-Tolcm/.lUL, One VXMain Board (02/12/2012)
[HTCTPL !00414632 - HTCTPL 100414693]
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MSM7227/MSM7227•1 Mobile Station Modem - Device
Specification - 80-VM299-l Rev. J (10/22/2010) [HTCTPL_00530930 Native Document]

l'urpose
INFRINGEMENT

Sponsoring Witness
DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Status
Admitted

Date

6/10/2013

>
INFRINGEMENT

JAR.ROD SEYMOUR

!NFRINOEMBNT

OR. O.KLOBDZlJA

Admitted l'llrsuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6/10/2013

lNFRJNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

INFRINGEMENT

JARROD SEYMOUR

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/l0B
Order No. 6,4

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA
DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted
"
Admitted •

6/10/2013
6/10/2013

[NFRINOEMEN'f
INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA
DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted .,
Admitted 1

6/10/2013
6/10/2013

INFRINOEI\.IBNT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted .

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBOZIJA

Admitted

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Adm.ittcd

'

.£NFRINGEMENT

6/10/2013

i
!_

6/10/2013

f'
~

6/10/2013

i
IN.FRlNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted '-

G/ I0/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT
INFRINGEMENT

OR. OKLOBDZIJA

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted
Admitted

6/10/2013
6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OK.LOBDZUA

Admitted

6/10/2013

INFRINGEl'vlliNT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

AdmiUed

6/10/2013

C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies. MSM750QTM Mobile Station Model JC, User Guide 80-¥9038- INFRINGEMENT
3 Rov. D (12/14/2006); Dena Depa Exh. 05 [QCH.TCTPL00 12054- QCHTCTPL0012386]

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Adm.itted

6/10/2013

Page 4of 12
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Complainants' [Corre9ted] Final CX Exhibit List
Exhibit No.
CX-0419

CX-0423

DClltrlplion
Purpose
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies. Cm_pl_gp3: General Purpose PLL for TSMCn45 Mobile
INFRINGEMENT
Slatioll Modems. Analog Core Data Sheet. 80-VE123-4 Rev. C (02/17/2010); Dena Depo Exh . 08
(QCJ-ITCPTI..0024009 • QCl-ITCPTL0024057]
C Parts List with Descriptive Infom1ation; Including Reference Number, Function, and Part Number INFRINGEMENT
(Undated); Yamashita Dcpo Exh. 40 [KYOCERA_853_0000579 - KYOCBRA....853_0000582)

Sponsoring Witness
DR. OKLOBDZ.JJA

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitte\i ;

C C5l20_MeinBoard_Schematic (Undated); Kobayashi Depo E.xh. 18 [KYOCERA_8S3_0000585 • INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

~

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OK.LOBDZIJA

Adntittcd ·i

6/10/2013

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitt.cd

Shltus
Admitted

DRtC

6/1 0/2013

,,

,.

6/1012013

•;,

CX-0424
CX-0425
CX-0446
CX--0452
CX-0453
CX-0456
CX-0460
CX-0461
CX-0466

CX-0467

CX-0470

CX-0472

CX-0479

CX-0485

CX-0486

KYOCERA_853_00006051
C F15_MninBoard_Schemalic (Undated); Kobayashi Depo Exh. 17 [KYOCERA_853_0000608 •
KYOCERA 853 00006281
C Kyocera DuraPlus 5DSDF58-FN-BJ Schematic [KYOCERA_853_0012951KYOCERA 853 00l29S9]
C C5155AI RF Block Parts List (Undated); Kobayuhl Depa Exh. 11 [KYOCERA_853_0013443)

C Kyocera Schematic ofG-01 Bloom (Revl.002)- Main_RF (05/25/12) KobayashiDcpo Exh. 12
INFRINGEMENT
[KYOCERA_ 853 0013447 • KYOCERA 853 0013461]
C Kyocera Rise· User Guide (Sprint) (2012); Kobayiubi Depo Exh. 13 [KYOCERA_853_0014508 INFRINGEMENT
KYOCERA 853 00147041
C Kyoccm ECHO Technical Specifications (2011 ); Yamashita Depo Exh. 54
INFRINGEMENT
[KYOCERA 853 0016306 - KYOCERA 853 0016309]
C Kyocera Milano CS 121 User Guide (Undated); Yamashita Depo Bxh. 34
lNfRJNGEMENT
fKYOCERA 853 0016712 -KYOCERA 853 0016805]
C Qualcomm CDMA Tcchnol.ogies, QSC6055, QSC6065, QSC6075, and QSCG085 Qualcomm
!NFRINGEMENT
Single Chip-Device Specification• 80-VC881-I Rev. Y (02/25/2011)
[KYOCBRA_8SJ 0021336 • KYOCERA 853 0021584]
C Qualcomm CDMA Tcchn.ologies, QSC6055, QSC6065, QSC6075, and QSC6085 Qualcomm
INFRINGEMENT
Single Chip (QSC)- Um Guid.c -80-VC881-3 Rev. F (08/07/2009); Kobayashi Depo Exh. 04
[KYOCERA 853_0022041- KYOCERA 853 0022345)
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MSM7627/MSM7627-1/MSM7627-2/MSM7627
lNl"RINGEMENT
Turbo/MSM7627-I Turbo/ MSM7627-2 Turbo Mobile Station Modem. Device Specification. 80YM15 l•I Rev. M (04/22/2011); Yamashita Depa Exh. 33 [KYOCERA_853 _0022937 .
KYOCERA 853 0023091]
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies. MSM.7627 and MSM7627-Turbo Chipset Training. Baseband INFRINGEMENT
. Topics. 80-VM1 51-2~ Rev. B (2009-2010); YamashitaDepo Exh. 41 [KYOCERA_853_0024492
-KYOCERA 853 0024691)
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies. Application Note. Camera Interfaces on MSMTM Devices. 80- fNFRINGEMENT
V5557-l Rev. D 6/02/2008 (06/02/2008); Dena Dcpo Exh. 13 (KYOCERA_853_0030120 •
KYOCURA_853_0030l42]
C lnventec Applicances (Jian'gning) Corporation, F04 MB Change List, Circuit Diagram of
INFRINGEMENT
S2100/Luno/Clip Schematic (08/05/2011); Katayama Depo Exh. 24 (KYOCERA_853_0047489.
KYOCERA_853 0047502)
C lnvenlec Applicances (Jiangning) Corporation, F04 MB Change Lisi, Circuit Diagram of
tNFRINOEMENT
S2100/Luno/Clip Schematic (08/05_12012); Katayama Depo Exh. 25 [KYOCERA_8S3_0047503 KYOCERA~853 0047517]
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CX-0487

SpoMorlng Witness
HIRQMASA
YAMASHITA

Status
Dnte
Admitted Putsuantto 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

INFRINGEMENT

HIROMASA
YAMASHITA

Admitted Puisuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

INFRJNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZJJA

Admitted

CX-0505

C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MDM9600 Mobile Data Modem JC- Device Specification- 80- INFRINGEMENT
VPJ46-J Rev. E (07/09/2010) [LGE800!TC0016506 - LOE800ITCOOI6600)

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admiltcd

CX-0509

C LG Service Manual LG-VS950. lntenial Use 9/2012 Issue 1.0 (09/2012); K.i-Hyun Lee Dcpo Exh lNFRINGEMENT
,04 [LOE800ITC0l 14066 - LGE800ITC0 114600]
C Qualcomm CDMA Tecboologi.cs, MDM.9600 Mobile Data Modem IC- .User Guide - 80-VP146-3 INFRINGEMENT
Rev. E (05/10/2010) [LGE8001TCQ309342- LGE8001TC03094851
C LG Service Manual LG-P769 9/2012 Issue 0.90 (09/12) [Ki-Hyun Lee Dcpo Exh. 08;
INFRJNGEMENT
LGE800JTC0375385 - LGE&00ITC0375604) ·
C LG Electronics, Schem~tic ofS3504 [LGE800ITC0428491 - LGE800ITC0428492]
INFRINGEMENT
C LG Electronics, Block Diagram ofMS770 BT&WLAN [LOB8001TC0428545 INFRINGEMENT
LGE800JTC0428546]
C LG Electronics, CDMA Mobile Subscriber Unit MS770 - Operation Description: Tri-band CDMA INFRINGEMENT
w/GPS [PCS Ccllufar/AWS CDMNGPS] CDMA 3G Mobile Phone [LOB8001TC0428547 LGE8001TC0428557J
C LG Electronics, Schematic ofMAJN RF, P769_main_REV_10 [LGE800lTC0428783 INFRINGEMENT
LGE800ITC0428795)
C Schematic of CDMA Main (1,GE8001TC0429469 - LOE8001TC0429476]
INFRINGEMENT
lNFRJNOEMENT
C LO Electronics, SchematicofVS840_Main_Rev 10; ANTl : ANTI: IX VOICE
ILGE8001TC0429582- LOE800 JTC0429599l
C Schematic re MSM8660 DATA, and VS840_Main_Revl0 (Undated); Ki-Hyun Lee Depo Exh . 05 lNPRINGEMENT
[LGE800ITC0429588l
C LG Electronics, Schematic ofLOVS950; ANTI : BC0/BCI IX VOICE, GSM QUAD, UMTS
rNPRINGEMENT
BIBS [LGB8001TC0429966-LGE8001TC0429984l
C Complainant,• Designations for tho Deposition ofEdward Liang- Volume Ill (01/30/2013) [CX- INFRINGEMENT
0527C.O00I - CX-0527C.01 61]
C Complailiants' Designations for tho Deposit.ion ofEdward Liang- Volume No. l (02/01/2013)
INFRJNGEMENT
[CX-0529C.000 I - CX-0529C.0092]
C Seagate - Vendor Req11iremen\s Spccifiction - ; TetonS'I' Requirements Specificatiou (07/01/2005) INFRINGEMENT
[LSI TI'UITC 00000050- LS! TPUITC 00000063)
C Deposition Transcript ofDeepak Mulchandani (02/15/2013) [TPL853_03012112 INFRINGEMENT
TPLS53 03012312]
C Texas lnstrumcats CODEC for the JDS and 3DS XL (12/14/2010); Nintendo Depo Exh. 29
rNFRINGEMENT
IININTPL00000305 - NTNTPL00000549)

Kl-HYUN LEE

Admilted Pursuant lo 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6/10/2013

CX-0488

CX-0503

pescrlplion
Purpose
C Qualcomm CDMA Tcchnolog.ies. WCN2243 System-on-Chip (SoC). Device Specifications. 80- INFRJNOEMENT

WL024-J Rev. E (03/13/2012); Yamashita Depo Exh. 56 [KYOCERA_853_006801J j<.YOCERA_853 0068077)
C ipualcomm CDMA Technologies. WCN 1314 System-on-Chip (SoC) WLAN Solution. Device
l)pecification. 80-WLl 14-1 Rev. E (10/20/2011); Ya[t)llshita Depo Exh. 57
{KYOCERA_853 0068018- KYOCERA_853 0068127]
C Quolcomm CDMA Technologies, QSC6240/QSC6270 Qualcomm Single-Chip - ; Device
~pccification- 80-VF846-I Rev, D (10/10/2008) [LGE800ITC0005893-LGE8001TC0006112)
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CX-0546
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,Pcscription
Purpose
c . Texas lnstn1menls CODEC sheet for the Dsi TLV320A[C3005 (09/l 7/2010); Nintendo Depo Exh. INflUNGEMENT
30 [NINTPL000I:ms • NlNTPL000 129961
C Tex83 Instruments Inc., TLV320AlC30J0DZQZR Audio Codec with Integrated Signal Processing, lNFR!NGEMENT
Headphone, Speaker Amplilier,. and Smart Touch-Screen Controller, Data Sheet# SLAS688A
(20 J0-2012) (NJNTPL000 12997-NINTPL000 13246]
;i

CX-0552
CX-0~54
CX-0562
CX-0568
CX--0569
CX-0570

CX-0571
CX--0577
CX-0580
CX-0583
CX-0586
CX--0587
CX-0588
CX-0589
CX-0590
CX-0591
CX-0618

c ,Schematic for the Nintendo 3OS version CTR-CPU-20 (Undated); Nintendo Depo Exh. 04

INFRINGEMENT
(NINTPL000 l 763 l • NINTPL000 176351
C Schematic - Circuit design for the Nintendo 3DS XL sold in the US (03/16/2012); Nintendo Dopo CNfRINGBMENT
Exh. 17 IN1NTPL000\7670-NrNTPL000l76741
C Schematic for Nintendo 'DSi CPU-10 (04/23/2012); Nintendo Dcpo Exh. 23 (NINTPL00018484 - INFRJNOEMENT
NINTPLOO0 18487]
C Device Evaluation Tcitm Rules (Undated); Novatel Dcpo fah. 08; Clancy De~o Exit. 08
lNI'RINOEMENT
[NVTL TPL853 0000425 • NVTL TPL853 0000427]
C Mobilink Document (Undated); Novatel Depo Exh. J4; Clancy Depo Exh. 14
INFRINGEMENT
[NVTL TPL853 0000468]
INPRJNOEMENT
C Running MS-Assisted and MS-Based LBS tests on Novatcl Wireless Data Modules (Undated);
Novatcl Dcpo Exh. 13; Clancy Depo-Exh. 13, Hadley Depo Exh. 13 [NVTL_TPL853_0003716 •
NVTL TPL853 003720]
C Schematic Diagram Arctic HSPA Personal Hotspot (07/24/2009); Novatel Depo Exh. 17; Clancy INFRINGEMENT
Depo EM. 17 [NVTL TPL853 0005206- NYTL TPL853_00052311
C Indian Board Schematic (04/14/2010); Novatel Depo Exh. 18; Cl.ancy Depo Exh. 18
INFRINGEMENT
[NVTL_TPL853 0006666 • NVTL_TPL853 0006686]
C Fonseca Schematic (09/13/2011); Novatel De_po Todi . 20; CIMcy Dcpo E."<h. 20
INFIUNGEMENT
[NVTL TPL853 0031.038 • NVTL TPL853 0032056]
C . Novatel Wireless, Hudson I Schematic (12/29/2010); Novat.cl Dcpo Exh. 19; Clancy Dcpo Exh. 1'. INFRJNOEMENT
[NVTL TPL853 0046224 • NV'l'L TPL853 00462411
C Spirent Communications Test Drive 11 Performance Report (06/03/2009); Npvatel Depo Exli. 09; INFRJNGEMENT
Clancy Depo E><h. 09 (NVTL_TPL853 0049710 • NVTL TPL853 0049875]
C Product Tested (0S/22/2009); Novatcl Dcpo Exh. 10; Clancy Dcpo Exh. LO
INFRINGEMENT
lfNVTL TPI,853_0050172 • NVTL_TPL853_0050187]
!NfRlNOEMENT
C Test Results Template (06/03/2009); Novatel Depo Exh. 11 ; Clancy Depo Exh. 11
[NVTL_TPL853 0050200. NVTL TPL853 005022.7)
C ER! Test Results (based on Sept. 2007 test plan, version 6.0) (06/2009; Novatcl Depo Exh. 12;
INFRil'IGEMENT
Clancy Depo Bxh. 12 INVTL TPL853_0050250- NYTl,_TPL853 0050256]
C MiFi2200 Document (Undnted); Novatel Dcpo Exl1. 15; Clancy Depo Exh. 15, Hadley Dcpo Exit lNFRJNGEMENT
15 [NVTI., TPLSS3 0057875]
C Novatel Wireless Inc., Schematic of Pacific QSC (Undated); Novatel Dcpo EM. 16; Clancy Depo INFRJNOEMENT
Exh. 16 (08/22/2008) [NVTL TPL853 0079979 • NVl'L TPL8S3_0079991)
C Cougar3 1BM8sf General Purpose PLL Low Level Design Review - 80-V 5522-17 Rev. B
INFRINGEMENT
(09/29/2005) [QCHTCTPL0007355 • QCHTCJ'PL00076971
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.Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, cmyli_gp2/cmyll_gp2/p: TSMCn6S - General Purpose PLL
'.Core-Analog Core Data Shcet/LLDR Part l - 80-V6698-J5 Rev. D (11/15/2010)
[QCHTCTPL0007698 - QCHTCTPL0007747)
·cm_pll __gp2--cm_pll_gp21p-TSMCn65- General PurposePLL Core-Analog Core Data SheetLLDRPart l 80-V6698-l5 Rev. D (11/15/2010) [QCHTCTI'L0017216-QCHTCTPL0017265J
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INFRINGEMENT

Sponsoring Witness
DR. OKLOBDZ!JA

Status
Admitted

lNFRlNGEl)ffiNT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Admitted

C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, 28 1un Ip HF _PLL for Waveridcr VJ - Design Change Review
80-N3998-5 Rev . A (09/20/2011) (QTPL-0001060 - QTl'L-00010781
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, QSC6055, QS,C606S, QSC6075, and QSC6085 Qualcomm
Single Chip (QSC)- User Guide- 80-YC881-3 Rev. P (08/07/2009) [QTPL-0005026 - QTPL•
0005331]
C Qualcomm COMA Technologies, User Guide ofMSM7627 Mobile Station Modem, User Guide
80-VM151-3 Rev. C (07/28/2009) [QTPL-0009262- QTPL-0009495]
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MSM8260/MSM8660 Mobile Station Modem User Guide - 80YU872-3 Rev. C (11/02/20ll) (QTPL-0010346 - QTPL-0010547]
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, cm_pll_sr: Low-power PLL for 28 nm Mobile Station Modems
Data Sheet- 80-NI087-4 Rev. E (05/21/2012) [QTPL-0013575-QTPL-0013596]

INFRINGEMENT
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Admitted

6/10/2013
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Admitted
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JONAS CHEN
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Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted ·
6/11/2013

DWAYNE HANNAH
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DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted

6/11/2013

Admitted ~•
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Admitted ·
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Admitted
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C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, cm_pil_gp3; General Purpose PLL forTSMCn45 MSMs-LLOF INFRINGEMENT
80-VE123-5 Rev A (09/09/2007) [QTPL-0022398. QTPL-0022644]
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MSM8x55 Mobile Station Modem. User Guide. 80N0370-3 lNFRINGEMENT
Rev . C (04/05/20 J I); Dena Dcpo Exh. 07 [QTPL-0022809 - QTPL-0023027]
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, Device Specifications ofMSM8x55 Mobile Station Modem
INFRINGEMENT
Device Specification (03/2412011) IQTPL-0023454 - QTPL-0023677]
C pualcomm CDMA Tecbno.logies, MSM8960/MSM8960A/MSM8260A- Device Specificntio11 - INFRJNOEMENT
80-N 1622-1 Rev. M (12/1012012) [QTPL-0043256 - QTPL-00433991
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MSM8960/MSM8960 Pro Chipset; (RTR860x, WTR1605x,
INFRINGEMENT
PM892 l , WCD93 I 0, WCN36x0) Design Ou idcliocs - 80-N 1622-5 Rev. J [QTPL-0047230 •
QTPL-0047842)
Notice ofDeposition lo Jonas Chen (01/09/2013); Chen Dcpo F..xh. 04 [fPL853_03006065INFRINGEMENT
TPL8S3 030060701
C TPL, MMP- Licensing and Legal Support Spreadsheet (06/30/2012); Hannah Dcpo .Exb. 29
DI; VALlDlTY
l{TPL853 01709415 -TPL853 01709420]
C Letter Re Apple•TPL-MMP/Fast Logic/CorcFlash/Chip Scale Portfolios Licensing Opportunities DI
frPL853 01869279 - TPL853 01869404)
C Portfolio License Opportunities Between Ford and TPL MMP (2008-06-25) (TPL853_02119365 - DI
TPL853 02119369)
INFRINGEMENT
C USB Specification document (Revision 1.1) [TPL853 02303426-TPL853 02303751)
HTC One X User Guide [f Pl.853 02998095 - TPL853_0299826 l)
INFRINGEMENT
Mifi User Guide [fPL853_02998833 -TPL853_02998940]
lNFRINGEMENT
Mifi 2200 Intelligent Mobile Hotspot ProductUser Guido [TPL8~3_02998941INFRTNGEMENT
TPL853 029990201
Specifications for Acor Product - Gateway [rPL8S'.l 03004322 - TPL853_03004323]
fNFRINGEMENT
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CX-0923
CX-0933

CX-0956
CX-0959
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CX-0961
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Dcstrlptlon
Purpose
C Complalnanls' Designations for the Depositlo11 of Edward Linng- Volume No . III (02/21/2013) INFRINGEMENT
fCX-0864C.0O0 I - CX--0864C.0 l O11
C Complaints' Designations for the Deposition of Jonas Chen (02/04/2013) [CX-0869C.0001 - CX- INFRINGEMENT
0869C.0163]
C List of Product Type, Model and Project Name; Chen Dcpo Exh. 05 (TPl..853_03006071 INFRINGEMENT
TPL853 03006076)
JNFRJNGBMENT
C List of Accused Product, Product Type, and Project Name /Nickname; Chen Oepo E>:h. 06
LTPl..853 03006077 - TPL853 030060781
C ComplalnBnts' Designntions for the Deposition of Jong Kwon Choi (02/05/2013) [CX-0874C.000I INFRINGEMENT
• CX-0874C.00461
Patriot Scientific Corporation, Form l 0-K, Annual Report for fiscal year ended Mny 31, 20 LO.
D1
(8/16/2010); Fclcyn Ocpo Exh. 02 [TPL853 03008560 - TPL853 0300869 L]
Patriot Scientific Corporation, Form 10-K, Annual Report for fiscal year ended May 31, 2012.
Dl
(8n9/2012); Felcvn Dtpo Exh. 06 [TPUS3 03008692-TPLSSJ 03008771)
C Deposition Transcript of Jaegon Lee Including signature page and errata sheet (02/07/2013)
INFRlNGI!MENT
[TPL853 03009443 • TPL853 03009599)
C Respondent Samsung Electronics Company LTD's Second Supplemental Responses lo
INFRINGEMENT;
Complainant Technology Properties Limited LLC's Second Set ofinterrogatoric.s (Nos. 49-53)
VALIDITY
(01/17/2013); foegon Lee Dcpo Exh. 02 [TPL853_0300962 I -TPL853 03009643)
C patasheel PLL3500X LN32LPM-J400MHxFSPLL, October 13, 2011 REV 1.24 (10/13/2011);
INFRINGBMENT
Jaegon Lee Dcpo Exb. 05 rrPL853 03009650 - TPL853 03009668]
C Comploinnnts' Designations for !lie Deposition ofYasuhlro Katayama (01/17/2013) [CXINFRINGEMENT
0917C.00OJ . CX-0917C.0 117]
C Complainants' Designations for th.e Ocposilitin of Ki-Hyun Lee (02/04/2013) [CX-09 I 9C.00O I - INFRINGEMENT
CX-0919C.0146]
C Complainants' Dc.signations for the Depo5ition o:flnyoung Chang (CX-0920C.0001 • CX·
INPRINOEMENT
0920C.01.371
C Complainants' Designation for the Deposition ofNobuakl Kobayashi (01/16/2013) [CXINFRINGEMENT
0923C.O00I - CX-0923C.0l05)
Notice of Deposition of Edward Liang int the U.S.D.C. Norther District of CA, San Jose Case No. INFRINGEMIINT
3:08-cv-00882 PSG; Liang Depa Exh. 04 (1/8/2013) [TPL853_03010976-TPL853_030!0978)

Sponsoring Witness
EDWARD LIANG
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JONAS CHEN

StAh1s

JONAS CHEN

JONG !(WON CHOI

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted Pursuant to G/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6/1 1/201 3

GLORIA FELCYN

Admitted

6/1 L/2013

GLORIA FELCYN

Admiltod

6/11/2013

JAEGONLEE

Admilted

JAEGONLEB

Admitted Purou.ant to 6125/2013
Order No. 64

JAEGONLEE
YASUI-ORO
KA'rAYAMA
Kl-HYUN LEE

Admitted P1irsuau1 to 6125/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6111/2013

INYOUNG CHANG

Admitted

6/11/2013

NOBUAKI
KOBAYASHI
EDWARD LIANG

Admitted

6/ll/2013

Notice ofDcposition to Respondent Barnes &Noble, Inc. (l lt28/2012); Mulchandani Depa Exh. INFRINGEMEN1'
02 [TPL853 03012319 - TPL853 03012331]
NOOK Simple Touch™- Software Updates- Uarncs & Noble Web Printout from
INFRINGEMENT
www.barnc.~andnoble.com (02/12/2013); Mulchandani Depa 13xl1. 16 (TPL853_03012339TPL853 03012340]
C Complainants' Designations for the Deposition ofNobuya Minowa (02/20/2013) [CX-0960C.000J INFRlNGEMI:>"NT
- CX-0960C.Oll 1'I
C , Complainants' Designations for the Deposition of SHUICHJ TSUGAWA, Volume No. I
CNFRINGEMENT
(02/19/2013) [CX--0961C.000\ • CX-096JC.0l201
C Complainants' Designations for the Deposition of Schucbi Tsugawa, Volume No. 2 (02/2013) [CX fNFRJNGEMENT
· 0962C.0001 - CX-0962C.002&)

DEEPAK
MULCHANDANI
DEEPAK
MULCHANDANJ

Admitted Ptirsuant to 6/25/2013
OrdcrNo. 64
Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

NOBvY A MINO\v A

Admilted

SHUICHI TSUOAWA
(VOL. I)
SHUICHI TSUGAWA

Admitted Pursuant to Gm/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted Pursuant to G/25/2013
Order No. 64
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JONAS CHEN

(VOL. I)

Admitted

Onie
6/11/2013

Ad.milled

6/11/2013

.,

6/11/2013

Admitted Pilrsua nt lo 6/25/2013
Order No.

6f

.:

6/11/2013

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

In the Matter ofCERTAlNWlRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DEVlCES AND COMPONENTS THEREOf

Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
ExhlbltNo.

CX-0964

CX-0965

CX-0970

CX-0971

CX-0972

Sponsoring Witness
Dcscrlption
Purpose
C Respondents Nintendo Co., Ltd. and Nintendo of America Inc.'s First Supplemental Responses to INFRINGEMENT; SHUJCHI TSUGAWA
(VOL. 1)
VALlDlTY;
Complainant Technology Properties bl_mited LLCs Fourth Set oflnterrogatories (Nos. 77-82)
IMPORTATION;
(02/08/201 3); Nintendo Depo Exh. 02 [TPL853_03012615 • TPL853_03012632]
REMEDY & BOND
C ;Respondents Nintendo Co., Ltd. and Nintendo of America Jnc.'s First Supplemental Responses to INFRINGEMENT; S1-IUICHI TSUGAWA
(VOL. l)
VALIDITY;
Complainant Technology Properties Limited LLCs Fourth Set ofloterrogatocies (Nos. 59-76)
lMl'ORTATJON;
{02/08/2013); Nintendo Dcpo Exh. 03 LTPL853_030J2633 • TPL853_03012664J
REMEDY &BOND
C :pepositlon Transcript of Kevin Clancy (02/21/2013) [TPL853_03012694 • TPL853_03012941J
MANUFACTURJNG; KEVIN CLANCY
:,:
IMPORTATION;
INVENTORY;
:
SALES
C :Complainants' Designation for the DcposiUoo ofDavid Dohna ((n.122/2013) [CX-097 lC.0001 - MANUFACTURING; DAVIDDOHNA
'cx-0911 c.o1os1
IMPORTATION;
INVENTORY;
SALES
IMPORTATION;
ROBERT MICHAEL
C :Complainants' Designations for U1e DeP9sition of Robert Michael Hadley (02/22/2013) [CX·o972C.0001 - CX-0972C.0073]
MANUFACTURING; HADLEY
fNFRINGEMENT

CX-0973

Notice of Deposition to Novatel Wireless, Inc. (11/28/2012); Novatel Depo Exh. 01 ; Clancy Dcpo INFRINGEMENT
Exh. 01; Dohna Dcpo Exh. 0l; Hadley Depo Exh. 01 [TPL853_03013 I 18 - TPL853_0301313 l)

CX-0980

C Deposition Transcript of Jarrod Seymour (02/12/2013) [rPL853_03013520 • TPL853_03013844] INFRINGEMENT

CX-0981

C Third Supplemental Response of Respondents Garmin Ltd., Garmin International Inc., and Garmin VALJDITY;
JARROD SEYMOUR
USA lnc. To Complainant Technology Properties Limited LLCs First Set ofinterrogatoriesNos. 4 fNFRINGEMENT;
48 to Gannin (02/08/2013); Seymour Depo Exit 02 [J'.PL853_03013861 -TPL853_03013886]
MANUFACTURING;
IMPORTATION;
REMEDY & BOND
C Hand-drawn diagram by Jarrod Seymour, 2/12/13, diagmm of how the SDRAM connects to the
INFRINGEMENT
JARROD SEYMOUR
_circuit board or its relation to the circuit board (Undated); Seymour Depo Exh. JO
[TPl.853 03013888]
C Deposition Transcript of Hlromasa Yamashita (01/18/2013) [fPL853_03014647 HIROMASA
JNl'RlNOEMENT
TPL853_030l4759]
YAMASHITA
Notice of Deposition to Respo.ndent Amazon.com, Inc (I 1/28/2012); Yoshikawa Depo Exl1. 02
lNFRTNGEMcNT
Cl.AU YOSHIKAWA
[TPL853 00304957 - TPL853 00304969]
GLAU YOSHIKAWA
C Clnu Yoshikawa Depo Exh. 04; Amazon Accused Products U.S.I.T.C. lnv. 337-TA-853
INFRINGEMENT
rrPL853 00304972.]
Amazon.com Help: Transferring & Downloading Content to Your Kindle Fire HD 8.9" Web
INFRINGEMENT
CLAU YOSHIKAWA
printout from www.amazon.com (0~/l2/2013); Yoshi.lcawaDepo Exh. 14 [TPL853_00304994 ·TPL853 00304-997]

C:X-0983

CX-0998
CX-1002
CX-1004

CX-1006

!i\
I

. DAV1D DOHN A

JARROD SEYMOUR

DAte
Status
Admitted Pursuant 'lo 6/25/2013
OrderNo. 64

Admitted Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64

Admitted

~-,

6/Ji/2013

I

...

,.
Admitted

6/11/2013

\
6/11/2013

Admitted

t

t

Admitted Pur~uant to 6/25/2013
Order

No. 6-t

6/11/2013

Admitted

Admitted Pqrsuant to 6125/2013
Order No. 64
,,
:'f;
i

Admitte<) Pursuant to 6/25/2013
Oeder No. 6,4
Admitted

-'

.•

6/11/2013

Admitted P,irsuant to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted Pprsuanl to 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted PlJrsuant to 612S/2013
Order No. 64
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In the Maller of CERTAlN WlRELESS CONSUMER ELE(:;TRONJCS DEVICES AND COMPONBNfS T.HBREOP

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

· Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
Exhibit No.
CX-1007

Desrription
Purpose
t,mazon.com Help: Kindle Fire HD 8.9" Software Updates; Web Printout from www.ama.zon.com INI'RINGEMENT
{02/12/2013); Yoshikawa Dcpo Exh. 15 [Tl'L853_00304998 • TPL853_00305000}

Sponsoring Witness
DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Status

DAte

Admitted

6/10/2013

CX- 1042

Response o'fRespondentNovatel Wireless, Jnc. to Complainant Te~hnology Properties Limited
LLC's Third Set of Interrogatories (Nos. 59-76) (1/4/2013) [TPL853_03017197 •
'rPLR53_03017214]

KEVIN CLANCY

Admitted

6/11/2013

CX-1124

C Patent License Agreement between TPL, Charles H. Moore, and. Intel Corporation (06/28/2004)
[Daniel E. LeckroneDcpo Exh. 14; TPL0090401 -TPL00904l7]
C Letter from Mike Davis to Thomas A. Sexton re RIM • IPL: MMP Portfolio Licensing
Opport,mily with News Release Seiko i;:pson Agrees to Pttrchase Moore Microprocessor
Patent™Portfolio License (07/07/2006); Mac LeckroncDepo Exl1. 07 [IPL-NDH1007538 • TPLNDHl007543]
C Commerciallzation Agreement between Technology Properties Limited and Crui.rlcii H. Moore
IO0/21/2002); Daniel E Leckrone Dew Exh. 11 f'I'PL1144802 • TPLJ 1448281
C Complainants' Designation for the Deposition ofCfau Yoshikawa (02/19/2013) [CX•ll42C.000I
CX,1142C.0191]
C ZTE Corporation, Schematic ofWF720 RFMB (07fl9/201 I) [ZTE853TPL00244994, •
ZTE853TPL00245014]
C SchemaUc'forN860MB (MSM8655) [ZTE853TPL00756927 • ZTE8~3TPL00756956J
C Schematic for N86 IMB (MSM8655) [ZTE853TPL00757353 - ZTE853TPL00757386]
C ZTE Corporatio°' Scliemalic ofX500MB_Al, Version Al [ZTE853TPL007574H Z.TE.853TPL00757439]
' Appendi1< A io Dr. Oklobdzija's Opening Report; Curriculum Vitae ofVojin G. Dr. Oklobd:i:ija's,
Ph.D. (03/27/2013) [CX-1161.001- CX-1161.052]
C Tl - OMAP4470 Multimedia Device - Engineering Sample ESl.0 • Version 0 -Data Manual
, (12/2011- Revised 05/20l2)[AMZ TPL 00031892-AMZ TPL 00032345)
C Texas tnslruments· OMAl'.36xx Multimedia Device Silicon Revision I.I Texas lnstrnmcnts
i OMAP™ l'antlly of Products Version E. Technical Reference Manual. Literature Nulllbcr:
' SWPUJ76E (07/2009-Revlsed C2043/2010); Mulchandani Depo Exh. 07 [BN853-0l46433 •
, BN853-0l47118]
! cm.pll_hf: High Frequency PLL for 45l)m Mobile CPUs Data Sheet [QTPL-0013863 • QTPLC i 0013924)
' cmylt_bf: High l'requency PLL for 45nm Mobile CPUs: HLDR [QTPL-0014873. QTPL·
C • 0014906]
'. cmpll__gp21p: TSMCn65 General PurpQse PLL Coro-LJ.;DRParl 2 [QTPL-0022059 • QTPL·
C 1, 0022113}
Cf Ha.rrier (TSMCN65): NT]LJ.,-LLDR (QTPL-0001118. QTPL--0001370}
C · 45 nm NT PLL Analog Coro-Data Sheet [QTPL-0013823 - QTPL-0013862]
C • Halcyon PLL NTJ:,18 ScbcJi,atic.~ [QTPL-0001786 - QTPL-0001907)
Cf PLL HF for28 nm Wavcrider-LLDR (QTPL-0014375 -QTPL-0014499]

INFRINGEMENT;
VAUDITY;
REMEDY & BOND;
IMPORTATION
DI; VALIDITY; LG
DEFENSE
DI; VALIDITY

DANIELE.
L,ECKRONE
DANTEL.M.
LECKRONE

Admi11cd

6/4/2013

Admitted

6/ll/2013

D.l

DANIELE.
LECKRONE
CLAU YOSH!KAWA

Admitted

CX-l l26

CX-1131
CX•l 142
CX-1148
CX~ll53
CX- ll54

CX-1155
CX-1161
CX-1186 .
CX-1188

CX-1207
CX-1208
CX-1210
CX-1211
CX-1212
CX-1214
CX- 1216
CX-1217

C ! 28nm Ip HF_PLL for Waverider-Design Change Review [QTPL-0014513 - QTPL-0014532]

INFRINGEMENT

v~r

6/11/2013

Admitted

:
INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZTJA

Admitted

r

6/10/2013

•'.

6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013

,:J

DR. OKLOBDZIJA
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
DR.OKLOBDZJJA

Admitted
Admitted
Admllted

INFRlNGEMENT; DI. DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted

INFRINGEMENT
INFRtNGEMENT
INFRINGEMENT

-~

6/10/2013

'
INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLODDZIJA

Admitted

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted

6/10/2013

,.

6110/20[3

r,.
;·1

~:-

Admitted ,,
INFRINGEMENT

DR. SUBRAMANlAN

INFRlNGENlliNT

DR. SUBRAMANIAN

INfRJNGEMENT
INFRlNGEMENT
lNFRING!lMENT
INFRINGEMENT

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZTJA
DR. SUBRAMANIAN
DR. SUBRAMANIAN
DR. SUBRAMANJAN
DR. SUBRAMANtAN

INFRINGEMENT

DR. SUBRAMANIAN

6/10/2013

..
Admitted ,

6/10/2013

':
Admitted

6/10/2013
>·

Admitted
Admitted ;
Admitted ,
Admitted
Admitted

t,
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6/4/2013

6/10/2.013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
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Exhibit No.
CX-1219

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

Complainants' [Corrected] Final CX Exhibit List
Purpose

SpoMorlng Wlbtcss

Description
APQ8060 Qualcomm Application Processor- User Gulde [LGE800ITC0305378 •
C i..GE8001TC0305567]

JNFRJNOEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

C MSM7227 Mobile Station Modem- Um Guide [LGB800ITC0309486- LGB800ITC0309713]

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

C MSM7225 IMSM7225-l Mobile Station Modem· Um Guide (QTPL-0005638 • QTPL-0005919] INFRJNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT
INFRJNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA
DEEPAK
MULCHANDANJ
DEEPAK
MULCHANDANI
DEEPAK
MULCHANDANI

Admitted Puisuant to 6/2.5/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted Purlluant to 6/2.512013
Order No.
Admitted Pu~uant to 6/25!2013
Order No. 64

DR. OICLOBDZlJA
DEEPAK
MULCHANDANI
DR. OKLOBDZUA

Admitted
6/10/2013
Admitted Pursuant to 6/25!2013
OrderNo. G4
6/10/2013
Admilted

CX-1220
CX-1223
CX-1225
CX-1234
CX-1235
CX-1236

CX- 1256
CX-1259
CX-1264
CX-1265

CX-1268
C'X-1302
CX-1305

CX-1323
CX-lJ25
CX-1326
CX-1330
CX-1332
CX-1333
CX-1454
CX-1457

C APQ8064 14 x 14 PoP • Device Specification [HTCTPL 100530919-HTCJ'PL 100530919]
NOOK® HD User Guide (Undated); Mukhandani Depo EM. 14 [BN853-0000888 -13N8530000997]
NOOK® HD User Guide (Undated); Mulchandani Depo Exh. 15 [BN853-0000780 - BN8530000887]
Software Update for NOOK® HD+ - Version 2.0.6 Web Printout from www.bamesandnoble.com
(02/1212013); Mulchandani Dcpo Exh. 18 [TPL853_03012343 • TPL853_03012344]

INFRINGEMENT
INFRINGEMENT

C ~lacier Upper Board.Function Block AO! [CX-1256C.001 • CX-1256C.015]
INFRINGEMENT
Softwure Update for NOOK® I-ID . Version 2.0.6 Web Printout fromwww.bame.sandnoble.com INFR.INGEMENT
(02/1212013); Mulcbandanf Depo Exb. i7 rcX-1259.001 • CX-1259.0021
C bm-pll_gp3: General Purpose PLL for TSMCn45 Mobile Station Modems Analog Core Data Sheet INFRINGEMENT
• 0-VE U3-4 Rev. C February 17, 20 IO [QCHTCTPL0024009-QCHTCTPL00024057]

JONG KWON CHOI
C Notice of Deposition to respondents LG Electronics, Inc. and LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. re ITC lNFRJNGEMENT
i nvestigation No. 337-TA-853 (11128/2012); Choi Dcpo Exh. 01 [CX-1265C.001 -ex1265C.016]
C ,Chart Containi11g Internal Name, Project Code, Product Number, and Market Names; Yamashita INFRINGEMENT
HIROMASA
bepo Exh. 32 [CX-J268C.000l)
YAMASHITA
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
C flB Schematic- HCIM865M (MSM7627) [H853tU000225164 • H853ID000225 l 99]
INFRINGEMENT
C pua!comm CDMA Technologies, MSM7627/MSM7627-J/MSM7627-2 · ; Mobile Station Modc1t INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
.• Device Specification· 80-VM151-l Rev. K (03/03/2011) [KYOCERA_853_0022782KYOCERA 853_0022936]
j·1TC One S Overview from HTC webp~gc [CX-1323.001 -CX-1323 .003)
INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
C Schematic ofChaCba MB - Function_Block (05/09/2011) [HTCTPL_J00096189 INFRINGEMENT
DR. OK.LOBDZlJA
HTCTPL 100096229).
C '.\JSB 2.0 Specification [GARM1N089373 - GARMIN089725, Formerly Proposed JX-0004)
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
INFRINGEMENT
C MSM8260/MSM8660 Mobile Station t-1odcin Device Specification; Xu Depo Exl1. 18
INFRINGEMENT
D.R. OKLOBDZIJA
[H853(00002 J l 5 l 7-H853L000021 J652, Formerly Proposed JX-0068C]
C l'DS Profit and Loss Sheet [PAT853_00S43972-PAT853_00543991, Formerly Proposed JX·
GLORIA FELCYN
DI
0127C)
C f'iclllre of Computer Boards; Moore Dcpo Exh. 14 [TPL853_01326573•Tl'L853_0J326583,
INFRINGEMENT; D!DANIELE.
Formerly Proposed JX-0148C]
LECKRONE
C Compla.inants' Designation for the Deposition of Joseph Casasanta (02/20/2013) (CX-1454C.000l INFRINGEMENT
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
CX-1454C.0145, Formerly proposed JX-0352C]
CLARENCE
C Complainants ' Designations for the Deposition ofClearencc Worthington
JNFRlNGEMENT
WORTHINGTON
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SIAtuS

D•te

Admitted

6/10/2013

Admitted

6/10/2013

Admil1ed

6/10/2013

Admitted

6/10/2013

64

·•

Admitted P~i'suant to 6/25/2013
OrderNo. 64,·.
Admitted Pursuant lo 6/25/2013
Order No. 64
Admitted
6110no13
6/10/2013
Admitted .,

Admitted I
Admitted ,,,,

6/10/2013
6/10/2013

Admitted •i
Admitted ~:

6/10/2013
6/10!2013

Admitted {

6/11/2013

Admitted

614/2013

Admitted

6/10/2013

Admitted

6/11/2013

...

I
l
t
I

I
i

:
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In !ho Matter ofCERTAlN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF

.Investigation No. 337-TA-853

Complainants' (Corrected] Final CDX Exhibit List
j\

E~hlblt No.

Dc:icription

Purpose

Sponsoring Witness

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBOZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINOEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Status

Date

Reccivcda,s
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
dcmonstra~ivc
Received as
dcmonstraOve
Received#
dcmon.,trafjvc
Received ii's
dernonstrallve

6/10/2013

6/10/2013

I

Received
demons!Tatlvc
Received as
dcmonstr~µve
Received \IS
demonstrative
Received as
demonstr4µve
Rece.ived as
demonstr~iivc
Received as
demonstrt(tive
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Rcecivcdas
demonstrative
Received ·;is
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative

6/10/2013

f

•,

CDX-0002
CDX-0004
CDX-O00S

Complainants' Demonstrative Exl1ibil Pages 1·3
ComplainnnL,' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 1-3, 5-1, 9-11, 13-15, 17-19
C Complainnuts· Demonstrative Exhibit Pages l-6, 8, 13, 15-24, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36A, 37A, 38·51

CDX-0006

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 1-2, 10, 11, 12-14, 15, 18, 20-25, 28, 30, 32, 34-36,

CDX-0007

89-41
C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages l, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13

CDX-0008

C Complainants' Demonstrative 'B.~hibit Pages l-20
'•

CDX-0009

C Complninants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 1·6, 8-10

'

CDX-0012

C ,Complainants' Demonstrative Exh.ibil Page l
r

CDX-0014

C b<Jmplainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Page I

CDX-0015

C 'Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Page I

INFRINGEMENT

~
.
~

l

CDX-0016
CDX-0017

CDX-0019
CDX-0020
CDX-0021
CDX-0021
CDX-0023
CDX-0024
CDX-0025
CDX-0027

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZ!JA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBD2',IJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZJJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZJJA

INFRINGBl:vlENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INl'IUNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINOilMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INl'RINGEMENT

DR. OK.LOBDZUA

C ~omplainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages l-8A, 9, 11-22
~

C :complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Page I
):

CDX-0018

DR. OKLOBDZUA

"

C :Complainants' Demonstrative IW>ibitPage 1
C :r;::omplalnant:s' Demonstrative Exhibit Page I
C ,Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Page I
C ,Complolnnnts' Demonstrative Exhibit Page I
C Complainants' Demonstrative Ex.hi bit Pages 1, 9
C Complainants' Demonstrative ExJiibit Page 1
C Complainants' Dcmonstrntivc Exhibit Page I
C Complainanls' Demonstrative B.x.hibil Pages 1-2
C Complainants' Demoost.rnlive Exhibit Page 1

Page 1 of 4

Il
Il

as

6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6110/2013

6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013 ·
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013

I
l

iI
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Complainants' [Corrected] Final CDX Exhibit List
Exhibit No.

Dcm:iplion

Purpose

Sponsoring WitDCll5

Status

Date

ag

CDX·0028

C Complainants' Dcmonstrutive Exhibit Page l

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZ!JA

Received
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0029

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 2-4

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Ree<:ivcd
as
demonslrntlve

6/10/2013

CDX-0030

.
C Complainants' Demonstrative E,chibil Pages 2-7

·
INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Received .is
dempnstrat}Ye

Gil 012013

CDX-0034

C Complai.nants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pngcs 2-7

INF.RINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Received~
demonstrni(vc

6/10/2013

CDX-0035

C i;omplainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 2-6

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received~
demonstrn8ve

6/10/2013

CDX-0038

i,
C ,Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 1-3, 5-13

INFRlNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received a!
demonstraiJvc

6/1012013

CDX-0039

c 'complaina11ts' Demonstrative Exliibit Pages 1-9

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

Received
o'sve
clem,onstraO

6/10/2013

CDX·0041

C ['.Complainants' Demonstrative E,chlblt

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZJJA _

Received ¥
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0043

.
c Complainants'
Demonstrative Exhibit Pagc-s 2-5

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

Received 4
demonstrat}ve

6/1012013

C.DX-0044

C 'complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Page 3

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Received
as
demonstrnf\ve

6/J 0/2013

CDX-0045

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pnges 2-4

INFRJNGEMENT

DR. OKl,OBDZIJA

Received
demonstmfive

6/10/2013

CDX-0049

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit

INFRJNGEt-.IBNT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received iis
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0050

'
C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 2-5

INPRJNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Received f
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0051

c Complainant~• Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 1-5, 7

·
lNFRJNGBMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received
~
demonstro!ivc

6/10/2013

CDX-0055

C ,Complainants' Dcmomtralive "Exhibit Pages 2-3

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKl,OBDZIJA

Received
as
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0056

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 3-4

lNFRlNOEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received
as
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0059

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 1-3, 6·9, I 1

INPRINOEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received
as
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0062

C · Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit P11gc 2

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received as
demonstrative

6/I0/20l3

INPRINOEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZlJA

Received
as
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0063

i.

'

l,

J

~

Com.plainanls' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 2, 3, S, 6

us

CDX-0064

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit Pages 2-4

TNFRTNGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDl.JJA

Received as
demonstrative

6/10/2013

CDX-0079

C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit

INPRINOEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

Received
as
demonstrative

6/10/2013
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In the Matter of ,,CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND COMPONENTS TI-iEREOF

;,

Complainants' [Corrected] Final CDX Exhibit List

I
Exhibit No.

Invcstiga\ion No. 337-TA-8S3

Description

Purpose

¥;t
Spon~oring Wllnt!!I

f
CDX-0080
CDX-00R\

C t omplninunts' Dcmonstro.tivc Exhibit

INFRINGEMENT

'I
C Complainants' Demonstrative Exhibit

,

~mplaiuants' Dernonstrntive Exl1ibi1
INFRINGEMEN'I'

r;:omplahiants' Demonstrative Exl1lbit
INFRJNGEMENT

1"

CDX-0085

fomplainanls' Demonstrative Exhibit

CDX-0086

C fomplainant,' Demonstrative Exhibit

~-

INl'RJNGEMENT

,T

CDX-0087
CDX-0158
CDX-0420
CDX-0441
CDX-0443
CDX--0444
cDx-04,13
CDX-0449
CDX-0450
CDX-0451
CDX-0475

CDX-0482

CDX-0484

1f.

Date

°\\

INFRINGEMENT
CDX-0081Oklobdzija
CDX-0082

Status

INFRINGEMENT

C j::omplainants' Dcmonstra1ive Exhibit
INFRJNGEMENT
kYour HTC RczoundT"' with Beals Audio™ User Guide; (Linng Depo Exh. 18; TPL853_02938965 INFRINGEMENT
;, TPL853_02939179J (fonnerly CX.-0158)
C C5J20 BB Block Diagram (Undated); Kobayashi Depo Exl1. 16 [KYOCERA,_853_0000325)
INFRJNOEMENT
(fonnerly CX-0420C)
C '.64233 (P-58) BB Block Diagram (Undated); Kobayashi Dcpo Exh. 03
JNFRJNGEMENT
fKYOCERA 853 0010890) (formerly CX--04-41C)
C E4233 BB Block Part, Lisi (Undated); Kobayashi Depo Exh. 02 [KYOCERA_853_0012947 INFRINGEMENT
KYOCERA 853 0012948) (formerly CX-0443)
INFRJNOEMENT
C £4233 RF Block Parts List (Undated); Kobayashi Dcpo Exh. 0l [KYOCERA_853_0012949]
(formerly CX-0444C)
C C5155Al (0-01) - BB Block Diagram (Undated); Kobayashi Depo Tum. 07
INFRINGEMENT
(KYOGERA 853 0013143) (formerly CX-0448C)
C CS 155 BB Block Parts List (Undated); Kobayashi Depo Exh .•09 [KYOCERA_853_0013436 TNFRINGEMENT
KYOCERA_853_0013437] (fonnerly CX-0449C)
C C5155 RP .Block Parts List (Undated); Kobayashi Dcpo EKh. 10 (KYOCERA_853_0013438]
INFRINGEMENT
(fonncrly CX-0450C)
C C515541 BB Block Parts List (Undated); Kobayashi Depo Ex.h. 08 [KYOGERA_853_0013441 • INFRINGEMENT
KYOOERA 853_0013442] (formerly CX-0451C)
C Qualcomm CDMA Technologies, MSM8x55 Mobllc Statlo11 Modem• User Guide-; 80-N0.370•3 lNFIUNGEMENT
Rev. C (04/05/2011) (DenaDepo Ex.h. 14; KYOCERA_853_0028005KYOCERA_853_0028223] (same document as the previously-admitted RX-0624C; formerly CX·
0475C)
C lnventcc Appliances (Jiangning) Corportation, 1'15 MainDonrd Schematic (06/l6/2011);
INPRJNGEMENT;
Kobayashi Depo E,-h.19 [KYOCERA_853_0040751 • KYOCERA_853_0040771] (fonnerly CX • DI
0482C)
C Invenlcc Applicnnces (Jiangning) Corportation, F04 MB Change List. Schematic (08/05/2010);
INFRINGEMENT;
Katayama Dcpo Exit 23 [KYOCERA_853_0047475 - KYOCERA_853-0047488) (formerly CX· Dl

Received ~
demonstrat~ve
Received
NITESH KEKRE
demonstrative
Received 11$
DR. OKJ, OBDZIJA
demonstradvc
Received
DR. OKLOBDZIJA
demonstrattve
Received~
DR. SUBRAMANIAN demonstrattve
Received
DR. SUBRAMANIAN demonstrn~;ve
Received~
DR. SUBRAMANIAN demonslrat.'Ve
Received
EDWARD LIANG
demonstrative
NOBUAKI
Received
KOBAYASHI
dcmon~tra~•.vc
NOBUAKI
Received
demonstrat)vc
KOBAYASHI
Received as
NQBUAKl
demonstrative
KOBAYASHI
Received as
NOBUAKI
demonstrative
KOBAYASHI
Received
NOBUAKJ
demonstrative
KOBAYASHI
NOBUAKl
Received aii
demonstrative
KOBAYASHI
Received as
NOBUAKl
demonstrative
KOBAYASHI
Received as
NOBUAKI
demonstrative
KOBAYASF!l
DR. SUBRAMANIAN Received as
demonstra~ve
DR. O1<.LOBDZIJA

as
as

as

as
1
at

as
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6/10/2013

l

6/10/2013

I

6/10/2.013
6/10/20[3
6/10/2013
G/10/2013
6/11/2013
6/11/2013
6/11/2013
G/11/2013
6/IJ/2013
G/11/2013
6/11/2013
6/11/2013
6/11/2013
6/11/2013

NOBUAKI
KOBAYASHI

Received as
demonstrative

6/11/2013

YASUHIRO
KATAYAMA

Received a.s
demonstrative

6/JJ/2.013

\

)l484C)

6/10/2013

l
lI

i

i·
':1.

~.

it
}
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In the Matter of CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF

,.
E.llhlbltNo.

Investigation No. 337-TA-853
~-

~t

Complainants' [Corrected] Final CDX Exhibit List

pescrlptlon

Purpose

CDX-0704
CDX-0935

C !yoccra Product List Sprc~dsheet; Katayama Depo Exh. 21 [TPL853_0300978SJ (formerly CX- INFRINGEMENT
. 704C)
C 1/0 lnte.rfaces (Undated); Liang Depo Exh. 08 fl'PL853_03010982]
INFRINGEMENT

'

CDX-0936
CDX-1161
CDX-JIG2
CDX-1163

C

CDX-1166

C

CDX-1167

C

CDX-1171

C

CDX-1175

C

CDX-1269

C

tITC f3V()'TM 40 LTE User Guide Sprint (2012); Liang Depo Exit 11 [TPL853_03_010983 TPL853_03011228J
Appendix A to Dr. Oklobdzija's Opening Report ; Curriculum Vita.c ofVojin G. Dr. Oklobdzija's,
Ph.D. (03fl7120l3) (CX-J 161.001- CX-1161.052] (fomtcrly CX-115.l)
J\ppendix B to Dr. Oklobdzija's Opening Report; List of Materials Considered (03/27/2013) [CX•
1162.001-CX-1162.006] (formerly CX-J 162)
~ppcndix C to Dr. Oklobdzija's Opening Report; Licensed Products Chnrts (03127/2013)
[rPL853 0000182.l -TPL853 00002257] (fom1erly CX-l 163C)
(t.ppcndix F to Dr. Oklobdzija's Opening Report; Claim Chari for Infringement by Acer Accused
Produot (03127/2013) [CX-l 166C.001 - CX-1166C.038] (formerly CX-1166C)
Appendix Oto Dr. Oklobd:iija's Opening Report; Claim Chart for Infringement by Amazon
Accused Product(03127/2013) [CX-1167C.00I -CX-l 167C.l96) (formerly CX-1167C
Appendix K to Dr. Olclobdzlja's Opening Report; Claim Chart for Infringement by HTC Accused
Product (03/27/2013) [CX-J l7lC.O0 l - CX-117lC.598] (fom1crly CX-117 IC)
(',.ppcndix Oto Dr. Oklobdzija's Opening Report ; Claim Chart for Infringement by Novatel
Accused Product (03/27/2013) [CX-117SC.00I - CX-l 175C.275) (formerly CX-ll75C)
Japane5c Version ofTable; Katayan1a Dcpo Exh. 21 [CX-1268C.000l) (fom1e.rly CX-l269C)

-

Sponsoring Witness

Status

YASUHIRO
KATAYAMA
EDWARD LIANO

Received
demonstrative
Received
demonstrative
Received all
demonslra\Jve
Received as
dcmonslra(ive
Received ~
dcmonstm~ve
Received as
demonstrative
Received
demonstracive
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstrative
Received as
demonstra(ive

~'[

[NFRJNOEMENT

EDWARD LIANG

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZUA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKL0BDZIJA

fNFRINOEtvrENT

DR. 0KLOBDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT

DR. OKL0BDZIJA

INFRINGEMENT;
DI

YASUHIRO
KATAYAMA

£j

1
i

as

Date

6(1112013
6/11/2013
6/11/2013
6/ L0/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/10/20 [3

!

6/10/2013

I

6/10/2013
6/10/2013
6/l !/20 13

i

i

1

l
l

l
I

I

I
I!

~

l
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U1\'ITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COM1\1ISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Before the Honorable E. James Gildea·

··.Administrative Law Judg~ · -, ·

In the !\fatter of
CERTA.INlVIRELESS CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND

Investigntion No. 337-TA-853

C0~1PONENTSTHEREOF
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Sherri Mills, hereby certify that on June 28, 20 l 3, a copy of the foregoing document
was served upon the following parties or their connsel in the manner indicated:
CO.lvIPLAINANTS' [CORRECTED] FINAL E.:XHIBIT LIST

Via EDIS
Via Overnight Courier
Two Copies

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Two Copies

Ken Schopfer
Sarah Zimmerman
Attorney Advisorn
500 E Street, S.W., Room 317
Washington, DC 20436
kem1eth.schopfer@usitc.gov

sarah.zimm.ennan@usitc. !lOV

Via Email (PDF copy)

.

--------

____

., , . ,. . ,. , _,. _..,.,..,--..,.._ ----"'1'

·- _., __ _,.,

CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSD1'.1ER ELECTRONICS

Inv. No. 337-TA-853

DEVICES Al'\1D COMP01'i'E.t"'\'TS THEREOF

Via Overnight Co1u1er
Via Email (PDF copy)

·, ·. "'.:<fi;t~~"'--· . .

. _/,/_~-.;•_~~"::.'. · ·

D
0

D
181

fgj

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delive1y
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

D
D
D

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight CoUiier

~

Via Email (PDF copy)

D
D
D

Via First -Class Mail
Via Hand Deliveiy
Via Overnight Comier
Via Email (PDF copy)

D

D

1601 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1600
Telephone: (2.02) 778-9000
Facs-iruile: (202) 778-9100

, tel
C853@
ondi
Paul F. Brinkman
QUINN EMANUEL UR.QUI-LA.RT & SULLIVAN, LLP
1299 Pennsylvania A venue NW, Suite 825
'Washington, DC 20004
Tel.: (202) 538-8000
Fax.: (202) 538-8100
BN-853@ niunemannel.com

(81

Page2

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight CoU1ier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via First Class Mail

·----•=---------·~--=-~- . --- ·-· '" --------- ----

CERTAIN ,'\IJRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
DEVICES AND COMPONENTS TEEREOF

Inv. No. 337-TA-853

•. :,<t.. ,

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Stephen R. Smith
COOLEYLLP
11951 Freedom Drive

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Res ton, VA 20190
Telephone: (703) 456-8000
Facsimile: (703) 456-8100
HTC-T
m,coole 1.com

Timothy C. Bickham
STEPTOE & JOHNSON LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D .C . 20036
Telepho'ue: (202) 429-3000
Facsimile: (202) 429-3902
Huawei853 ste toe.com

Via Hand Delive1y

Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

:tvf.. Andrew Woodmansee
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP
1253 I High BlnffDrive
San Diego, CA 92130

Via Hand Deliveiy
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Telephone: (858) 720-5100
Facsimile: (858) 720-5125

Kvocera-TPL-ITC@mofo .com
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CERTAIN 'WIRELESS CONSD~IER ELECTRONICS
DEVICES AND CUMPOKENTS THEREOF

Inv. No. 337-TA-853

Scott A: Elengold ...
FISH & RICHARDSON P.C.
1.11? K Street, N.W. 11 th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: (202) 783-5070
Facsi.nule: (202) 783-2331
LG-TPLITCService{lv.fr.com

Via Hand Deli very
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Stephen R. Smith
COOLEYLLP
11951 Freedom Drive
Reston. VA 20190
Telephone: (703) 456-8000
F acsi.nule: (703) 456-8100
oolev.com

renn:

Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

·,7t,1{7te,;,}Ntn1lflti(tf!if1tlLUit'Efif t!itltl!~ ;:-.:, ~~!~l!~~ ·.. -~-·.!lti:?¾c~t~~i

· Eric C. Rusnak
K&L GATES LLP
1601 K Sb:eet, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1600
Telephone: (202) 778-9000
ceLA..

O
O

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Couri.er

~

Via Email (PDF copy)

□

Via Hand Delivery
Via Ovemight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

'.~,,,.;: ... : ;,i,,. •._.

Isl Sherri Mills

Sherri .Mills
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James C. Otteson
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Bus: 650-227-4800
Fax: 650-318-3483

March 26, 2013

Lisa R. Barton
Acting Secretary
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20436

Re:

Certain W'freless Co11su111er Electronics Devices and Components Thereof,
Inv. No. 337-TA-853

Dear Secretary Barton:
Enclosed for filing please find Final Joint Markman Exhibit List in the abovereferenced investigation.
Respectfull' submitted,

.~IP

Enclosure

-x· ....... •- .

149 Commonwealth Drive, ♦ Menlo Park, CA 94025 ♦ 650-227-4800 ♦ www.AgilityIPLa"'-com

Final Joint Ma.r kman Exhibit List
Sponsorin~ Witness
Parties' Presentations

Received
Admitted

};i:xhibitNo.
JXM-0001

Title/ Description of Exhibit
U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336 Patent

Puroose
Claim Construction

JXM-0002

Excerpts from the File History of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336
*2/10/98 amendment- Renumbered as JXM-0016
*4/11/96 amendment- Renumbered as JXM-0017
*7 /07 /97 amendment - Renumbered as JXM-0018
*4/03/97 office action - Renumbered as JXM-0019
*1/13/97 amendment - Renumbered as JXM-0021
Withdrawn (Re-Exam File History of U .S. Patent No. 5,809,336
- 90/008,306)

Claim Construction

Claim Construction

Withdraw11

Withdrawn (Re-Exam File Histoty of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336
;:- 90/008,237)

Claim Construction

lVithdrawn

JXM-0003

JXM-0004

~enumbexed as
JXM-0016 to JXM0019, andJXM-0021

~;.

JXM-0005

JXM-0006

Excerpts from the Re-Exam File History of U.S. Patent No.
.
,5,809,336 - 90/008,474
·; *2/12/08 Intetview Summary - Renumbered as JXM-0014
'. *5/12/09 Amendment - Renumbered as JXM-0022.
f *9 /02/08 Amendi.nent - Renumbered as JXM-0023
*3/17 /09 Office Action - Renumbe.red as JXM-0024
· *9 /2/09 Remarks - Renumbered as JXM-0025
Withdrawn (Re-Exam File Histot-y of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336
- 90/009,457)

l,lenumbered as
JXM-0014, and
JXM-0022 to JXM·
0025

Claim Constniction

!i

r:.,
-i
)

;withdrawn

Claim Construction

;

I

l
l

.~

JXM-0007

June 15, 2007 Markman Order: TPL v: Matsushita, 54 F. Supp.
2d 916, 926 (KD. Tex.) (formerly CXM-0001, RXM-0002 and
SXM-0001)

-

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations

/Admitted

r

J;
i

I
i

I

iJ
Final Joint Markman Exhibit List

,.
\

Exhibit No.
JXM-0008

Title / Description of Exhibit
June 12, 2012 lY:(arkman Order: Acer, Inc. v. Technology
Properties Ltd., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 81322 (N.D. Cal.)
(formerly CXM-0002, RXM-0005 and SXM-0002)

Puroose
Claim Constructio11

Sponsoring Witness
Parties' Presentations

,,.

Received
Admitted
,!
I

JXM-0009

December 4, 2012 Mru:kman Order: Acer v . Technology
Properties Ltd., Case No. 5:08-cv-877-PSG (N.D. Cal.) (formerly
CXl\.:1-0003 and SXM-0003)

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations

Admitted

JXM-0010

Febmary 26, 2008 Amendrne11t/Respo11se from the File History
pf U.S. Patent No. 6,598,148 (formerly CXM-0008 and SXM0007)

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations

ti\.dmitted
'

October 29, 2010 Joint Claim Construction Statement: Acer v .
,ifechnology Properties Ltd., Case No . 5:08-cv-877-PSG (N.D.
Cal.) (formerly RXM-0003 and SXM-0004)

Clrum Construction

JXM-0011

Parties' Presentations

'Admitted
,:

~-,.'
~

~

Parties' Presentations

'.)Withdrawn

September 14, 2012 Supplemental Declaration ofr;>t. Vojin
Oklobdzija, and Exhibit A thereto: HTC Corp. v. Technology
Properties Ltd., Case No. 5:08-cv-882-JF (N.D . Cal.) (formerly
CXM-0004 and RXM-0018)
U.S. Patent No. 4,689,581 ("Talbot") (fotmedy CXM-0005 and
.,RXM-0016)

Claim Construction

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations

JXM-0014

Febtua1y 12, 2008 Interview Summary from the File History of
U.S. Patent No . 6,598,148 (formerly CXM-0007 andJX}vi-0005)

Claim Constniction

Parties' Presentations

Admitted

JXM-0015

US. Patent No. 4,503,500 ("Magar") (formerly CXM-0010 and
RXM-0008)

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations

Admitted

JXM-0013

i

Il
I

··'·

\·~

JXM-0012

!

,,.~:

·{i
Admitted

'

I

I

I

Final Joint Markman Exhibit List

Exhibit No . .
Title/ Description of Exhibit
2/10/98Amendment from the File History of U.S. Patent No.
JXM-0016
5,809,336 (formerly CMX-0011 and JXM-0002 excerpt)

Purpose
Claim Construction

Sponsoring Witness
Parties' Presentations

Received

Admitted

,.
f
;

JXM-0017

4/15/96 Amendment from the File Histoi:y of U.S. Patent No.
5,809,336 (formerly CXM-0012 and JXM-0002 excerpt)

Claim Construction

Patties' Presentations

Admitted
·."

f

;

'·
JXM-0018

7/07 /97 Amendment from the File Hi~tory of U.S. Patent No.

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations , '.f.,.dmitted

?,809,336 (formerly CXM-0013 andJXM-0002 excerpt)

;~
:~

JXM-0019

4/03/97 Amendment from the File History of U.S. Patent No.
5,809,336 (fottnJ!rly CXM-0015 andJXM-0002 excerpt)

Claim Construction

JXM-0020

Withd.ta'\vn (2/08/98 Amendment from the File History of U .S.
Patent No. 5,809,336 (formerly CXlvf-0016 and JXM-0002
excerpt))

Claim Construction

1/13/97 Amendment from the File History of U.S. Patent No.
5,809,336 (formerly CXM-0017 and JXM-0002 excerpt)

Claim Construction

JXM-0021

Parties' Ptcse11utions

Admitted
..

,

Withdrawn

j

I

I
I
I
lI
i

Parties' Presentations

Admitted

l

JXM-0022

5/12/09 Ame1_1dment from the File History of U.S. Patent No.
5,809,336 (formerly CXM-0018 andJXM-0002 excerpt)

Claim Construction

Parties' Presentations

Admitted

JXM-0023

9/02/08 Amendment from the File History of U.S. Patent No.
5,809,336 (formerly CXM-0019 andJXlvf-0002 excerpt)

Claim Construction

Patties' Presentations

Admitted

Ii
i
j

i
'

l
I

!

l

,
,,

'i

Final Joint Ma.ckman Exhibit List
Exhibit No.
JXM-0024

,.

Title / Description of Exhibit
~/17 /09 Office Action from tl1e Re-Exam File History of U.S.
'.fatent No. 5,809,336 - 90/008,474 (formerly JXM-0005 excerpt)

Purpose
Oaim Constniction

I
!
!

Sponsorin~ Witness
Parties' Presentations

Received
'
Admitted

~
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMlY.IISSION
WASIIlNGTON, D.C.
Before the Honorable E. James Gildea
Administrative
Judge

Law

In the Matter of
CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

CO1\1PONENTSTHEREOF

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Sherri Mills, hereby certify that on March 8, 20 l3, copies of the foregoing documents
were served upon the following parties or their counsel in the manner indicated:

1. FINAL JOINT MARKMANEXffiBIT LIST
2. FINAL CO1\1PLAINANTS' .MA.RKMANEXffiBIT LIST

The Honorable E. fames Gildea
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W., Room 317
Washington, D.C. 20436

D
C8J

Ken Schopfer
Sarah Zimmerman
Attorney Advisors
500 E Street, S.W ., Room 317.
Washington, DC 20436
kenneth.schopfer@usitc.gov
sarah.zimmerman<@usitc.gov

,.,...,,,.,.,.~.,

Whitney Winston
Investigative A.ttomey
Office of Unfair Import Investigation
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W., Suite 401
Washington, D.C. 20436
Telephone: (202) 205-2221
Whitne .Winston

Via Overnight Courier
Via Hand Delivery on
March 7, 2013

Via Email (PDF copy)

D
D
D
C8J

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)
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Inv. No. 337-TA-853

DEVICES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF
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.Charles T. Hoge
.
KIRBY NOONAN LANCE & HOGE, LLP
350 Tenth Avenue, Suite 1300
San Diego, California 92101
Telephone: (619) 231 -8666

Eric C. Rusnak
K&L GATES LLP
1601 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1600
Telephone: (202) 778-9000
Facsimile: (202) 778-9100
eric.rusnak@klgates.com
AcerAmazo

D
D
D

Via Fir$t_Cl13ss Ma~!,, ,,,

l8l

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

D
D
D
181

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via. Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

PaulF. Brinkman
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART & SULLIVAN, LLP
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 825
Washington, DC 20004
Tel.: (202) 538-8000
Fax: (202) 538-8100

paulbrinkman@quinnemanueLcom
BN-853@, uinnemanueLcom

Pagei

Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)
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CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
DEVICES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF

Louis S. Mastriani
ADDUCI, MASTRIANI & SCHAUMBERG, L.L.P.
1133 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone: (202) 467-6300
Facsimile: (202) 466-4006
mastriani@adduci.com
Garmin-853@adduci .com
Garmin 85

Stephen R. Smith
COOLEYLLP
11951 Freedom Drive
Reston, VA 20190
Telephone: (703) 456-8000
Facsimile: (703) 456-8100
stephen.smith@cooley.com

Inv. No. 337-TA-853

D
D
D
['gl

D
~

D
D
D

Timothy C. Bickham

STEPTOE & JOHNSON LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 429-3000
Facsimile: (202) 429-3902
tbickham@steptoe.com

~

M. Andrew Woodmansee ..
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP

D
D
D

12531 High Bluff Drive

San Diego, CA 92130

~

Telephone: (858) 720-5100
Facsimile: (858) 720-5125
mawoodmansee@mofo.com
Kyocera-TPL-ITC@mofo.com
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Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECfRONICS
DEVICES AND CO:MPOl'fENTS THEREOF

Inv. No. 337-TA-8S3
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Scott A. Elengold
FISH & RICHARDSON P.C.

D
D
D

th

1425 K Street, N .W. 11 Floor
W asbington, DC 20005
Telephone: (202) 783-5070
Facsimile: (202) 783-2331
eiengold@fr.com
LG-TPLITCServic

l8l

Stephen R. Smith
COOLEYLLP

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

11951 Freedom Drive
Reston, VA 20190
Telephone: (703) 456-8000
Facsimile: (703) 456-8100
stephen.smith@cooley.com
Nintendo-TI

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)

Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)
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CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

Inv. No. 337-TA-853

DEVICES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF

.__ ..,_,,,_,.,,,_. Jay H. Reiz.iss .

0
0

BRINKS HOFER GILSON & LIONE
1850 K Street, NW, Suite 675
Washington, D.C. 20006-2219
Telephone: (202) 296-6940
Facsimile: (202) 296-8701

D
181

jreiziss@brinkshofer.com
Brinks-853-ZT
brinkshofer.com

Isl She1Ti Mills
Sherri Mills
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Via Frrst Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
Via Overnight Courier
Via Email (PDF copy)
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C .
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d"wBefote'!fbe Horror~e>EnJattre&,Oildea--·..-'·•--- ··---,,. '
Administrative Law Judge

In the Matter of
CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND
COMPONENTS THEREOF

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

RESPONDENTS' FINAL EXHIBIT LIST
Pursuant to Ground Rule 10.l and Order Nos. 7 and 15 (setting procedural schedule),
Respondents Acer Inc. and Acer America Corporation (collectively, "Acer"); Amazon.com, Inc.
("Amazon"); Barnes & Noble, Inc. ("Barnes & Noble"); Garmin Ltd., Garmin International, Inc.
and Garmin USA, Inc. (collectively, "Garmin"); !:ITC Corporation & HTC America, Inc.
(collectively, "HTC"); Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Huawei Device Co., Ltd.. , Huawei Device
USA Inc., and Futurewei Technologies, Inc. (collectively, ''Huawei"); Kyocera Corporation &
Kyocera Communications, Inc. (collectively, "Kyocera"); LG Electronics, Inc. and LG
Electronics U.S.A., Inc. (collectively, "LG"); Nintendo Co., Ltd., and Nintendo of America Inc.
(collectively, "Nintendo"); Novatel Wireless, Inc. ("Nova.tel Wireless"); Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd. and Samsung Electronics .America, Inc. (collectively, "Samsung") and ZTE
Corporation & ZTE (USA) Inc. (collectively, "ZTE"), (collectively, "Respondents") hereby
hereby submit their final trial exhibit list.
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Respondents' Final Exhfblt Ust

RXM-007 -Defendants' Brief Regarding Construction of Disputed
Claim Teems (E.D . Tex.)
Tcardown Report, Ford Motor Co., Ford - 500 {2006), November
2006

t
ij

t

l

I
l
j

RX•0098

C

RX-0167

C

January 28, 2013 Deposition Transcript of Russell H. l'ish

RX-0176

C

Le11er Fish to Higgins, dated September I J, I 99 l

Non-infringement ISubramaniaiJ'

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

United States Patent No. 4,931,986

!Non-infringement !Subramani.aij

Admitted 06/10/2013 \

l'ntenl Defense: Fish to Higgins, dated May I 2, l992

Non-infringement 1subram1111:ie

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

United Stal03 Patent No, 4,037,090

~
Non-infringement ISubramania

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

TPL853_01703860

TPL853_01703865

NIA

IN/A

Domestic Tnduslry ID•n Leckrone, Mac
Leckrone, Hannah,
VanderVee1r
Non-infringement ISutmmanlai
j:;_

RX-0177
RX-0179

C

RX-0180

''

,!

Admitted 06/11/20131

Admitted 06/11/2013 I

l

j

!l

li
I

I

RX-0181

C

Docun1ent entitled 'The PSC I000 Microprocessor'

!Non-infringement !Subrnmanialj

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

RX-0184

C

February 20, 2013 Deposition Transcript of Joseph A. Casasanta
(duplicate to CX-1454C)

Non-in(rin&emont ISubramanl·ci

Admitted 06/10/20131
also referenced as ex
1454C

\'

~

RX-0192

C

Seagate Vendor RoquircmonL< Spcci.fications (dup.licate to CX-530C)

Non-infringement !Subrarnan.i~

Admitted 06/l 0/2013 I

·1

RX-0310

R.Xa0422

Excerpt from Moslek 3870 Single Chip Micro Family
C

Tale Schematic (Kindle Fire HD 7')

Friedman ,/

Admitted06/10/20!3 I

Non-Infringement Subramania~

Admitted 06/10/20131

337_853_RESPONDENTS_OO 337_853_JIBSPONDEN'JS_0006 Invalidity
06489

519

AMZ_TPL_00084799

AMZ_TPL_00084815

J
j_

RX-0472

C

Z22 l/M.ichaol (P67 ID40) Schematics

ZTE853TPL007S7230

IZTE853TPL007S7253

!Non-infringement !Subramanian

Adinitted 06/ I0/2013

RX-0483

C

Spider (P67lA90/Z43 l) ScbcmatiC3

ZTE853'fPLOOffl070

ZTE853TPL00757096

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admitted. 06/10/2013

RX-0525

C

AMZ_TPL_OQ'()jJ892

AMZ_TPL_OOOJ2345

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0526

C

TI OMAP 4470 Confidenllnl Dato.Mnnual, Eng'g Sall\ple ESI .0,
Version D
OMAP 4470 Technical Reference Manual, Version F

AMZ_TPL_00039646

IAMZ_TPL_0004C'i783

Non•infrl.ngemenl Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0527

C

OMAl' 4460 Technical Reference Manual, Version T

AMZ_1'1'L_00024152

AMZ_Tl'L_0003l.270

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0528

C

OMAP 4430 Technical Reference Manual, Version J

LGB8001TC008S148

LGE8001TC009 l 885

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0529

C

OMAP 4430 Data Manual, Version C

TPL853_02987820

TPL853_02988262

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0532

C

JEM Schematli, (Kindle Fire HD 8.9")

AMZ_TPL_00000033

AMZ_TPL_00000046

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

1 or 10
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In the Matter ol CERTAIN WIRELESS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND COMPONENETS THEREOF

lnvullgatlon No. 337-TA-353

Respondents•

Flnal Exhibit List

RX-0543

le

lBames & Noble.NOOK HD4 User Guide

IBN853-0000672

lBN85J-0000779

RX-0544

IC

IVSB 2.0 Specification

GARMIN089373

GARMJN090022

RX-0545

IC

HD853F00000p2987

RX-0558

IC

JMSM7627A-0/MSM7627A-l/MSM7627A•2 end MSM7227Alo/MSM7227A-1 Mobile Station Modem Device Specification
!Unite/ myTouch • U8680 • Schematic

RX-0560

IC

RX-0566

- -~ lN011~infrl11ieme11t jSubrnrnania~ .

,.,.

- -lAd111it:tcd 06/10/2013

Non-infringement Subramanla[

!Admitted 06/10/2013

HD853F0000003121

»
Non-infringement Suhramnniaii,-

!Admitted 06/1012013

H853ffi000226171

H853fU000226209

Non-infringement Subramania~

!Admitted 06/10/2013

!Unite QI myTouch Q • U8730. Schematic

jH853!0000226243

IHB53f0000226282

!Non-infringement !Subrnmaniai

Admitted 06/10/201.3

IC

!Sprint Exprt!s • M650 • Schematic

]8853ffi000225000

IH853(0000225036

lNon-infringement Subramania1_

Admilled 06/10/2013

RX-0568

IC

!Ascend II · M865/M865C/M865-USCC • Schematic

IH853f0000225 I64

I1-1as3roooo22..5199

Admitted 06/l0/20l3

RX-oss2

- Jc

!Pinnacle 2 • M636 • Schematic

H853!0000224935

H8531U000224956

INon-ln(ringemcnt Subramaniati
\r
Non~infdngemcnt Subrnmania~

RX..0584

IC

!Blue• M735 • Schematic

IH853!00002251 I7

IR853fU000225 143

rNon-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

~

i

M

Admitted 06/10/2013

_!.

RX-0591

IC

ILG-LSG96 Service Manual

ILOES00U'C0I000I0

ILGE8001TC0I00280

INon-inftlngement Subramanlaii

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0598

le

IL0730 Service Manual

LGE800ITC0372691

L068001TC037297 I

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX·OG()I

IC

jAPQ8060 Qualcomm Appl !cation Proccs.sor • User Guide

LG800lTC0305378

LG800ITC0305567

Non-infringement Subramanian'

Admitted 0G/10/2013

RX-0602

IC

LO800ITC000 17283

LG800!TC0002032

Non-lnfrl.ngcment Subramanian

Admitted 06/1012013

R:X:-0604

C

IQSC6055, QSC6065, QSCG075, and QSC6085 Qualcomm Smgie
Chip (QSC) - User Guide
Pictures ofVS840

LGE800ITC03930l 8

LO88001TC0393027

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0605

C

User Manual VS840

LGB8001TC0429625

LOBll00ITC0429643

Non-infringement SubnunnniM

Admitted 06110/2013

RX-0606

C

Harrier HLO Review

QTPL-0002572

QTPL-0002824

Non-infringemenl Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0601

C

QTPL-0000749

QTPl.,--0000923

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0609

C

cm_pll_sr: Low Power !'LL for 28nm Mobile Stotlon Modems .
LLDR for MSM8960 (Waverider)
Harrier (TSMCN65): NT_PLL - LLDR

QTPL-000 l 118

QTPL-0001370

No.n-infrlngomcnt Subr11manian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0611

C

MSM8660 Device Debugging for Titird•party Vendors - User Guide

QTPL-0003434

QTPL-0003~

Non•infringcmenl !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-061 2

C

MSM7225/MSM722S-1 Mobile Sllllion Modem - User Guide

QTPL-0005638

QTPL-0005919

.,Non-infringement !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0613

IC

IMSM7627 Mobile Station Modem• User Guide

QTPL-0009262

QTPL-00094.95

jNon-infringement !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/2.013
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Respondents' Final Exhibit List

11t

l

l

RX-0614

le

MSM8i60/MSM8660 Mobile St.ation Modem• User Guide

IQTPL-0010346

IQTPL-0010547

Non•infringemenl ISubrnmaniag

RX--0615

IC

IQTPL-0012466

Non-infringement !Subrnmanln~

Admittcd 06/10/2013 I

tl

IRX-0616

C

Cpndllional Document for MDM8220, MDM9200, MDM9600 - UserlQTPL-00123 \ 0
Guide
c1n__pllJ1f: High-frequency PLL for 28 nm mobile Cl'Us • Data Sheet QTPL-0013597

QTPL-0013645

Non-infringement ISubramani~

Admitted 06110/20 L3 I

!
l

llX-0617

C

CO\.Pll_sr: Low Power PU, for 28nm•hpm Mobile SUltion Modems - QTPL-0013707

Qrl'L-0013740

Non-infringement ISubramanla~

Admitted 06/l 0/2013 I

C

Data Sheet
cm__plI_hf: High frequency PLL for 45nm Mobile CPUs - Data Sheet QTPL-0013863

QTPL-0013924

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admitted 06110/2013 I

RX-0618

l

~t

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

\

i
I

I

;

RX~06l9

C

PLL_HP for 28 nm Waverider • LLDR

QTPL-0014375

QTPL--0014499

Non-infringement ISubramania~

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

RX-0620

C

28 nm Ip HP_PLL for Wavcrider V3 • De.,ign Chango Review

QTPL-0014513

QTPL-00 l 4532

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admlllcd 06/10/2013 I

RX-0621

C

cin_pll_hf: High Frequency I'LL for 45nm Mobile CPU's- HLDR

QTPL-0014873

QTP.L-OOJ 4906

Non-infringement ISubrnmanimi

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

RX-0622

C

Karura (MSM7627™) - HDD

QTPL-0019212

QTPL--0021673

Non-infringement ISubramaniap

Admillcd 06/10/2013 I

IRX-0624

C

MSM8"55 Mobile Sta.lion Modem - User Guide

QTPL-0022809

IQTPL-0023027

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

Il

.

l
I

d
!

l
I

;

IRX-0625

C

l'LL C5 (TSMCN45): NT_PLL - Low Level Design Report

QTPlr0023316

1Qwlroo23453

Non-infringomcnl !Sub.ramanial)

Admitted 06/10/20 13 I

IRX-0626

C

QTPl.,-0023678

IOTPlr0023727

Non-Infringement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

RX-0627

le

crn_pll_gp2/cm_pll_gp2lp: TSMCn65 General Purpose ·PLL Core Anolog Core Dnlo. Sheet/ LLDR Part 1
lsROC (MSM7625'"') • Sonware Interface

QTl'L•002669 l

IQTPL-00277 I 7

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Ad.milled 06/10/2013 I

RX-0628

IC

IChctak {MDM8200A"'') - HDD

QTPL--0036668

IQTPL-0037728

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013 I

iRX-064-0

C

CTR (3DS) CPU Schematic

NINTPL00000210

1NINTPL00000214

Non-infringement ISubrnmanlan

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0647

C

AIC3010 Datashcct dated Dec. 14, 2010

NINTPL00000305

IN1NTPLOOOOOS49

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0648

C

AlC3005 Datasheetdatcd Sept. 17, 2010

1NINTPL00012828

INTNTP[.00012996

Non-infringement ISubrnmanlan

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0649

IC

IA.IC30 l ODatashect (duplicate to JX-103C)

INlNTPL000\2997

INlNTPLOOOl3246

INon-lnfrlngement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013
also admitted os JX.
l03C

RX-0669

C

TLV320AIC3000 Datashect

NINTPLOOOIS841

NlNTPLOOOl584l

'"Non-infringement IDr. Oklolxlf ija

Admilled 06/l 0/2013

RX-0689

C

11/30/201 J Qualcomm MSM8960/MSM8x60A Mobile Device
Station Modem Device Specification, 80-Nl622;1 Rev. 0

853SAMSUNG00060l63

853SAMSUNGQ0060297

Non-infringement ISubramani'l"
1

Admitted 06110/20 l3

t
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RX-0690

IC

'<

';i

Respondents' Final E~hlbll LISI

l!0/1312011 Samsung PLL3SOOX LN32LPM 1400MHz FSPLL
Datashee~ Rev. 1.25
102/28/2010 Samsung PLL4508A L4LP 1030MHz FSPLL Data.ihee~
Rev. 1.01
10~010 Samsung l'LL4508C L4LP 2060MHz FSPLL Datasheet,
Rev. 1.00
109/2012 Samsung Bxynos 4412 RlSC Microprocessor, Rev. 1.30

853SAMSUNGOCll 67109

853SAMSUNG00167 I 27

No-n:infrlngcmcnt Subramanian'
·1

IAdmitted 06/10/2013

l'

853SAMSUNOOO 167073

85JSAMSUNGOOJ67089

Non-infringement Subnunenian

jAdmil1cd 06/10/2013

853SAMSUNGOO 167090

853SAMSUNGOOl 67108

Non-infringemertt Subrnmanian

1Admitted 06/10/2013

853SAMSUNOOO 167220

853SAMSUNG00170084

Non-infringement Subramania,:,

'"
,.

!Admitted 06/l 0/20JJ

853SAMSUNG0004213 l

853SAMSUNG00044673

Non-infriogement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

853SAMSUNG00019749

853SAMSUNG00022 l2 I

Non-infringement Subramanian

'

Admitted 06/10/2013

IC

107/201 l Sa111sUJ1g SSPCl 11 RISC Microprocessor User's Manual,
Rev. 1.30
109/2011 Samsung S5PC2 l ORISC Microprocessor User's Manual,
Rev. 1.40
ISnmsung Galaxy Slll User Guide

853SAMSUNGOOOl5855

853SAMSUNGOOO 16092

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/l 0/2013

RX-0720

IC

IS•m•ung Schematic SGH-[317, Rev 1.2A (Gala11y Note U)

853SAMSUNG00088997

853SAMSUNG00089009

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/l0/20l3

RX-0723

IC

!Samsung Schematic SGH-1577, Rev 0.7 (C'rala><y Exhilarate)

853SAMSUNG00089034

853SAMSUNG00089044

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0725

IC

!Samsung Schematic SGH-1717, Rev 1.2 (Galaxy Note)

853S/\MSUN000089062

853SAMSUNG00089076

Non-infcingcmcnt Subramanian

Admitted 06110/2013

RX-0726

IC

ISnmsung Schematic SGH-1727, Rev 1.4 (GSll Sl-')'l'ockcl)

853SAMSUNG00089077

853SAMSUNG00089093

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitt.cd 06/10/2013

.RX-0727

IC

!Samsung Schematic SGH-1747, Rev l.2 (Gala.'(y S Ill)

853SAMSUNG00089094

853SAMSUN000089106

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0737

IC

I

Samsung Schematic SOH-T989, Rev 1.1 (Galnxy S .ll)

S53SAMSUNG00089207

8S3SAMSUNG00089222

Non-Infringement Subramaniatl

Admitted 06/10/20.13

RX-0749

le

!Samsung Schematic SCH-1200, Rev 08 (Galaxy Stellar)

853SAMSUNG00030125

853SAMSUNG00030137

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0751

IC

ISnmsung Schematic SCH-1415, Rev 1,7 (Galaxy Slrato,phere2)

853SAMSUNG00030153

853SAMSUNQ00030168

Non-infringement Subrnmanien

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0756

le

ISamsung Schematic SCH-R530, Rev OS (Galaxy S ill)

853SAMSUNG00030232

853SMISUNG00030248

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/201:l

IC

!Samsung Schematic SCH•R830, Rev 10 (Galaxy Axlom)

853SAMSUNG00030287

853SAMSUNG00030300

RX-0693

IC

RX-0694

Jc

RX-0696

IC

RX-0699

IC

RX-0702

Jc

RX-0705

RX-0760

,,
Non-infringement Subramani~n

Admitted 06/10/2013

t
RX-0763

IC

!Samsung Schematic SGH-1437, Rev 07 (Gala.'()' Express)

1853SAMSUNG00030329

1853SAMSl/NG0000339

INon-infringemeot1S ubramani~

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0764

Jc

ISnmsung Schematic SOl:1-1547 (Galai.y Rugby Pro)

I853SAMSUNQ00030340

I853SAMSUNG00030352

!Non-iofrlngement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

l
!

lI
•

i

l

!
I
t
il
i

)

RX-0774

IC

!Samsung Schematic SGH~S959G (Galaxy S U)

1853SAMSUNG00030465

1853SAMSUNG00030474

1Non-infringement1Subramaniap

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0784

IC

!Samsung Schematic SPH-l.710, Rev 13 (Galaxy Sill)

I853$AMSUNG00030604

l853SAMSUNG0003062 l

!Non-infringement !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/2013
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ri

j

I8S3SAMSUNG00170097

INon-infrintcmcnt Subramanian

IC

l,No Dale, VCO Architecture for; PLL4502C &. PLUS08NC (See JXi853SAMSUNOO0 l 70096
0037C}
IMSM8:XS5 Mobile Stntion Modem User Guide
iLGU8001TC0J0494 l

ILOES00ITC030508 I

!Non-infringement Subramanlan

Admitted as JX0037C
Admitted 06/1012013

RX-0791

IC

IMSM8960 Clock Plan

I853SAMSUNG0006S6 I6

l853SAMSUNG0006563S

INon-lnfringcmenl Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0794

IC

IPnscal/Concord/Origln (V768/P253A20) Schematics

l2'TE853TPL00756681

lZTE853TPL00756695

INon-infrlogemcnt Subramanian

Admitted 06/l 0/2013

RX-0795

IC

IN850 Schematic

IZTE853TPL00756845

IZTE8S3TPL00756875

!Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/1012013

RX-0796

IC

IMDM8200A Mobile Data Modem • Um Guide

IZTE853TPL00763322

IZTE853TPL00763454

INon• lnfringcment Subramanian

Admitted 0G/10/2013

RX-0797

le

1HTCTP0075909

,l-lTCTP0075943

IN on-infringement Subramanian

Admitted.06/10/2013

RX-0798

IC

!DIAM 130/DlAM l40/DIAM210/DJAM 110 Block Diagram and
Schematics
IMSM7200A Mobile Station Modem User Guide

IHTCTP0496547

IHTCTP0496856

INon-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0799

IC

IAPQ8064 Device Specification

IHTCTPL_l005309l 9

IHTCTJ>L_IOOS309\9

INon-infrlngemenl Subramo.nlafi

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0800

IC

IMSM7227 Mobile Station Modem User Guide

ILGE8001TC0309486

ILGE800ITC0309605

!Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0801

IC

IMSM7x30-0/MSM7x30-l Mobile Station Modem User Gulde

IHTCTPL_I00602 l 79

HTCTl'L_100602397

Non-lnfdngemcnt Subrameninn

Admitted 06/10/20.13

i

RX-0807

IC

ICTR (3DS) CPU Schematic

NINTPLOOOJ7631

NlNTPLO00l 7635

Non-infringement Subramanien

Admitted 06/10/2013

i

RX-0789

IC

RX-0790

"

RX-0813

IC

ITWL (DSi) CPU Schematic

NrNTl'LOO0l7718

NlNTPLOO0l 7721

Non-Infringement Subramania.i)

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0814-

re

ICTR (3DS) CPU Schematic

NTNTPL000 17722-00017726

NINTPL0OOl 7722-000 I 7726

Non-infrini:ement Subramanian

Admillcd 06/10/2013

IC

!CTR (30S) CPU Schematic

NINTPLO00 17727

NINTPL000l7727

Non-infringement Subramanian

Ad milted 06/10/2013

RX-0816

IC

ICTR (30S) CPU Schematic

N1NTPL00017728

NrNTPI,00017728

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

ltX-0817

lc

ICTR(3DS) CPU Schematic

NINTPL0OO 17729

N1NTPL00017729

Non-infringement Subramenian

Admitted 0<i/10/2013
Admilled 06/10/2013

RX-0815

RX-0818

IC

ICTR {3DS} CPU Schematic

NINTPL000 17730

NINTPL000l 7730

Non-infringement Subramanian

RX-0819

IC

ICTR (3DS) CPU Schematic

NINTPL000 t 773 I

NINTPL00017731

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/20 13

RX-0832

le

JTWL-CPU-1 o Schematic

NJNTPLOOOl8484

NINTPL0OOJ 8487

Non-infringcmenl Subrrunanian

Admitted 06/10/20 I 3

RX-0849

IC

IKyocera Presto Schematic

IKYOCERA_m_ooo91ss-11s 1KvocEM_s.s3_00097ss-11s !Non-infringement !Subramanla,n

Admitted 06/10/2013
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!I

RX-0852

C

Kyocera S2J00/Luno/Clip Schematic

KYOCERA_853_0047503-517 KYOCERA_853_0047503-Sl 7

Non-infringement !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-085•\

C

Kyocero Duraeorc Schcmat.ic

KYOCERA_853_0010552-559 KYOCERA_853_00 I0552,-559

Non-Infringement !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0855

C

Kyocera Hydro Schemntic

KYOCERA._853_0014168-183 KYOCERA_853_0014l68-183

Non-infringement !Subramanian

!Admitted 06/10/20J3

RX-0856

·c

Kyocera DuraXr Schematic

KYOCERA_853_0010269-278 KYOCERA_8S3_0010269-278

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0857

re

1Kyoccra DuraPlus Schematic

lKYOCERA_8S3_00l2951 -959 KYOCERA_853_0012951-959

Non-infringement Subnunnnian
~
Non-lnfrlngcmont Subramanian

lAdmitted 06/10/2013

RX-0858

IC

!Kyocera Domino Schematic

IKYOCERA_853_0049088-109 KYOCERA,_853_0049088-109

Non-infringement Subramanian

jAd.mittcd 06/10/2013

,RX-0861

1c

QSC6055, QSC6065, QSC6075 and QSC6085 User Oulde

KYOCERA_853_00:22041

Non-infringement Subramanian

IAdmllled 06/10/2013

IRX-08(i3

KYOCERA_853_002234S

;,

RX-0867

C

MSM7627/MSM7627• l/MSM7627-2/MSM7627 Turbo/MSM7627- KYOCERA_8S3 _002293 7
t- Turbo/MSM7627-2 Turbo Mobite Staliort Modem Device
Specificallon
QSC60S5, QSC6065, QSC6075, Q_SCG08S Device Specification
KYOCERA_853_0021336

RX-0869

C

l'M8058 User Guide

KYOCER.A_853_0029469

KYOCERA_853_0029604

Non-infringement Subramanl~

!Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-0871

C

20110530_NBoplion__Acer_lntemal_l-Tusk_Petra,,usx

Accr853HC_022021

Accr653JTC_022021

Non-infringement Subramnnloµ

IAdmitted 06/1012013

rRX-0926

1

Public Interest

VanderVeen

IAdmilled 06/11/2013

!Public Interest

IVandcr Veen

!Admitted 06/J L/2013

AMZ_TPl._00084820

Public Interest

!Admitted 06/11/2013

IAdmitled 06/11/2013

IRX-0936

IC

lJser Gulde for LG Lucid (VS840)

IC

---

KYOCERA_853_002l584

Non-Infringement Subramaniai)

!Admitted 06/10/2013

'•

I

Jtx.:-0959

le

RX-0960

IC

!One Year Limited Warranty for Kindle fire

AMZ_TPl,_0008482)

AMZ_TPL_00084822

Public Interest

Vandcr Veen
~
VaoderVeep

RX-0996

IC

!Verizon Wireless Fivespot TM 30 Mobile ilotspot Product Sately
and Warranty Information User Manual
Chorus User Guide cricket

ZTB8531'l'L00298933

ZTESS3TPl,00298948

Publ.ic Interest

VnnderVeei'

RX-0997
RX-0998

IRX-0999
IRX-1001
RX-1007

ic
I

1
I

le-

IZTE

IMifi User Guide

IAdmil1cu 06/10/10 I3

I;

LGE8001TCOJ70270.pdf

!StrategyAnalytics Report "North America Smartphone Vendor & OS l.GE8001TC044S4 81 .pdf
Market Share by Country: Q3 2011" (Oct 2012)
'One Year Limited Warranty for Kindle Fire HD
AMZ_TPl._00084818

Non-infringement Subramania~

KYOCllRA_853_002309i

.,

IAdnutted06/l 1/2013

:;,

ZTE853TPL00757498

ZTE853TPL00757530

l'u.blio lntcrest

Vanderveen

IAdmiHedOG/t 1/2013

"

NYIL TPL853 0005338

NVTL TPL8S3 0005436

Public lntere.st

Vander Veen

lAdmitted 06/11/201 3

lMil'i 2200 User Guide

NVTL TPL853 0079776

NVTL TPL853 0079834

Public Interest

VanderVcch

IAdmitted 06/t I /2013

!Curriculum Vitae or Vivek Subramanian, Ph,D

N/A

NIA

Non-infringemenl Subramonian

IAdmillcd 06/06/2013

LOE BOO I'fC0307020

'i
Non-infringement Subrnmanitin

!Admitted 06/10/2013

--

MSM8960 Chipscl Troining: Baseband Architecture Topics
(excerpt~)

LGB8001 TC0306935
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a Acer Products (see RDX-1 O

1Q

o.. ......... t:I

Received for
demonstrative
purposes
Received for
demonstrative

RX-1023

C

List of Accused Amazon P.roducL~ (see RDX-1023)

NIA

N/A

Non-Infringement ISubrnmanlan

RX-1024

C

List ofAccused Barnes &. Noble Products (see RDX-1024)

NIA

NIA

Non-infringement !Subramanian

RX-1025

C

Lisi of Accused Gannin Products (sec RDX-1025)

NIA

NIA

'Non-infringement iSubramani1111

Receivea i:o

RX-1026

C

List of Accusr.d HTC Products (sec RDX-1026)

NIA

NIA

Non-infringement ISubramanian

1<..ece1vea 10

RX-1027

C

List of Accused Huawei Products !see RD~-1027)

IN/A

NIA

Non-.infringement ISubraman.ian

Rcce1vcu 10

C

RX-1030

C

IList of Accused LO Products (see RDX-1029)

List or Accused Nintendo Product.< (sec RDX-1030)

IN/A

NIA

Non-infringement ISubramanian

IN/A

NIA

Non•infriogemcnl !Subraman ia~

'i
C

List of Accused Novatel Products(see RDX-1031)

IN/A

NIA

l
Reccivoo

10

demonstn,

demonstrative
purposes
Received. for
demonstrative

RX- 1032

C

List of Accused Samsung Products (sec RDX- 1032)

IN/A

NIA

Non-infringement !Subramania.!)

RX- 10'.13

C

List or Accused ZTE Products (see RDX-l 033)

IN/A

N/A

Non-infringement !Subramanian

RX-1043

C

APQ8060 Application Processor User Guide

ILG8001TC0003487

LG8001TC0003556

Noo-infringoment !Subramanian

RX-1051

C

45 nm NT PLL Analog Cor1>-Data Sheet

I QTPL--0013823

QTl'L-0013845

Non-lnfdngement !Subramanian

Admitted 06/l0/2013

File Histmy for U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336-July 7, 2007AmendmentlLGB800ITC0287132
(See JXM-18 (Markman))

LGE8001TC0287305

Non-infringement ISubramanl~ii

Admitted as JXM-18
(Markman)

MSM7627 Proces.or User Guide

LGB8001TC0092 I 75

LGB800.ITC0092245

1
Non-infringement ISubramanian

Admitted 06/10(1013

LGE800ITC0308 I 32

LOE800!TC0308411

Non-infringement !Subramanian

Admitted 06110/20 J3

l·

RX-1089

RX-1093

C

\.

RX-1096

C

QSC6240/QSC6270 User Guide

~
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l

RX-1097

IC

!Q'SO6055, QSC6065, QSC607S and QSC6085 User Guide

KYOCERA._853_0022041

KYOCERA_853_0022345

Non-infringement !Subramanian'

!Admitted 06110/2013

RX-1098

IC

!MSM8X55 Mobile Station Modem User Guide

853SAMSUN00005::J 169

853SAMSUNO00053254

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-1099

IC

IMDM9600 Mobile Data Modem IC U$er Guide

ILGE8001TC0309342

ILGE800JTC0309426

!Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 0611.0/2013

RX. J iOI

IC

IQSC6J x5, QSC6295, QSC6695 Quakomm Single-Chip User Guide LGE800JTC03 l 0316

LGES00ITC031045I

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

R:X,1112

IC

IQSD8250/QSD8650 Snapdragon Um Guide

LGEB001TC030860;i

LGE800ITC0308884

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-l\31

C

Ouer2 Schematics

AMZ_U'L_0082947

AMZ_TPL_0082959

Non-infringement Subramani.an

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-1142

C

11uvi 34S0/3450LM Series OMAP3GI I Version Scl1ematic

GARM™,075081

GARMfN075088

Non-infringement !Jarrod Seym\)ur

Admilled through
deposition
designations
submilled
06/12/2013

~
f
RX-1149

IC

ISC54412BHB Schematic for Galaxy Note II (SCH-1605/Ml6J

1853SAMSUNG0003020l

1853SAMSUNG00030214

Non-infringement Subramaniari

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-1167

IC

IZX4451 Product

iAccr853lTC_005927

jAccr8S31TC_005954

Non-infringement St1bramaniah

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-.1174

le

IMSM7227 Mobile Station Modem User Guide

IHTCTPL 100581312

Non-infringement Subramanian

Admilled 06/10/2013

RX-1179

IC

!Test Documentation -S5E4412_ptl_tcst

1»-rcr
IN/A

INfA

PLJooss 1s3s

.t

Non-infringement Subramanian,.

Admitted 06/10/2013

.•

RX-1180

IC

ITe.,t Documentotton - E4412 TemperalUre ~esulls

IN/A

lN/A

!Non-Infringement Subramonlah

!Admllled 06/10/2013

R,X- 1181

IC

ITostDocumentation -:Photos and Schematics forE4412

IN/A

IN/A

!Non-infringement Subramanian

!Admitted 06(1012013

RX-1182

IC

!Test Documentation - 4412 Voltage Results

NIA

NIA

!Admilted 0G/1012013

RX-1183

IC

!'!'.est Documentation• S5l'C210_pll_tesl

NIA

NfA

Non-.infri.ngcment Subrarnanil\!1
\i
Non-infringome111 Subramaniah
,
Non-infringement Subromarilllll
J

Admilted 06/10/201 3

IC

!Test Documentation - S5PC2l OMeasurement Rc.~ults

jAdmiltcd 0611012013

F

f
R:X-1184

'

NIA

NIA

fs

RX-1185

IC

)Test Documentation• Photos and Schematics for S5PC210

IN/A

IN/A

!Non-infringement Subram•nt

Admilled 06(10/2013

RX-1)86

IC

l'Ecst Documentation -SS.PC,'210 Voltage Results

NIA

N/A

Non•infringcment Subnunaniitn

,.

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-I 187

IC

i-rest Documentation • Ky()Cera S2100 Measurement Results

NIA

NIA

Non-infringement Subramanijh

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-1188

IC

li'est Documentation • Schema.tics and Photographs for Kyocera

NIA

NfA

Non-infrillgemcnt Subramaniah

Admitted 06/10/2013
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c~-- TestDocumentation • MSM8960 Results
RX-1190

C

Test Documentation - Photographs for Qua!comm MSM8960

RX-1218

Aspire Notebook Series Quick Guide

RX-1219

I

NIA

NIA

NIA

\Acer8531TC 000l 008

IC

RX-1636

I
I

853SAMSUNG-DEVOOl.l •
853SAMSUNGDEV001.4
!Market Share: Mobile Phones by Region and Country, 3Q12, Gartn.er VVOOOOl
!Market Statistics
lcomScore Report., November 2012 U.S.
VV00051
lcomScore Reports December 2012 U.S.

· \Acer853ITC 00-01447

.

Non-infringement ISubratnanian

!Admitted 06110/2013

Non-infringe,nent TSubramanian

--[Admitted 06/1011.01 3

-·

\Public lntere_,t

\Vandcr Vee~

Admitted 06/11/2013

-~

Samsung Galaxy Note box packaging and guides

I

RX-1634

RX-1637

NIA

VV000.54

Vander Veei\

Admitted 06/11/2013

853SAMSUNG-DEV001 . l 853SAMSUNGDBVOO I.4
VV00040

Public lntcre.1t
l'ubl ic Interest

VanderVeeh

Admitted 06/11/2013

VV00053

Public Interest

Vanderveen

Admitted 0611112.013

VV00055

.h

·a

Public Interest

,

f_

Vander Veen

Admitted 06/1112013

<

RX-1759

IC

!Samples of identical llcens.lng communications - initial letter (6
corppanies)

Acco:TPL853 _o 1789285-287; Acco:TPL853_0 l 789285-287; Domestic
Vander Vee/!, Dan
Altobridge:Tl'L853_ol 8S3616- Altobridge:TPL853_0l853616- lndushy; Remedy Leckrone, ·Mc•c
618;
618;
Leckrone, Hannah
Catcrpillar;TPL853_01991045- Catcrpillar:TPL853_01991045~~
047;
047;
Goodrich:TPL853_02167046- Goodrich:TPL853_02167046•
1
048;
048; Masimo:TPL853_02334JSO
<'
Masimo:TPL853_02334350352;
352;
Plantronic,:TPL853_02606587,..,<
Plantronics:Tl'L853_02606587- 589
~
589
::

Admitted 06/11/2013

IC

!Samples of Product Reports

ITPL853_00219009

ITPL853_00219023

RX-1773

IC

\T'wo-colunm chart showing individual employees and their "burdened Tl'L853_02956377
1:Jiurly rates ,"

T.PL853_02956378

r-lliaccnsc trip reports (includes telecons; no expenses given;
i\orlfolio{s) not indicated)

TPL853_02992806

TPL853_02993060

RX-17&4

IC

RX-1794

le

IAlliacense Timeshcet 2012 (unredacted)

TPL853_030054J2

TPU!53_03005443

RX•l795

IC

IProject Labor Allocations -Multiple Periods (Ailiaccnsc/fPL)

\TPL853_03005444

YPL853_03005487

RX-1796

IC

IAJliacense Timeshccl 2011 (unrcdaotcd)

- - - ITPL853_03005488

ITPL853 _03005517

j

1

l

!
l

fi

l''
li

:;

I

Vandcr v~n. Dan
!Domestic
Industry; Remedy Lcckrone, J'1•c
Leckrone, Jiannah
Vander Veen, Dan
Domestic
rnduslt)'; Remedy Leckrone, Mac
Leckrone, ~•nnnh
Vand.er Veen, Dan
Domestic
lodustzy; Remedy Leckrone, fylac
Leckrone, J:iannnh
Domestic
Vander V~n. Dao
Industry; Remedy Leckron", ~•c
Domestic
Vandee Vc4n, Dnrt
Industry; Remedy Leckrone, Mac
Domestic
Vander Vc~n. Dan
Industry; Remedy Leckrono, Mac
Leckrone, l:bnnah
!·

:~·
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RXs1762

Il

Admitted 06/11/2013
;

.,
Admitted 0611112013

'
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t
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I

Admitted 06/1112013

Admitted 06/11/2013
Admitted 06/11/2013

i
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Admitted 06111/2013
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~

RX-1804

C

!e11as lnslrurnent.s OMAP35x technical reference manual

IGARM-N3 7-xx-031184

GARM-N37xx-03S222

Non-inftingement !Seymour

Admitted.06/10/2013

I

RX•l808

C

Seymour Deposition Ex. 9: nuvi 37xx Main Board schcmaUc

IGARMIN075072

GARMIN075080

iNon-lnfringcmenl !Seymour

Admitted 06/10/2013

RX-1 816

C

Si,ymour Deposition Ex. J7: USB331 l Hi-Speed USB Transceiver
with .I .8V ULl'l Interface - 26MHz Reference Clock (Revision 2.0)

IGARM-N37xxR-004307

GARM-N37xxR.004J84

Non-infrlrtgcment !Seymour

Admitted 06110/20 I3

I

Admitted 06/10/20 13

I

,,;iI,

'

I

RX~\817

C

Texas Instruments OMAP36xx Teclmical Reference Manual

IGARM1N068 I98

GARMIN07 l 968

Non-infrlngement !Seymour

RX-1818

C

Seymour Deposition Ex, 19: nuvi 37xxAIHn Main Board schematic IGARMIN07508 I

GARMIN075088

iNon-ln!"ringement ISeymour

.';

Admitted 06/10/2013
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In the Matter of

CERTAJNWIRELESSCONSUMER
ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND
CO,MPONENTS THEREOF

Investigation No. 337-TA-853

JOINT FJNAL EXJilBIT LIST
Pursuant to Ground Rule 10.1 and Order-Nos. 7 and 15 (setting procedural schedule),
Complainants Technology Properties Limited LLC ("TPL"), Phoenix Digital Solutions LLC
("PDS"), and Patriot Scientific Corporation (''PTSC") and Respondents Acer Inc. and Acer
America Corporation (collectively, "Acer"); Amazon.com, Inc. ("Amazon"); Barnes & Noble,
Inc. ("Barnes & Noble"); Garmin Ltd., Garmin International, Inc. and Garmin USA, Inc.
· (collectively, "Garmin"); HTC Corporation & HTC America, Inc. (collectively, "HTC"); Huawei
Technologies Co., Ltd., Huawei Device Co., Ltd., Huawei Device USA Inc., and Futurewei
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Inc, (collectively, "Kyocera"); LG Electronics, Inc. and LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc.
(collectively, "LG"); Nintendo Co., Ltd., and Nintendo of America Inc. (collectively,
''Nintendo"); Novatel Wireless, Inc. (''Novatel Wireless"); Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and
Samsung Electronics America, Inc. (collectively, "Samsung") and ZIE Corporation & ZTE
(USA) Inc. (collectively, "ZTE"), (collectively, "Respondents") hereby submit their final joint
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Isl Eric C. Rusnak
Eric C. Rusnak
K&L GAIBS LLP
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Washington, DC 20006-1600
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Facsimile: (202) 778-9100

Counsel for Complainants
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Timothy Walker
Curt Holbreich
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing document,

JOINT FJNAL EXHIBIT LIST
___ .have been served.on this 28 th day of June, 2.0 V ,. on.the fqllo.wing; .. ,,
Lisa R Barton
Acting Secretary
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20436

The Honorable James E. Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W., Room 317
Washington, D.C. 20436
kenneth.scho12ferl@usitc.gov

R. Whitney Winston, Esq.
Office of Unfair Import Investigations
· U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, S.W., Suite 401
Washington, D.C. 20436
whitney.winston@usitc.gov

James C. Otteson
Agility IP Law, LLC
149 Commonwealth Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
TPL853@agilityiplaw.com
cboge@knlh.com

D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Federal Express
l:8J Via Electronic Filing
D Via First Class Mail·
l:8'J Via Hand Delfrery

D Via Federal Express
l:8J Via El.ectronic Mail
D Via First Class M.ail
D Via Hand Delivery
0 Via Federal Express
l:8J Via Electronic Mail

D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Federal Express
l:8J Via Electronic Mail

Counsel for Complainants Technology Properties Limited LLC,
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Eric C. Rusnack, Esq.

K&L Gates LLP
1601 K Street, NW
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D Via First Class Mail
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D Via Federal Express
l:8J Via Electronic Mail

Counsel for Respondents Acer Inc., Acer America Corporation,
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Quinn Emanuel Urqhart & Sullivan LLP
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 285

D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery

n Via Federal Exoress

Washington, D.C. 20004
BN-853@auinnemanuel.com

[8:1 Via Electronic Mail

Counselfor Respondent Barnes & Noble, h1c.
Louis S. Mastriani, Esq.
Adduci, Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP
1133 ConnecticutAvenue, NW; 12th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
Gannin-853/@adduci.com
garmin 853/aleriseIP.com
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lITC-TPLc@cooley.com
Nintendo-TPL@cooley.com

D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Federal Express
[8:1 Via Electronic Mail
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D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Federal Express
[8:1 Via Electronic Mail
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Huawei Device Co., Ltd., Huawei Device USA Inc. and
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Morrison & Foerster LLP
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D Via First Class Mail
D Vja Hand Delivery
D Via Federal Express
~ Via Electronic Mail

Counsel for Respondents Kyocera Corporation and Kyocera
Communications, Inc.
Aaron W ainscoat
DLA Piper LLP (US)
2000 University Avenue
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D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Federal Express
[8:1 Via Electronic Mail

Counsel/or Samsung'Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung
Electronics America, Inc.
Jay R Reiziss, Esq.

Brinks, Hofer, Gilson & Lione
1775 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Suite 900
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1330 ConnecUcutAvenue. NW
Washington, DC 20036-1795
202 429 3000 main
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March 8, 2013

VIA HAND DELIVERY
The Honorable E. James Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
U.S. International Trade Corrunission
500 E Street, SW
Washington, DC20436
Re:

Certain Wireless Consumer Electronics Devices afld Co111po11ents
Thereof, I11vestigatio11 No. 337-TA--853

Dear Honorable Judge Gildea:
Please find enclosed for submission in the above-referenced investigation Respondents'
Final Markman Hearing Exhibit Li~ and 4 discs containing Respondents' Final Markman
Hearing Exhib~ts pursuant to Ground Rule 8.7.
Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Isl Timothy C. Bickham
Timothy C. Bickham
STEPTOE & JOHNSON LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel; 202.429.5517
Fax: 202.429,3902
Cou1tsel.for Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

CC: Counsel of Record; OUII
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The undersigned certifies that, on March 8, 2013, be caused
Responctents., Fina:! M"'arkman 'Exbioif rr st- and Final Markman Ex.h.ib its
to be served upon the following parties as indicated below:
The Honorable E. James Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
U.S. Inteniati.onal Trade Commission
500 E Street, SW
Washington, DC 20436

\Vhitney Winston
Office of Unfair Import Investigations
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, SW
Washington, DC 20436
James C. Otteson, Esq.

Agility IP Law, LLP
149 Commonwealth Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Counsel for Complainants Technology
Properties Limited LLC,
Phoenix Digit.al Solutions LLC and
Patriot Scientific Co1poration
Eric C. Rusnak
K&L GATES LLP
1601 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1600
Counsel for Respondents Acer Inc., Acer
America Corporation, Amazon.com, Inc.
and Novatel Wireless, Inc.
Louis S. Mastrian1
Adduci, Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP
1133 Connecticut Avenue N.W.,121h Floor
Washington, DC 20036

Counsel for .Respondents Garmin Ltd.~Garmin International, Inc. and Garmin
USA, Inc.

□
@

Via First Class Mail
Via Hand Delivery
D ·Via,Overnight Courier
D Via Facsimile
@ Via E-mail (PDF) (l.etter only)
Kenneth.schopfer@usitc.gov
Sarah.zimmetm.anlmusitc.1mv
0 Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Overnight Courier
□ Via Facsimile
@ Via E-mail (PDF) (letter 011/y)
Whltnev. winstonlmn~itc.1mv
□ Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via FedEx Ovemight
□ Via Facsimile
@ Via E-mail (PDF) (l.ett.er only)
tpl853([4agilityiplaw.com

□

Via First Class Mail

0 Via Hand Delivery

0 Via Overnight Courier
0 Via Facsimile
0 Via E~mail (PDF) (/¢.er only)
aceramazonnovatel ITC853@klgates.com
0 Via First Class Mail

D Via Hand Delivery
D Via Overnight Courier

D Via Facsimile
@ Via E-mail (PDF) (l.e:tr.eJ'
Gannin,853@adduci.com
Gannin. 853@eriseIP.com

only)

---

Cer!crln M;·i:lm Co1TSumr.r Electroi,lcs Devices
lm•esrign/ion No. 337-TA- 853

• Y,.

Paul F. Brinkman
O Via First Class Mail
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & surnvan LLP
D Via Hand Delivery
1299 Pennsylvania Avenuei N.W., Ste, 825
D Via Overnight Courier
D Via Facsimile
W ashingtQn, DG 20004
. · , .,_ -... , .,.. ·,,.,c·•->·"'"'" ,.,c, .. . -· --~-~~..-'.;,..r...,,,.--.>; ·,.--""· ~- ·,. ,. , >c.\ y0-·.:V:ia E-mail ·(F'D F) (Iet/er only}
Counsel for Respondent Barnes & Noble,
BN-853@guinnemanuel.com
Inc.
0 Via First Class Mail
Andrew Valentine
DLA Piper LLP (US)
D Via Hand Delivery
D Via O\lernight Courier
2000 University Avenue
D Via Facsimile
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
0 Via·E-mail (PDF) (letter 011/y)
853-DLA-SamsungCounsel for Responde,its Samsung
Team@dlapiper.com
Electronics co·., Ltd. and Samsung
Electronics America, Inc.
Stephen R. Smith
D Via First Class Mail
D Via Hand Delivery
COOLEYLLP
. D Via Overnight Courier
11951 Freedom Drive
D Via Facsimile
Rest on, VA 20190
0 Via E-mail (PDF) (letter only}
Counsel for Respondents HTC Co,poration
HTC-TPL@cooley.com
, Nintendo-TPL@cooley.com
and HTC America, Inc; Nintendo Co., Ltd.,
and Nintendo ofAmerica Inc.
Jay H. Reiziss
D Via First Class Mail
□ Via Hand Delivery
Brinks, Hofer, Gilson & Lione
□ Via Overnight Courier
1850 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-2219
□ Via Facsimile
0 Via E-mail (PDF) (Tener only}
Counsel for Respondents ZTE Corporation
B11nks-853-ZTE@brinkshofer.com
and ZTE (USA) Inc.
D Via First Class Mail
M. Andrew Woodmansee
D Via Hand Delivery
Morrison & Foerster LLP
D Via Overnight Courier
12532 High Bluff Drive
San Diego, CA
D Via Facsimile
0 Via E-mail (PDF) (letter onM
Kyocera-TPL-ITC@mofo.com
Counsel for Respondents Kyocera
Corporation and Kyocera Communications,
Inc.
D Via First Class Mail
Scott Elengold
D Via Hand Delivery
Fish & Richardson P.C.
D Via Overnight Courier
1425 KStreet, NW, Suite 1100
□ Via Facsimile
Washington, DC 20005
0 Via E-mail (PDF) (letter only)
LG-TPLITCService@fr.com
Counsel for Responden.ts LG Electronics,
Inc. and LG Electronics USA, Inc,

(:er(fllf(fi"lre/im· Ccns11ma E/eclronics Devices
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;: •..,_,,,. •"• .~, Chris Geissler
Paralegal
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March B, 2013

Excarpl• from File Historyot\.JJS_-F'a\enl No. ·s,809;336

R•n~m\!ered to,

Clllfm Construction

·2110198 amendment · ·Re•riumbt1ree1 t1$ JXt.M 6
'4/11/lJO.amendmont• ·Re-numbered as JXM-1 7
•7,0,.197 amendment- Re-numbered 1111J)CWt8
'◄/03/97 otnce acllon • Re-numbered as JXM•19
• 1/13197 amendment • Re-numbered RS JXM·.21

JXM-16

JXM-17
JXM-18 .
JXM-1 9
JXM-21

JXM• l0003

Re-Exam FIie Hls1ory of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,330 -9d/008,306

Claim ConstrucUon

WlnlDRAWN

JXM- 10004

Re-E}(am Ale History of U1CPatent No. 5,809,338- 9(lll)OS,237

Claim Cons\ructlon

WO:HDRAWN

JXM- 10005

Excerpts f1om Re-Exam FIie History or
Patent No. 6,809.335 - 90/008,474
"2/12/08 lnlorvlew Summary• Ra-numbered as JXM•14
• 5/12Al9 amendment• R..numbered.as JXM•22·
'9/02/08 arnendmanl • Ra-numbered .as JXM•23
'3/17/09 office AcUon . Re-numbeted ns JXM·24

Claim ConslrucUon

u:s.

Ronum~ored To:
JXM•1 4 ,

JXM-22 '
JXM-23:

JXM•2-1,

JXM•

0006

Re-Exam F.lle History of U.S. Patent No, 5,809,336 - 90/009,457

Claim Construction

JJ<M.

0007

June 15, 2007 M11.rimian Order.--TPL v. Mataushlta, 54 F. Supp. 2d 916, 928 (E.0 , Tex. June 15, 2007)
(formerly CXM-1, RXM•211nd SXM·1)

Claim ConstruC1Jon

Panias' Presenlatlons IAOMITI'ED

JXM-

0000

Juno. 12; 2012 Markmmi Order. .Acer, l<io. v. fPL:, 2010 U.S. D°JsCTEXIS81322 (N;O, Cal. June 12., 2012)
{lormt>rly CXM·2, ~XM-~ and SXM,2)
.

Claim Consiruolion

Parllas' Pr~seiiiii:Qi,iii; -IAbMITTEO

JXM•

0009

A.ciiiv. TaetinologyProportiOll L\d:;-Case No. !i:Ofl::cii-677 (N.O. Col,

Claim ConstrucUon

Portlas' Presonlnllons IAOMITI'EO

JXM•

0010

December 4, 20i2 Markman Order.
December 4, 2012)
(formerly___CXM:::l_and SXM-J)
2/25/00 AmandmenVResponse
(formerly CXM-8 and SXM-7)

Claim Cons\ruolion

POrlles' Presentailons !ADMITTED

Jl(M.

0011

JXM- l0012

JXM•

0013

.JXM•

001 ◄

JXM-

0015

JXM•

0010

JXM·

0017

Oclober 29, 2010 Joint Clalrn Construction Stotamont(N.O. Cal.)
IClaim Col\strucUon
(formerly RXM-3 and SXM-4)
Supplemental beclarallonofDr. Vo]ln Ol<Jobdtija, dated September f4,-2012 end Exhib~ A filed in Case No.5:08--IClalm Construction
cv-00882 JW (N.D. Qal.)
lorme<ly CXM-4 and RXM-18'
U,S. Patetji No. ,(689,58! ( ° T a ~~
jClalm Constru01lon
(formerly CXM·5 and RXM•16)
2/1.2/08 lnlervlow Summary
(formerl.y CXM-7 and JXM-.5)
U.S. Patenl No~4,503,500 \"M•gar")
formerly CXM-10 and RXM•8
V10/98amaniimon1 from-pro-'-s-e01J.,_,ll,..on_o,..ft.,.ho...,'336 patonl
(formerly CMX-11.and JXM·2 excotpl)
4116/86 amendment
proseoulion of Iha '336 patent
(formerly CXM-12 and JXM,hxcerpt)

from

WITHORAWN

Parties' Presonlallon.s

IADMIT(ED

P~rtles' PresentaUons IWITHPRAWN
Parties' f'resenlaUons

IADMITTED

Clalm Construction

Parties' Presenlatlons IADMITTEO

Claim Construction

PaMles' Pr&Se nlnllons IADMf'TTED

Claim Cons\rucllon

Parties; f'resenlallons !ADMITTED

Claim Conslrvction

Parties' Presenlallons IAOM!TTEO

q
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JXM:- 0019- --- 4/03/97 otlice acUon from proseeuUon of lM '336 f'a\ent
JXM•

0020

JXM-

0021

JXM- 0022
JXM• 1<1023
JXM• l0024

1
I

Parties' Presontallons

ADMITTED

Claim Construcllon

Par11es• Presen1atlons

AD¥ITTED

Claim ConstrucUon

Parties' ProoonInt1ons

ADMITTED

Clalm Cons1tucilon

Parties' PresMlalions

ADMITTEO

Claim Conslrvcuon

(formerly CXM-15 and JXM-2 axcorpt)
2/08/98 amendment /tom proseeullon of lhe '338 polon1
lform•rlv CXM-16 and JXM•2 excerpll
1/13197 amendment from prosaCUlion of the '336 patonl
(formerly CXM,17 and JXM-2 excerptr
5/12/09 amendmont rrom 1110 roexomlnatlon proseeuJlon of lho •~5 patent
(formerly CXM-18 and JXM-2 excerpl)
9/02108 amendment from Iha reex:amlnaUon prosecuUon of Iha '335 palent
{formerly CXIA-19 and JXM•2 exc':'rpt)
3117/09 Office Action

Clalm Construcllon

Partlos' PrHentallon11
Parllu' Presentations

Claim Construction
RXM· 0003

1

I

- - -·-- -- -

ADMJT'\cD

'

Renumbered to
JXM-? -.
Renumbered to
JXM-1 1
WITHD~AWN

October 29, 20 JO Joint Claim Cor,structlon Statomonl

Claim Constructton

AXM· 0004

Declaration of Dr. Vlvok Suliriunanlan In Support of Respondents' inWai Markman Brief

Clalm Construction

RXM· 0005

June 12, 20U ,.._,,rl<man Order

C1e1m Conatrucuon

RXM- 0006

U.S. Patent No. 4.766,567 ("Kaloj

Claim ConstrucUon

Panias' Presentations

ADMITTED

RXM• 0007

Apl1l 2. 2007 Delendants' Brief Regarding Construction ot Dlsputod Clolm Term• (ED: f ex.)

Claim Conslrucllon

Partle•' Presentations

ADMITTED

RXM- 0008

u.s. Patent No. 4 ,503,500 ("Magar")

Claim Cons11ucUon

Excerpls lrom Deposition Transcript of Charles Moore Vol. 1 (1t.W13)

Claim ConetrucUon

Parties' Presentallona

Renumbered to
JXM•1o
ADMITTED

Excerpls from Depcisfllori triinsc,ipl of Charles Moore Vol. 2 (1/25/13)

Claim Conatrvcllon

Parties Presentations

ADMITTED

AXM- 0011

TPL'• Motton lo C1>rrect Piallrnlnaiy infringement Contanlion, • Morch ~. 2011 (N.o. Cal)

Claim Conslruc1Ion

Parties' Praseotallon,

ADM!l[ED

AXM• 0012

TPL'sCfalm Conoirucllon Reply 8rlof - Aprll 9, 2007 (E.D. Tex.)

Claim Cons1tucllon

Parties· Presenlallon•

ADMITTED

Excorpls from Deposlllon Tran.cr;pt of Char1es

Claim Construction

Parties· Prnsenlatlons

I\OMITTI!D

I
Panlea' Pre,entalions

RenUfT\ben!ld 10

JXM-8 i'

RXM- 0009

RXM- 0010

RXM- 0013

7c
1c

le

M00<0 -

(7/1 \ill7 • E.O. Tex.)

AXM- 0014

U.S. Polent No. 4.~80.216 ("Bollay")

Claim Conslructlon

Parties' Pre•antatlons

ADMITTED

RXM- 0015
RXM- 0018

U.S. Patent No.4,691,121 ("Ledi.lus')
U.S. Paten! No. 4,689,581 ("Talbot')

Claim Construction

Partlos' Prosonlatlons

U.S. Paten! No. 3,967,104 ("Branflngham")

Clolm Consl/ucllon

ADMITTED
Renumberod to
JXM•1j
ADMITTED

RXM•

0017

Claim Constroctlon
• PMles' Presenl•llons

2
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